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For the Inst time a young teacher enters a class imilye,:dently, no loup.r :sent by the
training college to prove his efficie.:cy. 7:he class ht.firreirn is like a mirror of mankind,

so multiliPrnt, so /idl of contradictions, so inaccessible. He fieels: '7 hose tboys I have

not -'Ought thew out; I have been put here and have to accept them as they are but
not as they 1101' are in this moinentdio, as they really are, as they can becorne. Bmthow

can I find out what is in them and what can I do to make it take shape?' And the 'boys
do not make things easy for him. They are noisy, :they cause' trouble, they stare at him
with impudent curiosity. He is at once tempted to check this or that hrouble7maker, to
issue orders, to make compulsory the rules vi decent behaviour, to say No, to say No. to
everything rising against him from beneath: he is at once tempted to start from beneath.

And if one starts from beneath one perhaps 7never .arrives abore, but everything comes

donee. But then his eyes meet a firce which strikes him. It is not at beautiful face nor
particularly intelligent; but it is a realfice, or rather, the chaos preceding the cosums of a

real lace. On it he wads a question which is something ilifleWnt from the general
curiosity: :IFIto are you? Do you know something that concerns me? Do you bring nu:
something?' do you bring?'

To our children

who must learn during their lives
to discern continuities and cope with change.

Martin Buber

Sarah, Loretta, Mark and John
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Culture and The Schools Commission in
Education4 Reneival
J. V. D'Cruz and P. J. Sheehn

The five years 1973-78 have been years of .._mazin3ly rapid change on the.
Australian educational scene. Although there were some substantial
developments in the years prior to 1972: our_story starts. with the election of
the Labor Government on 2 December 1972 and -the appointment of the
Interim Committee for the Australian Schools Commission 10 days later. This
committee reported. in May 1973, the Schools Commission was established in
December 1973 and large sums of additional commonwealth money floW,d,
into Australian schools from 1 January 1974.' The program was initially 4
directed -at bringing about a sharp increase in resources available to schools,
especially those with low resource use, although there were a number Of other
educational programs. As this prcsram continued during 1974 --76, many
other developments were- 'occurring. concurrently. For example, there was
increasing devolution of responsibility to individual schools in most state
systems, while most Catholic schools were becoming more and more linked
in centralized systems, and debate intensified about., teaching methods,
curriculum content and other matters. With the continuing movement into
higher education, partly motivated by the individual's pursuit of higher
occupational status, the educational credentials required for any particular job
conti-ued to increase,_ Most importantly, from mid-1974, the economic
situation deteriorated rapidly, leading to rising unemployment, particularly
among early school-leavers, and to a tendency on the part of potential school- .
leavers to use the schools. as a refuge from unemployment. By the 1975-76
Budget, the Government.was anxious to contain expenditure and this concern
increased with the election of a Liberal-Country Party Government in late
1975. As a consequence, the volume of commonwealth expenditure on
schools will be only marginally higher in 1979 than in 1975. But even so, the
Schools Commission will disburse over $700 million in 1979 (by comparison
with commonwealth spending on schools of $99 million in 1971-72) and
has various programs designed to bring about change in Australian schools.

This volume aims ,to present an evaluation of the many facets of this
amIntious renewal program and is a considerably enlarged edition of a volume
published with the same title, under our editoiship, in 1975. The curia
volume has, four sections. Part I provides an analysis and assessment of the
report of the Interim Committee for the Australian S,Ilools Commission the
Karmel report) and nine of the 1 1 essays are reproduced unchanged from the
first edition. To complete the assessment of the Karmel report, we have
included in this section two important articles by Professor P. W-Musgrave
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and by. Mr Doug White, which are' reprinted with permission from the
Australian Journal of Education and <Ircna respectively.' Part 11 considers
developments subsequent to the establishment of the Australian Schools
Commission and evaluates some of the programs implemented by the
Commission over the 1973 -78 period. Of the five essays included in this
section, :Ince are entirely new, while those by Di. Mery Turner and .by
i'rofessor Brian Crittenden are expanded versions of articles appearing in
Arena and the Australian Journal-of Education respectively and are published
with permission. We are grateful to the editors of Arena and to the publishers-.
of the Australian Journal of Education, the Australian Council for-Educational
Research, for permission to publish material, appearing in these journals.
Part III contains an attempt by the editors to survey some of the main issues
facing Australian schools Five years after the-initiation of the renewal program,
while Part IV contains an extensive biblidgraphy of writings relating to the
Australian Schools Commission, prepared by Ms Denise Jepson of La Trobe
University. We would also like to express our appreciation; for the editorial
assistance given to us in the preparation of this volume, to Mr Don Maguire,
Ms Jenny Lord and Mrs Jean Noel from the Australian Council for
Educational Research and to Ms Lyn Yates of the -School of Education, La
Trbbe University

A TURNING POINT IN EDUCATIONAL STRATEGY

Five years after the beginning of the renewal program, a multitude of issues
remain unsettled. Many<of these are discussed throughout this volume and
sonic -of the ones we see as most important arc surveyed in the final chapter. In
thisintroduction we would like to make some comments on two related issues
Of overriding significance. firstly, the state of the debate about educational
renewal in Australia and of the renewal process itself, and.secondly, problems
and potsibilities in the role of the Schools Commission in the changing pattern
of 4ucational policy. ,

Two facts dominate any consideration of the state of the educational
renewal proLess in Australia in 1978. One is that, after dran4tic increases in
commonwealth funds provided to schools in 1974 and 1975 and large
increases in state government finance for schools, in The three years to
1,976-77. the indications are that the volgne of funds. available for schools
from both levels of government had stabilVed by 1978 and 1979. For 1976
the Commonwealth Government-allocated' the same level of real recurrent
resources to schools as in 1975 and reduced the volume of capital expenditure,
for 1977 the Government provided total funds two per cent higher in real
terms than in 1976. while in 1978 there was no change in the volume of
expenditure but provision for a one per cent increase has been made in the
guidelines for 1979 announced by the Minister for Education on 9 June. 1978.
Between 1973-74 and 1976-77' total expenditure by the State Governments

. on. schools (excluding' spending of Commonwealth Special Purpose Grants)
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increased by 87 per cent4implying an increase in real team of about 20 per
rent. But at the Premiers Conference on 22 June 1978, the States were
severely squeezed, total commonwealth paymerits to the States for 1978-79
increasing by only.sorne ,five per.cent,:in spite of an e. xpecced. rate of inflation
of seven to eight per cent: Thus the .P'eriod of substantial increases, in the
volume of state government resources being devoted to scho4ls must have
come .:n an end and, giya the policies Of the pizsent Commonwealth
Goverfm,ent towards expenditure and towards the budget deficik, continued
financial ..rugality by all levels of government seems inevitable. In short, the
financial aspect of the renewal program, in the shape of rapid increases in the
volume of resou: ces devoted to schools, is over. ,

The second relevant fact is that, after five years of intense activity in the
educational field, there remains considerable- unease about the health and
direction of Australian education. Indeed; in its April 1978 report, the Schools
Cormnission goes so far as to speak of 'uncertainty and ambiguity.abOut
authority, goals and processes' which 'none, whether adm;nistrators of systems
and schools,. teachers, parents or the Commission itself, can stand aside and
allow ... to continue'.2 This continuing seme of unease reflect many factors
of course the re- thinking prompted by the 'fundamental change in the past-
five years in Australia's economic circumstances and the rise in youth
unemployment, changing social attitudes and the continuing clash between
progressive and traditionalist models of society and of education, and so on. .

But as we argue below, some major part of it would seem to be ascribable to
the nature of the renewal prograni' which has been attempted in Australian
,education over the past five years.

CHANGING EMPHASES IN THE RENEWAL PROGRAM

It is evident that any assessment of the orientations of the Schools Commission .

cannot be divorced from., those of its predecessor, the Interim Committee; In .
19.78, the Commission is still attempting to carry Out the basic strategy forthe
renewal of Australian school:: which was initially sketched by the Interim
Committee in 190, .although emphases are changing with changing
circumstances. In the main, the Interim Committee's strategy involved a..-
Concorn in three general areas firstly, a concern over inadequate levels of
resources in most schools and over equity in resource standards between
schools: secondly, a concern over processes of decision-making; thirdly, a-
concern over the purpose and content of schooling. These concerns have. -

become the three successive major thrusts of the Schools Commission's o-1,.vn-
strategy for renewal. From 197.3 to 1977, the Commission's efforts were
concentrated in trying to increase the.resource standards of in general;
with positive discrimination in favour of those in most need. In 1978, the
Goinmission reports tha., with some qualification, these resource targets have
'been reached and, as argued above, the era of significant 'increases in overall
resoace. levels in schools is over, A second, and current, phase of .the



Commission's work is evident in a new emphasis in the 1978 report; the
second thrust is directed towards facilitating participatofy 'decision- making
processes in identifying directions of-needed change and improvement and in
proposing appropriate action.3 This participatory model had in fact originally
surfaced in Chapter 2 of the Interim Committee's report.' And just as the
participatory element had budded in the earlier reports5,before blossoming in
the 1978 report, one sees another, and third, thrust in the strategy which
budded in the earlier' report6 and was alluded to in the 1978 report.' This
third phase, which looks like blossoming at some future time, is curriculum
development and, in particular, the development of a core curriculum. Indeed
in the 1978 report, the Commission says that .'curriculum development and
interpretations of. meaningful learning will become a major foEus at the
national level in the Coming period'.t

This general pattern of three successive thrusts in the renewal strategy the
concern initially.being mainly with resource levels, moving gradually to more
emphasis on the nature of decision- making processes in schools and school
systems and only very recestly to more emphasis on aspects of content and
quality in education raises obvious questions about the logical coherence of
the -whole strategy. Faced with discontentin the commun'ty about the quality
of education in Australian schools, it is sensible to ra idly increase the
resources available to schools only if one has reason to believe that the
additional resources will be devoted-to achieving certain sped led and quality-
oriented goals in schools. It is hard,to see how the Commission could have had
such reasons without attempting to articulate, and obtain some eominunity
consensus about, the educational goals to which the program was, directed.
And in its latest report, when -the stress is substantially on participatory
decision-making processes, the Commission regularly retreats from substantive
issues about the content and practice of education to the form of the decision-
snaking process.

Examples of this retreat from' substantive issues about the content and
practice of education can be drawn from the key Chapter 1 ...of the
Commission's April 1978 report. In paragraph 1.1, the Commission mentions
some of the social and cultural changes which have taken place in recent
decades and argues that this raises questions such as 'What is knowledge for?'
and about' the traditional- justification for selection of the content of the
curriculum.. In paragraph 1.2, the Commission mentions.some 2, the questiOns
posed by. the change in the economic situation, by the rise in youth
unemployment, and by increasing credentialism. It comments that 'what
useful Tusponse the schoOls might make to this situation or indeed its relevance-
for education in general is by.no means clear'. These are certainly fundamental
sets of issues, bUt after being raised they are not discussed at all, in either this
_chapter or in the report as -a whole. The chapter In fact is devoted to the
movement towards greater,devolution of decision-making:However desirable
this maximizing of the democratic process of decision-making may be, there is
surely no reason for thinking that adequate national approaches-to either of



7.these sets of issues will emerge from a move to more participatory processes
alone. In respect of such issues, it is hard to escape the conviction that the..
Commission has abdicated from a vital leadership role.

The Report of the Interim Committee had argued for a common curriculum
that would_promote-basic-skills-for-participatiorrin-sotiety, an introduction to
'a variety. of leisure pursuits' and a core element in the curriculum geared to
'the. acquisition of skills and knowledge, initiation into the, cultural heritage,
the valuing of rationality and the broadening of opportunities to respond to
and participate in artistic endeavoUrs'.9 The 1978 report of the Commission
now serves notice that 'Curriculum development and interpretations of
meaningful learning will become a major focus at national level in the coming
period with the Curriculum Development Centre'.'° THis report also indicates
that ever time the\ Commission popes to move the balance of its funding away
from the simple provision of resources'towards the suppOrt of projects which
attempt to adapt schools to individual and social needs 'within a framework
which accepts the \importanCe of knowledge, skills and ,understandings in
enabling people int controlling their own futures'.'' These are only the
barest hints of ,What.A means to work up an educational framework within a
cultural perspective and what sUch.a frameWork might include, but it is to be
hoped that they indicate that the Commission is.now prepared to seriously
approach the many substantive issues of the goals and content of education and
of the quality of educational processes which cry out for attention in the

Australian context. After five years concentration on resource` evels and on
the form of decision-making processes, we' believe that Australian education
urgently needs leadership on issues of quality and content. The next section of
this introduction makes some suggestions about the direction that leadership

might take.

CULTURE AND CONTENT IN EDUCATION

As indicated above, the history of the renewal process shows a disturbing
tendenCy to.vcer.towards the externals of the educational situation, whether in
terms.of a concentration on resource provision or on the character of decision-
making processes or in some other way. Given this tendency, some recent signs
suggesting that the thiN phase, which focuses on curriculum development,
could be also diluted 'by a concentration on matters-of form rather than of
substance are disconcerting. For example, iv elation o,the question of a core
curriculum, there is a danger that this may be reduced to the specification of a
basic grid of skills which education should seek to provide. To take another
example, in the 1978 report,o the Commission raises the issue of how
secondary schools should adjust to changed economic 'circumstances, and give.
two alternatives: we might revert to early selection so as to move some
students ,into special work programs for the poorly qualified or we might put
greater emphasiOn schools on knowledge of job 'Options and actual work
conditions." Both of these examples the skills approach to core curriculum
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and the alternatives about the response to a new labour market situation
seem to us to be disastrously superficial responses to fundamental issues.

A new eimfbasis on quality and content in the ,,renewal program must go
back to basic issues about-the goals-we seelCin sehooli. While there are clearly
differences within the coMmunity in this area, at an appropriate level of
generality and comprehensiveness the differences may be less destructive than
often feared. All human societies possess as a matter of necessity a cultural
basis, including some shared ideas and patterns of thought, a set of social
relationships and functional social structures involving both work and
communication between' individual and groups, and some value systems.
which impose patterns of relative importance and acceptability on thought and
action. All societies also possess some means of introducing each new
generation into their culture, be it a simple combination of informal
instruction and learning by living in a communal situation' or the relatively
complex processes used in contemporary industrial society, ranging from

., learning in ,the nuclear family situation, froni the. Media and in communities
such as churches and clubs to many years of attendance at formal education
institutions. Education as initiatioly into the living culture of a community has
many important aspects, of which we would stress five here.

I In this discussion, the culture of the human community is to be defined as
the, paIterns of shared ideas, feelings, values, relationships and meanings
which arecomirion to that human community. In any community some
such patterns must have continuity; it-is necessary for the existence of a
society.or a culture that some patterns extend beyond the present moment
and have some'.extension in time. These ideas, goals and meanings are also
logically more fundamental than the institutions and structures in a
society; for structures exist to serve, certain purposes or to 6cpress.a given
perceived meaning and' the structures which best serve that purpose or
express that meaning may change at any time. Culture in this sense must
be transmitted .through education, while, it is also the source of critical
ideas about education. From this perspective our objections to an entirely
school-based curriculum would be twofold: firstly, those who have the
responsibility in the school to autonomously determine curriculum may
not accept this conception of education, so that for this reason the school
will fail to.initiate the students into the culture; secondly, given that there
is no proclaim6:1 consensus within the society, shared in common by all
the schools,.. about the crucial elements of culture, then even if schools
share this view, of education, they ma}; fail to initiate their students into a
6,111111011 culture: That is, given the lack of explicit consensus about the
central elements of a common culture, the 'cultures' into which schools
initiate their students may touch only at. random, if at all.

9 The forms of understanding which any individual needs are as wide as life
itself; they include that which is necessary to kriow and to some extent
control the world (work, etc.), that which is necessary to know and live
with other human beings and to,recognize the tension betwjen the needs
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of self and of society, that which is necessary to enjoy oneself in a
satisfying way and above, all that which is necessary to give some meaning
to lifeThese types. of understanding will be-developed and systematized

to various degrees in various cultures, but they will inevitably play some
role in each person's life.

3 Work, in the sense of regular activity contributing to the society's
functioning, would seem to be integral to any society. Hence, preparation
for work is part of any initiation into a culture and work is, or ought to
be, the individual's personal commitment to the productive endeavours of
that culture. This perspective implies that preparation 'for work can
neither be left out of nor dominate education and that work itself is one of-
the things to be understood in relation to the whole society, It also implies
that there need be no basic conflict between education and the promotion
of skills of literacy, numeracy and rational analysis, although these must
be seen as instrumental to achieving the wider purpose of initiation into
culturally shared meanings.--Fu'rther, this view implies that:labour should
not be separated from an understanding of its personal and.social purposes.

4 No culture can treat every activity as of equal importance, nor regard
every possible-action as equally acceptable. Inevitably, priorities are set up
and preferences are established between different actions, in terms of the
perceived meanings of, and goals for, life in the culture, Thus initiation
into "value systems and into moral judgments is an essential feature of
education. .....__ _

5 One of the fundamental commitments of our culture is to enhancing the
individual's ability to assess reasons Tor competing claims and to
developing. alternative -moral and cognitive perspectives. Consequently,___
an important feature of education as initiation into our culture is learning
the ability to distance oneself frOm any given aspect of the culture,. to step
back to assess and pass judgment on ghat aspect of the culture. This act of
distanCing is based . on the normative frainii-WOrk- "one seeks; on the
possession of relevant knowledge and on developed skills of reasoning., .

,Crises in 'a society put pfessure on such a conception of education, for
'example by leading to a potentially unbalanced heightening of emphasis on
one aspect or another. At the premint time in Australia, the problems generated
by .the economic situation and by high levels of unemployment of youth-are
leading to demands for direct work training to have a greater role. in the
schools or for schools to plaCe greater emphasis on job education. It is

undoubtedly true that recent economic trends necessitate a fundamental re-
thinking of the position of preparation for work in Australian education but it
is crucial that such a re-thinking take, place instead of a simple automatic
reaction in favour of greater emphasis on work-oriented programs. For
example, with appropriate planning it may be possible to develop work
experience programs which, as well as providing students with information
about jobs, are also educative in a broader socio-cultural sense, which lead

9
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students to reflect on the world of work and drive them back into the
reflective educational process in search of farther understanding and skills.

Similarly, the growing cultural diversity of Australia and the breakdown of
many of the sources of unity .within Western culture are leading to growing
emphasis on content-neutral skills.. One expression of this is the view that a
core curriculum can be defined and developed in terms of a grid of necessary
skills alone, without any reference to forms of knowledge or the value systems
in which these skills might be imbedded. Again, this move to . dominant
emphasis on skills seems to us to be a way of dodging the central issues, by
raising up one aspect of to a central-position. Initiation into a culture
is inevitably initiation into at least some of the thoughts, attitudes, values,
feelings and behaviour of that culture and the acquiring of abilities' involved
in thought, feeling and action must be mainly developed through grappling
with some of the content of that culture. TO talk only of skills does not resolve
problems arising from uncertainty or differences ih.the community abOut what
content should be taught; it involves a substitution of.a technical arrangement
for that direction and coherence which in otkeStimes would flow from shared
cultural meanings; and it simply involves ignOsring the fact that some content

v
will be taught and learnt in each educational situation.

The approach to education hinted at here may not be acceptable to all
Australians. Our central point, however, is that the Schools Commission can
no longer avoid

_I thinking seriously about general issues concerning the nature and quality
of education in Australia;

2 seeking the views. of various sections of the. Australian community on
these issues, tempered by an analysis of the-major streams of continuity in
Australian culture; and

.3 basing its renewal program on an explicitly formulated view of what it
seeks to achieve in terms of the Itiality and content of- Australian
schooling-. -7

This need not be a recipe for mere abstract theorizing. Thus, the project to
develop a core curriculum, if founded on an analysis Of the intellectual,
practical and value aspects of our common culture rather than on the search
for a grid of skills, could, in our 'view, make a major contribution to.
impioving the qt aliry of Australian education. Many of the Schools
Commission programs, such as . the Disadvantaged Schools Progra
Innoyations Program and the move to greater devolution of authority the
school could be usefully included and expanded in the context of a content-
based strategy. And the problem of youth unemployment cries out for a
general 're-thinking of the relationship of education and work in Australia and
fOr specific programs based on' the results of that re-thinking.

THE FUTURE .'OF THE SCHOOLS COMMISSION

With the end of the' period of dramatti increases in the volume of finance
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available for education, the role of a Schools Commission which based its
renewal program mainly on such financial increments is far from clear. And as --
the Commission does not have administrative responsibility in relation to any
school systems, there is a limit to what 4 can do to promote greater devolution
Of decision-making in education. When one adds the point that some of
its recent financing proposals have not met with widespread acceptance either
in the community or in the Government, it is clear that the, future of the
Schools Commission, as a.,body seeking renewal in Australian schools, is_in
doubt. While we argue (as above) for significant changes in the approaches
and emphases of the Commission, we would regard any major, truncation of
the Commission as a most retrograde step for Australian education. In the late
1970s con. ern about the quality and direction of Australian schooling is
even more widespread in the community than it was in 1972, in spite of the
big increases in eSEpenditure which have taken place in the intervening period.

. Governments would be seriously in error, inour view, if they used this faCt
together with financial stringency as reasons for killing the renewal program,
perhaps by reducing the Commission to a purely.financial body. Rather, what
this fact shows is that there is an urgent need in Australia for a body to think
and consult abut the nature and quality of education in Australia and to
develop policies based on the results -of this thought and consultation. The
Schools Cbmmission, in conjunction with the Curriculum Development
Centre, could fulfil such a role.

Notes .

I The major reports- of ine Schools CommissiOn referred to in this introduction arc:
Australia. (1973). Schools in Australia. Report of the Interim Committee for the Austrafian Schools:,
Cominission. (Chairman, P. Karmel). Canberra: AGPS.
Australia. Schools Commission.,(1975). Report for the Triennium 1976-78. (Chairman, K.
MClinnon)..Canberra: AGPS. .

Australia. Schools Commission. (1978). Report .fir the Triennium 1978-81. (Chairman, K.
McKinnon). Canberra; AGPS.
For a comprehensive guide to references relating to the Schools Commission, see belosV,
Denise Jepson. 'The A-tTsfraliiii-Sehiiols'Comm-VitTn Bibliography',-Chapter 17 olthis

'Volume.
2 Australia. Schools Commission. (1978). op. cit., para. 1.27.
3 ibid., -para. 1.24.
4 Australia. (1973). op. cit., Chapter 2.
5 loc. cit. Sec also Australia. Schools Commission. (1975). op. cit., Chapter 11.
6 Australia. (1973). op-. cit., paras 2.21. 3.23.
7 Australia. Schools Commission. (1978). op. cit.., paras 7.17, 9.9.

inc. cit., .

9 Australia. (1973). op. cit., para. 2.21.
10 Australia. Schbols Commission. (1978). op. cit.. para. 7.17. The Cprriculutn Development

Centre (CDC) was formally established by a separate Act of Parliament in 1975, inter alio, to
devise and develop school curricula and other educational material. Since its foundation. the

CDC has initiated various curriculum projects, including the Core Curriculum and Values

Education Project. inquiries about the CDC. may be directed to The. Director (Dr
Malcolm Skilbeck), CurriculuMDevelopment Centre, P.O. Box 632. Manuka, ACT, 2603.

11 ibid., para. 2.76.
12 ibid., para. 1.3.
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1. Arguments and Assumptions of the Karmel
Report: A Critique
Brian Crittenden

it would be unfair to treat the Kannel report as though it were a- rigorously.
.argued philosophical account of educational theory. In a remarkably short
time, the members of the committee reSponsible for the report prepared a
broad range of detailed proposals for a new and large -scale initiative by the
Federal Government in the financing. of primary and secondary schools in
Australia. As the tenns,of reference show, this was the precise scope of their
task. However, as the members of the Committee themselves realized, they

..could hardly proceed intelligently to this task without some reflection On the
nature of education and whar. the role of the primary and secondary'schools
should be.' They acknowledged that policy on the allocation'of resources_
would inevitably have repercussions for future educational practice.2 But
suite correctly, they did not want the current of influence to run in. this
direttion; they agreed that issues- of educational value should shape the
financial decisions. As a consequence, the report does show sensitivity tOthe

--- un----derlying,conceptual and norMatiVe,questions of educational theory, ---
However, perhap&to the exigent political circumstances, ther'eport does

not make any contriburioirocits own to the unde'rstanding of these questions.
For the most part, its theoretical v-kvys_oducaiion are derived from a variety
of familiar sources (for example,. the Pli3wden Report). and are usually
expressed in a very compressed fashion without being_,drawngether into a
carefully developed "sy4iesis. Although l'tbcmeinhers_otIthei7C-Ommitt
deserve praise for stating explicitly the educational assumptions that underlie
their - financial proposals, the fact -remains that the educational theory
embodied iii ijie report lirdly goes beyond the stat rnent of assumptions. I'do
not intend to,uggest that, in the circumstances, the. Committee should have
been expected to _go much' furthert-..=--TalthiMgh.,. given ',the tendency for:
financial' policies to call the educational tune,,it is regrettable that there was
not more time for a critical examination of the assumptions. What I wish to
stress. in the present context is that, while there are significant philosophic'al
assumptions and implications in the Karmel report, the document jtself dOei
not engage in any sustained theoretical argument. The comments that follow
are Made in awareness of the report's 'immediate Concern with financial
proposals and the piecemeal character of its educational theory. ,

THE NATURE OF EDUCATION

Although the report :gives considerable attention to the socio-economic
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a
consequences of schooling, it is also clearly interested in the quality of what
schools do in the name of education. In fact, at a number of points in the
report; an appeal is made to a minimum acceptable level of educational
attainment in our society as a criterion of differential financial grants. While
there is no systematic account of what education is thought to be about, at least
part of the picture can be constructed from dements scattered throughout the
report.

Following its terms of reference, the report is, of course, focused on the
systematic process of education that is conducted in the primary and secondary
schools. In the generality of its comments, it seems to be aistiniing. that most

- people have a fairly clear and commonly -shared-idea-of-what education
includes in the context of these institutions.

Without attempting to .work out the many internal tensions that arc
involved, the report tries to find a place for most of the conflicting
interpretations of the role of the school at the present time. The school is to be
an -instrument of socialization and a crucial agent in promoting social and
economic equality. At the same time, schooling 'shoul'd lie an enjoyable
experience for its own-sake, the values dictata3by the marketplace should be
resisted, and the activities of education should be regarded as constituents in
the quality of human lire. The school must be responsive to the needs and
interests of the _individual and the group (both the Vocal conununity and the
nation). But it' also has certain special functions: 'the acquisition of skills and ,

knowledge, initiation into the cultural heritage, the valuing of rationality and
the broadening of opportunities to respond to and participate. in artistic
endeavours'.3 In performing these fUnctions,.the school must not, however,
ignore 'the importance of confident, self-initiated learning and of creative
response; .

While- all these elements may have a legitimate place in a theory of
education, the question is how they arc to- be inter-related, what prioriiics are

to- shape- the overall pattern.' Despite an ample.sprinkling of progressive, and
even radical, educational rhetoric, it seems that the ,report really wants to
interpret the role of the school primarily in terms of those `special functions'
quoted above: It claims, for example, that a distinct institution is required for
the transmission' of ',more abstract sophisticated skills'3, and that this is the
unique. and specific function of the school.6 I believe that the report is correct.

' in interpreting the wain purpose of the school in this way. However, given this
interpretation, it would then be necessary to examine several other questions.
For 'exarriple, one would have to consider various practices and institutional
arrangements that claim to be alternatives to the school, in which the specific
functions ,of the school might have some place but would not be the main

serest. It would also be impottant to explore the relationship between means
an nds in the- practice of education, and to examine in particular how
proposalsfor educational reform or innovation relate to each. For instance; the
claim that ..ho,ols should respond to the felt needs and interests of children. has
subtly changed It the recent history of education from being a prescription for

18
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the manner and means of schooling to being interpreted as the determinant of
its ends.

The distinction and connection between the means and ends of schooling is
of special importance for the. argument of the report because it strongly
encourages a diversity of practices aimed at achieving a Common outcome. In
the present context, I wish to refer specifically to the report's emphasis orka
common curriculum and edticational.achievement. This is a crucial element in
the general structure of the argument developed through the report; although,
as --we shall see later, when the report comes 0 the point of deciding the
criteria for differential grants, it shifts to other ground. Here, again, the report
lacks' specificity. It claims that for the period of compulsory attendance all
'schools should aim at the same educational outcome.' It seems to have in mind
three main aspects: (I) basic skills for participation in society and for later re-
entry, if desired, to further formal education; (2) a comprehensive core

o
curriculum (presumably. including the range of learning activities already
referied to as 'the.special..function'. of the school); and (3) an introduction to
'a variety of leisure- purstts' (see-paragraphs 3.23 and 9.7). But there is no

. concrete illustration of what' these, aspects include. To suggest such criteria as
what is necessary for 'full articipation in our society' or what is appropriate
to the social, and individual needs Of'Australians at'this point in time.' is not
very helpful.8 Not only must-we decide what the needs really are, but which
ones the school should be expected to satisfy.

In addition to its references to a common curriculum and educational
outcome, the report also emphasizes the objective of equality this common
outcome. I shall return to the report:s policy on equality of-opportunity later.
Here, the point is that the report envisages a 'inore equal basic achievemene9
or at least a 'common minimum standard'laBut there is no clear indication'in
the report of just. what the standard of basic achievement, to which everyone -
in the society should be enabled more (*less equally to attain, is supposedto-

' be. At one point; the report mentions 'capacity for independent thinking' -as
something everyone should acquire." This leaves unanswered the question at
what level the capacitY for independent thought constitutes a 'common,
minimum standard'.12 In summary, the report's view is that 'up to a certain
level of performance' there should be no difference in the educational ends to
be achieyed.18 It specifies'no criteria for identifying or elaborating this level of
performance.

In this first . section, on the general nature of education, I have been
commenting on aspects of the topic` that are addressed in the report itself. I -

'shall close by drawing attention briefly'tD some significant omissions.
1 The report uses 'school', 'sch6oling'; and 'education' without attempting

to map out the differences and connections among these concepts.
referring to the school as a social institution (or physical place), we should
distinguish what counts as schooling from among the many activities that
the school does or can engage in (as we have seen, the report in fact,
applies this distinction). The task of determining what belongs to
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schooling involves, normative as well as. descriptive criteria. It is. also
necessary to mark out schooling as an educational process from activities
that belong to education in a muchnbroader sense, and to take account of
the dt =1 useof 'education' in referring to both a process and an outcome.

2 The report takes for granted the present practice of compulsory school
attendance. Although it supports the development of opportunities for
edikation at any stage in life, it sees the practice of continuous schooling
of chibre..q, and adolescents for 12- years' (or longer with the growing
popularity of pre-schools) as being desirable. It believes that 'schools
should offer a Sufficiently relevant and attractive program to encourage
students to stay to the end of the secondary schooling.% " The report
favours a break from schooling at the end of the secondary stage; tint does
not consider the arguments of Paul Goodman and others for a radical
reduction in the years of compulsory school attendance and the
development of a variety of alternatives to continuous schooling during
adolescence.

3 While the report discounts the, feasibility of providing adequately. for
education without .a distinct institution for this Purpose, it does not give
:mention to another and quite different sense of `deschooling% namely,
the disestablishment of the school in the general social. and .economic
order of our society. The analogy. -which Illich has made popular, is, of
course, between the role of the schoOl system in contemporary industrial
society and the established Church in the Middle. Ages.,, The- failnre . to

discuss this issue is significant in view of the reportendorsement of the
part pliiyed by the school in promoting social and economic equality. The
authOis of the report could reply that their task was to male
recommendations for immediate action, taking account of the::actual
situation. While chi's is so, and while there may perhaps be good reasons
why the school should continue to he one of the inain'avenues of socio-
economic advancement, the fact remains that the policy of funding
suggested byth; report reinforces the `establishments role of the school.

SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY

Although the report PrOvides a blueprint for a'massive expansion of the
Commonwealth Goverdment's activities in relation to priMary ana secondary
schoOls, its authors warmly support decentralized administiation, local
initiative and decision-making, and'a close mutual involvernenA'of each school

. and its immediate community. It is not impossible, of course, to work out a.,
satisfactorY balance between central and local authorities. The procedure of
the report itself provides .one illustration. It has decided what the major
priority areas are to be, but has left the detailed 4cisions of allocation within
each area to 'people actively as'sociated with planning and operating the
schools'." Howiclose this brings the decision to the local schools-depends on
whether the schools are already part of an administrative syteni, and on the
sine of such a system.
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A confusing, and perhaps inconsistent, aspect of what the report says about
responsibility for decision-making is that in certain places it seems to adopt a
contemporary radical view on the virtual autonomy of each local community
to determine the appropriate form of education for its members (see, for
exatnple, pp. 10-11. 112). I do. not believe tb,e report as a whole gives
grounds for the suspicion that it is knowingly promoting this ideal of local
autonomy in order to provoke the breakdown of intermediate levels Of school
organizations in Australia and thus make the local school and its community
the more easy victim of manipulltion by the central government.'6 However,
I believe that the report is uncritical and misleading in employing the language
of grassroots community control' of education. It is uncritical because it fails
to examine the relativist consequences there may be for the interpretation of
knowledge and education if local group autonomy is taken seriously, or the
largely illusory character of independent, self-contained local committees in
the highly industrial and urban Australian society, or the tyranny and cultural

.narrowneshat a genuinely can impose on its
members through its own form of edn'caiion.

The report misleading because it clearly do-esnot--believe inthe
educational autonomy of local communities. In the first place, as we have
already seen, if'favours a fairly substantial core curriculum for all schools. In .

the second place. it explicitly refers to aspects of centralized administratiOn
even in the context of talking abouk, local control. Thus, it claims that with the
devolving of authority, 'overall planning of the scale and distribution Of
resot;;:ces becomes more necessary' in order,. to avoid 'gross inequalities
between -regions, whether they be States or smaller areas'.17 It also suggests
that certain services, such as facilities for the continuing education of teachCrs,
'will need to be organized centrally to serve all schools'.18

Whatever the original intentions of the report, it would be a dangerous
situaiion, both frotn. a political and 'educational point of view; if the
dimensions of decision-making in' education were reduced to the..
Commonwealth Government on the one hand and a vast multitude of local
communities on the other. No doubt, the state educational bureaucr;cies teed
to be dismantled. But individual schools themselves and the large numb,r of
groups in the society that have a 'legitimate .interest in their conduct would.'
probably best be served if schools were organized in relatively independent
regional groups. In this way, schools would at least- have some protection
against both the whims of local, communities and the power of State and
Federal GoVernments.

DIVERSITY
. ..

The report expresses strong approval of diversity and eiperimentation in the
forms of schooling. However, it also guilds in a 'number of important.'

,
_qualifications. Firstly; as we have seen, the report restricts diversity during the

. period of cOMpialSory-school-attendance to..thc means of schooling. It expects
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...,.

that, for the most part, all schools will beArying to realize the same educational
outcomes. I believe that the report is correct in stressing a common range of

n procedures for achieving these objectives. It is deficient,
distinctiver educational objectives and in encouraging a diversity of teaching
and learni
however, in that it does not reflect a careful examination of this policy of
diverse means, for a common end. In the first paragraph on diversity (2.10),,
for example, the report seems to be saying that the purpose of schools is to
satisfy present social and individual needs (an end that could .vary substantially
from one individual or group in Australia to another), and that for this reason
a diversity of procedures is'desirable. This line of argument is clearly not
consistent with the report's emphasis on common educational outcomes. If we

,.. believe that there are certain educational attainments that are desirable for all
members of our society, then cle'arly the point of procedural diversity is to
take account of differences irr abilities, initial "interests, attitudes, : social
conditions and so on, that affect a person's chances for such attainments. Once
diversity in the practices of schooling is tied to common .e 1 cational
objectives, there are obvious limitations on the range of practices that Ica u be
justified. Given the report's interest in equality of educational achievemen
the restraints on diversity must be even greater. ..

On this question' of means and ends in education, the basic problem in the
report is that it seems to treat the relationship A a purely contingent o e. In
fact, however, educational'methods are,' to a significant degree, loaca
continuous with the educational outcomes. If a person is to reach an adequate
level of ....ompetence in thinking'critically about art or politics or the scientific
explanations of natural phenomena, the processes of teaching and learningby
which he comes to this stage must also be informed by the relevant-criteria of
critical thought, .

A second front:On which the report hedges its policy of diversity, is in
relation to the development'of non-government schools. While, in general, it

alternativesencourages the co-existence of a variety of alternatives to the government
system, it gives precedence to the principle of equality over diversity in

. dealing with what it describes as 'high standard non-government schools'." I
shall consider this decision in the context of the final section, But it is also clear
that the proliferation of alternative schools that'receive government grants will
be constrainedor the sake of economic efficiency and in order Jo ensure that
the strength and representativeness' of the public system is.noy diluted.2° The

arguments (educational as well as economic) for certain standards that must be
. -met by any group wishing to establish a publicly funded school are well

known. Howver, it is by no means obvious-why the report adopts the
condition that the present 'strength and representativeness' of the government'
schools should be maintained. It is difficult to sec how it can consistently hold
this view and at the same time encourage the development of a wide variety of
goverinnent and non-government schools. For if the freedom to diversify is
genuine, then any expansion of alternatives to the public system must diminish
the strength, and probably the representativeness, of that system.
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.

E ALITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

The conceptual and moral questions about equa/ityaq equal opportunity arc
touched on very lightly. by .the report. As often happens in the discussion of

'these themes, the report mixes together e ments of liberal and egalitarian
interpretations of equality as a. social value. It gives a generally accurate
summary of the liberal view",*hicfiin e ect treats the' issue of human
equality in. terms of eqiial opportunity:Incidentally:1 do not think this view

`necessarily assumes, as 'tlicreptiit claims, that theie is roughly the same
proportion of academicallygifted -individuals, in each social group. AlloWing
that the report itself makes this assumption, it..seems to incorporate much of the -;
liberal interpretation of equality as equality of oppOrtunity, .at least as far-as
individuals are concerned. In relation to higher eclUcatioh, for example, its
objective seems to be that, through the school and other social agencies,
environmental differences that affect an individual's 'Chance of. scholastic.
success would be counter- balanced, so that each one's, level of attainment,
would depend predominantly on native capacity. In this ideal scheme of

. things, giverk the assumption about the distribution of academic ability among
social groups, such groups. would come to be' represented among university
students in the same proportion as in the total populatiorland the average
achievement in each group Would be equal: AlthOugtequai4 is in thii sense a
consequence of applying .the principle of equal, opportunity, it should be
noticed 'that -it .is stPictly statistical and .,depends on the truth of the above
assumption.

But the report, also seems to lean towards. a distinctly egalitarian
interpretation of equality. It speaks in terms of equality among individuals
their actualeducationahchievement rather tlin simply in their Opportunities -
for education. The position which the report itself finally takes is not entir9ly
clear: It points out (in paragraph 3.22) the dangers of a simple- minded effOrts..
to achieve equ' al average outebrnes among all social groups. I3ut, as we saw inn
the first4section, it does envisage a common range of educational objectives for.
the period of compulsory schooling which presumably would be attained in a
roughly equal way- by everyone. It seems, therefore, to favour' a policy of
unequal treatment, both in the allocation or funds and the methods of teaching
and learning, jnOrder to achieve an equal outcome ;a favoured egalitarian
approach. However, in various statements of the report itself, and in what it
actually proposes, it comes finally to endorse a somewhat different policy. Int
the first place, it treats equality Of ..outcome schooling as the way of
promoting' equal opportunity for all children to participate rtiore fully in the;
society as v.alued and respected members of 4%22 As the.report itself notes, it
to this 'limited . extent' that the committee, accepts the . goal of equal
outcome's:" But, of Course, it has now subordinated equal outcome at the end
of schooling to equality of opportunity in the life.- of the adult society,.
Secondly, the differential grants recommended by the report are intended to
bring about overall equality in the conditions,of schooling at leist in relation to
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the aspects included by thy:: rePort in its formula. The egalitarian ideal of equal
outcomes would requirArtematic inequality in the conditions of schooling.

Despite its references to equality of achiev4gnent over a range of common
educational objectives, I believe that the report is really more intent on

.L-s reirsnying that, as far as po'Ssible, everyone in our society would attain by the
end of the periodof compulsory schooling a minimum desirable level of
aucation ni relation to the common objectives. The realization of this ideal,

mwhich seems to e a thoroughly defensible one, in no way implies equality of
.

outcome among individuals. If I have interpreted the real intent of the report
correctly, it is misleading for it to talk about the schools promoting 'a more
equal basic achievement between. children'.21 The objective would be inow
accurately stated as an adequate, not an equal, educational outcome for
everybody.

Apyi from. not 'knowing what the report would take to be a minimum
desirable standard .tif education, I have lingering doubts about how broadly it
interprets the educational encK that are to be common to all. In:a last word on
common educational objectives-. the report refers to the difficulty of 'striking a

- balance between achieving them and at the same time paying due regard to the
uniqueness of each child. It believes the balance can be effected if each child's
achievement 'is related to a p'revious level of mast-cry, and if the range of
educational activities open is wide'.25 Given these conditiOits, the extent of the
common curriculum is likely to be very restricted, Despite the report's earlier
emphasis on a substantial range of common educational ends (to be achieved in
many different ways), it finally Seems to leave the door open' for a narrow
interpretation Of The 'fundamental skills' for participating in society, and
sharing. its culture.

DISADVANTAGE

;Closely related to this issue of common educational objective) is.the, (potion
of how the report understands tkeoncept ordisadvantage. In the course of a
few,,paragraphs,. it alludes to what has become a complex and controversial
area 61 social theory. The main passages -are in paragraphs 13.7(c). 9.4-9.5,
and 9.12-A.14411i the first of these paragraphs, the report refers to the'claiin
that the failure of certain social groups to do well at school is due to the bias of
sclimils and teachers in favour of middle-class cultural values. In relation to this
and other claims (for example, stereotyped teacherexpectations), the report
enigmatically concludes: 'some of these allegations are both contentious and
difficult to test; others are more firmly established'. One cannot tell from the
context whether or to what extent the authors of the-report' believe that the
schools an instruments of middle -class values. In any case, it seems 'that the
only iii_dication of what precisely these values are is given in the final sentence
of the paragraph: 'emphasizing .verbal and abstract skills and down-grading
action and experienceas ways of kn'o-wing'. This particular charge against the
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schools is ascribed by the repOrt to more radical critics'. Arc we-correct in
assuming that the report does not agree?

Whatever view the authors of the report may in fact hold, there are dangers
in talking loosely about middle-class values and applying this class label to the
practice of schooling. At the Very-least, it is important to distinguish values

that re unique to a group in society(in the sense that they constitute defining
characteristics of the group) and values that have general human currency but
that happen at a given time -to be highly prized by only one section of a society
or the members of one culture. Without this distinction we are tin the slippery
relativist slope and it is difficult to see where the landslide would end. We
would have to extend the language ofchiss and cultural bias to the value of
critical inquiry, political freedom, science, mathematics, the sanitation
measures that have dramatically reduced disease in this century, and so on. The
position of the 'radical critics' referred to above would be nothing more than
an expression of feeling for one set of class biases rather than anothet.

In the later sections of the report, the authors point out that they are
interpreting 'disadvantage'.strictly in terms of material poverty." While the
children of the poor, for various reasons, suffer- serious educational
deficiencies, the report emphasizes that this does not imply that poor families.
are 'culturally or socially deprived in any general sense'." What they lack are
power, the material resources to combat adversity, and the kind of experience
which is helpful to success in school and society'.28 What this implies is that

' the culture of the school-and the kind of education that is valued -there reflect, i....

or are compatible with, the values of the socio-economically advantaged
groups in our society, while being alien to the cultural values of the poor. The
report seems unwilling to suggest that the poor, as well as Other classes in the,-
society, lack humanly desirable knowledge and skills which undei- suitable
conditions they. might acquire through schooling. 1- fence, in order to be
consistent, the report can defend its policy of additional resources fort.the
schooling of the poor only on the pragmatic ground that the way to socio-
economic advancement in our society depends on success in the kind of
education that is rewarded in our society and typically-valued in our-schools-.---
This view is stated explicitly at the end of paragraph 9.12. But then, this does
not seem to be consistent with what the report has .said about the distinctive
role of the school in transmitting the more abstract sophisticated skills- and the
csirability of a.. common curriculum that. embraces the main forms of

.

knowledge and art. Certainly it is not consistent with the report's emphasis on
the lifetime opportunities for engaging in the process of education, not simply.,..
as a means to socio-economic advantage, but as worthwhile in itself and for
the diMensions of qualitylit:contributes to one's life. . .

The general policy advocated 'by-the_report in relation' to the school and
socio- economic` reflects` a p,c;iii-01-1 ona_numb_er_ of largely
empirical questions, about which there has been much debate. 'S(------i.i:-i--'1,-of these
questions will no doubt be discussed by other authorS in this volume. One of
the most important relates to the etiectiveuess of the school, acting mainly on
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its own initiative, to offset the educationally hostile influences that may exist
in a child's home and neighbourhood. Perhaps schools could benore effective
than they have in fact been. But the majority of evidence is fairly, pessimistic,
and the report goes along with this view. On several occasions, it stresses the
limited potential of the school as an instrumeneofsocial reform unless it works
in close co-operation with other agencies (see, for example, paragraphs 2.17,
3.19, 5.2, 9.8, 9.10). The authors of the report agree that the problems of
disadvantage (i.e. Poverty) require a comprehensive p)-n of social action in
which the school would simply have a part. Yet they lei. hat, until such a
plan is effected, it is worthwhile to provide additional financil resources for
schools in areas of poverty:

A curious feature of the report's argument at this point is that it seems
prepared to grant, in the face of substantial evidence, that. a compensatory
schooling program will make no appreciable difference to the conditions of
social and economic disadvantage.29 Yet it feels that the policy can be justified
on'two other grounds: firstly, granted that children have to spend 10 or more
years of their lives at school, they should have the opportunity to do what they
find interesting in surroundings that are as pleasant as possible; and secondly,
there is the chance that with additional funds. schools may be able to break
down the alienation with the local community that usually exists in
disadvantaged areas." While these 'objectives may justify special funds for
disadvantaged schools, the fact- remains that most of the report's case foi
differential treatment is argued in terms of the contribution that schooling can
make to breaking the cycle of social and economic diiadvantai;e.

There is an irony in the report's preoccupation.with disadvantage identified
as material poverty. On the one hand, while poverty and educational
disadvantage are no doubt closely related, there is good reason to suppose that
many children of the more affluent groups in our society also suffer from
educational, as distinct from socio-economic, disadvantage, both in their home
environments and in their schools. On the other hand, if the main objective is
to remedy poverty rather than the deficiencies of our education, the weight of
evidence tends to show that the school is not a very effective instrument..
Perhaps the report should hays examined the evidence for the view that simple
income transfers are more effective in alleviating poverty than additional
expenditure on education. In any case, before a decision can be made on the
effectiveness of schooling in combatting poverty in Australia, it is necessary to
know in some detail what the local causes of poverty.are. 0

NEEDS AND PRIORITIES

It is understandable that the repOrt does not discuss the concept of need in a
general way. However,, it would have been useful for it to note the maifi
senses in which 'peed' may be used. In some contexts, it is equivalent to
'want', in others it has the sense of a moral 'ought', in others it refers to a
condition or means without which something that is desired or desirable
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cannot be achieved. The report is largely concerned with 'need' in the third of
these senses., As it point's out, we cannot determine the needs of a school
without reference to the purposes that sehoolS are supposed to serve. The
report also noteS that what counts in practice as necessary rather than Merely
desirable is likelYto reflect the level of a society's wealth.

A primary task of the committee was to make proposals for financial
assistance to schools according to their needs. HenCe, the report gives its main
attention to determining the most appropriate criteria on which the varying
needs of schools can be assessed. The method finally adopted by the report is to
take as the standard the average cost of resources used -in government school
systems of Australia. The relative need of a school or system is then assessed by
comparing the cost of its resources with the standard. Without attempting taw
debate the justification of this proCedure;-I wish to point out that it does not
seem to flow on fro\ in the general argument developed in :the' report to this
stage. As we have seen, the report argues that everyone in our society should
be enabled' ti) achieve a -minimum desirable standard in a common range of
educational activities\ To this end, it ..urges a variety of procedures and
proposes a program of differential financial assistance from the Common --
wealth Government. \ However, the fOrmula . that is adopted does not
reflect criteria of a minimum eduCational achievement or the condition that
there should be certain Common outcomes, nor does it contain any reference to
purposes that the school, is supposed to serve (which, according to the report
itself, we inusikw if We are to assess what various schools need)..

Assuming that all'and only those items included in the catalogue of resources
ate significantly, ,related to the quality of education in the school, we still do
not know, as the report a\cknOwledges, that the quality of the resources is -the
same from one school to another or the relative bearing of each item on the
quality of education. BUt we also do' not know that the educational
achievement of most stucints in the average government school reaches the
minimum desirable standard, whatever it may be. If their achievement
happens to be- niore or less, he report's formula, while it might.be defended
on a principle of fairness does not accurately express the repoit's own stated
intentions.

Although the report 'e titles one. of its sections 'cone* of'priority', the
main question it deals wi h is who decides on the priorities when there are
Many needs competing lb limited resources. As we saw in an earlier section,
the committee' has design ted a \number of general priority areas,, leaving the
detailed °application of fu tc those who aremore directly involved. In
general, the areas chosen b the report reflect accurately its terms of reference
and its basic objective of emoving sharp diSparities in resources available to
schools.

In its justification of t e prio\rity areas, it seems' to me that the report
somewhat arbitrarily bal ces concern for equality and quality. The
dominant tendency of its rgument is fbr a differential allocation of public
funds in order to ensure, as far as possible, a minimum desirable quality of
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education :or every member of our society. One would expect that issues of
equality would be instrumental to achieving this minimum level of
educational quality. It is not clear also why the report discards the criteria of
relative need in relation to the priority areas iccalls teacher development 'and
innovation. At this point, it shifts from a concern for an improvement of
educational quality on an individual basis to at imprbvement in the society as
a whole. The report obscures the matter further by suggesting that innovation
is the priority area thar,is justified primarily for the sake of quality", the main
purpose of the others, presumably, being to promOte equality. But if the
report does in fact accept this simplistic division of labour between the interests
of quality and equality, it should at least place teacher development,
particularly in the absence of any criteria of relative need,.as'a contribution to
quality in education. Whether.the objective is the overall quality, of education
in the society or the enlargement of individual opportunities for a' higher
quality of education, the continual upgrading of the teachers' own general and
professional education is probably the most crucial priority'area."

Insofar as innovation (the report's own candidate for advancing the quality
of education) refers to 'systematic large-scale research projects, there is some
chance that .a significant contribution might be made. However, much more
would need Co be said than the report could reasonably be 'expected to say
about the nature of educational research, the involvement of teachers in the
process, the machinery for relating research to policy-making and to practice,
and so on."

I an less optimistic about the chances of the small-scale projects making
much difference to the quality of education. The report uses the currently,
fashionable word 'innovation'. It defines it as the creation of change by the
introduction of something new'." As it stands, this account is inadequate. If
we are talking about innovation that is educationally worthwhile, it is obvious
that not anyiivelty will do. It must satisfy ccriteria of epistemic and moral
value and of educational significance. The report refers to the evaluation of
innovatory projects in paragraph 12.7. However, it is not ,clear what kind of
assessment is to be Made of proposals or of the progress reports that authors are
to submit from time to time." In terms of a person's orGn criteria, he may
correctly claim that his project is succeeding, yet the success may not be of
much educational significance. At the very least, the .practical difficulties, of
accountability in the report's scheme must be severe. If the use of public funds
in this way to encourage people to 'try things out leads to no substantial gains
in the. quality of edubtion, it may nevertheless help to promote other
worthwhile outcomes of the kind mentioned by the report in paragraph 12.9.
But, given the competition among various needs both within education and
elsewhere in the society, the question remains whether our society -has the
financial resources for such largesse.

PARENTS AND THE RIGHT OF CHOICE IN EDUCATION

The policy adopted by die seport on the relationship between parents' 'choice
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in education and the allocation-of public funds reflects Several key aspects of its
general argument. The report states that the committee 'values the right of
parents to educate their children outside government schools'.36 However, it

, claims that, if parents choose a school whose educational standard is at present
clearly above the minimum desirable level, they should not be provided with
public assistance to help them make their choice. The report argues for this
view in the. following way. Because the amount of resources is limited, there
must be priorities in the spending"of public funds on education. There arc
many schools (both government, and non-governnient) below the desirable
standard. Until these schools have been raised lo this standard; they should
receive all the funds available for public expenditure on education.

In the Australian context,it seems to Inc that this conclusion is not justified..
It would perhaps be a different matter if all pareni's contributed directly to the
cost of their children's education and'allpublic funds spent on schools or as
subsidies to parents took account of relative needs and differences in -family
incomes. But in our society, free schooling is provided from public funds for
any parents who, regardless of their capacity to pay, choose the government
school system. In this situation, one cannot consistently grant that all parents
have a right of choice in the schooling of their children, yet deny that they are
entitled to expect that a fair estimate of the cost of educating a child in the
government system should be applied to the education of their own children,
if they choose an alternative to that system. There are several factors that seem,
to be ignored in the report's argument.

.1 There are government schools fully supported by public funds that

are now above the minimum desirable standard of education. A particular
anomaly of this situation is that the can be wealthy parents yho happily
send their children to a high quality government school at public expense,
while parents of average income who choose a non-government school of
comparable quality have no right, in the words of the report, 'to public
assistance to facilitate this choice'."

2 .The report links. the achievement of a desirable level of education for
everyone to the period of compulsory schooling, But in arguing for
priorities because of the shortage of financial resources, it does not
consider whether the final non- compulsory years of secondary schooling

3 in the government system should be fully supported friiin public funds, In
this respect, an interesting development since the writing of the report
was the introduction by the Commonwealth Government of free tuition
in all public institutions of tertiary education.

3 The report itself claim's that 'every member of the society has an
entitlement to, a period of education at public expense'.33 It is not clear
how it can then consistently argue that there should be no public funds
spent on certain schools.

I think it would have been fairer and more compatible with the policy of
diversity and freedom of choice that the report seems to encoutiage if it had
supPortedsonie form of a voucher system.39 Of course, as-we saw earlier, the
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report's enthusiasm for diversity is tempered by its commitment to
maintaining the 'stre'ngth and representativeness' of the government schools.

In focusing attention on what I take to be weaknesses in the educational and-
social theory of the report, I am not necessarily questioning the value Of its
practical proposals. Although-they may not achieve just what the authors of
the report intend, I believe that in general their implementation will
substantially improve the material conditions of schooling for a large number
of Australian. children. In the exposition of its theory, the report is 'subject to a
hazard that is common to documents of its kind. When a group of peOple try .

to speak as one voice on such a controversial and_complex topic as education,
there is bound to 'be curious compromise and ambiguity. At several crucial
points in the report, one is reminded of the predicament of a distinguished
person during the politico-religious controversy in Australia a few years ago:
'I am not on one side or theothe'r, and ram not sitting on the.fence'.

It might be claimed that what really counts is not the stated-theoq but.the
theory that is in fact implicit' in the practical recommendations of the report.
From one point of vi w, this claim is'obviously true. However, I have taken
the authors at their w rd when they say that financial decisions in education
should be guided by en Tia of educational theory and value, and I have tried.
to draw attention to important aspectS of the report in which its statement of
theory is vague or ambiguous or inconsistent, either within itself or with its
practical conclusions. If there are these deficiencies, they will'iniFyitably affect
the administration of the economic program and the kind of influence it
exercises on the praCtice of education. I do not wish to imply that it is possible

.

to unite the 'Conflicting claims of equality, diversity, and quality, for example,
in a perfectly harmonious ''system. However, I 'believe a more satisfactory
synthesis.than.we find in d: report can be achieved, This might be one of the
research priorities that the Australian SchoolsCommission should encourage,
As the Karmel report itself acknowledges, 'in the longer run, consideration 'of
the purposes and values of Australian education is of greater importance than
any short-term accretion of resources'."
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2. Changing Society: Some Underlying-
Assuniptions of The Kirmel Report*
P. W. Musgravel.,

If administrators and politicians are going to play God with other peoples' lives
... they ought at least to get clear what the divine intention is to be.2

PLANNING SOCIAL CHANGE THROUGH EDUCATION

(

Mediaeval Monarchs may have had god-like powers to change their whole
kingdoins, but they rarely'.seem to have pursued consistent long-term policies
of social improvement. Indeed, such policies may only be born of an economic.

'surplus and, hence, may have grown more possible with the birth of'.
capitalism. Certainly, for one reason or another, theorizing about social
6hange be:aine more common in Europe after the late eighteenth century. A
crucial' figure was Jeremy Bentham, whose method of social planning was
somewhat pithily-summed up in the words 'investigate, legislate,.administer'.
This prescription was behind the nineteenth century plethor-a tif royal
commissions in Britain and Australia and in those days royal commissions
were not a means of shelving,problems, but usually led to action.

The natural successors of Bentham, though with an evolutionary socialist
rather than laissei-faire aim, were the Webbs, whose offspring, the Fabians",
still model their political method upon the Benthatnite prescription. These
two traditions of reform aimed not to change total societies tomorrow, but to
move more slowly by giving attention to one sector of society after another.
The conditions of labtur in factories, of prisons, arid of education all
undy.rwent change in Britain, and to some extent in AuStralia, in this -Way
before 1900. The important point to notice is that at each stage this process
was under the fulligaze of the public through parliament_The investigation_
and the consequent legislation were debated, and the rele-Vant minister's
administration wassubsequently openly evaluated.'

During this century two administrative innovations have affected the means
of achieving .sectOral social change, particularly in education. The first
oGcurrcd symbolically at the turn of thecentury, when in Britain by the 1899.
Ecitication Act a system of Consultative Committees was set up, to be
renamed Central !Advisoiy Councils by the Act of 1944. This systeth
generated such famous reports as the Hadow, Spens, Crowther, Newsom and
Rlowden Reports. A statutory body of-experts; working in a part-time
capacity with the ;,support of a small secretariat, reports to the responsigle
minister on sectoral issues. Such a body can be critical of the status quo And

'Reprinted from the .4i4stralian Journal 4 Educsion, 19 (1):1-14 bj permissit'm of the Australian
Council for Educational Research.
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recommend changes, although the minister need not act on the suggestions.
The point to note is that the body is advisory, not executive. Since the 195.0s,
however, the urgency of the social pathologies of -capitalist society,
particularly in the USA, have prompted the second innovation, namely the.,
creation of expert bodies with considerable independence who themselves
undertake all three processes of the Benthamite prescription for sectoral social
change. Examples in the USA are the Poverty Prograqi and, in the
educational field, Head Start.

The overall results of Head Start and similar large-scale programs have,
however,' been disappointing in comparison with smaller experimental
projects. Paitly this is due to the'problems implicit in large-scale operations
and partly to the difficulty of recruiting an even quality of keen . staff
throughout such massive programs. But in addition, there are important

0 differences from the Benthamite prescriptions. Firstly, such programs rarely
rest on specific new research, but usually on past academic work that may not
be quite relevant and that is often of poor ,qualiiy and even has very debatable
implications one may here cite the Jensen controversy. Secondly, many of
these programs arenot closely planned, so that development depends upon
local issues or even personal whims. Thirdly, since aims are vague,

:(.4comparative evaluation is almost impossible; the history of the evaluation of
?ead Start is a warning to all of this difficulty.'

The aims of any sectoral social change are not only important because they
, are crucial for evaluation. They also indicate the beliefs of the planners about

where they see society to be today and where they want it to be tomorrow..
Behind the aims 'which anyone holds for education, or any other sector of
society, are a set`of conscious Or unconscious assumptions of an ideological
nature. Underlying these assumptions will be a model of man, that is, a view
about such issues as whether man makes his world or is made by it; whether
man's capabilities are more influenced by genetic or environmental
circumstances, and, perhaps most important of all, about whether man is
innately. good`or bad. This model of man will strongly influence the model of
society that is held, that is, the vision of the goOd society towards which
planning is aimed. Both these models will be worked out in such social
organizations as educational systems and in schools. In very oversimplified
terms, a planner who believes in original sin will prObably aim for a more
traditional educational system than One who believes that man, is innately
good.

During the period from 1945 to 1965, broadly the period of attempted
post-war reconstruction, planners put their model of society 'prior to their
mot-3-1:3C man. This wasqhe age when economists spoke of 'human capital' and
educational planners sought to increase the supply of highly trained or skilled
labour. During this same period, 'sociologists,' basing Aemselves on a long
English academic tradition, developed the political arithAi tic of social class.
chances: Largely as a result, planners suggested organizing schools so that
educational opportunities would be equalized. During the mid-1 60s a major
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ideological shift occurred,.the cause and nature of which is still unclear. This
was. characterized by a movement to give priority to`models of man over
models of society. In this vkw, men must no be fitter to society; rather
society must change to meet the personal needs of individuals. Two good
indices, albeit interdependent, of this ideological tendency, which may be
called radical individualism, are the rise of the 'hippies' and the recent student

.movements. These changes have been felt in Australia as elsewhere; yet it is
remarkable that, when in 1973 the Labor Party set out to change what was

:Seen to be the 'missive. neglect Of education by the Liberals during their 20
years, of power, their initiative was in character (thOugh not necessarily in
rhetoric) fundamentally that of the 1950s and 1960s, and not of the more
recent era of radical individualism. This can be seen if We examine Silicas in
Australia, the Report of the Interim Committee for the Australian Schools
Commission, published in May 19735, more usually knOwn as the Karmel

'report. This document forms the basis of the government's educatiOnal policy
as it affects schools during 1974-5. After a'detailed examination of this report'
as a case study of planning educational change, the discussion returns to the
goieral problem of the means of achieving,. sectoral social change, more
especially in education:- '`

THE KARMEL REPORT AND EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

Model of society

The characteristically Australian demand for 'fair go's' has been particularly
influential in past educational planning. FairneSs has been c.

confined to public schooling, and has been interpreted there as an equal and, in,the
Main, uniform provision throughout the State for which each education authority
is responSible (3.3).6

Certainly up to 1914; if not 1945, 'fair go's' applied on the whole only to
what was then known as elementary education and not to secondary
schooling. Educational concepts are, however, redefined by successive
generations and this.definition which was common throughout the world, was
based on the aim of giving an equal share of The available resources to all.
After ,1945, in Britain, equality was interpreted in a meritocratic manner so
that planners aimed to give equal opportunities to those of equal measured
capabilities. This definition was less powerful in Australia than in Britain, but
in Victoria the existence of schools like Melboui'ne and University High
indicated an embryonic meritocratic system: More recently, equality in
edtkation has come to be defined in terms that would 'once have been seen as
inegalitarian. 'More equal outcomes from schooling require unequal treatment
of children' (3.19). The index of equality here is no longeiliiptit, but output;
to use the concept associated w"Ith the Plowderi Report, 'positive
discrimination' has become die policy 'for the planners.'

Another facet of equality relates to the plurality of recognized social
groupings within Australian society. Ethnic groups, both white and black, and
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/different religious denominations are seen to havd equal rights to exist. Rather
oddly one social category. foi which many in the last five years have claimed
equality, namely women, receives less mention in this connection in the report
and is not included at all in the definition of disadvantag1.7 in the Schools
Commission Act that directly 'resulted from the report.' This view of society
as pluralist'. along specific dimensions extends to the continued toleration of
min-government schools, which are largely religious in Origin. 'Any variation
from this position 'would, in the Committee's view, require a policy decision
on the part of the Australian Government' (7.14).

In the vision of society assumed by the report, schools appear as 'less
alienated from their communities than is now generally the case in

disadvantaged areas' (9.9). Community involvement and devolution of
decisions to schools are considered to be "qii'icrai :aims for planning.
Contemp6rary Australian society is seen as over-segmented.. , There is a
aninection here with the assumption of equality in a plur'l society. Many
'communities', whatever they may be', are to be given equality and power 4

over.their schools. Clearly there. is a difficult tension here, since the cure for
excessive Segmentation is the encourageinent of an identification with existing
segments. The question of overall cultural, rather than sub-cultural, unity may
have been begged.'° -

...
The model of society which the report, assumes to be worthwhile for -

Australia in the 19805 would seem to be one marked by equtlity within a.
'social system very similar to that existing at present, by the toleration of a
wide variety of social groupings, including different religious groups, and by a
firm,rootecineis in local communities.

Model of the individual
. .

'A wide range of aiffeiences exists among individual children' (10. I) . .. 'the
final outcome [of] developed ability . . . is the result of continuous .and
complex interaction between .. . genetic and environmental contributions'
(3.18). Because, of this view, attention must- be given to achieving equal
outcomes by planning for such categories as slow-learners and bright children.
Above all, the assumption is that, since many of the differences in children on .
entering school can be attributed to a structural lac which is taken for

o
granted; namely the unequal distribution of incomes in s eiety,.

there are good reasons for-attempting to compensate to some extent through
schooling for unequal out:of-school sit-nations in Order to ensure that the child's
overall condition of upbringing is as free -of restriction due to the circumstances of
hisiamily as public action through the schools can make it (2.7).

However, the "psychological model of roan assumed governs the range of
strategies of attack available. A genetic vieW of ability constrains the limits of
compensation in a way that neither an environmentalist view.nor an appeal to
the hidden curriculurn of the school does. The report's support for 'complex
interaction' has it all' ways", but its use of the difficult word 'compensate',
despite a relatively lengthy discussion (9.10-9.12), demands some 4'
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examination before an analysis is made of the report's administrative model for
change.

Compensatory, education has been questioned on a number of grounds.
Recently Jencks has comprehensisely revieWed much of the relevant literature
and confidently asserted -that since the school can do little to offset the
inequality born in the unequal structure of capitalist society,%ttention should
he switched from attempting to reform the school to the more radical
alternative of changing the structure of incomes. On this view out onlyaim in
schools should be to make them a joyful experience for their pupils." As the
report ;puts it, 'schooling , (or all children ought to be enjoyable and fruitful
'in' itself' (9.8). However. even if Jencks' use of statistics is beyond, question,

answered matter, he still alland that is not an easily allows some, to me quite
large; effects to the schools.

Recent sociological discussion of this concept has focused on- the hidden
values implicit ili the whole idea of compensatory education. Deficits.are to be
made up, but against which criteria are they to be measured? Usually, the aim
is to math standard-associated with successful pupils who are' seen to be .,,,
middle- rather than working-class and members of. the 'Australian', rather
than i, f the migrant or the black, culturei.

La guage has come to be seen as central to any discussion of compensatory
educ tion. The work d Bernstein in- London in the 1960s has led many
people to see compensation largely in terms of a shift for disadvantaged

rep from a restricted to an elaborated linguistic code. Such a view has
bee increasinglyincreasingly questioned. however, following Labov's analysis, in a paper
cot tied 'The Logic of Nonstandard .English', in which he demonstrates that
bl k English in the-USA can be seen as a language in its own right.' 2 Yet the
ab lity to operate only in such a language in contemporary American society is
a ocial disadvantage even though it is possible to write, as two American.
a hropologists have done, 'A disadvantage created by a difference is not the
sa ne thing as a deficit1'13 Such disadvantages are a part of contemporary social
rlity so that in the `framework of the Karnel report4,,, countervailing action

. n ust be taken. -.

In a more absolute sense, Bernstein has written. 'The introduction of the
c ild to the universalistic meanings of 'public reforms of thought is not
"compensatory education"; it is education.'" Thus, if a ,code other than an

in such'Instantes,
to fullmeaning, then the child. should beaborated one doe's not allow entry

uglit elaborated-code. even if a claim is made that one is
nerdy Making an alternative. available, a value judgment is operating that

,puts one mode of thotighs above another, and, since the correlation between .

:speaking restricted code and being a merribethf the working class, though not
i perfectis high,'the mental slip to assuming the middle-class culture superior
to the culture of the working class is easy, thoughunfortunate." In addition,
there is evidence to suppOrt the -view tharTOWer-:claSs children learn more
effectively under conditions of extrinsic motivation while middle-class
children respond to intrinsic motivation." Thus, the posiiion1-is reached that,

Ig
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v.he ver a model of man is assumed that gives great weight to social
cit-cumstaness in the genesis of individual differences, 'compens'atory
education' is a valid concept and may have to be undertaken differently for
different social groups in any one society.

The administrative model for change

Although .corninissions, usually to manage some economic function, have been
appointed in Australia before, the repOrt is firmly in the tradition of the post-
war 'era, in that a Schools Commission is to be established, backed by a
secretariat (13.11) and consisting of full- and part-time experts, whose

Members.
should be ablil to conduct its proceedings on the merits of the business before it,
with its members not bound to any.particular point of view on specific questions
(136)"

SuCh a body
cannot Change society directly; hin in 'nee must come through
recommendations for financial assistanceto school a id school systems, and thus
through the resources made available to schools (5.2).

Indeed, the. minister should have power to act On 'the recommendation of the
CorMnission, if the Cominission thinks re- allocation is desirable in the,light of
applications made by non-government schools' -(.7.20). The experts`can be
seen to have wide powers over the manner in tich resources for change. are
channelled to the schools in both the government and non-government
systems. r

At this point comparison can be made With experience in the USA. Chic of
the key problems in implementing programs there has been ttendency to rely
overmuch on arguments from rationality and to ignore he political
dimension, whether in Washington or at the level of the local ward." Yet. in
Australia, t'he central Schools Commission' is seen as channelling resources to
States through regional boards (13.8) in such a way that 'the direction of
developments should be determined by those involved in"and having close
knowledge of particular schools and particular cominunities' (9.37). The
direction of change is, then, largely ar. the mercy of local politics. The report,
rightly comments that 'the traditional process of change in Australian edu-
cation:. . [has] been- characterized by the imposition of new policies from
above onsch6ols across-the-board' (12.2), so that projects have been

ineffectual. lin part] because the people most affected have been made to feel
that they are merely re-aeting-to a_particular policy or procedure instead' of beirig
actively engaged in formuliting it (12.4). ,

Yet the more that faith is pinned on the local community, the more necessary
will it be for the sods to leave their Cpberran heavens and descend into the
earthly political arena, though the politics played, at feast in theory, if rarely in
practice, need not be along the dimensions of party.
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Directions of change

The models of society and of man ..implicit in the report lead logically to
recommendations relatinz especially to equality, plural groups and local
involvement. Yet the report, whilst speaking-of 'the planning of the strategic
development of education on a national scale, as distinct from its centralized
administration', can nevertheless claim that

the Commission should concern itself more with providing incentives for the
schools to move in one direction or another, than with delineating a particular
model of precise development (13.2).

This picture. of a CoMinission serving as the administrative mechanism for
change without any policy which, provides direction is belied, however, by

" the actual programS recommended.
The attempt to make:the overall circumstances of .children's education as

- nearly equal as possible' (14.3) is largely to be supported by four major
programs costing $407 million out of the $467 million recommended for
expenditure during 1974-5 (14.10). These programs relate to geperal
recurrent grants to schools, general buildings grants, libraries, and grants to
disadvantaged schools. One crucial assumption here istlyt, although diversity,
t)ften recommended using the rhetoric of alternative schooling (e.g. 'ways
which enable a hundred. flower's to bloom rather than to wither' (2.10)) is to
be encouraged, Schools are central to the purpose of education. (One. can
almost say that the report has successfully co--opted the. rhetoric of community
participation and alternative education to the contemporary structure of

'education in much the sane. way as industry has taken over jeans and pop
music.)

Because the Committee believes that schools have distinctive functions for whiCh -
no other institution in society is specifically ri:sponsible, it is consideied important

.

that these functions be not only retained but exercised with increasing. success
(2.21).

Oddly, perha.ps, no use is made of an argument provided by Jencks that
if all elementary schools were closed down, so that growing up became an endless
i.uminei ... The cognitive gap between rich and poor and between black and
white would be far greater than it is now.'9

indeed, it is to these groups in our plural society to which the report directs
much of the argument and many of its recommendations: As already noted,

r.needs are related to certain disadvainaged groups. The-Schools Commission
Act, 1973, defines disadvantage in terms of students who are

members of a community which for social, economic, ethnic, geographic, Cultural,
lingual or 'any similar ieason (have} a lower than average ability to take advantage
of educational facilities."

Yet, no extended consideration is given to .the content of education for each
social group. Indeed, the whole report is strangely silent about the curriculum.,
which is surely within its toms of reference as one of the 'appropriate
measures to assist in meeting needs' (1,1). But, the curriculum is either
discussed briefly in' terms of the attitudes'developedas a result of 'the quality of
relationships between and among pupils and teachers' (5.4) or as a matter for
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teachers' choice, often between 'alternatives that curriculum development on a
national scale would [provider (12.13). The notion that Midwinter evolved
in the Liverpool E.P.A. is ignored. His object was to teach disadvantaged
pupils to live critically in their environment. Such children must exist in poor
conditions for the time being, but need not accept their situation.2' Such a
curriculum is dedicated' to changifig the social Structure from the grassroots
upwards. It is fundamentally Fabian in aim, and in the spirit' of radical
individualism optiMiStically assumes that man can rand will do something to
change hts environment rather than pessimistically allow it to mould him.

The Kaimel report argues very strongly fur involvement by the'community
in the school. "V,his position is supported for three different reasons, namely as
'a. means both of extending [the school's) educational influence and of
reinfoK\ging pupil motivation' and of bringing teachers and parents closer
together (2.19).' The Committee acknowledges the 'antipathy' towards and
apathy about direct community participation in the governance of schooling'
(2.19), and that 'mutual suspicion ... between administration and teachers'
might inhibit 'the devolution of authority' (5. 6). Yet it pressed for some new
and participatory version of the democratic myth without ever making clear
Whether it meant 'citizen participation' or 'interest-oriented participation'."
Initial resu'ts from a current investigation in Melbourne provide evidence
casting doubt on the public's willingness to participate in any general way."
By and large, decisions about education are seen as belonging to teachers who
are defined as the experts. Furthermore, if those in a locality are to be involved
in running the schools, they must be given real decisions to,make. In .this °
connection, 't :` Victorian Government would.appear to be acting wisely in
making m nd1' ,vailable to schools, if they will take the responsibility to use
it. for such purposes as the improvemeht of local opportunities for leisure..

To make schools more open to parents might have a similar effect to the
extension of the welfare state in the UK, where the middle class have proved
More competent to use the available opportunities than have the working
class. Participatioln, may. become more common amongst the middle class.
Indeed, it might also be true that the middle class use open and innovatory
schools more than the working class.

Method of change

Some problems and potential conflicts may be discerned as underlying the
methods by which the suggested changes are to be achieved. Experts are to
define the problems. and both suggest cures and provide resources for change.'
Yet 'the development of grass-roots initiatives is basic to the success of the
enterprise' (9.39). This situation implies the probability both of tension
between community and experts. and the possibility that what the experts
.warit.:.May not in fact be accomplished. Additionally, some -would say that,
when the community does not want to follow the prescriptions of the experts,
they have the right to refuse to change their present educational circumstances,

4 "
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in the direCtion desired by the experts. Indeed, this is what happened in the
E.P.A. at Dundee in Scotland where some teachers opposed the suggestion of
the experts for changes on the grounds that children would be better off under
the present educational regime than under that proposed."

. Implicit in local participation in the making of educational decisions is a
measure of devolution of poWer from the centre to `those working in or with
the schools teachers, pupils, parents and-the local community' (14.3). The
point has already been made that many parentssd others do not want to
participate in such activities. Many others, again, on our evidence collected in
an inner city area in Melhburne, feel that at the moment they do not have the
competence to take part in what they see as very complicated 'decisions.
Furtherinore, those in power in the educational system can, either consciously
or by unconsciously preserving their current attitudes which are unfavourable
to 'opening' schools, hinder this policy."

Recognizing the crucial importanee of teachers' attitudes :when the aim is to
change some aspects of the educational system, the report advocates the
establishment of `Education Centres' which 'would serve an important
function in stimulating initiatives from the profes'sion ... and in improving the
quality of teaching' (11.18). Rightly the emphasis is put upon in- service
training initiated by teachers themselv,es as being more. likely to lead to

-changes in behaviour than that resulting from courses imposed frOm above.
' Thus-, while the Committee realized that 'the effectiveness of innovation ... is

dependent on the extent to which the people concerned.perceive a problem'
(I2.4), they gave little attention to publicizing possible. or successful changes,
though they recognized that Regional 'Boards would 'serve as a-vehicle bOth
for promulgating the views of the Commission and for communicating ideas
and proposals to the Commission' (1.3.7). This could particularly be the case
for curricular change.

Furthermore, publicity for successful innovation can act as a reward to the
school or teachers concerned. Nowhere does the report consider the wider
system of sanctions' working for change and against those who persist in
existing methods. The only sanction really suggested is the admittedly
powerful one of money. There is however, an extensive armoury of positive
and negative sanctions available to those administering schools to use in order
to influende teachers. Promotion, for example, may be dependent upon
change. Vi1 its toother countries, States or suburbs can "follow or precede
changes. Resourees, such as materials or even extra staff, may flow from offers
to innovate\. However, probably the-creation ofa certain type of professional
esteem will ost efficiently facilitate change, since no true teacher would then
tolerate less than 'adequate methods."

Under such ideal circumstances, more publicity would negatively sanction
tardy teaChels

\

and reward those who pioneered worthwhile newanethods.

'The word 'sanction' is used here purely in its technical sense and carries no moral overtone..
. \
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PLANNING SOCIAL CHANGE THROUGH EDUCATION IN
._,.CONTEMPORARY AUSTRALIA

Despite their disclaimer, the writers of the Kannel report have displayed a
view of the 'divine intention': though, perhaps, the theology upon which it
rests is, arguable. Some, who believe in very different gods, criticize the report
as supportive of the present social .system", but the majority in my view
would agree with its 'intention'. In view of-my assumption about the majority
view, what is at issue ]sere is- the'hiethod of achieving this 'intention'. Jencks
may be right to conclude quite unequivocally that 'equalizing educational
opportunity would do very little to make adults more equal.", but much
evidence shows that education can street other worthwhile aims, such as
snaking people more literate and numerate than now-is the case. Allowing that
the Labor Government, purely on political grounds, had .to spehil and to
legitimate the expenditure of much on education early in '1973, one must ask
how the results of this expenditure will be ivalua:ted in 1976 when the next
planning period must begin, or in 1979 when the Kannel program shOuld be'
complete. The excuse formerly available to those working in education that
resources are scarce will no longer be possible. Unless major differences in the
schools are visible to all, the conclusion of the public, those who pay and
whose children are our students, must be that teachers, those who train
teachers, and administratc;rs are unimaginative and/or inefficient.

The approach favoured by the report appears to rely greatly on experts at all
levels of administration. The writers of the reportMight answer that they have
pressed for community action and for devolution to the schools, but
communities, wherever they still exist, seem slow to react arid in fact the
innovatory initiatives of the schools are subject to administrative scrutiny
before resources can be made available or are vetoed. What control is there to
prevent those in power in the Schools Commission or at state level Using their
position to further a political position only supported by a small group of
intellectuals? If we are to he in the hands of professional planners what code of
professional eihics is there to prevent what Moynihan has called 'malpractice
with respect to the community'?"

Under the Benthamite prescription, administration was expert, but was also
open to the political process. Under a systeth such as that exemplified by the
Schools Commission, the manner of allocating resources between competing
uses and the monitoring of the program both at central and regional levels can
only be seen through a glass darkly. In American cities the-political machine
took over the anti-poverty programs.,In Australia there would seem to. be a
good, chance that the planning of. sociai change through our educational
system will be taken over by the administrative item. The Austialian,
educational bureaucracies were possibly beginning to wither unde- r the attacks
of radical individualism, but they have now found a new purpose.
Furthermore, the new task is of the type for which any bureaucracy isideally
adapted, namely the division of material resources between competing
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applicants. POwer returns to the administrator to be exercised on a type of
decisinn in which bureaucracies can exhibit great efficiency.

In many ways it is odd that politics have been forgotten in the report, since a
pluralist society is envisaged in which community groups have some power. If
attitudes can be changed so that such pluralities do take part in educational
decisions, then the political problems of our society must be immensely"more
numerous and in addition probably more difficult in that, as has recently been
seen in the case of Aborigines, the appeal to the spirivof community often
involves ethnic antagon:sm.

It is the over-reliance on material resources and the under-emphasis on
general political activity.Y,hOwn in the report that indicates one.possible future
new 'divine intention', upecially after the main sins of omission of prior ages
have been atoned for. There is a need, particularly in a society like Australia
where local governnient is not highly developed and has little or no part tO
play in relation to educational decision-making, to initiate a continuous and
high standard debate over education at national, state and local levels. Then
there will be a ferment amongst the public and amongst professionals so that
the experts will be forced to render account for their policies and their actions.

It would seem that a large number of action research projects throughout
Australia and in every type of educational institution might cause just such a
ferment. Research never meant much to the doctor in the hospital or to the
industrialist in the factory till he-saw results that improved his efficiency.
Research-will never mean much to the practising teacher till he sees it serving
his needs in the school. Project generated by teachers and open to the view, to
the praise and criticism of other practitioners and public alike.could serve.thIs
encl,Evaluation of what is attempted would, unlike in the present large-scale
_programs, be built into the method used. Such evaluation, though rigorous,
need not be strictly scientific in nature, but could be pragmatic and even
retrospective. Evaluated action is not the'same as experimental method.

The problems examined.woUld presumably be those of local interest so, that
the involvement of local citizens would go hand in hand with devolution to
the school. Because there arc many localities with differing problems, there
would inevitably be many diverse small programs, though in some cases links
would be po..5ible between those studying similar problems, for: example,
those concerned with. migrants or with the possibility that the most
academically able might be. retarded in order to reduce the range of
difference' (3.22). Such co-operation could be carried out not only by experts
or teachers but also by interested and involved locarlaymen.

This diversity of approach would, furthermore, match the contemporary
variety of educational theory. Therei/cs yet no one answer to most
educational problems. Each theoretical approach demands a differing way of.
tackling the problem. The collection of the results from many diverse
programs might enable us to come to a somewhat fuller knowledge of
educationalTheory.

. Earlier, an important point concerning most compensatory activity was
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made, nainfili that values creep in unsuspected., All such action assumes the
right to intervene, usually within what is normally the provinci! of the family.
We are not slOw to criticize the changes wrought in so-called primitive
societies by colonial powers or by missionaries. Yet neither are we slow to
plan, how to compensate for what we see as the poor familial background of
the working-class or migrant child or, for that matter, of the illiterate middle-
class child. However, since we area culturally diverse. society, the educational
needs or demands of each group will be different and this fact supports the plea
for diversity made above. It equally indicates that any vestiges of. the old-
definition of equality must go. Schools, will grow to be more and more
different and this must no longet be seen as meaning that they are more and
more unequal. Yet even in saying this we must *iemetriber that seeing equality
more in terms of diversity could easily come to be an ideological
rationalization for supporting much that today is seen as unfair."

Above all, the results of this action research must be public. Indeed, in the
first policy statement from the new Schools Commission there should be a
publicity program. Money should be available to finance educational pages in
all local and state newspapers, and they should be. prepared locally, not
syndicated. A national educational monthly might be subsidized. In fact, the
single step that might, at least cost, bring- more Worthwhile change to
Australian schOols than any other, could be if the Schools-Commission were to
state that no finance was available to any State for any program whatever
unless all vacant teaching and administrative positions Were publicly
advertised, possibly on a nation-wide scale, though, this raises industrial issues
of formidable complexity, especially in relation to transferability of pensions.
Apart froth the dynamic effect upon the principle of appointment by seniority,
the payment for such advertising would,, as with The Times ,Educational
Supplement, finance. a worthwhile national. journal, thereby substantially
raising the level of educational debate throughout the country.

In a footnote to a recent academic,paper, Chazan has, half joking, offered us
the formula: Frustration=Aspiration/Achievement." The present program of
the report, marked by an uncertain divine intention and somewhat weak in
theology, will probably raise aspiration more than achievements thereby
increasing frustration, both overall and, perhaps worse, possibly between
communities within Australia. The aim must be to seek a fmer theology and
in my view, a vast program of well-publicized action research might move us
in that direction whilst also ensuring that very varied achievement, paralleling
very varied educational need, much more nearly matched the differing
aspirations of the many plural groupings in Australia. Some frustration would
undoubtedly remain, but it would be a more informed feeling and those
concerned, having felt the rewards of successful educational experiment,
would be more willing and able to proceed further along the Fabian path of
educational change. A society operating in this way in one important social
sector would be more capable of generalizing the method to other spheres.
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3. Create Your Own Compliance:
The Karrnel Prospect*
Doug White

A currently popular. educational radicalism and the desires of the Australian
government are in a .Process of convergence. Involvement, participation and
gelf-management, all key featuies of much radical education, are becoming
also characteristic of official policies, particularly as expressed in the report to
the Australian Schools Commission (the Karmel report)) On closer
examination, it can be seen that the relaxation of older stereotyped patterns is
an terms, at within a framework, which arc not made by those who. take
part; except in a local and immediate sense. However, the Karmel reportis no
mere propaganda exercise; the changes suggested and favoured .are profound.
This report, and some other initiatives of the Labor Government, hint at a state
in search of a grass-roots movement, or of a social system attempting to
surround. itself with a community. Certain4, it appears that many of the
policies advocated by radicals in education community schools, open
education, closer relationships between school and external social environment

will now be officially ..sponsored. Fundamental to one tendency in radical
thought is a belief in group subjectivity, the belief that groups of people
gathered -together can create their own realities. It is this which allows
governments to build popular involvement for their own reasons,for such
group participation of itself does not lead to an understanding of the social and .
cultural process as a- whole. While 'people participate in, even control, their;
localities, central contr.": remains the firmer for being more obscured. TO date,
the- Karmel report has been best known for its recommendations on financial.

. aid. SuCh a limitation of discussion is unfortunate, for thereport is a blueprint.
. for social and cultural engineering on a .scale not seer. in Australia since the

dayS of planned settlements.

THEMES IN THE KARMEL REPORT

The school as a community

The,;Interim Committee of the School Commission, (chaired by Professor
Peter Karmel) produced a report which it ys is 'a unanimous one, a surprising
statement given the radical character of son) of its statements; For example,

Schools can build Wait; themselves a community where both education and
people arc valued, and where the influences of the market place do not dictate the
.price:placed upon individual .talents. Participation in such a caring community
.which. sets. to build social relationships through its method of teaching and

Repritnect with revisions by the author fromArena 32/33: 35-48.
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learning can, by reducing the alienation of the individual, be a regenerating force
in soeiety.2 .

Many radical critics of education have made similar statements, but with some
differences. The mention of 'regenerating society' does not usually figure in
the statements of radical's. But a more important characteristic of the Karmel
report statement is the deintellectualization of community. There arc vast
differences between the la. ignage .of the Martin Report of 1964 (the notorious
'human capital' report) and that of Karmel's committee. The Karmel report
appears to go to considerable lengths to avoid such terms as human capital;
efficiency is carefully stated only when the discussion is of the distribution of
resources and of organization, and the language preferred is of human talent,
relationships, participation and individuality. Yet it is hardly likely that an
approach to schooling which says so little of intellectuality would be
acceptable if earlier work had not been done to devalue the notion.

One of the possible sources of community is that of the community of
scholars, and for all the elitism which has come to surround that phrase, a .

partial truth of the social formation of ideas exists within it. Most of what
reality. remained in the term as a description of universities was destroyed by
the onslaught of central control in the distribution of finance by the Australian
Universitit!s Commission. Universities have come to accept the permanence of
political institutions and their dependence upon them, and the function of the
elaboration of ideas and techniques for the execution- of policies made
elsewhere. Schools are now to be brought into line, with a three-stage model, -

of control developing; state-appointed committees outline the general policies,
academics do the work of elaborating these into workable and ideologically
acceptable schemes, schools do the job.. Unlike some prey' ious ..forms of.
control, in this scheme everyone has aresponsiblerask, and control over their
work. The response of university departments." of education to. the Karmel
report is an illustration; criticism has been slight, if existent,. at: d. drOwned by
the noise of meetings arranged to gather in a Share of the, funds forslie kinds..of...: ?
research and development wanted. :The universities have accepted that they.-
are to be a source.of technical eicpertiseln carrying through a policy made bY,.;
others. Likewise. the schools are not to do with devOoping intellectuality, if by
this is, meant an independence of poskion and an understanding not prescribed
by limits which are known to otheis but not to the learner: The universities,
by previous gOvernment action and their own complicity; have largely
become state agencies. The schools are to socialize the young, and more
effectively than in the past by co-operating with other agencies already
engaged in the process.

\However education in formal institutions, separated from both the home and the
world of work, has proved to be an inadequate means.of changing patterns of
social stratificatiop or of 'initiating all \young peOple into society. Unless our
.conception of education broadens to \enabp: school to forge closer links with other

. socializing agenCies, the possibility. of-providing equal life chances, for children
from all types of social backgrounds is severely limited.'

The use of the notion of equality will be discussed later; the. function of the
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scholl (and life.) as a socializing process! like the use of alienation (in the
previous quotation) as -a synbnym for unsocialized, is typical of the report.
While socialization is not towards the present in an absolutely. unchanged
form, the structures are in basic form chose of today, and the changes are to be,

gradual, and brought about by the initiative of those in positions of authority.
. Professor Karmel is, as he cfeclares, a Fabian.'

Decentralization and diversity
. .

. - ..

The Karmel report comes out for decentralization and localresponsibility. For
example.

. .

The CoMmitte favours less rather than more centralized control over the
Operation of schools. Responsibility should be devolved as far as possible upon the
people involved in the actual task of schooling. in consultation with the parents of

', 'the pupils whom they teach and, at senior levek, with the students themselves.'

There are some qualification's 'Co this policy-of decentralization. The money
. Will be distributed from central agencies. The argument for this central.

. istribution is based upon equity of provision, and efficiency in the use of
re urces, which require that 'certain services need to be organized centrally:.
The eport encourages diversity;no single pattern is necessarily the best.

BL ter ways Will not necessarily be the same for all children or for all teachers.
'Thi is an important reason for bringing tzsponsibility back into the school and for
allow.ng it to be exercised in ways which .enable a hundred flowers to bloom
rather an to wither.'

Consistent. 'th the idea of diversity, the notion of uniformity of standards,
academically, i opposed. In rejecting the idea that equality of'social groups
means that equal ercentages of girls, boys, the working class, the middle class,
blacks, whites etc, should gain access to a higher education, the Committee
reports:

.
.

.
1

"The doctrinaire putpit of equal average outcomes for all social groups could'
become so expensive as to be unacceptable in ten-ifs of alternativesforgone. It
could also have undesiable aspects of its own: it admits only one criterion of
excellence an academic one and assumes that everyone should value the
same thing. A further dang..sr is that outcomes might be obtained by retarding the .

most academiCally able in orcleto reduce the range of difference.' ...

There is a strong hint here that\ the members of the Committee arc more
knowledgeable than they let on. 'The. only danger -they point out is that the
academically able may be restrictedwhich_suggests that the Committee puts
more attention on that criterion than\t wants otheii to do. The hedging is
extremely sensible,- for who bUt the, academically able and politically
acceptable could write such a report, to tell others that they should be happy
on other dimensions. But naturally such a \leadership will want to perpetuate
itself; it could scarcely conceive of any other \.way..in which the whohi could be
envisaged or. managed. After all, it is still 1 ecessary to engage in talent
selection. Similarly, there is something other th n that which appears in the
way 'diversity' is used by the Kat chat's. Div{sity appeal's to mean the
acceptance of present differences. Th argument which tells us that diversity is
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essentially a good' thing is a' cover or ajustification for the acceptance of the
differentials associatecrwith.the education of various social-groups, when.these
differences have something to do with one group exploiting another. The
appeal of the equality of diversity is used to justify and extend. domination, just .
as alienation means non-socialization.

Hundreds of radicals will applaud the statement that
The school does not exisrto grade studentS for employers or for institutes of higher
learning. Nor should it regard higher education as the only avenue to ,a life, of
dignity and worth.' .

The radicals may not be as much in agreement that there need be no change in
the present social organization as implied in the statement, except hat perhaps
the present =site 'rethought in terms which give all bits-of_ it their own
dignity and worth :The changes planned by the Committee are in the meaning .
of life rather than in any other reality. To do this, a socially constructed reality
must be made, but if it is not made by changing anything else, it must be
manufactured. The process of manufacture of a new conception of life is
different from the dissemination of propoganda, even to the,,extent of an
intensive Goebbels-like effort; it is also different from those previous historical
efforts which involve the rewriting of history. To construct a different social
reality, the relationships betweeii persons must be changed; what is envisaged '
in the report is the Manufacture of certain relationships, which change the .

appearance of reality, though words like appearance and reality already
become slippery to the grasp. But the change in appearance is svithin the
manufactured cells of a-structure' which is itself unchanged.

The diversity and ;decentralization of control favoured by the COmniittee
-are- premissed upon an acceptance of the present structures. One way of
looking at the report, and some other initiatives of the Labor GOverninent;.is as
the state and the\ ALP in, search of, and artificially fostering, a grass -roots
communitY:-Otheis parts of the world have the reverse, with. a moribund or,
formal community ,or ideality meeting apparatus being revised, either as a..
result 'Of radical activity or §overnment initiative; even in the case of Sweden,
where a good deal of -state activity exists in the production of a centrally
managed participatory society, it is said that .there are some elements of
localized, if paternalist, 'community from the past which could be used.g in
Australia these are rare; S-Cherer has pointed to the exceptional case alBroken;
Hill, where community activity by tradetinionsis.strong-biit exists within the
confines of-.an acceptance' ofowner of the mines, and, since the
mineowners live rlse'where, the union influence and control of everyday life
leaves the true controllers untouched.") In similar fashion, the arguments in the
Karmel report for.diversitj7 and decentralization are predicated and dependent
upon the acceptance of present structures. The transition is from laid-down
structures, which come to be seen as oppressive, to a self- and group -made
reality, which obscures the continued existence of these structures. Money
all6cations will be made, it is recommended, to achieve this.

Attitudes, which arc (equally) accepting, but not necessarily approving of.



individuals and social groups. irrespective of their life styles or accomplishments,
and teachers who believe in the capacity for change in all children, cannot be.
bought.' l

But this proviso follows the statement;
Ilunian and .physical resources do not of themselves .ensure a high':quality
education. Many essential ingredients of good schooling, notably attitudinal and
organizational ones, cannot be bought with dollars. But the development of
curricular more relevant to the' requirements of particular children and to the
problems and challenges of the real world, of closer school-community
relationships and of active parental interest which is a pre-requisite for increasing
school effectiveness, can all be facilitated by the financial backing of new
approaches to ways and means.' 1

s The funds available, are generous by Australian standards. Some will be
distributed through the pr_sent channels, some through new regional bodies.
Funds are also available for special projects of an innovatory kind and will
come from a Canberra committee.

ApplicatioriS for financial support would be invited from individuals and groups,
not only of teachers but from the community, so as to provide an opportunity,for
changes to come &Orr; beyond present institutional frameworks."

The overall picture is of diversity within control, a kind of cultural pluralism
grafted into the existing structures, with innovations planned or approved
centrally. In one hit the -report, should its recommendations on the scale of
finance be accepted, would wipe out, for the time at least, the old economic -
based militancy and wound, incorporate much of the remainder of radical
thought. No longer will simple economic demands, or partial cultUral reforms
be in opposition to the government pOiliCy, nor shake the control over Jives
that hidden authority exerts. The Karmel committee is a,vangularid, one might

of_anew:cousolidation of authority.-To'oppose grouRof people who
see that the social and cultural process as-a whole are necessary. The radical
education movement, in the form which. it has taken for the past five or so
years, is over; reaction in the fern) of progressiveness is hi the ascendance, and
counter meanings and actions require a period of working out. The
'components of radical thought which have provided the opportunity for the
new reaction to elaborate a strategy need some examination. But we have not
yet finished WitlyKarrnel.

Equality, community and control

One way of seeing the consistency and.the change within education over the
last ceritdry is in the use of 'equality' the pursuit of equality has long been
said to be a justification and purpose of state intervention iii education.
Sometimes the in'troduction'of compulsory and free education in each of the
colonies is still seen as a victbry'for democratic and liberal thought, as was said
at the time of its introduction.An Australia, by contrast with England,' writes
Alan Barcan, 'the lower classes already had or were achieving a major share of
economic and political power:14. A democratic hue became apparent in
Australiri education, as some of those in power thought' it desirable to place a
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liberal education before the people. The state acted tb provide equality of
effective eduCatiOn, particularly in rural. areas. 'The Velorining- spirit. of r.
colonial democracy also applied itself in the 1870s and \k880s to providing
greater equality of educational opportunity.'" An histori n of Queensland
education has expressed the view that thea1875 Eeducati n 'Act foree,
compulsory, and secular education 'embodied virtually all the progressive
principles of education of the day'."" The arguments of the time in that State
seem to have been Similar to those elsevvherL:, particularly the difficulty of
ploviding education equally over the territory of the State with Si centralized
control, and the inefficiency of the churches in doing so, In Wester n Australia,
free tuition, the provision of goVernment schools, and compulsory attendance
produced the same kind of equality by 1899." Education, MOssen on notes,
played a role- in consolidation in Western Australia, which wa a-- little
different from that in the other States, in the assimilation of 'the children- of
sandgroper and t'othersider elements'", reconciling earlier anitnosi4es and
hence the breaking dowii of Weitern Australia's isolation-from the\ other
colonies. This other function of education, that of consolidation, contains the
clue which suggests that the liberal talk of equality was alloyed with Borne
Other purpose; if not, why compulsion?

Liberal and democratic rhetoric accompanied the passage of state education
acts throughout Australia, and is echoed in the work of some of the historians
of the period. Austin puts more importance upon efficiency.

. \In every colony, theoretical and practical considerations combined to convince tho,
legislatures that the State sh,tild see to the education of its children, and that the:\
State alone was capable of doing this, for neither the local communities, nor the \

t Churches, nor the cxisiitig boards of education appeared to be capable of \
discharging this national duty.' 9 ..,

The people may have believed in equal 'opportunity for- all, and liberal. \
thought 'recruited thestate as the active agent to assist the individual in pursuit' \
of his fair chance to make good'." Political leaders had a different objective in '
mind, that of a unified- society, according to Hyams and Bes.sant, 'Social
cohesion inla community in which the newcomer predominated was to them a
vital aims'? Sectarian hostility' as a barrier in the t1uest for a unified Colonial.
society. 1;knis Grundy, who writes with more concern for the interests of the
Catholic minority, .aigues that centraliied state school systems bring about ,,

institutionalized powers- amounting to coercion." Catholic schools survived,
but as a pOverty stricken and embattled segment. Other initiatives, particularly
of the local groups concerned with die esablishineyt of technical schools, were
more effectively suppressed or discouraged:, Stiate action, accompanied by a
labour movement belief in statism .and an _anti-Catholic ide'glogy, laid 'a
foundation for popular oppression of the one ii'ubstantial minoritrwhich stood
outside a monolithic ..pro- British nationalism, allowing' an outpost of
potentially .anti - imperialist feeling to be exploited by right-wing ;'.deulogues.
Its consequences today are -the DLP, and, for example, the association .....,ith
reactionary political groups of a potentially humane position a tl Right,to
Life movement. - -
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Equality of education from the 1970s until quite recently was an equality of
provision for those prepared to accept the hegemony of the state ilmhis field,
and a means of suppression of those outside. Equality, in so far as there was
any, was available only at the more elementary levels of education, and the
churches continued to dominate secondary education. Equality was a rhetoric
covering dominance, inequality and, possibly, efficiency. The use of education
as a means of establishing national unity is still with us, although the particular
ways of attempting this have changed. Likewise equality has been given new
content, testifying that the appeal of the notion of equal entry into adult

. relationships remains.
A century ago, equality. where it was applicable, applied only to the

provision of minimal educational services for working-class and rural groups.
Secondary educatitiTTemained forlong the province of church schools, and
therefore of those able to afford fees. Importantly, state secondary schools
appear to have developed first in the countryside where a class mix and
scattered population meant that there were fewer opportunities for the
children:7'6f those. who in the cities would have been able to make use of
private schools. State secondary-schools expanded in number gradually, but it
was not until after the Second World War that a different definition of
equality developed.

Tome Roper's book, The Myth of Equality". marks the popular celebration of
the new definition, although attention to the inequality had been, drawn

' earlier by groups such as the ACER24 and- the Martin Committec.25 Equality
now became a name for a concern that not all had equal access to higher
education, and therefore to the desirable jobs. From one side, this meant access
to a. mirage of social mobility, and from° another au end to wastage and

:inefficient selection of_italgt. The change in popidar thought to a

consideration of education as a means of ae&ss to well-paid and influential
positions reduced the stability of class-based attitudeseit first noticeable in the
decline of traditional working-dass 'politics. But such an instability is

dangerous over larger . dimensions of society; new limits are not being
manufactured, and a Labor Government. is merely the harbinger, of au
attempted new consolidation which will be carried ,through 11: future
governments irrespective of party.

The dichotomies of classes were unaffected by this provision of educational
facilities by the state. The constancy . of the class structures .did not require
intervention of a manipulatory kind of the thought structures of the young,
beyond the general acceptance (\f the notions of the independence of the state
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expectations of mobility are unreal, and from the point of view of social order,
dangerous. The Karmel report plays down such aspects as talent selection'and
upward social mobility in education, without abolishing them. Equality is
now seen as equality of diversity, with a removal of the more obvious signs of
financial inequality in this diversity. The attempt to level schoill provisions has
been most noticed in newspaper publicity. The section of the report which led
to the policy of varying she amount\ of aid to fee-paying schools says:

In respect of recurrent iesources, a school is classified as in/need of assistance for
additional resources if the quantity of recurrent resources per pupil 'used within it
is less than some acceptable standard. A corollary of this/ definition is that one
school is regarded as needing more assistance than another if the quantity of
resources per pupil used in the former is smaller than that used in the latter.''

This policy is a revival of the long existing theme that the state .will act to
.11,sure equality of access 'to public resources, and exttisids to the secondary
school what in the 1870s was made the policy for primary schools. The state
in the nineteenth century, however, excluded certain gioiips from this
participation, notably the Catholic Irish. Those who hiavebuilt their political
power and career on this exclusion have opposed thi-mode of allocation of
funds. But for the first time, savage and open reactio I to them has come from
official Catholic circles, in this case from Father Martin, director of the
Catholic Education Office in Melbourne.

,..,.. It's-absurd to see this whole matter as a cunning p l y on the part of the present
-----,-Government which will,pave the way for the demist of Catholic schools. This is a

typical is often.used." /

The report', however, does nothing, as it could do/ nothing, about inequality,
except in the. allocation of tax. money. The government policy is now to
extend equality in one directidn, to have no grotips .excluded from the area ,of
operation of the state, and to introduce he theme of equality of diversity. In
doing this, the report draws on the theory/ and program advocated by
Christopher Jencks and others." The equality ;comes across not as a right to.
obtain resources, Or access to pow r, or to socially favoured jobs. Equality is
access to enjoyment and participatiOn. :

1 '

Schooling is a significant segment of life Which for all children ought to be
enjoyable and fruitful in itself, not merely a preparation.for life to came."

Some schools might evolve through\ successftil interaction with their communities
into new 'open' institutions, less alipated rom. their communities than is now
generally the case in disadvantaged areas."

Such a propositiOn supposes that the 'comniunity does not exist as part of a
social structure, but as a local group which has no links.with other gr-ups, or
if it has these links, that they are of no i portance. There is an analog:, in the
notion of workers' control of a factory Often this means participation, not
ownership. But even where it does m an ownership, nothing necessarily
changes, for those who now own the' a tory are still linked with others
through the market? and still produce th commoiditiei demanded within a
total system which they have had no. say n makin . It is possible of course to
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develOp a program of action, including workers' control, which raises these
issues; but that requires a program in which new meanings of production 'and
exchange, and widely extended relationships between workers in one place
and another, are developed. Workers' control lacks the wider meaning
associated with class, and may intrCduce paroChialism under the guise of
liberation. The concentration on ow4.n-ship does not automatically raise these
questions. In the schools, the emphasis;, on community is jusras likely to avoid
or obscure the questions of why the dommunity exists, its relationship to the
wider society, its part in the total social process.

The edifice of community which is elaborated in the Karmel report is in a
way imposed by the ALP governed state.- Its popular roots arc in the
Australian version of the liberal welfare state, which looks after the people in
its care. Yet something reaching a good deal further than the provision of
schools, pensions, child endowment and the like is ,embodied in this report,
and in certain other polities of the Government. What is being planned is the
participation of the people, the development' of a culture by the state. That
culture is fragmented and groupy, enveloping and localized. It is class as
culture, an attempt to develop a two-level society with managers and
managed, possible because of the continued existence of the framework which
has long existed; but that framework still exists, and cannot be overthrown
without its accompanying culture. If the plan succeeds, the culture and the
society become co-terminous, in a manner which has not existed in earlier
capitalism: Nor can it be overthrown in the manner proposed by most earlier
models of the overthrow of capitalism; for one thing, it is the culture which
must be understood and changed, not merely the structure. While the roots of
the present development lie in the needs of the modern capitalist social
structure, and use the tradition, of state reliance and liberal-welfare attitudes
towards the state, they arc also dependent upon the popular counter-culture

\ movements. It is no accident that the Karmel report contains much of the
\language of alternative education.

RADICAL EDUCATIONAL THOUGHT AFTER KARMEL
\

The transition of socialist, radical, or critical thought necessary in the working
oils of educational programs is large. The arguments around more money for

,schools have been wiped out, or can only be seen as minor. The Catholic
solidarity has been destroyed. Already. he arguments regarding talent selection
and 'human capital formation have begun to look a little old.:fashioned. There
are not many now who--will raise with such crudity the view expressed
recently, by a former Senior officer of the Australian Council for Educational
Research that

One\of the functions (of an education system) is tck harness the best resources
available in a country to solve the problems being presented to us as we.entei the
zist centuiy.12

That function remains, but we shall hear it less often expressed; just''as we will
hear less of\he gross national product, economic development and the like,
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and more of community, participation, ecology; the way in which we are
managed changes, in a fashion, which at the present time has a.basic appeal to
many.

The Whit lam Government has disoriented many on the left because it has
apparently adopted many of the policies which the radical left has developed
over the past few years, and yet there exists an uneasiness that the government
could Well do something else with these policies. In fact the Australian
Government has more than adopted the policies, it has adopted, at least in
some areas of its practice, a style which suggests a new mode of capitalist
operation. That it is able to incorporate many of the ideas of radicals suggests
that these were not in reality the working out of the alternate society that they
at times have been thought to be. In education, the freer school, the
community school, the school program more related to the outside social
environment, the participation of parents, and the independence of the'
teachers from employing authorities have all been shown to be capable of
inclusion in an official state document. The characteristics of such programs
need some examination.

A typical modern school program tends to stress the relationship between
the persons in the school, the interests of the children, and the non-school
experience. An older, 'traditional' school stresses the learning of theories and
facts derived from long-established discipline. In the traditional school, the.
theories are made to appear to have an objective truth, as if they Were not the
productions of men engaged in partiCidar social formations and particular
forms of interaction with nature. In this sense, school children are. tied,
unknowingly, into a set of meanings which were not made by them and
which' make them potentially ,at the service of others.,This education has its
own contradictions, however, in that the students are sometimes enabled to
enter' a wider world than that provided by neighbourhood environments or
segments of a particular class. An education of this kind is necessary to a
capitalism which in its continual revolution of the means of production
extends this to the shaking up-of the hurnan'factors of prodnction, dragging
people from their backgrounds into more flexible and skilled usages. The
opposition to traditional education has taken at least two directions, one an.,
attempt to make more conscious the nature of the manner in which ideas are';;;',.
formed, and of the relationship between those and other social processes;'threY
other to resist the domination of established theories by emphasizing persOn-al
experience. The emphasis "on personal experience leaves untouched the
meanings which are used to interpret and generate that experience. A group of
children in a progressive school may not be dominated by the structure and
established theories of the institution and the teacher; they will be dominated
by an experience and habits of thought coming unexamined from the past and
the agencies of the media.

In a more extreme form progressive education of this kind produces, and is
based upon, a group solipsism. Previously solipsism has been thought of as

the primacy of individual subjectivity as a criterion of reality. The
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new .solipsism, however, emphasizes the world of the group: the
individual subjectivity is seen as circumscribed by a reality of limited range;
becaustere is no principle accounting for the interconnection of this
multitude of micro-worlds they can appear as self-made. The solipsism of the
small group then can have it both ways: by drawing upon the experience of
self-determined expression characteristic of. the primary group it co-ordinates
'individualism'. and the old solipsism. By empha.s.izing the predominance of the
small group it sets the real 'objective' frame within which' free individuals
make their small. worlds. Effectively two traditions are'reconciled, but the
essence of is retained as a philosophical rationalization of a stattis quo.

A world is constructed which is as good as any other world, and has no
measure of reality outside its own construction. The production of group-
made worlds of this kind is an ideology which suits a class society in which th'
fundamental structure is obscured, and the existence, of nation-wide

based-on-a-faling cif solidarity as those of the working
class), have been broken. Such an ideology, largely drawn from that of the
recent version of the counter-culture, is appropriate to a. manipulated society
which is perceived as a self-managed one.

The arguments against such solipsism the chief theoretician of solipsism is
Berger" and it comes into education theoretically through such writers as
Glasser" are of several varieties. Lenin's arguments with the solipsism
%videspreacl among intellectuals in Russia after the defeat of the igos-

revolution and the decline of the working-class movement were basedon the
objective reality of natural phenomena. The rise of solipsism there coincided
with the decline of a widespread action-based association between people
engaged in a reconstruction of the world, and such movements are thernselves
an argument against solipsism, for they Rose the existence of individual' or
small-group constructions' of the %wad against a 'more widely based ,-one.
Another kind of argument is that there are bio-cultural bases for the
association between persons which preVent any form .of association being
possible, an argument which is the subject of attack from women's liberation
and gay liberation. A further form of criticism. of the present solipsism is to be
foUnd in :he examination of the historically and socially derived meanings and
institutions which in fact govern our present experience, and which must be
overthrown if our lives are to be changed. This is merely to 'say that the
solipsist view- is untrue, and those who act by it in. the hope that they form
their own' lives within the niches of the unexamined present are in truth
governed by the present. Obviously a fuller treatment of the social aiid
philosophical foundations of that apparent radicalism which ass;t-ts domination
is nzcessar y.

Wliat is to be done in the present circumstances? Any change a

worthwhile, revolutionary nature requires the elaboration of alternate ways of
looking at society and human activity, a movement which in the daily actions
of its inemb'ers lives potentially; and more and more consciously, by
alternative and opposing .meanings, and some kind of conflict, confusion or
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division of those in power. There is nothing new in that statement; the
recurring argument is about the nature of those who-work out the alternative
meanings and their relationship with those who are pcitentially the members of .

the movement. At times the movement in its actions restates the categories by
which people live: the danger of a division of labour between those who act
and those who formulate is that the 'vanguard' becomes an incipient new class.
Yet a movement which is confined, as the.radical-education moveiAkent is
increasingly becoming, to working within conceptions' acceptable and
favourable to state manipulation achieves nothing. The kind of program
which is proposed 'by the Karmel Committee opens up, even asks for, action
and involvement. If thought is given to the limits imposed upon this action,
and more far-reaching attempts planned, the Whitlam Government's plans
may_bv merely-a-part-of-a-process-towarels-further-chraglitit-w-hat is needed
is a more thoroughgoing criticism and elaboration of alternatives than
progressive education nowadays has within it.
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4. The Needs of Education in Australian Schools

J. P. Keeves

Any renewal program for education in Australia of the kind which the
Schools Commission is attempting to provide must be based either implicitly
or explicitly on some conception of the deficiencies of the educational system
it sets out to improve. While the report of the Interim Committee for the
Australian Schools Commission appears_.at times to be concerned pritnarily
with lack of finance for education and the unavailability of resources, the
Committee at many points in the report sought to link the provision of
resources with the intellectual development of the students and the professional
developmedeofthe teachers in the schools.'

This article seeks to identify the conception which the Committee held of
the deficiencies in Australian schools and to compare their views with earlier
statements prepared by the States. In particular, since a substantial proportion
of the pregrarri of the Australian Schools Commission has been directed
towards remedying deficiencies in schools where disadvantage occuts, this
article examines the approach which the Committee took towards the
problems of such schools. Alternative procedures are discussed for the
identification of disadvantaged schools and corroborative evidence is presented
using Austraitan data for the stance taken by the Committee.. It is, however,
argued that there is a need to identify cases of schools and students within
schools where minimum standards of competence for' life in a modern
democratic and industrial society are not being achieved. This 'goal of
attaining 'minimum 'standards of competence, particularly for students from
disadvantaged environments, should not be overlooked in the. clamour for
better physicl facilities and better working conditions for teachers.

Prior to the preparation of the report by the Interim Committee, assessments
of the 'needs of education in Australia had been undertaken at the direction of
the AuStralian Education Council which comprised the Ministers of Education
in all the States and the Commonwealth of Australia.. In 1960 the Council
issued a statement of the needs of Australian education, which was later revised
to incorporate further statistical material and was re-issued in 1963.2 The
Council was concerned with the marked disparity between what it saw as the
needs of education and what the State Governments were able to provide. The
Council's evidence showed the following serious deficiencies:

I schools are short of qualified teachers;
2 many teachers are inadequately trained and qualified for the job they are

asked to do;
3 States are finding it difficult to provide the new accommodation needed;
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4 there is a large accumulation of makeshift, substandard and obsolete
school accommoaation;

5 equipment and supplies of all kinds are required in increasing quantities.'
Although the funds available to the State Education Departments had,-in the
years prior to 1960, increased annually; it was argued that theneeds were
urgent and that, unless adequate finance were available, the consequences for
Australia as a whole would be serious.

Following the Unesco Seminar on planning for education in Australia in
1968, the Australian Education Council early in the next year decided that
each State should undertake a survey of its educational needs for a period of
five years. A summary statement was published- in 1970 under the title
Nation-wide Survey of Educafivtal Needs.S The survey revealed a deficiency of_
More than $1400 million between what was regarded as desirable for
expenditure on education in :`,,ustralia over the following five years, and what
was estimated as likely to be available. The survey calculated what it believed
were the necessary capital and recurrent costs of education over the five -year
period and made detailed assessments under I I categories of expenditure: ( I)
administrative structure, (2) teaching staff, (3) ancillary staff, (4) buildings..
(5) land, (6) equipment, (7) pre-service education of teachers, (8) in-service
education. (9)scholarships, (10) provision of textbooks, and (11) transport.
However, it is important to note that the Statements prepared by the Aus-
tralian Education Council appear to have focused exclusively on the needs of
the government-sponsored ,vstems of primary and secondary education and to
have failed to consider the needs of the non-government schools.
Subsequently, no action was taken by the Commonwealth Government of
Australia during the years 1970, and 1972 to meet the needs revealed by this
survey.

THE REPORT OF THE INTERIM COMMITTEE

The Interith Committee for the Australian Schools Commission was appointed
in late 197 and was required by its terms of reference to examine the position
and immediate financial needs of both government and non-government
primary and secondary schools in the States and Territories. This Committee

Shad access to the documents of the Nation-wide Survey of Educational Needs, by
then three years out of.date. In reporting on conditions in Australian schools,
the Interim Committee examined the growth in school enrolmentSand.rhe
gr6wth of the teaching service over the past de:ade, current sizes of schools
and the proportions enrolled in schools of different sizes, changes in pupil-
teacher ratios in recent years and the current distribution of enrolments by
class sizeothe qualifications of teachers, the provision of ancillary staff, and the
opportunities available for the education of physically and mentally
handicapped children. In addition, it reported on trends in the financing of
schooling in both the public and private sectors of education.

There were, however, other aspects of the provision for education that were
found to be difficult to measure in the limited time available for Alm
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preparation of a report. Consequently,_ the Committee decided to spend
several weeks visiting schools throughout Australia and to report.on their --

observations. The impressions they gained from their visits were clear and 10
brief descriptions which they presented of schools in different. situations
provided telling evidence of contrasts both between and within different
school systems. The following paragraph summarized the views of the

. Committee: .
Members of the Committee were impressed by the magnitude. of the need for
upgrading and replacement in older schools, both government and non-
government, by the lack of facilities necessary for broadening the curriculum, by
the generally low level of provision of ancillary and specialist staff and by the wide
differences existing in the innovative capacities of teachers and principals. While
there are high spots in all systems and types of school, and these bear no necessary
relationship to the quality of phywal provision, the Committee was left in no
doubt, both on the basis of information supplied and on the basis of its own
Observations, that there was a general need for improved resources and a higher
level of educational service among Australian schools, and a special need for help
to schools catering for handicapped children and pupils from disadvantaged groups
in the population.6 .

The Committee did not attempt to lay down specifications for the servicing _

of schools in terms of the desirable numbers of teachers- and amounts of
equipment, arguing a case for fostering new and different combinations in the
allocation of resources..than had existed in the past. However, to show
acceptable target standards in more concrete terms they provided one example
of the many alternatiVc.,patterns for using available resources. These are listed
below in condensed and re-arranged form because by comparing them with
6tirrent.practices it is possible to identify more clearly some of the needs which

..thc.'Interirn.Committee believed to exist in Australian schools.
. I All teachers should have available one working week annually or its

equivalent for professional enrichment purposes.
2 Relieving staff should be provided immediately a teacher is absent from

duty.
3 Recognized administrative duties by teachers in school should occupy-

about 10 per cent of staff wqrking hours.
4 One field consultant should be provided for every 60 teachers in service.
5 New teachers should have a 10 per cent reduction in work load during

their first year of service.
6 Maximum sizes of class groups should be 32 students at primary and

junior secondary levels, and 25 students in senior secondary forms.
.7 Primary classroom teachers should be released from direct classroom

duties by specialist teachers for two hours per'week.
8 Ancillary staff and the amount of equipmerl,. hould be increased 100 per

cent for primary. schools and 75 per cent for se ondary schools above the
1972

It is important, however, to emphasize that the statement above illustrated
rather than defined the nature of the recurrent resources' to be provided for'
schools. '
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With respect to general grants for buildings-and foil capital expenditure,' he
Interim Committee itself did not attempt to define standards; it recommended
the establishment of a national building research centre to undertake a role as a
clearinghouse for information across Australia, to carry out research into
building materials -and school design, and to suppcit a building standards
gronp.8 The SChools Commission has since prepared a draft statement on
building standards and has recently established a Steering Committee with
repreAentativet. from the State Education Departments1 to assess current needs
for physical facilities.9 Nevertheless, this would seem to fall short of the
recomMendations made by the Interim Committee for research into school
buildings and the definition of standards for such buildings.

In the preparation of the report Schools in Australia, the Interim Committee
would appear to_ have-concentrated its attention on the need for a minimum
quantity and quality of resources in schools. It made efforts to assess the nature
of the most effective resources reqUired by schools and Ito recommend ways in
whiCh perceived deficiencies might be remedied. While the possibility. of
assessing need for particular kinds of outcomes from schools, or the need for
resources in.regard to their effectiveness in attaining desiired goals was rejected
because of lack of adeqUate data, the Committee does lappear to have had an
underlying concern for promoting the intellectual development of children in
the schools. However, documents issued by the Schools. Commission since its
establishment do not seem to give the same Priority to cognitive and
intellectual development, being more concerned with Issues of social eqUity;:.
tolerable social diversity and individual worth than. with educational

uestions. °

THE IDENTIFICATION OF DISADVANTAGED SCHOOLS
-

The Interim Committee recognized that some Schools required greater than
average provision of resources if they' were to serve theistudents within. them
effectively. It argued that such schools were best identified using 'a-complex
index of socioeconomic level, and work was undertaken \byits support sthff to
develop such a measure using. data from the 1971 Population Census -of
Australia. The unit of analysis employed was the collectors' district and the
attributes examined were: occupation, housing,; schooling, employment.
migration, residential- mobility, family structure, ethnicity and religion.
Unfortunately only a very brief account of the work carried out has been
released, which' is insufficient to allow a 'critical assessment of -the--------
intaningfulness and validity of the procedures actually employed." The
measures derived from the socio-economic scales were used to identify the
relative-extent of disadvantage in different States and different mgions, and to
identify schools serving collectors' districts and neighbourhoods -where- dwre-
was expected to be a relatively high level- of disadvantage. The extent 'of
disadvantage assessed by these measures of socia-ecOnomic level was employed
.in the allocation of money-10 the States to provide programs which would
compensate for disadvantage.
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As evidence for the validity of the scales, a brief statement was made.which
indicated that measures on the socio-economic scale for schools in one region
correlated positively with ratings on a five-point scale of the 'educational
standing' of localities served by the sChools.'2 This evidence would appear to
show that the views .of the raters on the educational standin of a locality,
however this may be defined, is related to the measures on the scale, but which
is to be_prefrred for the identification of disadvantagedschools remains in
doubt.

As persons in the State Education Departments came to use the rankings of
. .

schools on the socio-economic scale assessing disadvantage, they became
dissatisfied with the information'they were given. It was argued that the scale
was relatively crude, even if it was developed using highly sophistidated
techniques, that it was partly obsolete because it used census data which had
been collected two years zarlier, and that it,gave evidence which conflicted
with personal judgment for schools on the margins between being
disadvantaged and of normal standing. Consequently, while the scale

developed is considered to be satisfactoiy for the allocation of moneys to States
and school it has been largely rejected for the purpose of identifying
individual schools in need.

ALTERNATIVE INDICATORS OF DISADVANTAGED
SCHOOLS

The proposals of the Interim Committee with regard to disadvantaged schools
were similar in purpose to those made by the Plowden Committee in Britain
for the identificaOn of 'educational priority areas'.'s However, in providing_
assistance to schools in particular areas, different techniques for identifying
such schools have been employed in Australia and Britain. The Plowden
Committee suggested that in the identification of disadvantaged schools, a trial'
list- of eight possible factors involving occupation; family size, receipts of
benefits from the state; overcrowding of houses, poor attendance,. and
proportion of retarded children, immigrant children, and incomplete families
should be used." Snbsequently, investigations were conducted by the staff of
the Inner London Education Authority to determine an index for schools
based tnainly on these facto'rs, but which also included teacher turnover and
pupil turnover as tentative variables. Attempts-to construct an index-'were not
particularly successful, largelybecause of a lack of knowledge about the nature
of deprivation arising from multiple factors.I5

In \Australia, the Supplementary Grants Committee of the Victorian
Education Department, having perhaps the greatest amount of deprivation and
the highest proportior of disadvantaged schools in the country, undertook a
research 'study to examine a School Priority Ind& within the constraints of the
time available and lack of information on variables that might be considered
for an iiiclex.16., Four factors were employed in addition to the ranking of a
school on \\\the list of disadvantaged schools prepared by the Schools
COmmission.\These factors were: ,

\
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Table 1. Correlation between School Priority)Inslex Fiictors and
iVlean JUdgement Ratings in a Sample of Victorian Schools.

N= 30 Schools 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 Commonwealth Ranking
2 Soclo-Economic Level
3 Migrants
4 Indigents
5 Teacher Turnover
6 Summated. Rating
7 Judgement Rating

0.23 0.52
0.24,

0.12
0.65
0.09

0.24
0.31
0.02
0.24

0.64
0.77
0.57
0.69
0.53

0.25
0.51
0.34
0.52
0.11
0.55
1.00

1 socio-economic level: the average occupational rating of the fathers of the
students within a.school;

2 migrants:. The percentage of migrant students (from non- English - speaking
homes) in a school;

3 indigents: the percentage of students in the school receiving extra financial,
. assistance from the Education Department;
4 teacher tArnover: the of teachers at the school in 1973 who were

still at the school in 1974.
The ranking prov,ided by the Schools Commission was included to ensure that
characteristics of the neighbourhood served 'by ,he school were incorporated -
into the index.

1

-To investigate the strength of this index among schoAls which were being
considered 'for the allocation of grants, on the basis of the, extent of the
disadvantage existing within them, a sample of 30 such schools was studied.
The five factors listed above were examined in relation to 'judgment' ratings
of the degree of disadVantage in the schools assigned by inspectors, special
services advisers, field consultants and teachers. Table 1 records the
correlation betWeen the five factors and the meanjudgment ratings of the
assessors.'",,The it elatively low correlation between the judgment rating and
'the comMonwealth ranking throws some doubt on the strength of this index,
and the :nech higher correlations between this rating and the \average socio-
cconomir of the school and the indigents in the school suggests the
greater utility of these measures. In addition, the summated rating, while only
correlating 0.55 with the judgment rating, would appear to be a strong
contender for an.effective index of the extent of disadvantage existing within a
particular school when used across the range within which discriminations
must be made.

WERNI".TI'VE APPRTCHES TO IDENTIFYING NEEDS

The li\itrim Committee in making its recommendations believed that a direct
approachi was impracticable for grappling with some of the needs of education
in Australia. Consequenth," it concentrated its attention on the need for a
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minimum quantity and quality of resources in the schools. Moreover, as we
have seen, it recognized that students from communities suffering socio-
economic disadvantage attended schools which had serious inadequacies both
in their resources and in the oppoitunities they offered to their students. The
identification of schools in which the educational deficiences are most acute is
not simple, particularly when financial assistance limited and must be
allocated 'to those in greatest need. As a result each of the six States would
appear'to have gone about its task of combating need in disadvantaged schools
in a different way, each being influenced by its own perceptions of its areas of
greatest need .

In the next section or this article, an alternative approach to thC

identification of tie needs of schools and their students is considered. This
approach takes as its starting point the central goals of education, examines
factors which influenCe the attainment of these goals and attempts to identify
situations in which'these goals are not being achieved.

The report of the Interim Committee acknowledged that:
An important function of educationM a democracy is to broaden oppOrtunities,fOr
participation in the mainstream of society through the developmentksf necessary,
skills and credentials."

Yet it also recognized the difficulties which arise in attempting to define \
. goals." Nevertheless,. to speak of the deficiencies of an educational system

.implies spelling out a. full account of the aims and purposes of
theagainst which such deficiencies might be seen to exist. Howetter, the Schools

Commission does not appear to have recognized the need for the preparation
present!), or in the future of a detailed statement of aims and goals. In the

. absence of such a statement, it is necessary to identify those outcomes of
. education that are commonly regarded to be of greatest importance.

An overseas visitor to Australia, R. W. B. Jackson, writing a little over a
decade ago on the needs of Australian education reminded Australian
educators and,parents that:

The primary function of the school, and one which alone it can perform, is to
provide intellectual development, i.e., to give .a good general education, using
both academic and non-academic means, in the fundamental skills of
communication and in development of understanding of our fellow-man and of
the wort.; in which. We liver This always has had, and always will have, top
priority in the scale of values of the state schools."

More recently J. S.. Coleman in the United States has also argued cogently that

the schools cannot do all the things being demanded of them.
Schools arc prepared to do whit they have done all along: teach young people
intellectual things, both .by giving them information and giving them intellectual
tools, such as literacy, mathematics and foreign languages:2'

Ei it is accepted, at some risk of unpopularity when many seek alternative
forts of schooling and alternative goals of education, that the sehools exist to

.
provide for intellectual learning, then. it is not inappropriate to examine the

deficiencies of schools in terms of the intellectual outcomes of education which
they procure. In the absence of a detailed statemene. of essential educational

C
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outcomes and an assessment of the capacitiey of choolsto obtain these goals, it
is necessary to isolate::: inadequacies within the educational system /by
comparing schools- and...fOrms of education, with respect to specific outcomes

iof attainment and achievement. If there is a slio tfail within a school or within
a school system in the performance 'of its snide ts, then deficiencies exist, and
lways and means must be sought to attempt to remedy these deficiencies. This
article now turns to assess some of the evicknc4 for deficiencies in Australian
education by looking comparatively at the oratt+lites of education obtained by

I

various groups. From an examination of the differences between schools and
sehool.systems in their-procurement of sp:tific 'ejticational outcomes, we get
some view of the location of deficiencies Nithin Australian education. Such a
perspective of inquiry would appear to :be absent from both the Report of the
Interim Committee for the Australian Sthools CoMmissiolz and the undertakings
which. the Commission since its establishment 'Iv..... sought MI rf.OMOte.

The definition and measurement of ,duct ourcontes is a complex task.
Nevertheless, it is unsound to aliaq!*.fon ;;:.,vvesngat .,:ti into the educational
outcomes gained by students in a schisp; stem ber.,iise of the difficulties
associated with the enterprise, even if chi., f-,:solt.:, of such an investigation =st.,
sometimes be examined with caution.

DISPARITIES IN EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT AND
1ATTAINMENT .

i
e-

. ,
.

The evidence presented in this article has beT. derived from the only study; .

which has been carried out so far rk, examine the educational achievement o
students in all States of Australia and in schools 41 all types. The testing for thi
inquiry took place in ,I970. The Australian aspects of the study have been
described by Rosier22, and an accountof.the interitional aspects has bee i
given by Comber and Keeves.23 Two tests of cklocational achievement

wet.used,

a short word knowledge test and an ext, nsive test of achievement i i
science. The testing took place at two levels: thel I 4-year-old level, which was
the:last stage at which all members of an age cohort were still at school, an4

1the pre-university or terminal secondary school -stage. At both levels the targe
population consisted of all students at school,) whether or not they wer
currently studying science. The samples of schools were drawn for each State
separately, with a probability, proportional tIr size, and were stratified
according to type of school and metropolitan or country region: From within
each school. 25 students were selected for testing. At the analysis stage the data
for the six States were weighted for differences between States and for the
very small losses from the designed sample.

While it must be acknowledged that there dare. other outcomes of the
educational process .thKt arc important, the tw that manifestly influence
opportunities for future occupation and income are the number, of,years of
-education COmpletecl (attainment), and level 6f\ performance\ on tasks of
learning (achievement). Consequently, these two outcomes of education are

I
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employed to identify the def iencies in Australian education through an
examination of the extent to whiCh different groups reach these goals.

Differences between the States

in Table-P. the results of one-way analyses of variance are presented using the
school as the unit of analysis, as is appropriate for the kinds of comparisons
being made. The use of schools as the unit involves the aggregation of the
scores of the, students in each school to obtain the mean score for each school.
Moreover, since comparisons are being made between the mean score for
each State, it is unnecessary to weight the data for differences between States
in sampling design. In addition, to permit an examination of differennes in
educational attainment in each State, between the 14-year-old level when all
students in the v,ge group arc still at school, and the terminal secondary school
stage when differential losses have occurred, the holding \ power or retentivity
of each state group has been calculated from official statistics.

At the 14-year-old level there arc no significant differences between States
in performance on the word knowledge test, but -highly significant
differences in achievement in Science, with the. performance in Queensland,
South Australia and Western Australia being high, performance in Victoria
and TaSmania being low and that in New South Wales.lying between. These
results suggest that on the one hand there are, few differences between the
general ability of the students in the different States, since achievement on a
word knowledge test is strongly related to ability, and little difference in their
iduLational programs that is associated with the development of a knowledge
d the meaning of words. On the other hand, however, there appear to be

clear differences between the States in their provision for the learning of
science and in the level of achievement of their students. Moreover, while it
may be argued that the variation between States is small in comparison with
the variation between students within States, the difference in achievement
between the highest and lowest State (4.6 score points) is of the same order of
magnitude as the standard deviation of the scores for schools (approximately
five points). Table 2 also shows for this age group the proportion of the target
population in each State and the estimated, holding power, which at the 14-
year -old level is necessarily 100 per cent, since this level is below the age

-when compulsory-schooling finishes.

* At the terminal secondary school stage the differences between States in
performance on the word knO\wledge test. arc significant, with the scores of
schools in Victoria, Queensland and South Australia being high and those of
schools in New South Wales, Western Australia and Tasmania being lower. A
reason for such differences does not come readily to mind. The differences
between the States in achievement in science are more substantial with the
scores for schools in South Australia being approximately a school standard
deviation in excess of the lowest of the scores for the other States. The nature
of these differences between States in science achievement is of interest, since it
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Table 2. Disparities in Educational Achievement
and Attainment by State

No of Estimated Proportion Mean Achievement
14YoarOld Level Schools Holding of Target

Power Population Science Word
Know ledg.

New South Wales 37 100 35 24.5 16.1
Victoria 39 100 28 22.7 15.6
Queensland 38 100 15 27.1 16.7
South Australia 38 100 10 27.0 16.5
Western Australia 37 100 9 26.7 16.5
Tznmanla 32 - 100 3 22.5 14.6

r Ratio 0.001 N.S.
3ignificance p 6.04 1.61

Pre-University Level

New South Wales 39 32 37 23.6 20.1
Victoria 37 31 29 24.3 21.6
Queensland ' 37 29 '14 25.7 '21.2

,South Australia 32 27 9 28.1 21.7
Western 'Australia 31 27 7 24.8 20.2
Tasmania ' 18 21 4 24A -19.7

F- Ratio 4.64 2.53
Significancy p <0.001 <0.05

is possible that it is related to the conditions under which science is taught in
the different parts of Australia. Perhaps, however, such factors as the different
proportions of boys and girls studying science may contribute, as may
differences in holdingpower between the States.

The proportion of the target population in each State at the pre-university .

level is recoided in Table 2, together with the holding power of the school
system within each State. 11.!ese estimates of the holding power are obtained
by expressing the size of the pre- university grade as a proportion of the size of
the corresponding grade cohort in 1966 when the grotipwere in their eighth
year of schooling. Both New South Wales and Victoria have a relatively. high
level of retentivity, with Queensland, South Australia and Western Australia
being slightly lower. In Tasmania it is possible for students to enter university
from Year 1 1 , and while it is not easy to make allowance for this in the
calculation of estimates of retentivity it has been done by assuming that
approximately half of the Year 1 1 group are able to enter tertiary educationin
the following year. In spite of these rather liberal adjustments to the
Tasmanian data, the evidence still shows that there is a lower level of
retentivity in Tasmanian schools at the terminal stage than in other States.
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Table 3. Disparities in Educational Achievement and Attainment
by Type of School and Region

14- Year -Old. Level Estimated
Hairline
Power

Estimated
Proportion of
Target Population

?Man Achievement

Science
Word

Knowledge

Type of School
Government 100 77 23.5 15.0
Catholic 100 16 27.1 18.5
Independent 100 7 32.0 21.6

Region
Metropolitan 100 59 25.7 16.8
Non - Metropolitan 100 41 23.3 15.0

Pre - University Level

Type of School
Government 25 65 24.9 20.5
Catholic 36 19 23.7 21.8
Independent 70 16 25.3- .22.3

Region
Metropolitan 35 67 25.2 21.5
Non-Metropolitan 24 33 23.8 20.3

Differences between school type and region

Table 3 gives evidence for differences between the average. level of
achievement on the word knowledge and science tests for students in the three-
types of schools, government, Catholic and independent, and in the
metropolitan and non-metropolitan regions at the two levels of schooling. In
addition, the relative percemages of each group in the target population have
been fray ;,the sample data and estimates have also been calculated
for the holding power of each group. No attempt has been made to test the
significance of the differences between groups by analysis of variance
procedures, because the data have been weighted for differences between
States in sampling.

The data presented in Table 3 reveal that at both the 14-year-old level and
at the pre-university level the majority of students are in the government
schools, and there are more of the remainder in the Catholic schools than in
the non-Catholic independent schools. In addition, at both levels as might be
expected there are greater proportions in the metropolitan than in the non-
metropolitan schools. There are, however, different degrees of retentivity in
the schools of different types. The estimates show that the independent schools
hold a higher proportion -of,their students through o the terminal secondary
school stage than do either the Catholic or the govern schools. Moreover,
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more students remain longer at school in metrop,:,;,:a than in non-
metropolitan areas.

At the 14-year-old level the. students in the independent schools score better
on both the science and the word knowledge tests than do the Catholic and
government "school students. In addition, the Catholic 'students show better
perfarrraike on these tests than do the government school students. However,
at the pre-university level, the differences between the groups are smaller and
no clear and consistent pattern of results is'observed.

It should also be noted that the students in the non-metropolitan schools
show a lower level of performance on the science and word knowledge tests
than is shown by their coevals in thc.mctropolitan schools. .

THE EFFECTS OF THE COMMUNITY IN WHICH THE SCHOOL
IS LOCATED"

In the previous section, variation between schools has been examined in terms
of differences between States, between school types and between the regions in
which the schools arc located. However, it is important to recognize that
disparities in the education provided by the schools must be examined after
allowince has been made for the nature of the community in which the school
is operating. In the discussion which follows, consideration has been restricted
to only orie outcome of education, the one measured with greatest accuracy in
the lEA Science Project, namely achievement in science. Whereas the Schools
Commission employed an indicator associated with'the neighbourhood served
by the school that was based on census data and assessed socio-economic level,
the evidence collected in this inquiry showed that an index associated with the
cultural level of the homes of the students within the school was more
powerful. Moreover, while it is recognized that neighbourhood and
community advantage or disadvantage is many faceted, it is desirable that any
measures used in complex analyses should be parsimonious and largely

idimensional. Consequently, the index employed in this study involved
relatively few. key variables and was formed using simple integer weights to
combine those variables.

The six variables selected for this measure of the community served by 'a
school wire:.

'1 father's occupation.
2 father's. education,
3. mother's education,
4 use of dictionary in the home. .

5 number of books in the home, and
6 family size.

It is assumed in interpreting the meaning of this index that the students in a
school will be drawn from a community or neighbourhood which is
characterized by the average of these measures for its students of whom the
members tested were a sample. When the composite measure was entered into
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regression analyses to account for the variance of the achievement test scores in
science, with priority over other variables for school type, region and State, it
explained 40 per cent of the total variance at the 14-year-old level and five
per cent of the variance at the terminal secondary school stage. At the middle
secondary school level, before students start to.leave school, this measure of the
cultural -level of the community .or neighbourhood 'served by the school is
clearly a very powerful factor. However, at the upper secondary school level
where differing degrees of retentivity have operated across the different levels
ascssed by this measure, it declines in significance. At.the 14-year-old level

,ximately 70 per cent of the total variance between schools in their scores
on the science test was accounted for by all variables included in the analysis
and at-the terminal' secondary school level the proportion of the total variance
explained was 67 per cent. Thusr-at the 14-year-old level about half of the
variance explained (40 per cent`of 70 per cent) was ascribed to the measure of
the cultural level of the community,, but at the upper secondary school level a
much lesser proportion was accounted for by this measure. -

In the regression analyses carried out to examine the;data for achievement in
science using schools as the unit of analysis, attemptS were made to assess the
importance of State, type of school and region after allowance had been made
for community effects, the sex of the student in the school and the type of
program offered by the school. While there were significant differ-
ences' between States, after adjustment in the analyses for the measure of
the cultural level of the community, there was no effect associated with type of
school ai the 14- year -old level and only a slight effect at the -terminal
secondary school stage, with the government sch6ols and the independent
schools showing a higher level of performance in science than the Catholic
schools. Furthermore, there were no significant effects with urban
or 'rural regions across Australia. However, in subsequent atialYses, using
srudentS as the unit of analysis, significant regional effects were found in
Victoria and Western Australia at the -.14-year-old level, with students from
rural homes showing a lower performance than those in urban areas. ,_

The evidence from these analyses provided general support for the use,
below age 15 years when conipulsory schooling finishes, of a measure of
socio-cconotniclevel of the- neighbourhood to assess the level of educational
disadvantage .experienced by the schools in the neighbourhood. HoWever, it
was evident that a school-based measure involvingthe cultural level of the
homes of the students in the school was likely to be more effective than an
indicator of the socio7cconornic level of the neighbourhood of the school.
Nevertheless, this superior measure accounted at best- for about half the
variance between. schools in their achievement test scores in science.

It is important to note that the methOds of analysis employed allowed the
home background factors'-to have the maximum possible opportunity to
account for the variance of the science achievement test scores. More detailed
analyses of the variation in science achievement between schools indicated
that, at the only a little over 13 per cent of the variance
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explained was unique to the school community. measure, the remainder of its
contribution being shared with other factors. The cansal significance of the
estimation of the magnitude of this shared contribution has recently been the
subject of some controversy.23 Many of the points raised in this debate remain

:unanswered, It is clear, however, that such a measure is the best indicator
currently available for identifying schools where there. is a low level of
achievement, but that it is far from a perfect measure.

LOW PERFORMING SCHOOLS`

An alternative approach to that of identifying disadvantaged schools in terms
of socio-economic level would,The to identify them in terms of the
perfOrmance of their students. Consequently, it is of some interest to determine
the locality and type of the schools in each State with the lowest level of
performance. The Report of the Interim Committee for the Australian Schools
Commission sought to ascertain where schools holding approximately 15 per
cent of the most serid'asly disadvantaged students, gauged in terms of
economic level, were located within metropolitan areas; the figure of 10 per
cent was used within non-metropolitan districts.26 In the investjgation that
folloWs we -have attempted to identify low-performing schools, rrom among
those in the lEA state samples; that have a level of performance below that
defined by the achievement standard of the .15th percentile school. Since the
samples of schools were drawn with a probability proportional to their size
and were weighted in the analyses to make the total sample representative of
Australia as a whole, the schools below the 15th percentile might be expected
to represent 15 per cent of the Australian students in the target population, but
not necessarily the 15 per cent of students with the lowest performance. Since
the target population fO'r the 14-year-old sample comprises all students before
attrition by early leaving takes effect, it is an appropriate sample to examine
for determining the nature of the schools scoring below the 15th percentile on
measures of achievement.

In Table 4 we have recorded for each State the numbers of schools and their
locality and type within the samples for the 14-year-old population which fell
below the 15th percentile for either the word knOwledge-or science test. This
exercise, while crude and likely to reflect the vagaries of sampling, was
illuminating. Suffice it to say there 'were no independent schools with a
standard of performance below this mark. The largest groups of low-
performing' schools were located in the Victorian metropolitan and non-
metiopolitan areas and in Tasmanian rural areas. The first group agreed with
that identified by the sophisticated techniques employed by the Schools

.. Commission, but little hint of the existence of the Tasmanian and Victorian
rural groups eMerged from the analyses carried out in the preparation of the
Interim Committee's report. Furthermore, an examination of the mean scores
for the Tasmanian schools revealed a very low level of performance in some
schools, suggesting that not insignificant numbers of students in these schools
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Table 4. Numbers of Soho° if in States With Po6::.iiAlance Level below
the Fifteenth Percentile

State NSW Victoria Queensland -SA. W.A. Tasmania
Number of
Schools 37 39 38 37 32

Word Knowledge
Government

Metropolitan 2 3 0

Non-metropolitan 3 2 0

Catholic
Metropolitan 0 0 0 0
Non-metropolitan 0 0 0 0

Total 5 11 2 5 0.

Science
Government

Metropolitan 2 .0
Non-metropolitan 4 4 0 0 1

Catholic
Metropolitan 0 0'. 0 0 1

Non-metropolitan 0 . 1 0 0 0

Total. 11 0 2

0
0

6

0
0

6

may !;?:±. functionally illiterate. It should also be noted that there were smaller
proportions oflow-performing schools in the remaining States, and there were
only two Catholic schools in the group. These schools were in Victoria and
Western Australia and showed a low level of achievement in science but not in
word knowledge.

It is not immediately apparent from survey data just what these low-
performing schools lack, and a careful examination of the schools might have
helped to reveal the nature and extent of their deficiencies. However, from the
analyses. undertaken by Rosier", some evidence is available on the factors
which-distinguish between schools in their level of achievement in science,
apart from those directly associated with the time spent in school in the study
of science and the opportunity which the students_had to learn the subject
matter tested. .

Only one factor associated with the resources available to the schools was
found to be important. This factor involved the availability of laboratOry
assistants and other ancillary staff. Moreover, it should be noted that in ,those
schools, where the students perceived that there was a more liberal and less
restrictive approach to discipline, the students performed better on the science
tests. Furtljerinore, in schools where the teachers spent more time on

mpreparation, both in the laboratory and in marking assignments, where the
teachers stated they made a considerable effort to make the students' practical
experience the basis oltheir scientific knowledge, where the teachers favoured
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placing emphasis on information as well as teaching students to think
scientifically, and where the amount of post-secondary training ache teachers,
particularly in physics, was high, the students had higher scores. In addition, in
schools where the students spent more time on homework, and where
decisions on the content and methods of the courses studied were determined
by the head of the science department or by external bodies rather than by
individual teachers, there was also a higher level of achievement.;

There were many, variables concerned with conditions for learning in the
schools and with the resources available to schools on which information was
collected in this inquiry, that did not emerge from the analyses as being
important in accounti icv,! r?ariation between schools and students in science
achievement. Such of interest to educational planners include size of
school and size of class. The failure of variables to enter the regression analyses
as significant may have arisen from errors of measurement, from inadequacies
in the instruments used, or perhaps more importantly, from lack of variation
with respect to these variables in Australian schools.

In some cases the presence of -lion-linear relationships may have prevented
variables which were otherwise important from entering the regression
equations. Alternatively, the variables may have been so strongly linked with
State, school type, community and home background factors that they failed
to nuke an independent contribution. However, Rosier has been able to direct
attention to the conditions under which science might be taught and learnt in
Australian schools to yield an optimal level of achievement.

.. there emerges a clear picture.of a duster or rosette of fadors which influence
their level of achievement in science . ..taken together these factor-s contribute to

. the overall picture that effective learning of science takes place in a consistent
school environment where students receive ,competent systematic instruction in
carefully structured science couises.28

It seems, likely that, in other areas of school learning, the same class of factors
detected by Rosier for the learning of science would lead to a higher level of
mastery and to greater cognitive development in these other subjects.

THE FUTURE PROGRAM OF THE SCHOOLS COMMISSION

In this ,rticie it has been shown that the Schools Commission has concen-..
traced on the need for providing an adequate quantity and quality of resources
to schools. -These needs of the schools cannot be denied, but the desirability of
achieving a particular kind of outcome from the schools and the need for
directing resources to the schools according to their effectiveness in moving
towards important goals also cannot be gainsaid. Evidence has been presented
on factors influencing achievement outcomes of schools, which arc believed
by many to be important, and it is clear that these findings are not inconsistent
with some of the more specific needs perceived to exist by the Interim
COmmittee of the Australian Schools Commission. The CommisSion has,
however, up to the time of writing, failed to attempt to identify or to pro-
mote a detailed examination of the aims and goals of education for our society.
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-Without some gatemen! of aims and goals-it is difficult to isolate expiicitly,the
inadequacies of Australian schools, although some deficiencies of tchooling
might be derived from acknowledged deficiencies in the social and cultural lite -

oldie country.
Laudably, the Schools Commission has allocated funds to assist students in

disadvantaged schools. These schools were identified, initially by a measure of.
socio-economic level based on an acknoWledgment of its relationships with
achievement, and subsequently by the judgment of experienced obs.erver5 or
by the use of indices of priority. More recently the Schools Commission has
declared that one of the basic values whichshoUld underlie the development of
its programs is: .

. attainment of minimum standards of comp tense for life in a modern democratic,
industrial society"

The Commission, if it were to take seriously its declared basic value of .

the 'attainment of minimum standards of competence' should direct some
.efforts into identifying those areas of competence which are believed to be
important for life in present-day Australia. Such competence must be stated in
explicit terms,. with identified characteristic's of successful accomplishment of
'the areas of competence', and the definition of situationsin which studentSCan
Show their attainment or lack.of attainment of competence in a specific area.

In this article the location and type of schools where there is a low level of
.performance have been identified. While there arc many limitations associated

--.--' with the procedures employed,. they ci suggest schools.. in which we might
expect to find students who are failing to attain the standards of competence
-referred to above, If it is accepted that curly a very few students in Australian
schools cannot be helped through education to achieve competence in essential
.area, then those who are failing must be identified and assisted. The problems
associated with children not learning in the past, and with the ,w levels of
performance on the word knowledge and science tests in some schovis, do not
necessarily arise from the innate limitations of the children or from the socio-
economic disadvantage of the neighbourhoods in which the children and their..
parents live. They may in whole or in major part from a failure of schools
to seek optimal .instructional strategies to ensure that Children- from-
disadvantaged backgrounds attain adequate standards of performance in the ,.
essential skills of communication and a knowledge of the world in which they
live.

I
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5. Teachers, the Public and Educational Change
P. W. Musgrave

EDUCATION BECOMES A SOCIAL PROBLEM

In the decades immediately following Federation, education was defined *-
constitutionally as a responsibility of the States, but since the.1 940s there has
been a gradual, but accelerating movienient towards the view.tliat the central
government< should bear more of the respOnsibility for education at every.
level. This process began, and is now almci-st complete; in the field of tertiary
education; it was seen next at secondary level in the prOision of scholarships
and of capital grants for laboratories and libraries and is now accepted for all,
includiog primary Schools. What is 6:3be noticed is the way in which the
proces.4first sh.oW.cd itself in the tertiary area where per capita costs are highest
and gradually spread throughout the Whole educational field. In other words,
education became a problem largely because scarce resources were demanded
and could only be allocated through a political process.

.Education, therefore, gradually became more deeply involved.. in and,
hence, dependent upon federal; _rather than state, politics. ,The final stage. of
this change came when the Labor Party were returned to power in December
1972. For some time they had seen the educational policies of the. Liberal -
Country Party Government -as inegalitarian and insufficient. Throughout the
democratic world during the 1960s there was a shift in the definition of
educational-equality from one that was meritocratic in nature and which led to
the organization of wider scholarship ladders for the able, usually discovered
by psychometric tests, to a totally different concept that was based on the idea
that all should have the same chance to develop their own personality
characteristics, even if there had to be positive discrimination in favour of
those who began with least advantages. In Australia, 1,f.nd dedicated to (the
myth of) 'fair go's', this ideological change meant ,-.z away from the
policy of uniform provision for all by State Education r,,,,,,irttnents to one in
.which by some means those 'who were seen as needy, whether they were poor,
immigrant or Aboriginal, should be given more educational resources' than -
their White, Anglo-Six'on neighbours.

As the proportion'of the gross national nroduct going to education increased
during the 1960s, education was bound to be less taken for gr,ante \and to
become a topic for political discussion, but what-might have been merely a
growing Concern became a major conflict under the impact of Labor criticism.
Education was accepted by'the electorate as a, if notthe, social problem; One
test of this interpretation is that, in the election of 1974, the opposition parties
in effect made no attempt to go back on what had been done by Labor during
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their initial 15 months in oflice. But, though education may be seen as a.
'y most voters, their reasons for now holding this view arc probably

very from chime of most educationalists and many politicians. There is
much ,.iztienc,e that the average parent takes an instrumezitil view 'that staying
longer .at school will 'get Johnny or Mary a better job'. Many of those running
schools and school systems, however, believe that more ,I.nd different
educatiOn will give people more resources to live a fuller life, thereby making
society by their often vaguely specified criteria a better place. It is, such
confusions over-expectations.that can lead to frustrations among citizens. when
the outcomes of political decisiohs about their welfare are translated into
administrative piograms by professionals ostensibly working ono the public .
behalf, but actually working towards other goals. What answers, then, were
proposed in the fieldof education, seen by many in the early 1970s an area -
of crisis, but largely defined as a social problem by Labor itself?

THE ANSWER FROM KARMEL

.Even where problems generate rtilatively agreed answers, there- can be various
methods. of translating them into. the administrative mechanisms needed' to
achieve social --Zhaiiie, An the early nineteenth century .in Britain, one

. mechanism was that often attributed to Jeremy- Bentham. This can be
mrnarized in three words, Investigate, legislate, administer'. Both in Britain

an in ustralia, such social problems as those associated with the conditions of
labour.or in prisons' or in the schools have come to be examined in depth by
commissions which'; iave led to 'legislation, which, in its .turn, has been
administered bylMblic servants subject to the scrutiny of the people through .

parliament. Furthermore, this method has 'been idoptedby Fabian Socialists
and h-as, therefore, been attractive to many in the Labor Party. .

Since the Whitlam Government saw education as one of the social problems
_requiring rapid attention, it appointed an Interim Committee for the
Australian Schools Con/mission on 12 December 1972, under ;Professor
Karmel, and asked it to report by the end of May 1973 (1:1-2).1 This political
fact must be emphasized in view of the criticisms that will be made later in this
iiticle. Something had to be done and done quickly. Indeed,. 6)7.18 May
1973, the Karinel Committee produced a document of remarkable 4uarty
which has had a major impact on Australian cducatiOn. The Solutions which
were suggested were inevitably deeply influenced by-the assumptions that the
Committee held about man and about the sort -of society which they saw as
good.'

The psychological model of man assumed 'in any educational analysis
dictates the range of strategies available. A genetic view of capability narrows
the limits of remedial action in a way that an environmentalist Viewdoes not.
The:Committee have it bothways in that the report claims that 'the final
outcome' of 'developed ability ... is the result of continuous and complex
interaction between .. . genetic and environmental contributions' (3.18). 4$._
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Thus,
there arc good reasons for attempting to compiri,,,ite to some extent through
schooling fur unequal out-of-school situations in orckr to ensure the child's overall
condition of upbringing is..as free, of restrictions due to the circumstances of his
family as public action through the schools can make it (2.7).

Such compensatOry--action° has recently come under strong criticism,
particularly by Jencks who, after an extensive review of the literature, has
asserted that the school can.do little to correct inequality ro ted in the unequal
structure of capitalist society. On this view, a radical solution would be an
attack on the present structure of income.'

However. the Committee's model of Australian society in the 1980s is one
which, though more egalitarian than today, is nonetheless characterized by a
,social system very similar to that at present. In 'addition, high priority is KiveA,

, on the -one hand, to a greater tolerationof6a wide variety of social groupinkS
t including .diffetent religious groupings and, 'on the other, to- a possibly.

c Dntradictory social characteristic, namely to a strong sense of communit)f..
Here again, the direction for change is indicated but the rate is.specified in
Fabian terms. There is clearly a firm belief that the planning of controlled
social change is possible.

The mean, C,,r change recommended by the Committee fall Within the
limits speci: ,y these assumptions. Much money must be. directed by means

, of a number of pr'ograms, mainly compensatory in nature, to aid all children
"ol,,Whatever grouping or religion who are seen to be in need. Out of $467

pillion recommended for expenditure in 1974-5, S407 million wereto 'be
spent on four programs related to recurrei:c grants to sc6ols, general building
grants, libraries and grants to disacli,antaged schools (14.10) with the aim that
all schouri should have reached an acceptable standard by,.1979. An additional.

3.3 million was to go to special education. Control was to be exercised by a
statutory Schools-comr,:issidn, backed by a secretariat, consisting of full- and
part-time. experts. This body was established in 1973 and was .granted the
finance and powers by and large as.recommended by the Committee. Thus, an
executive commission of experts with wide powers has control of many
resources and the manner in which these are channelled to the schools in bosh
the government and non-government systems so that social change may occar
through the schools.

Undoubtedly, the Labor Government had to act quickly in an attempt to
begin-to. solve the educational problem. The Karmel report answered this need
and did so in a way that looked rational since the recommendations were
based on expert advice and on research of a remarkable quality considering the
brief time available. The answer, therefore, appe:red legitimate. However,
the question that must be asked is whether' today, when the first stage of the
programs is over, or in 1979, when the total plan is completed, Australians
will either be,satisfied or even notice any difference in their schbols; How will
the electorate evaluate the Karmel plan? The position taken here is that, even
allowing fdr the immediite need on both political and social grounds for many
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material improvements in buildings and equipment, it is to the other two
programs, those relating to in-service training and to th ncouragement of
innovations, that more attention and resources might I ...en given from
the start and must be given in future recommendation, om the Schools
Commission. This may seem an odd ahswer to the question just posed, but the
attempt will first 'be made to justify it and then, as a result of'this analysis, to
give some possible future sailing direction's. for the consideratiOn of the public
and the Commission.

A CRITICISM OF THE ANSWER FROM KARMEL

In the short term, material resources may be seen as the important factor
influencing the quality of education, ibut in any long-term analysis this totally
misses the mark. Education fundamentally is not constrained by the quality of
buildings and equipment bin b2 the nature of the teachers an by what
children learn. Fine teachers can work without overhead projectors, carpets On
the floor and expensively devised kits of materI. They create situations
within which their 'pupils/both learn so-called academic knoledge and
develop into adequate persons, To do this they require some material
resources, but above all they require a large measure of public acceptance and
support for the direction.,in which they develop the schools. In a plUral society
this may mean an acceptance of diversity, though we must be careful not to see
this as an excuse for the status quo. This type of analysis switches the focus
from compensation to the culture of contemporary society and demands some
consideration of (1) the manner in which tlie, general public relat,,s to
education, (2) some aspeCts of the training of teachers, and (3) the implications
for administration of this changed focus.

The general pubb

One of the imr' is
lumptions in the Karmel report is that there is a

considerable into ,,It.,-7.ation among some large sections of the public. It is
upon this intere. .tat thie ..:?peal to community and to grass-roots control rests
Research at present under way in Vi:-,oria shows such an assumption is unreal
in the metropolitan area. and possibi also in the country .COM.17 nity.spirit' is
not so strong as often 'assumed''' Most ordinary people are only concerned
about education inasmuch as it affects their own children. The form that most
people's interest takes is the hope that schooling will lead to a job which pays

01 and carries high status, though, of course, there are not ,..ifficient such
jabs for all who want, them. When asked if they feel able or want to heir)
administer their local schools, the usual response is of this order,

I'm a plumber and wouldn't expect a teacher to tell me how to do my job. I'm not
going to tell him 119w to do his. Anyway, after a hard day's work I'm not willing
to go up to the school at night io take part in committee meetings.'

In other words, unless support is mobilized in some way, the public 2. ;' neittlieri
very concerned with education either in the way the Committee assumes, r or
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arc they interested except instrumentally, and that is not the way in which
many in cA.;ucarir_ni perceive what they arc trying to do.

There is, of course, nothing wrong in a democracy if those with power or
those who wish to be influential propound a view which is as yet unaccepted
by or even unacceptable to the 'majority. Such 'leadership' is one of the wlys
in which change comes about. However, very often those expecting to lead,
that is to change the social situation, have to work at putting forward their
ideas. They must persuade the public. Yet to do so they must have a notion of
their aims. Unfortunately, in education aims are very vague and\ slippery.
They are rarely discussed with clarity even in educational circles, but at the
moment there is no genmal public debate about the aims of Australian schools.
Take, for example, one crucial question: are our schools meant to convert
migrants into Australians or M some measure to help to preserve ,heir cultures
so that Australia becomes a truly pluralist ,society? Discussion of this or of
similar questions has hardly begun.

In recent years, there has been a beginning to the process whereby discussion
about such issues could take /place because such newspapers as The Australian
and The Age now carry regular educational features. Yet, although the
Committee acknowledged 'the antipathy towards and apathy about direct
community participation in the governance of schooling' (2.19), it pressed for
particiption. Nor did it make clear what the natere of this participation was
to be. Was it to be 'citizen part!cipation', whereby all citizens had a chance to
play a part in their local school or was it to be 'interest-oriented participation',
whereby pressure groups were enabled more easily to influence the schools :)5

Since tb- is no great or informea interest in education there must be great
difficulty in doing what many consider worthwhile, namely removing the
schools from their isolation and rooting them in their neighbourhoods. This
last word is chosen advisedly in preference to 'comniuni',y', because what
evidence exists forces the view that the spirit of community in its traditional
sense no lo,iger really exit is in the large metropolitan areas in the vast
majority of Australians live. Many suggestions to break down the isolation of
the school can he made. Thus, local government might be strengthened and
given responsibilities for schools as in Britain; local governance of education
might be tied to responsibility for raising finance,as in the USA or, though at
a rather different economic level, Papua New Guinea, or recurrent education
might be more readily available as in some provinces in Canada, in the hope
that th'e idea of schooling might never be far from the minds of most adult
citizens. These measures could all lead to some opening up of our now isolated
educational system.

The teachers

The climate of schools, especially in a country where education is rather cut
off from society, is deeply cif...pendent upon the characteristics and quality of
teachers. The teaching force does receive sonic :.tention in the Karmel report,
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but is not given a central position. Teacher development (11.1-21) is given
six pages and 510.3 million of the 5467 million for 1974-5 (14.10). Some

money is set aside for establishing 'Education Centres'. in which teachers may
do what all fully professional groups do, namely initiate their own in-service
training (11.16-20), but the funds are only. sufficient to establish 17 centres
throughout Australia. Thus,, four will serve New South Wales and three

Victoria.

Yet in a chapter on 'Fostering Change' (12.1-19), the Committee did
realize the importance of stimulating an ii.novatory -climate in our schools.

Four pages and S6.0 million were allocated for this purpose. The lack of such

a spirit
has been due largely to lack oftesourcesand because the people most affected have
been made to feel that they arc merely reacting to a particular policy or procedure
instead of being actively engaged in formulating it (12.4).

Both points requirc'comment. Fjrstly, lack of resources in industry often leads

to innovation, to a more efficient way of doing the job. Although the
application of economic criteria to education raises the hackles of most
educationalists and is, indeed, fraught with philosophical and_ statistical
difficulties, yet there is no logical reason, though it is heretical to say so, why
the first argument from scarce resources used by the Committee should be

true.

HoWever. the Second argument, based on the climate of the organization,
carries no such logical objection. Yet, despite their foresight in including this

program in their recommendations and their wisdom in retaining ,direct
control from Canberra over this part of the total expenditure, the Committee
did not tie this essentially on-service training, which is what attempts at
innovation initiated in any one t-!.:hool to some extent must be,.into their in-

service program. There are 'no administrative links and no speciil
arrangements are made for disseminating the results of the program of
innovation. Just possibly the Committee may have Frit that to go fiirth,:r here
would-have met opposition from the State Education Departments _on the
grounds that this carrying thie centralizir, tendency in educational

administrate.. .;,o far and. secondly, though felt, not to be openly adMitted,

that as ,nossible any subsidized and possibly uncomfortable 'stirring'
should be in their own control, not in the'hands of those in Canberra.

Both programs, and they are connected in that both relate to the,natuce of

our teachers. are not given high priority. Just as in the case of the public,
where we hav:: seen that the level of general educational discourse is not high.

so here no seal attempts were made to create a structure which gives
opportunities for all teachers to renew themselves and, acco:..ling to one's
views of the present situation, either to raise the level of expert education'al

.discoUrse or to keep it at its present level as social and educational
circulinstances change through time.
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Administration

The structure that was suggested by the Committee and enshrined in the
subsequent Acts seems to have resulted in an expert executive body that hands
out a great dea:il of money, admittedly to the States for their detailed use, but
on criteria decided by the Commission. Despite the Committee's appeal to the
grass-roots, both in school and 'community', these decisions and those related
to the innovation.,program seem to be clothed in secrecy.

The need for more knowledge about the nature of and the methods by
which decisions are taken is not only based on the ideological arguments in
favour of open government that die Labor Government claims to hold. An
administrative .structure must be created that on a priori grounds will support
the goals and assumptions of the programs concerned. If this is not done, the
chances of success are minimized by the degree by which the administration is
an obstacle.

Yet this demand for greater openness in itself raises difficulties. The public
discussion must inevitably be a political one since the outcome is intended to
influence the allocation of governmental resources. One of the conc3x:sions
that might be drawn from the experience of the USA in relation to the
running of their educational and poverty programs during the 1960 , i.. that
once they become part of the political domain, particularly at the local level,
central control becomes difficult, if not impossible.' The reformers in the USA
seemed to forget that the strict rationality used ire planning exercises does not
closely match the arguments characteristic of pol-;;

Once the debate has become public, another problem about the present
situation is avoided. What coritro is thereat the moment to prevent those in
power m the Schools Commission, or those disembursing the resources
allocated to them at the state level, from using their positions to further a

stance only suppo..ted by a small groqr? qt r ed. '-ational
prescription may be better medicine for us by 2ven t.ricznia, but unless
we know the full story we arc encouraging the of a new form of
paternalism. If we are to be in the hands of professk,.61 definers there is no
code of professional ethics to prevent what has been .ed 'malpractice with
respect to the community'.' Widely disseminated puOlic knowledge is the
only defence against this. It is also the only way in which administrators ought
to enter the political level of the debate.

If the voice of those affected is to be litard there must be some policy that
leads to the creation of mechanisms to inform the public at every level so that
educational discourse is based on as full information as possible and is
reasonably rational. On this argument the Karmel Committee omitted serious
consideration of ways by which experts could inform laymen and by which
the public could in some democratic mode influence the direction in which the
Schools Commission might move. Crucial to this press is the creation of a
monitoring process whereby the r' .alts, whether success, partial success or
failure of the programs now oper. ig can be evaluated: In the political
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emergency of early 1973 the argument that the quality aspects of the
resources used in the schools, whether teachers or buildings, defy statistical
tabulition' (4.52) may be excused so that, for example, S116 million can be
spent in 1974-5 on buildings (14.10), but in the long run not just efficiency
of economic allocation but also fairness between schools demands -closer
analysis developed from a more thorough monitoring of Australian education.
This more accurate data will in itself, if disseminated widely, make for a more
informed democratic dialogue as it affects policy-making in education.

POSSIBLE COURSES OF FUTURE ACTION

WIN..1. has to be realized is that the analysis so far has not by and large°
introduced new assumptions into the argument of the Karmel Commits In-,
its second chapter, the report outlined seven 'principal values hem which its
recommendations (were) derived' (2.3): (1) devolution of responsibility, (2)
equality, (3) diversity, (4) public and private schooling, (5) community
involvement, (6) special purposes of schools, and (7) recurrent education.
Though the focus had to be on the second, fourth and, perhaps, sixth of these
values in the early years of the plogram, much more attention must in the
future he given to the remaining values and particularly the first arid fifth. In
addition, as will be seen later, the last is also relevant to the tr-oblern of raising
the level of educational discourse amongst the general public and teachers.

The geheral public

In any system there are goals towards which ,those in power aim. Clarity in
specifying these goals is needed in education as in other systems fOr several
reasons, all of which have been implied in the analysis so far. Firstly, eval-
uation of success demands a clear idea of what to suct.crd means. Secondly,
the diversity of a plural society demands specification of what pluralities may
exist. Lz..cly, equality demands the spelling out of the dimensions along which
allare,to be equal. Discussion of such lucational.goals at the level of public
discourse has not really begun in Australia. Since intellectually, if not
etnotioij1,-, jty is accepted, there is no need to accept one set of goals
for all in Australia, but clarity will help to spell out what etle

larives are that are politically acceptable and what are not. For example,
: s hools of the old religion, Christianity, in its arious versions are

-ceptable. Are those of the new religion, Marxism, in its various versions also
acceptable? The alternatives must be stated and clarified so that the political
decisions can be made about how our schools will help form the Australian
culture Lithe fixture.

Debate will be encouraged by.. publicizing the issues, more partioJlarly as
they relate to concrete cases. Here, the Oace, of the innovation program is
important. Changes to our r..,tesent system ray be seen as unacceptable, but
they can only be rejected as deviant or accepted, and hence no longer seen as
deviant, if information abour them becomes i.nown both to the experts, the
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teachers, and to the lay public who, in a democracy, like it or not, are their
masters. The Schools Commission, then, must act as an agent to publicize what
innovations are being attempted, which have succeeded or failed and what
criteria are being, used for these. attempts and for monitoring them.
Knowledgeable experts and an informed public increase the chalice that the
program advocated by the reformers, here the Schools Commission, may be
refused by those who arc its target. It is not just the public who may reject
innovation, but the reformers and those at 'the chalkface' may be at odds as
was the case in the Educational Priority Area in Dundee, Scotland where some
teachers rejected what was proposed because their experience led them to
believe that the children whom they taught and knew would be better off
under the old educational regime than under what was suggested.9

This refusal is the right of those concerned, bvt is less likely where the
reformers are operating from full information and where those who decide
amongst teachers and general public also have full information. This, then,
must be one central goal for future action by the Schools Commission. There
is, therefore, a need for a publicity program carried on at several levels, but
certai:4 aimed at both teachers and the general public. Funds must be
available to ensure that newspapers, national, state and local, regularly
comment on educational issues. Regular features might 'be subsidised on radio
and television to carry the debate to a larger audience. (In all seriousness, a
media figure such as Mrs Whit lam might find much useful and interesting
'work in this field.)

The result of such a constant debate would be an evershifting, but uerhaps
clearer, definition of education as a social problem. This, if for no ocher
reason, would necessitate a force of teachers and administrators who were up-
to-date in their knowledge and fles.ible- in attirr,!: the process of
redefinition is dialectical, in that all the parties , cake q: part in
the process of redefinition, there is an r :cc! to Make
administrative arrangements for the apt initial ..-etraining of those
working within education.

The teachers °

The initial training of teachers is a topic of great relevance to our.ai gument,
but must be excluded here because it is not within the province of the Schools
Commission. In-service training, however, is both relevant and in our terms of
reference.' As already noted, the in-service program is small and funds for
Education Centres are sparse. Without in any way-lessening the importance of
such a program, it would nevertheless seem that many of the aims of in-service
work can be achieved by an extended innovation program, because this can
act to provide on-service training.

An example will show: that this can be so. One of the most fertile areas for
change in schools in recent years has been in the area of the curriculum, here
includitig both content and method of teaching the new content. Many large-
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scale ctrr.cular Z:,.;;:tern projects 17.i7ye bets :al fleitaken throughout the
world. In A.isiraliit, an example wren) - =. he the A.usv-idiari Science Education
Project or the net, Social Materials l'-ioject, 7'iic first major
expenditure undertak,.0 Curricuiunt DeveloptiLm Centre.
However, curricular mar-,7:;a;.; two to three yea!, !,, develop by such
methods. Dissemination is uii:s11.y slow and often five yc:,rs- after the
coinmencement of a project ,.;ostMg tens of thousands of dollars, a minority of
schools have adopted what has by now become an out-of-date set of materials.
But, if teachers themselves be persuaded to want to develop their own
new material:, many benefas follow. Adoption is nearly -inevitable; teachers
learn much. in ,he devtllopmemil process that they themselves have initiated
and grow less alienated from .a system- often seen as. prescriptive and
paternalistic; a variety of materials becomes available which, if its presence is
known, then becomes more widely 'available, so that the process of wit::ir
choice of more alternatives spreads the process of renewal and learning beyond
the initial point of innovation.

What is being advocated is an immense program of teacher-based action
research in a11 educational fields, not just in curriculum. Research never meant
much to the doctor till he le.' 'ts br.neflis in the hospital or to the industrialist
till he saw increasing efficie-A.7y and prdfits in his factory. Research-will never
mean much to the practising ......cher till he or she experiences its usefulness in
his own classroom or school. Evaluation would be built into such a prograni
and though it must be rigorous it not be frighteningly statistical. Clear
thought of a pragmatic and even retrospective nature can tell us much more in
nualitative terms about what our pupils have done than we often realize.

herirare two needs for such a program. Firstly, some support in the form
of advice as well -as money undoubtedly will be needed; The present
innovation program, though operating in a somewhat closed manner, in that
criteria for acceptance or refusal are not yet known, does form a starting point.
Ideas for innovation that are put up are encouraged where the idea is seen as
good but the method inappropriate. Advice is given, usually by persons
wholly acceptable to the teachers, so that initiative is not stunted. An
evaluation of the workings of the present program wot!ld point up its strong
and weak points. What must be established very soon is an advisory .and
supportive service to encourage a program of grass-roots innovation in the
tradition of action research. and to spread throughout Australia the successes
t'ind failures of this program. Teachers must know not Only what went right,
but also why failures happened. We rarely are brave enough to publicize
where we went wrong.

Thispublicity raises a second issue. Change does not occur without cost, so
that; if rewards can be built into the structure of any system, change is more
likely to be acc-eptecl. In the past,- the reward for innovation has been
promotion ouiof the classroom into administration, the inspectorate; a college
or university. In other words, the innovator has been successfully removed
from the.first line of influence. Clearly, the structure of the career in education
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is relevant at this point. In Malaysia; Singapore and Hong Kong the salary
structure and equivalence of positions in the school, the college and
administration has been reorganized to try to avoid the side-tracking of
innovators, but the-Schools Commission would be brave to tackle the teachers'
associations of e,ach State in an endeavour to create rewards for innovators in
this way. They Can. however, build a variety of rewards, perhaps best termed
professional. into their organization. Clearly, a more generous funding of the
innovation and the in-service program will reward teachers in material terms,
but also the advocated publicity program can be used to reward teachers by
widely disseminating the achievfments of innovatory"Aools or teachers. The
easiest:way-to express this aim could be to say that a more Pr"ofessional attitude
to teaching was \to be encouraged, but this is a dangerous view, since we-know
that certainly in 'Australia there may be no necessary 'relationship . between
the teachers' professional role orientation and their observed behaviour in the
classroom'. "' Therefore, the safest suggestion is that attempts are made to build
material and psychological rewards to teachers for justifiable change into a
program of action research which is aimed to raise the level of expert. discourse
on education and, hence, to work as a form of on-service training for teachers
and administrators.

The administration

There is a. tension herein that, as presently organized, much of the work of the
Schools Commission must be through State Education Departments. Though
these organizations are moving towards a less authoritarian and -more
decentralized state, the rate of change does not match the desires Of many who
often fail to realize that some control over the expenditure of public money is
essential. Indeed, the very creation of the chools Commission as a body
which largely works through state departs ants has provided the Education
Departments with a new source of bureaucratic fodder. However, the cutting
edge of the program 'advocated here _is that part of the Schools Commission's
work that is controlled from Canberra, namely the innovations program and a
new publicity program, should be based on the Schools Commission. It is,
perhaps, worth ',!oting that, unlike the Karmt.: Committee, the Kangan
Committee on '1-clinical atid further Education did set aside about :S0.95
million specifically for public:y though app:,-ently only for one purpose,
namely the very important one 6f spreading knowledge of opportunities in
vocational education.'' .

This ma.- st.;:. f.:iradoxical in th;,t the appeal seems to be for a less
bureaucratic sy..:,z.:Js. '`.e et the aim ,:f tilt.. policies advocated is that a higher level
of educational discourse, based on greater knowledge at every level, will result
in a more open educational adrrinistmion at the feder4 state and local levels,
because teachers and the general public will both demand visibility in
deciqon-tnaking at the levels abov.e. them in the necessary. but at presert
cly,sed and somewhat distant, hierarchy of power.

Finally, one of the original principles of the Committee upon which rib
... -
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program was built by the first report must be taken up and converted into
administrative machinery. This is the principle-of recurrent education,

The Committee believe(d) that every member of the society has an entitlement to
a period of education at expense, and that those who leave school early
have a claim which they should be able to take out at a later date (2.23).

This belief was justified both on, the instrumental grounds that it 'would lead
to a continuous upgrading and updating of economically productiv i.115' but
also, and for our argument more importantly, because 'it would (....2attb,A;..,
a higher-level awareness of social issues' (2.24), one of .s.:bic:11 must be
education itself. The Committee notes that recurrent eclusts,....,r.7. be the
result of wide range of experiences, 'libraries, ,J.-.;..4sic.s, music

centres, sporting and recreational facilities and the mass media as well as by
formal courses in specialized institutions' (2.25)..

Clearly, the diter,j,.; future developments to be recommended by the
Schools Commissi,-.. utail a switch in emphasis from fir-ay..; schools

. to the funding of r. :,9!:.:. colleges for life -long education, but this raises a
knotty question educational administration. Will such colleges be
seen as tertiary ,nd hence, outside the terms of reference of this
Commission but co.,.irolled from Canberra and possibly related to the
forthcoming- arrangements for Open Education? Or will they be seen as
superior secondary institutions and, therefore, within the control of State
Education Departments and staffed largely by members oi teachers'
associations.? Or will they, finally, be seen as within the jurisdiction of the
proposed Commission on Technical and Further.Edueation, since the recent
(April 1974) report on this subject gave some attention to recurrent
education :"

CONCLUSION

Education is now seen as a social problem, but what is the nature of the
problem perceived ' The need is largely defined as the material renewal of
schools and the provision of compensatory programs to offset-an inegalitarian
social structure. The teachers and the curriculum are almost, though not
completely, forgotten. Structure, not process, is the focns: Yet crucial to any
educational system is the quality of its teachers, since they control process. The
Committee itself produces statistics (4.17-23) to shdw, without actually
saying it, that there are weaknesses in the quality of the Australian teaching
force. This situation can be remedied by a conscious attempt at renewal,
especially if it is based on the teachers own process of teaming as they, for
example, develop their own materials and techniques in their own schools.
This process should lae open to all, so that the level of educational discourse is
raised both among teachers and the general public. Difficult decisions about
educational administration, such as that relating to wh'o will control recurrent
education, will have to be blade, but these problems will only be isolated,
clarified, and democratically solved, when the general public are brought into
the debate so that dernocratic-decision-making becomes an education in itself.
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6. App/roaches to the Goal of Educational
Equality
1. P. Keeves

In the Act relating to the establishment of the Schools Commission, the
Commission was charged with.

providing increased and equal opportunities for education in govcrnm ent and
-non-government schools;

and in particular, in the exercise of its functions, it was to have regard to
the needs of disadvantaged ichdOls and of students at disadvantaged schools, and of
other, students suffering disadvantages in relation to education for social,
economic, ethnic, geographic, cultural, lingual or similar reasons)

'Equality of educational'opportunity' has in recent-years become a focal point
...for debate concerted with educational ,:oaring, both at the national and
international level. This article examines die. concept of equality of educational
opportunity in the Australian setting and considers whether the report of the
Interitic Committee for the Australian Scl:,e,ols Conimission' and the programs
which have subsequently been intro. -zitried will contribute, towards the
attainment of these ends which the Commission was charged by Act
of Parliament to procure.

. _

EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNIT'i: : A CHANGING CONCEPT-

When thezAustralian colonies were bzing settled it was considered necessary to
provide a traditional classical education_ for the 'upper' classes but only a bare-
minimum of education for the '10,ver' classes. As the settlements grew it was
left to the more wealthy members of the.ie communities to provide education
for their children and to religious Organizations to extend 'these educational
facilities for other children as best they could. Gradually a system of public
education evolvccrand by the commencement of the twentieth century each of
the States had made provision for Tree, secular and compulsory' education.
Until such time as free and compulsory elern.,:ltary schooling had been
established, extensive opportunities for education could scarcely be said to
exist .in Austfalian society. This is not to deny that for sorne.of the colonists
education was important, and as early as 1834, when plans for the settleMent
of South Australia were being made, the Chairman of the South Australian ,'
Company and an influential early settler 'argued, 'I consider it a duty before,
even a tent be set up in the new province, to provide for education'.3 Hard \
times, however, prevented the implementation of such liberal and enlightened
policies..

Approaches to the provision of opportunities for education. have -changed
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markedly not only in Australia but throughout the western world during the
twentieth century. Coleman has examined the development of the concept of
equality of educational opportunity in the provisions made for education in
the United States', and the growth of the systems of public education within
the States of Australia is, in many ways, similar. In this country it is possible to
distinguish three stages in the development of the concept and the practice of
educational equality.5

Stage I: A conse;Vative view-

At a time when there were perhaps clearer lines between different social strata
than exist in Australia today, secondary and tertiary education were provided
in the maid for these who were to enter. the professions as doctors, lawyers and -

clergy. A majority of the institutions for secondary 'education were
administered. .4 i ligious orEanizations and charged substantial fees. It was,
however, acknowlec . children should be encouraged to
develop private secondary schools offered scholarships to
those -ho credit to thtim. Within the .Fnblic sector of_
educatit .tate secondary schools'were established in orderto assist those
with ability' tc tiarther their education.iSuch schools were not, in. general, free.
Entry, to them was highly selective, tout scholarships were provided for the
more able ivh6 could not afford fees.

For the remainder of the children in the community an elementary
education was provided, normally to the age of 14 years. However, because of
the costs of education to the state, and because parents still had to pay for the
upkeep of their children, the age at Which it waspossible to leave school was
lowered and many took- adVantage! of this. These state stliouls provided a
training in the basic skills of computation. reading and writing for those who
would become. the mass of-manual vi,orlters in urban and rural :areas as well as
for those who would be engaged ir.i.ii!c.iple clerital work. As needs of the
community grew for skilled workerslyvho were employed as clerks or as

tradesmen, so the community provided suitable schools, generally with
.selective entry into them.

Universities were established in several of the Australian States long before
the beginning of the twentieth century, but few scholarships were av
which assisted the more talented to train for the professions and, in genet ,d,
students could noK attend unless thei4 parents could afford to pay for them. it ,

was, however, possible to undertakeluniversity courses is a part-time student
and Many made u e of. such opportunities. Moreover, philanthropists from
among the upper classes assisted in the establishment of Mechanics Institutes
and' Workers. Educational Associations whiel enabled members of the
working "class to undertake further edhcation if they wished to.

Stage- 'X: The liberal view

While it is'uot easy to' identify the iir...,
'.:- i..

view towards
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education in Australia started to emerge, it would appear that little was
accomplished in the democratization of education before the close of World
War II. From that time there was remarkable growth in the secondary and
tertiary educational systems. Moreover, while the upper age for compulsory
schooling shifted only slightly, an increasingly high proportion of an age
group continued on, beyond this school - leaving age. During this period there

!Was still an emphasis on talent and widespread scholarship programs were/ to assist students to continue with their education. At the same time.
the fees payable in the state school system were gradually redurd or
eliminated. Accompanying the expansion of the secondary school system there/. was'inarked, growth at the post-secondary school level, with the strengthening
.and development of a wider range of terti,.;:;',.. and sub-tertiary institutions and
an increase in the number of scholarsii5 7-s fisting students to enteri these
institutions. In addition, marked distinctio...i between preparing fe 'fie
professions and training for commercial and technical .c cup a ti on s were
gradually removed from the currictiL of the secondary schools, which'were
directed towards providing a sodndeneral education for-all students.

These changes resulted from socetal pressures acting to make educational
facilities at all levels available iirespective of social background and financial

. resources!' During this period, tiempts were made to provide equality of
access to educatioan for all, by.theincouragement..of talent and by preventing
premature seleEnon for special courses. As a result, selective entry on.academie
grovnds to schools of different types' has largely disappeared, as has a high
degree of selectivity. for different courses. within schools. Nevertheless, these
changes have nsa produced equality, of educational opportunities for all
:whether they are male or female and whether they come from homes of
higher or lower social status: While Many of the marked distinctions between
thelvns of education for children of different social.strata that characterized
the conservative period tended to disappear during this liberal stage,

. inequalities did not cease to exist evidence presented later will show the
nature and extent of such disparities. Yet in comparison with the educational
systems of other countries, the evidence available clearly indicates that
Australia has at the present .time more egalitarian educational polices and
programs ttan exist in most other western countries.7

The government school systems in each State of Australia have sought to
provide equally for all children by using across all schools the same formulae
for financing buildings and equipment,. and for.the allocation of teachers, by
.i.,31.uing, standard text books, and by ensuring that schools were located so as to
be readily accessible. Although non-government schools have existed side by

sidrevieh the governmer4 schools, not all of t_,:u-efi--.71(m-government :schools
have fared well, indeed some would appear to have fallen below the minimum
acceptable standards of the goyernment sector. In spite of these attempts for
uniformity in the level of provision kir education with the government
schools; more opportunities for education have gone to the more talented and

those whose parents have been able to afford them.



APPItOACIIES TI) TI 1E GOAL OF EDUCATIONAL EQUALITY

Stage 3: A needs concept of provision for education

With the publication of the report of the Interim Committee of the Australian
Schools .Commission, Schools in Australia, in 1973..a different concept in the
procurement of equality of educational opportunity is emerging. As a result it

might well he claimed that a new phase in the provision for education has
comnieuced. In its initial period the Schools Commission will be hard pr,2ssed
to remedy marked deficiences which exist in certain obvious areas of need.
However, in soar as the Commission is required by Act of Parliament to have
regard to the needs of students suffering disadvantage in relation to education
on a variety of grounds; including social, economic and cultural reasons, then

it is clear that something more than formal equality of access to education is
involved.

This shift in emphasis in providing for education in Austraiia is _derived in
part from developments which have occurred in other parts of the world.
Husen has identified three strategies which haVe been employed at three
distinct levels in various countries for bringing about greater equality of
educational opportunity." At the pre-school level, particularly in the United
States; programs .0f-compensatory education have been introduced for children
from 'disadvantaged home. backgrounds. At the primary school level in
Britain, the Plow: en Report* argued., that disadvantaged children tend to
congregate together in schools in certain areas.; It recommended that a

compensatory program be developed for such schools and for particular
students in these schools. However, the report suggests that.:

What these deprived areas need most are perfectly normal., good primary schools
alive with experiences from which children of all kinds can benefit But, of
course, there are special and additional demands on teachers who work in
deprivedareas with deprived children."

In a similar:manner in the United States special attempts have been made to
improve the facilities and to. provide more appropriate programs for students
in schools in the inner areas of large cities.

At the post-secondary school level, provision is being made in countries
such is Sweden. for re-entry into formal education, to assist those who left

school early, for retraining programs to help those who have become
redundant from changing patterns of employment and for a wide range of
further education programs to aid those who are seeking new leisure time
interests. This so-called provision of 'recurrent education' increases the

flexibility of an educational system and increases the opportunities available
for further education for those who may have suffered from inequalities earlier

in their life. In Britain, the Open University provides similar opportunities for

a limited group.
The new eduOational programs proposed by the Interim Committee of the

Australian Schools Commission acknowledge that equality of educational

opportunity cannot be achieved by merely removing certain material barriers

or by using academic ability to select those who should proceed with
-Phi proyosed-approach-aims-to-pi twi-deirs.si-st ance-fiir-s-c In5ri I
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:
students who 111,7 . .need anci who are at an educational disadvantage for

, social, cultural. , co and other reasons.
The Schools COi i;SiOn r a /1st- required to have concern for:

the neetto ..-si y ae. i innovatibn in schools and in the curricula and
teaching methods u.'schw.c.,

and for:
the desirability of pro, ;. 'Licational opportunities for students who
have demonstrated th,!: y w a parricular field of studies, including scientific,
literary, artistic or ine,,ical '"

It follows, then, that equality of opportimn: for 'education in Australia as
envisaged under the Schools Commission Act does not mean identity of
opportunity. What is being ,,roposed is optimal educational opportunities for
all students in terms of the', eds.

The concept of need i, 'tot easy to define and it is clear that not all
recognized needs can be by any progrwr of limited duration.
Consequently, after the ideizifi at.or. of needs, pri,oriiies must be established
for the assistance, given the tinar.es available. However, a program which
aims to provide assistance to those in greatest net:d is clearly capable, at any
point in time, of modification and extension following the identification of
other needs and a redefinition, of priorities. In the previous paper in this .series
we have examined the evidence available which reveals the nature and extent
of the disparities existing in Australia betweep different types of schools in the
educational outcomes of achievement and attainment. We will now consider
whether similar disparities exist between these education') outcomes for
different occupational status groups.

DIFFERENCES IN EDUCATIONAL OUTCOMES BETWEEN
DIFFERENT SOCIAL GROUPS

The data examined in this paper were obtained from the LEA Science Project,
.which is the:only study that has been carried out to examine the achievements
of students in all States of Australia and in schools of all types. For further
details of this inquiry the reports by Rosier" and Comber and Reeves" should
be consulted. Two tests of achievement were employed, a shoit word
knowledge test and a two-hour test of achievement in science.

In Table 1, data are recorded for the performance of studeints from the six
major occupational status groups", on the science and word knowledge tests.
The estimated holding power at the pre-university level, as well as the
proportion of the target population represented by these _groups, are also
presented.

The evidence at the 14-year-old le'vel, before any dropping out from school
has taken place, shows a gradual decline in level of performance from the
highest occupational status group to the lowest, with the difference in average
Performance of these two groups being a little less than one student standard
deviation on both the science, and word knowledge tests. At the pre-

v.el_losses_have-occurred-for-all-groups-.-01-the-studerits- whose
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Table 1. Disparities in Educational Achievement and Attainment
by Occupationel,Status Groups I

7stimated
14Year-Old Level Holding

(N.5307) nowar

Estimated
Proportion
of Target

Population

Mean Achievement
Science

)1"

Word
Knowledge

Professional, technical i

Managerial 100

Clerical, Armed Services 100
Skilled Workers 100
Semi-skilled Workers 100

Unskilled Workers 100

13
26

2 12
18
19
13

31.6
26.4
24.8
23.9
21.6
21.1

19.7
17.2
17.2
15.6.
14.0
13.9

Pre-University Level (N = 4202)

Professional, technical 62 27 26,0" 22.1

Managerial 40 34 24.3 20.7

Clerical, Armed Services 36 14 24.6 22.4

Skilled Workers 19 11 24.5 20.3

Semi-skilled Workers 13 8 24.0 20,2

Unskilled. Workers 14 6 23.0 18.8

fathers are professional and technical workeis, it is estimated that 62 per cent
remain at school to the pre-university lo;e1, while for those students whose
fathers are semi - skilled and un-skilled workers, only !3 to 14 per cent remain
to complete their secondary education.

While there are still significant differences in performance on the word
.knowledge test between the .different occupational status groups.. the' marked
change in level of achievement from the highest and the lowest Occupational
groups no longer holds at this level. Moreover, the differences in achievement
between the groups in science are no longer significant.

In Table 2, we have recorded the correlations between the occupational
'status level of a student measured on the six-point scale and the number of
years of further education he expects and his score on 'like school' scale. For
further information on these measures, the reader shoiiild consult the report by
Comber and Keeves." Results are given for each of the sic States and for
Australia as a whole for the students in the 14-year-old sample.

Those students from higher status homes expect to have significantly more
years of education than those students from lower status home'S. In addition,
there is a consistent tendency for the higher status students to express more
favourable attitudes towards sch )ol and school learning. The level of
significance of this result is in doubt for several of the States, but is clearly
significant for Australia as a whole. It is thus not surprising that thestudents
from higher status homes, are performing beiter at school, who like

-school -more--sand-expect-to-c-ontinue-lor:ger-with-their-e'ducationT-should-stay---
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Table 2. Correlations between Father's Occupation and Expected
Education and Liking School for 14-year-old.Students in 1970

14-YearOlds Australia NSW Victoria Queensland S.A. W.A. Tasmania

gxpected Education 0.24 0.28 0.20. 0.25 0.19 0.27 0.29
Like School 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.10 0.13 0.09 0.12

longer at school. It is. however, important not to oversimplify tli nature of
this educational advantage.

To ascribe differences in educational outcomes to indicators of class and
socio-economic status such as occupational rank is to distort partially the
nature of the relationships involved. Evidence which has been presented
elsewhere suggests that the educative climates of Australian homes, as

indicated by the attitudes and practices of the homes, are influenced by a
collection of factors whiich is better described 'as the cultural level of the home
than its socio - economic status." Moreover, the status characteristics of the
.home would seem only indirectly to influence educational outcomes, while
attitudes and practices have a more substantial and direct effect.

The educational advantages derived from homes of high socio-economic
status would appear to be of three kinds. Firstly, there is likely to be a genetic
advantagi since parents from high status homes tend to pass on to their
children genetic endowments which will enable them to perform better at
school.. Secondly, such parents provide for their children a more favourable
hOme and school environment for intellectual growth. Furthermore, such
children are thrice favoured since it is apparent that 'they can modify to their
advantage the environments 'they experience, whether these environments
involve the home, the classroom or the peer group. The evidence from
Australian studies indicates that the educational. quality of the home and the
schoolitk provided is influenced by the level of ability of the child, and an
enhanced environmental effect is observed for students of greater ability front
higher status homes.' 6

The type of education provided for a student in Australian schools may not
be directly determined by the level of a'bi:ity of the student as has occurred in
the past in British schools. However, in many indirect ways, a student frorti.a
more favoured home background, with a higher level of ability learns under
more favourable circumstances; The evidence suggests that as an individual at
home he has better conditions for learning, that at school he comes together
with other students from more favoured home backgrounds, and that they
together receive preferential educational treatment. Furthermore, recent
analyses show that such factors .associated with schooling make significant
contributions to student achievcme in a subject such as science, even after
allowance has been made for ctors involving hoMe and student

_background 17
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THE APPROACH OF THE KARMEL REPORT

The (merlin Committee was required by-its terms of reference to
make recommit:milt-ins ... as to the immediate financial needs of schools. .

priorities within those needs, and appropriate measures to assist in meeting those
weeds.'"

It is of some iiaTPIrtance to note that these terms of reference directed attention
to assisting the schools and not the systems of education operating in each State
or the individtp:d students within the schools. Moreosiei, the terms of reference
required the -con:tibia-cc to- think in terms sof 'needs of schools and not in
lams. of societal issues and questions of economic inequality, social equity and

tolerable social diversity."'
The .Conamittee. before making, recommendations to the Australian -

Government for the provi-ii of- supplementary funding for education in the
schools, had to ekamine dte needs of the schools. h found the concept of 'need'
difficult to define and considered -hair approaches.

First, need tar a rnininitim quantiay and .quahry of resources in schools; secondly,
need tar a particular level and 'kind of owcome from schools; thirdly, need for
resources of varying types and amounts having regard to their effectiveness
moving towards desired goals; and fourthly. need as defined by the extent of the
cognitive, physical, social or economic disadvantages of individual pupils."

The Committee acknowledged the difficulty of stating the goals of education
in objective terms, which, together with-the lack of unambiguous evidence on
factors influencing specific educational outcomes, prevented the pursuit of the
second and third, approaches. The ,;oitimittee conseqUently restricted its

attention to the first and last of the needs listed above, concerned with

resources and the degree of disadvantage experienced by students.

Nevertheless, they recognized certain limitations associated with these

approaches, and argued that to consider inptits to education in the schools and'
to ignore outcomes was perhaps unwise, but knowledge of the relationships
between possible inputs to schools and their outcomes was very limited.

The fourth area of need collect ned with the degree of disadvantage of pupils
would appear, on the surface, to require identifying individual students in
need, but since such students tend to cluster together in specific schools, it is
not impossible to proceed if the schools in whiCh these students are gathered
can be identified, Thus, if the needs of these schools containing disadvantaged
students could he assesstia, it would he possible to develop programs to satisfy
these needs and to provide eddcational opportunities for these students e

comparable to those egperienced by students who were not disadvantaged.

After surveying as fully as possible' in the limited time available the needs of'

the schools along, the two dimensions stated above, the Committee
recommended a range of programs in seven areas:

I General Recurrent Resources,
2 General Buildings,
3 Primary and Secondary Libraries,
4 Disadvantaged Schools,
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5 Special Education,
6 Teacher Development, and
7 Innovation.

In addition, due to otheri/
recommendations made by the Interim Committee,

the Schools Commission is directly. involved in funding the ,eitablistrinent and
operation of education'centres primarily for teachers. A. further national centre
which was recommended by the Interim Colt-unlace, the Curriculum
Development Centre, has also been established, but is not directly linked with
the Schools Commission,

The proposals of the Interim :...:orumittee were accepted by the Australian
Government and in excess of .S650 million was allocated in the first instance to
the Schools Commission for the 1974/75 years.21 Subsequently, in the
1974/75 Budget these funds were increased to allow for inflation and rising
costs. In its strategy of funding, the Schools Commission has chosen a middle
course between allowing the States complete freedom and flexibility, and a
desire to ensure that the funds are ear-marked for particular purposes,` by
setting tip a distinct ?budget for each program, but with as little prescription as
possible within each program. The Schools Commission, in the administration
of the money allocated to the first five of the seven areas listed above, makes
block grants to the Education Department and-the Catholic school systems in
each State. However, grants to the independent (non-systemic and non-
government) schools are made directly to each .school, on the.adyice of
advisory committees .except in the allocation of funds under the recurrent
resources preigram. The money a.vailable in the areas of teacher development
and innovation :is available to all schools and all systems and aims to provide
financial assistancg to enterprising people wha will use the grants for the
benefit of chileli,e.4 everywhere.

Before asking, whether the programs in these seven areas will contribute to
raising the quality of Australian education or to promoting greater equality of
eduCational opportunity, in is necessary to consider 'ilriefly bow much money is
b(Ing spent in each area and the manner in which it is being spent.

General Recurrent Resources

In 1974/75 the grants 'to the government and bon-government schools in this
area exceed S300 million. These moneys are being spent, with some regard to
the needs principle, on the hiring of additional teachers, on the appointment of
substantial numbers of ancillary staff, and on the purchase of equipment for the
schools. These grants will make some _reduction in student/teacher ratios, and
will facilitate, through the use of i fie equipment purchased, the provisibn of
appropriate learning experiencbs in the schools.

-General Buildings Program

Approximately $200 million is being made available under existing and new
programs and in accordance with the needs principle for the upgrading and
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replacement of school buildings, including libraries and science laboratories, in

both government and non-government schools. It was planned that this
money would go approximately one-third of the way towards attaining
satisfactory standards of school' buildings in all schools, but,, with rapid.
inflation, particularly in the building-industry, less than originally anticipated

will be achieved.

Primary and Secondary Libraries F. gram .

Because of the block nature of the grants to the State Departments, guidelines

for the use of the money (approximately S45 million) available in this area

have been prepared on the equipping of library and resource\ centres to

prornote the development of student initiatives in learning.

Disadvantaged Schools Program

This program provides $50 million: in addition to that available from the
General Recurrent Resources and General Buildings Programs, to schools
identified as having special needs according to criteila-of disadvantage. The

intention 13f the program is that schools ,should not automatically be given
grants, but be required to analyse their own problems; propose courses of
action and apply for a grant to implement the program.

Special Education Program

In this program attention has been given to the training of staff to work with
handicapped children and to the improvement of physical faCilities for the

schooling of handicapped children. There have. been some delays in providing

money to schools in some States because many schools for such children have

been outside the state educational systems. In excess of $44 million is available

for this program.

Teacher Development Program

Opportunities have been provided under this program to assist teachers and

administrators to raise their level of competence. They are provided in part by

courses organized by a joint committee comprising repr,esentatives of both

government and non-government schools and in part by procedures initiated
b? 'teachers themselves. Some difficulties have been encountered in obtaining
relief teachers for those who have attended these cdurses;.and some disruptions

to the work of the schools have occurred. *pout $10 million is available for

this work.
Linked with this program has been the establishment of 14 pilot education

centres which provide in-service eduction for both Primary and secondary
teachers from government and non-government schools. Each centre is

organized by a governing body. In addition, these centres arc involved in the

production of locally based resource materials and act as social centres.. The

. q4e"
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interest and enthusiasm shown for these tc Tres has led to an extension of the
program and a minimum of 28 centres whl be established or supported
throughout Australia.

Innovations Program

/The response of the schools to the Innovations Program has been relatively
strom: and from approximately 10 000 schools in Australia, over 1000
apph.ations were initially received. Out of these proposals about 400 have so
far received some support, and it may be estimated that apprOximately one
school in 25 is being influenced by this program. Clearly. the program will
leave the majority of schools unaffected unlessit is extended beyond the.S6
million originally available. Furthermore, in some States, relations have been
strained between the administrators of the program and the State Education
Departments, arising from the nature of some of the projects which have
received grants. Nevertheless, the willingness by so many to undertake
innovatory activities is heartening, even if doubt must be expressed 'about
some of the innovations supported.

The movements of the Australian Government in the educational field in the
10 months following the establishment of the Schools Commission, have been
accompanied by some fears concerning die infringement of the rights of the
States"' in. education. Moreoever, the Commission has encountered sonic
problems in appointing staff to undertake its work. These problems, perhaps
only to be expected in the initial stages, may have reduced the effectiveness of
some of the Commission's programs.

WILL THE KARMEL PROGRAMS WORT(?

The report of the Interim Committee of the Australian Schools Commission
was concerned with identifying the needs of schools and establishing p.rograms
that would meet those needs. Three of the programs, the Libraries, Teacher
Development and Innovations Programs;, were directed towards raising 'the
general quality of Australian education. The remaining four programs have
been seen by the staff of the Schools Commission as being concerned with
promoting equality of opportunity in Australian education. Both the
Disadvantaged Schools Program and the Special Education Program aim to
assist schools and to raise the standard of services which cater for students in
special need. The former has a-compensatory function associated with social.
economic and ethnic disadvantage and the latter assists those children who are
in some way physically or mentally handicapped and who require remedial
and special teaching. In addition, it is probable that some of the aid made
available through, the Gerieral,Recurrent Resources and the General Building
Programs will be distributed to schools with obvious needs, including some of
the schools which are dis'idvantaged, and so help to compensate for aspects of
educational inequalities,

The grants made under the General Recurrent Resources Program for
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government schoA are relatively small when compared with state

expenditure on education, and with the grants for non-government schocils.22
with Hsing costs the State Governments substitute funds front-the Australian

Governinent for money they would otherwise have, found themselves, then
the effects of this aspect of the program will be negligible.- The grants
provided under the General Buildings Program seem at first sight:to be likely
to have more of an impact, since the; represent a significant addition to state
expenditure:2' However, with rapidly rising costs in the building industry, the
effects of this program will be rather less than originally anticipated.

It must be recognized that the work of the Schools Commission in its

emphasis on the reeds of schools and through schools-to, provide for the needs
of individual students, has the potential for promoting a new- approach in the

provision of equal opportunities ineducation. Under the Act, progr.aniScanhe
set up, both at the present time and in the future, which are compensatory in
nature and which help students overcome certain recognized disadvantages.
Furthermore, some of the money allocated to the Children's Commission for
pre-school and child -care programs in the States may serve a similar

compensatory purpose.24/.
Such programs are not completely unknown in Austra4a, although in the

past they have commonly been undertaken by the churches and philanthropic
organizations. At a time when there.: is an increa'sed emphasis on pre-school
education it is important to acknowledge that the Free Kindergarten unions in
each State were established more than 60 years ago with the expressed aims of
assisting disadvantaged children during their years of early childriood.25
However, governmental policy and programs to provide compensatory

education for the disadvantaged are a new departure inikustralian education,
and is linked with a more radical approach to equality of educational
opportunity that has emerged in Britain and the United States in recent years.

In examining whether the Schools Commission programs will work, there

seem to be at least fout distinct questions which might be asked.'
I 'Will the grants reduce existing inequalities between schools and systems

of schools with respect to physical conditions and sialf?
2 Will the grants tirade togchools improve the quality and general standard

of education, as assessed, for example, by level of educational achieve-

ment?
3 Will the grants to schools reduce the differences in achievement of

different types of schools and of different social, economic, geographical

and ethnic groups? -

4 Will the grants help to meet the educational_ needs of cognitively and

physically handicapped children?
In the initial- stages -of the works of the-Schools Connision, it is likely that

gains will be made thFough the provision of facilities for special-education and
the fourth question can probably be safely answered in the affirmative.
However, while the reduction of inequalities between schools and_ systems

With respect to the resources available to them, may be regarded at first sight
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as.the easiest to achieve; only time will tell whether the money is being spent
wisely arid well.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to be confident about the effects on
educational achievement of any program which sets out to improve the
resources of the schools. Coleman et al. reported from the Equality (.4
Educational Opportunity Survey in the United States:.

than schools bring little influence to bear on a child's achievement that is
independent of his background and general social context; and that this very lack
of an indePendent effect means that the Inequalities imposed on children by their
home, neighbourhood and peer environment are carried along to become the
inequalities with which.they confront adult life at the end of schoo1.2!"

This claim has been widely publicized, but it has also been very 'thoroughly
examined and supported in the.recently published study by Jencks et al. where
the findings of sevAl major investigations; carried out in the United States
and elsewhere,- dve been subjected to careful scrutiny and re-analysis." In
spite of these groomy predictions concerning the influence of the schools on
educationyw ideas and new pieees.of evidence have recently come to hand
fromtwp-directions which suggest that a slightly more op_ iimistic view can be
takv.

At the Harvard-1EA Conference in 197-3, James Coleman was highly
critical oftthe procedures which he had employed in the analysis of the data
from the Equality of Educational Opportunity Survey.2g Moreover, he
rejected the procedures employed in the re-analysisof the data by Mayeske et
al.29 and was critical of those 'used in the LEA studies.3° Coleman argued the
case for the use .of alternativemeasures that had a direct operational meaning
-in terms of predicting differences in scores. Variance measures employ the
squares of differences. while variation measures are based on the unsquared
differences in scores ind therefore include the notion of direction as well as
magnitude. The asis in the analyses he proposed was on the caFacity of a
variable to predict variation in the achievement test scores rather titan
accounting for the variance of the test scores. If variation measures were -used,
the influence 6f-school factors is likely to be seen to be larger relative to the
home inflAce than if the effects were assessed by..variance measures.'"

In previous studies such as the Equality of Educational Opportunity Survey.
the criterion measures have been associated with verbal and reading
achievement. However, in the lEA science inquiry, the criterion variable was
performance on a school-based subject. In general, in the lEA science study
some effects of schooling, but relatively fev$7of the many originally
hypothesized. did.make a difference to achievement in science." In spite of the
fact that the analytical procedures employed in the lEA studies, because of the
confounding between home and school variables, may have overestimated the
effects of home background for the school-based subject of science, some
school factors were found to be significant ancho be robust across many. of the
countries which participated in the inquiry. Moreover. as the students grew
older, more of the variation in science achieveMent could be accounted for by
schocr9 factors.
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\
In the !EA science study, important variables which enrergca from the

analyses carried out after allowing for_the effects of none baclground formed
a cluster of concomitant hectors associated with teacher- training, the presence
of laboratory assistants, the extent-to which teachers underulok.pvparations
out of school hours, and the:eniphasis placed on practical experience, which
required the availability of well-eqttipped laboratorie.s. Thus it would appear
that the General Recurrent Resources Program which is attemptingto proide
couipment for the teacher and auxiliary staff to free the tcacher. to prepare his
work, the General Buildings Program which i. helping to provide laboratories
for sci Ace teaching. and the Teacher Development' PrOgrani which aims tb
provide further training for teachers could have a beneficial effect, if the
resources were made available to those schools with the greatest needs. Yet it is
necessary to warn that measurable effects will not be hags and the gains. in
achievement, may he bare15.. recognizable. Howeyer. it is important to state .
that the expenditure is being undertaken in a way that is consistent pot only
with the good sense of the adininistrators but also with the very limited
evidence which is currently available.

.

The attempts being made by the Schools Commission to raise the quality of
education in Australia; and to promote" greater equality of educational
opportunity, are based on the recommendations of the Karmel report. Lhey

'can, at best, lead to only slight advances in student achiev.ement and to only
small reductions in the differences in performance of diverse groupS of students
from different social -backgrounds, Nevertheless, in time the Schools
Commission will help to reduce-the disparities which exist in the resources .
available for education in schools of different types serving.students,Cif diverse
b-ckgrounds. In addition, it will provide a more soundly based education for
physically and mentally handic: children.

The secretariat of the Centre for Educational Research and Innovation :n
Paris has pointed out, in regard to the quest for greater equality of educational
opportunity, that:

We have karned by cxpe'rience, if \e did not realize it originally, thatAlis is not
basically an educational question but a social one. whether it is disparity by socio-
economic status or the prof Nn of ethnic or religious minorities."

It is clear that education is not a substitute for economic and social reform.
Indeed it' may be argued that to divert attention and interest to educational
issues, when the real issues associated with poverty and inequality in society
involve fiscal policies and housing programs, is to be deliberately Misleadingi:
Major educatiotwil reforms are a natural outgrowth of social reforms and must
follme them.

The Schools. Commission ..: its first year of operation has sought, goals
which are seen to be educationally sound. and it has promoted programs in,
response to clearly defined educational needs. By continuing to seek areas of
evident 'iced in the future, a new 'concept of equality of educational_

t-,) opportunity could emerge in Australia in which optimal conamons are4
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provided for every child to learn, and for every adult to continue learning
throughout his life.
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7. Autonomy and Control in Educational
Renewal in Australia

W. G. Walker

Education is a political animal.' As such it lives, breathes and adapts in every
moment of its existence. At times the animal crawls forward like an ancient
tortoise, as in the 1930s; at other times, as at the present, it leaps forward with
the vigour of a young gazelle.

If we art not far sighted we tend to forget that even gazelles grow old; that
they reach a peak, of fitness and- then slow down gradually, perhaps
imperceptibly, over the years before death ultima-tely claims them.

3We tend to forget, too, that as the gazelle giows his survival depends upon
his ability to adapt to andsconie to terms with his environment. So it is with
education. The Karmel report, like the Robbins Report in .England or the
Harvard Report in the 'USA, ineans,.nothing outside the political milieu
which conceived it. Not all the recommendations of the report were accepted
by the Government; the Sal )01S Commission has introduCed new concepts
and, incidentally, commissioned new reports, which have inevitably' affected
the implementation Ofitolicies arising from the original report. Furthermore,
the decisions of State GovernMents, the attitudes of teachers' and parents'
associations and pressures from Catholic.authorities, among other things, have
influenced the climate of Australian.sOciety since. the rePort app;:ared.

o

So complex is the ecology of the environment in which the Karmel report'
and its implementation have emerged that no single,_briefchapter couldolioPe._
to describe ii,. much less analyse it in detail or. produce taxonomies or. systems
Models sufficient to meet the demands of exacting scholarship. All that can be
done,is to draw attention to one-or two major recommendations 6f the report,
to put these into some sort of perspective, and to attempt to give
some probably naive answers to some rather obviOus questions. In short, this
chapter is unavoidably and unashamedly impressionistic.

DEVOLUTION OF AUTHORITY

One aspect of the report which has attracted a great deal of attention is its
emphasis upon the devolution of authority in a:grass roots approach to the
control of schools'.2

Unfortunately, this report, like most other educational reports presented in.
Australia which have referred to 'decentralization' and 'devolution of
authority', fails to differentiate clearly beiween decentralization of governance
and decentralization of administration. As we shAll see, the committee appears to

1J
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favour both forms of decentralization, but it is notable that it 'confuses them
even with single paragraphs of the report.

To clarify the difference between these two forms of decentralization, and
to give point to the discussion, which follows, it is proposed to use a model
developed by the'author while working in the Centre for the Advanced Study
of Educational AdMinistration at the University of Oregon.3 It will be useful
to consider centralization and decentralization as end-points of two continua,
one (Type A) 'political', the other (Type B) 'administrative'.

Type A ("political")

Centralization Decentralization

Type B ("administrative")

Centralization Decentralization'

The model below hypothesizes the intersection of the `two- continua in such a
manner as to describe the extent of centralization and/or'decentralization in
any country, state or other authority. Point X represents the elected

,..legislature; the line XY the 'political' dimenSion -= represents delegation
of responsibility by the legislature to other elected boards or officials; the line
XZ the 'administrative' dimension represents the' delegation of
responsibility by the legislature to its appointed officers. Any country, state or
authority may be placed at an appropriate point on each continuum and, if
desired, these points may be joined to produce .a triangle illustrating that
system's reliance on one or the {other or both of these varieties of
centralization - decentralization. On the model an attempt has been made to
show two triangles representing the 'traditional' American s'tate`(XAM) and
Australian state (MIN) patterns of governance.
The. first continuum, Type A bentralization-Decentralization, refers to

decisionrmaking in the area of public debate and of partisan politics and
involves citizen representation in policy-making through the election of
legislatures, boards and officials. Close to the centralization pole of this
continuum, for example, are the Australian State of NSW and the American
State of Hawaii where the only representation of the people in education
matters occurs in the state legislature; there areas yet no other elected positions .
or bodies at state, regional or local level except for the rather primitive
parents' and citizens' associations. Close to the other extreme of the con-
tinuum are the schools of Illinois where the people elect not only the legisL
laturc, the ,tounty,superintendent, the local school board but, until recently,
even die State SUPerintende. nt. They also play a role in the election of officers
of the PTA which can have a considerable informal influence on the operation
of individual schools. In no other English-speiking country is Type A
decentralization as marked as in certain areas of the United States.
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The other continuum, Type B Centralization-Decentralization, refers to the
process ofdecision-making by administrative officers to whom responsibility is
delegated by a school system: Thus, -in one systemm the head office might
greedily clutch all responsibility to its bosom, while another might delegate
inucb responsibility to officus in the field. This continuum takes no
cognizance of elected hoards or officials at any level below that of the elected
controlling legislature or board.

In the USA, the States have traditionally delegated nearly all
responsibility for the operation of schools to local districts, the state supervisors
and county superintendents,(or their equivalents) playing-a minor controlling
role, On the other .hanel,..the individual principal has lacked the power and
prestige of, for example, the English headmaster, the backbone of the local
US system being the superintendent.

The Australian state education systems have delegated ctinsiderable powers
to inspectors and in most States to regional directors. Principals have been
given a considerable degree of .freedom and appear to have more power
'(though they rarely use.it)' than US principals, for example.

There has been much talk' of decentralization in Australia during the last
two decades,. and this has almost always referred to Type B decentralization,
which has usually been achieved through the establishment of area or regional
offices. With the exception of the Australiiii .Capital.TerrAry, no serious
attempt has yet been made to introduce Type A decentralization.

We are now in a position to analyse more precisely just what the Kaimel
report has inmind when it refers to 'devolution pcauthority'and speaks of ,.

. . . the need to broaden the basis of educational policy-Makihg be;ond those
presently involved and to inform public debate about the operation'of.sc cols and
school systeins.l.

It is clear from this and several other referAnces that the Karthel Committee
favours, at least some forrapf Type A decentralized governance. However, it is
also clear that in the compleX, entangled, ecosYstein-of Australian,educatiop,
the members of the Committ&: were reflecting development's already taking
place, rather than breaking new ground. After all, the sarne'point had been put
cryptically by the anonymous author of the Unesco publicatior. Conipulsory

Education in Australia a quarter of a century previously: '.

The outstanding need tif Australian education (is) that every citizen: should be

"Cl made to feel that the state school belongs to him, that it is rendering him a real
service. that he has obligations in regard to ix.' .

During the 1960s, the waspish Lonald Horne.,implied the need for both
Type A and Type B decentralization when he claimed that

the greatest single reform. that seems to be needett,in Australian education
and one of the most important reforms that could be made in Australia -=', is its
decentralization to allow teachers to become members of the communities they
teach, to allow .principals of schools greater initiative. to develop.: a sense Of
professional responsibility among teachers, to allow variety and experiment. and
to allow-more community participation.''

Horne has been by no means a voice crying in the wilderness. Kandc17. in
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1937, Butts' in 1955, Turner' in 1960, Jackson'" and Barcan" in 1961 and
the present author in 1964'2, 1910'3; 1972" and 1973'5 haN;e all said much
the same thing.

Clearly theKarinei proposal reflected rather than initiated a movement which
was, already gathering momentum. In Victoria, exp'erimental school boards for
primary schools and manaiement committees for high schools were already in
existence": in Canberra, stimulated by a series of seminars sponsored by the
ACT Council of Parents and Citizens Aisociafions, some principals had
introduced their own school councils; the Austialian-Government had
commissioned the Neal-Radford Report whicVcalled for dual school boards
(one lay, one professional) for rscbools in the ACT and in the Nortliern-
Territory.l?

Further, there was published contemporaneously with, but
°quite

independently of, the Karmel report, the report entitled A Design for the
Governance and.Organisaiion of Education in the Australian Capital Territory." The
fundamental_ underlying the report may be summarized as
follows:-

Teaching and learning take place largely through personal relatiOriships
which are at -once brief and fragile,., Yet of life-long' importance. The .

administrative structures and prOcedures which provide for these relationships
should strengthen and nurture wings, not clip them. Such structures need to
take into accountoot only the child and the teacher.but -the parent in the
bonze and the citizen in the community at large.

Shortly before the Committee responsible fdr the above report had tinislid
its work, yet another important report, Secondary Education for Canberra,
appeared, in which it was argued

education must be regarded as a orOcMis which takes place outside the special
educational ins::itutions as much as v ithin them, and which continues long after a
person has left them. A second ecit:aily important consequence is that thi4roceSs is

-veri sensitive to. and is thus deeply affected by, structural changes in society,' 9
But--the ACT was -by no means-- alone in its interest in Type ,A

decentralization: Early in 1973, the New South WaleS Minister for Education
published The.Cornmuttity.inidits Sc6o/s2.°, sub - titled 'A Cortsultative Paper on
Regionalization and Community involvement in Schools'''..In.a foreword, the
Minister pointedout that in January .1973 the New South Wales Governmenf
had approved in principle the proposal for greater community participation in
educational decision-making and he sought. the seactions of individuals and
organizations to the paper's proposals.

The paper produced an almost immediate furore, especially among members
of the New South Wales,,Teachers Federation, whose official reaction was that

... the proposed system will ensure less participation by the community even at
theiadministrative It;vel, as the power -to make decisions will rest with a closed
circle

.

Following the receipt Of the views of 'several thousand people -:.. either
individually or through organizations', the report was re-written by a review
panel''2 and it is a matter of record-that even the revised document (which was
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. also concerned with Type B decentralization) had gained hide support from
the teachers' organization at the nine of writing in late October 1974.

Much more could be written about the movement towards community
involvement in school governance, and particular attention might be paid by

scholars in the future to developments in Victoria and South Australia where
thc..mOvements towards Type A decentralization were clear and unequivocal
by Mid-1974.

At the same time, there can be no doubt that the members. of the Karmel
Committee were also looking for Type B decentralization:

There have been many changes in Australian society since public schooling
through State Education Departments was adopted in the late nineteenth century
... the patterns of control which emerged ... were a response to particular
circumstances and to the balance of contending forces operating in Australia at that
time. They may not be equally relevant for all tiine.23.

Again,
The size of the units which try to achieve educational goals may not now be
inappropriate for efficient and effective operation."

There was, of course, nothing new in this proposal insofar as.structures were
concerned: decentralizatiOn of this type'was a quarter bra century old in New

. .. South Wales and Queensland, and was already well on the way, to
-----'--Aevelopment in most other States..hy )973. It is doubtful, hOWe-ver, whether

tfic extent of decentralization had reached the stage desired by the Committee.

NATIONAL PLANNING AND EQUALIZATION

The imp6rtant point made above i-thaf.vvithregard to both Type A and Type
B decentralization th'e Karmel report was us little that was new liar the
States. A crucial;question, however, revolves arourid its implications for;the,
Federal Government itself. It seems clear that, with the exeeptioicoftheselatively
small school systemS of the Australian Capital Territory:and the
Territory, the Australian GovanmtInt was not seen as operating schools of its
own. (It is a point of history that these schools have, in fact, taken the lead in
Type A decentralization and have,accepted Type B decentralization as well.)
Because legally the government schools are the responsibility of the States, it is
the question of the relationship between the Australian GovernMent and those
of the_ States that becomes most pressing. The Karmel Committeemailed their
colours to the mast with the assertion that

... a national bureaucracy. being further removed from the schools than the State
ones, should not presume to interfere with the detail of their operations."

So far, so good.. but what construction can be placed on the following
equally unequivocal statement:

... the need for overall planning of thc,scale and distribution of resources becomes
more necessary than ever if the devolution of authority is not to result in gross
inequalities of provision among regions, whether they be States or smaller areas....
The role of the Australian Government in this ration is supplementary to that/
of the States, but its national responsibility may become increasingly important in
ensuring an adequate level of resources and their equitable spread." -s
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AUTONOMY AND CONTROL IN EDUCATIONAL RENEWAL

This statement is pregnant with meaning. It could be interpreted as 'the

mailed fist in the vilvet glove'. To some-anti-centralists who have watched the
growth of, federal power in education during the last two decades, this is the
only viable interpretation; to those who accept as given that 'he who pays the

piper calls the tune', the same interpretation is inescapable.
Such interpret'ations are not justified when the quotation is taken in Context,

however. The intention is clear: it is to provide for central, planned funding.
to provide for formulae which will ensure an equitable level of funding, and

to leave it to 'regions' and individual schools to expend the funds, within
certain constraints, as they deem best in the light of local conditions and needs.

Of course, only time will tell whether the intentions of the report become

organizational realities.
It is important to note that, in world terms, there is little that is

revolutionary or even unusual in the Committee's proposal. After all, Strayer
acid Haig's 'Foundation Program'", now.common in many US Stales, dates .

from the 1920s, while the Rate Deficiency Grant in England and 'Wales. is a

well-tried feattire of local government. The proposals have aroused concerti

largely because of the isolation'of the Australian ,ediicational ecosystem from

the world 'out there'.
The Foundation Program for example; richly rewards careful study. It is

based on the concept of a 'key districCnd thj cost of Providing a good. leVel

of. education in Terms of children in average daily attendance in that district.'

Districts within the State receive from state funds -
I a flat graht;
2 an equalizing grant (where necessary) to bring their' income per child in,

average daily attendance up to that of the key district; and
3 a reward grant where earned for, effort and innovation. '
This scheme, admittedly grossly simplified in the description above, operates

at a' state level in the USA, but there is no reason it could not be operated in
an amended form at the. US national level as a means of funding States or, if
the States Were to opt out,of education (an unlikely develppment), individual
school districts. Precisely the same could be said 'of Atistralian conditions, i.e.,
the direct `equalizing' financing of States Or regions. It could also apply to the
financing of non-government schools, as I demoilstrated in some detail in a

paper to the First National Conference on the AdMinistration of Catholic
Education held in Armidale in 1972."

Clearly, the plan would have had some major advantages over- the ,

Government's approach with regard io independent schools in that-it would
have permitted

,
I the continuation of the policy of flat (if reduced) grants to all schools, or

systems;
2 equalization grants to those schools and systems which des.:rved theni on

the basis of 'need'; and
3 reward grants for effort and innovation to. those ,schools and systems

which earned them.

1
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In sPite. of. repeated claims tothe contrary, there can be little doubt that the
Government's present policies, in 'the entirely laudable search for equality of
opportunity, might also reinforce, once the first.flush of enthusiasm is past,. the
'very mediocrity which the.Karmel report soughftri steer away from. .

Of course, it can be cogently argued that both the Fonndvion Program and
the Rate Deficiency Grant are applied in countries where some form of local
taxation provides a core of income for school systems, whereas no serious
proposal has0 been made for such taxation in Australia. However, this .

argument need not apply in the case of federal grants to States, nor, be it
noted, in the case Of federal grants to the majority of Catholic schools, which
need not.have been virtually forced into incipient state 'blocs' for purposes of

_finance..
. .

fit any case, the prophet's of.woe who fear central, financing do not have to
look very far from Australia to. find a nationally-financed educational system
which imposes no local-taxes, which provides a great many opportunities for
local, 'Oass7rotits' initiative an which has achieved a considerable degree of
equality of opportunity. It is an extraordinary but inescapable fact that for
many years Australian administrators, scholars and teachers have streamed to
England., Sciitland. Canada and the USA seeking ideas on such systems
while largely ignoring"- the New Zealand model. on out doorstep! That
recognition of New Zealand's experience has now beenachieved is reflected
in the special visits made independently to Nev Zealand by the Members of

.%Toth the New South Wales and ACT. ,Committees ,inquiring into the
governance and adniini0a.tion Of education carlylii 1973.

It seeinS that al last perceptive if somewhat claims made by
Laseelles Wilson.and others in the 19.60s are having some impact in Australia.

..

As Wilson put it,

The New Zealand system has involved' no impairment of ministerial or
parliainentary authority. Clearly, the contrary has been the case. The monies
expended under the Miiiister's control by distriCt boards,- school boards and
committees, have all been public monies wired by Parliament and subject to
normal Treasury and Auditor-General's checks. Every Minister of Education
presenting his department's estimates to the N.Z. has done so secure in !the.
knowliidge that supporting his education officers and backing these estimates have
been the very large numbers of statutory bodies and their members, well-informed .

citizens with specific responsibilities to advise him. and through him, Parliament,
of the community's educational needs. This is an enhancement, not a diminution,
of ministerial prestige, power and sithorityi an enlargement, not a restriction, of
parliamentary responsibility;`'

SOME QUESTIONS

At this stage'itmight prove useful to ask some specific questibns which have
obviotisly been puzzling and worrying many in educational circles since the
Australian Government adopted the- chief recommendations of the Karmel
Committee: .

I The'KarMel Committee recommends local autonomy. in educational
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policy-making; yet also implies increasing federal influence over planning
and funding. Are these tendencies not contradictory? .

Of course they arc contradictory if it naively assumed that governance
and administration are not creatures of,, 'give aftd take', of `checks and
balances'. The question should not be expressed in terms of contradiction, but
of coznplementarity. England and Waies arc excellent examples of countries
where local decision-making, national financing and national planning co-
exist to die-Aniefit both of the countries concerned and of individual children..
As suggested :ibcze, an even more relevant example is, thai of New Zealand,
so much closer toour doorstep.

2 Can a centrally conceived and initiated renewal program avoid increasing
federal control over educational decision-making?

It is unlikely that with the best will in the worlcuch a program can avoid
increasing federal control. even if it wished to do so: it would be naive to
believe anything else. Anyone who doubts this statement' might read With
interest Zelinan C,3wan's pungent 1968 remarks on the growing power of the
Australian Universitiei CoMmission." All of this,is not to say that certain .

governinents might not' try to slough off certain of their powers, as President
Richard Nixon sought to do in the`USA a few years ago.,in hi.; relationship
with the States. But, given the importance of Section 96:of the Australian
Cohstitution, which has 'provided'..the Government with 'opportunities to
'intrude into the field. of education' (and any, other field involving financial
grants), the growth of central' power generally and of Control of educational.
decision-making Steins 'inevitable. Thereal_qUestiOn, of course, is how this .."

power is used, as the.folloWing.question highlights.
. 3 Can area of responsibility be divided, so as to allow increasing federal

Theifisome
areas and yet increased-local autonomy in others?

The oh6ous answer to tis,question is that any attempt to speak of `pure'
centralization. or 'pure' decentralization is completely unrealistic...

There have been surprisingly few; attempt' to study empirically the effects
on school. systems of centralization and decentralization. However, one
outstanding study 'Was. that conducted in thelate I.930s by Francois Cillie in .,

New Wirk City. Cillie, a South African, saw many similarities between the

great (Type .B) New York' City system' and the centralized (Type. B) South
African provincial systems, which:incidentally. were_: very similar to the'

Australian state systems.3' He .set,out to compare certain' health areas within'
the boundaries of the city system with a carefully matched group of New
York state `villages' adjoining the city .which repgsented the best American
tradition of public school administration (i.e. Type A decentralized, under

superintendent appointed by an elected, fiscally independent board of.
education respon-sible to the, citizens of the community). The communities
were matched with respect to geographical, educational, financial:, socio-
economic and professional faCtors.

Cillie set out to test the hypothesis presented by Mort and Cornell in their
Adaptability of School Systems that ,
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C.;

1_ certain types of adaptation prosper best in a decentralized (Type A)
system of administration;

2 certain other zypes prosper best in a centralized (Type B) system of
administration; and

3 certain further types prosper independently of the kind of centralization
or decentralization of administration.

The schools were surveyed by means of Mort and Cornell's Guide Jo. r Sel-
Apprais9I of School Systems. One lidndred and seventy possible types of
adaptation ('The sloughing off of out-moded purposes and practices by school
systems and the taking on of new ones to meet new needs') were found to be
distributed in such a way that, of every 10 studied, about six were found :to
prosper well in both Type A and Type B communities; about three were
found to prosper best in centralized (Type A) communities and more than one
wM1?-founct,to prosper best in centralized (Type B) communities.

hi a classic statement, Cillie summed up a governmental and administrative
reality which should be etched on the hearts of all educational policy-makers: ,

Neither centralization bY: itself nor 'decentralization, but the 'centralization of
certain aspects of educational administration and the decentralization of others are
rico!ssar:.;'hefore the ultimate foal of educational adaptation can be. fully achieved
in the complete liberation of the .potentialities of the individual -pupil and the
individual teacher.

STATES' RIGHTS.

Questions like those asked- above maybe readily answered where only two
authorities, for> example, federal and local governments, arc concerned, but the
questions are confused mightily in the Australian context by die existence. of
the States. In brief, the State Governnients which emerged from the colonial
legislatures retained certain powers and handed over other, pow'ers to the
Commonwealth. Among the powers retained by the States was the provision
of Public education. The States continue to guard their powersjealously, but
the Uniform Tax legislation of 1g742, originally -devised as a wartime
expedient, handed over. all income-taxing powers'to the Federal Government
and this has virtually maculated the States financially. The whole situation
from a schooling viewpoint has been Goniplicati7d by the facts that:

1 education has become the single greatest drain on state revenues;.
2 education, a labour. intensive activity, has increased dramatically in cost in

recent years;
3 education has become such a, large.and complex activity that States have

be.cume increasingly anxious to decentralize it administratively:
4 teachers have become so active industrially in their demands for higher

salaries and improved working .conditions that States have increasingly,
been anxious to hand over certain poWers- of employment to local .or
regional bodies; and

5 education has become politically a 'hot potato', following the powerful
actions of parent groups, and especially those in non-government schools/
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o-
The Catholic schoOls, in particular, have vastly complicated the relatively,
even politi-cal tenor of pre-war public Education..

In the light of these developments, some specific questions are being asked
about the in f uence of the Karmel report upon school systems, for it is clear '\
that with the -exception of a small group of independent non-government
schools, the report implies major federal financial- relationships with systems
and only minor fin icial relationships with individual schools.

The danger in ierent in this situation is only too obvious in a country where,
the state systems have for so long been accqsed of centralization, mediocrity
and conformity: In theory, at least, there is little that the Federal Government ..
can do about this; it could be providing funds which merely strengthen at state
levels the very characteristics' for which they have been so trenchantly
criticized in the past and which are contrary to Elie spirit of the Karmel report.
While there,have, indeed, been signs of this, the manifestation has by no means
been as bad.: as might have been expected. For 'one thing, some state.,
governinents seem to- have shown.that they were just not efficient enough to
spei;d.the money' allocated to them, though considering the legislative lag
'between the tabling of the and' the passing of the necessary::acts,
together with-the Australian Government's 'anxiety to show quick results, too
much might have been expected of the 'States. Some appear to have .

,.. deliberately sought to 'muddy, the water' in the hope Of making political
capital oueRf the 'States' rights' issue; it is an open'sedret that oneor two halve
been unco-operative in providing. Canberra with statistical data certainly, r;
some have resented the dear pressures tt, vary the priorities to whiji they had
committed themselves. But this has not been the general cafe. For one thing,
the innovation grants have encouraged and stimulated thought in schocds of all
types. For another, by the greatest of good. fortune, the availability of large-
scale federal funding has coincided' -with -the movement, towards
decentralization both of governance and administration described above, and
this has opened the eyes of senior administrators, teachers and the public to
possibilities, whether welcome or unwelcome, which had hitherto been
undreamed of.' Sothetimes this movement has been speeded by the sheer
exasperation of administrators attempting to run systems which Jackson had
warned were 'grinding to a full stop'32; sometimes it has been speeded by
genuinely idealistic senior administrators Whi5 recognized the need for
educational renewal. ;

Nonetheless, the danger remains, When the excitement of the early- to -mid-
1970s passes, will federal funds do more than merely allow the States to. do
inure of the same old thing? Will-the gazelle show signs of the pathologies
associated with ageing?

NON-GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS
6

The Catholic sector is one in which the effect of federal funding ,is. already
producing trauma. Until recently the Catholic, 'non-system , for all its

0
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coinHtrxity, interna lnes, cross-parish, cross-diocese and cross-order
networks, provi a setjt1 and different alternative to chi! state systems. The
Catholic non-systet had ever thoiight'4 itself along state lines and this was
one of its greatest strengths. The Karmel recommendations virtually forced the
establishment of Catholic state boards of education when existing diocesan
boundaries could have provided an excellent structure for 'a national system,
locally administered'.

Already there are signs 4,saineness and uniformity creeping into Catholic
school administration; already state boards arc alleged to be dominatedby the
capita city) boards, some of which seem to be determined to vie with the state
for' wooden spoon in the Uniformity Stakes; alretIdy the , diversity,
competition and commitment which were the hallmarks of Ctholic
education, are in decline.

One must hasten to say that Catholic school buildnigS;are biggerbrighter
and'better; that teachers arc more numerous and better qualified;,that finance
is More efficiently handled, 13Ut the mystique, even the magiC,'whieh marked
these schools in the past, is dying rapidly.

Of course, the comments above do not apply to the 'noti-systemic' Catholic
schools, nor to the independent, predominantly Protestant, notigovernnactit
schools, which have direct links to Canberra...Some of the smaller,..marginally
economic country schools have been forced to -xlose. or combine ,w.
neighbouring schools, but the majolity of suckschools seem to beflourishing,, .
in Spite of the occasional cri de coeur, under the Schools Commission..

THE FUTURE

The comparative success of this direct federal government=-individual
'school/group:of-schools relationship has inajor implications for both the state
and independent schools of the future, as they develop their. boards and
councils and seek more and more autonomy.

,,.Elsewhere, 1 have written at length about the humanity, the subtlety of ,t
interaction procesS we call 'teaching' and Ithave draWn attention to the
Innately non7educative;:inliumane effects of bureaucracy at.. its worst.31,
Complexity, impersonality, and organizational .rigidity are the fifth colymn of
the educative, 'as distinct from the instructional, or propaganda process.

1have also presented elsewher'e thePfundamental thesis that the key
administrative goals of educational' administration and governance
flexibility and adaptability ::-- are correlates.of direct citizen interest and are
hence attainable in full measure only throUgh Type A decentralization.35

Already the move towards'such decentralization is clear and unequivocal at
the level of individual schools :government and non-government; already the -
need for national planning is so widely accepted that the dock, cannot be
turned batk;- alicady there have been sown the seeds of a' national 'system,
locally administered. Such a system, could be ,operatqd through the States,
through regions or through:' individual schools or groups of schools.
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.
Relationships with independent non-Catholic schools could continue on a
direci communication basis; relationships with systemic Catholic schools could
develop on a truly diocesan, or regional, basis. Relationships with governinent

,..._syliCuals 'could continue on a state basis, or could be deVeloped on a regional
(e.g., Albury- Wodonga) basis, . `,.

Yet despite the direction of the move referred to'above; it is a matter for
regret that the obvious Karmel predilection for Type A decentralization has
had to take secchid place in the case of most programs to a Type B
decentralization, all too often on an ad hoc basis sadly, lacking in evaluative
power. This ad hoc approachis disappointing in the light of widely-held hopes
for high quality national_pUnning..0fie cannot avoid the conclusion that,
although the infusion of federal futids has to some extent changed the
administrative directions.of the government and non-goveinMent schools, this -
change/has. too often been based on hasty, dayto-day management decisiohs
rather than on areful, well-researched planning. All of:this is Sadly.
reminiscent of the idealistic infusion of federal funds by the'Unitedt States.
Government in the 960s, artInfusion which sought-to achieve too mdch, too

,quickly and did not clearly recognize that it is people rather than money w ich
are the real change agents in education. This" is not to say that thec:Ka el

C9mmittee valued the role of the actuary rather than the visionary, but in rely
to emphasize that, in the-implementation of the report, visionaries seem to be
few and far between. ... ,

For the great majority of Australian children (assuming that ca constitutional
amendment transferring the responsibility for education to the
Commonwealth is grossly. unlikely), the conclusion is inescapable that thj.
success of the Karmel recommendations and of the Australian Government's
policies arising from those recommendations.will depend in the long run upon
the posture .taken by the Siates. What, for' example, would eventuattqf tht
Australian Government found itself bolstering state systems wli continued-,
to display characteristics criticized by the Karmel Commitiay ould it be

ft
'likely to tic specific education conditions to its grants under Seciioli 96? It will
inevitably be up to the Stateseither to opt for a future typified bythe tortoise;

.,

of the) 30s, or the gazelle of the 70s. The Australian Government, for its part,
will need to koep a sharp look-out for ways and means of diagnosing and

. treating the pathologies of the ageing gazelle not only in the States, the regions
and the dioceses, but within Canberia itselFif the Schools Commission is to
develop even further'as an administrative organization rather than- the 'think-
tank' type organization of early promise, the most infirm of all gazelles could
be in permanent residence right under the nose of the A.ustralian Government
itself.
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8. ,Accountability in Education: the Concept and
its mplications
J. V. D'Cruz

THE 'NEW' ORTHODOXY

On 3 March 1970, the United States Congress was told:
Frcm these considerations we derive another new concept: accountability. School
administrators and school teachers alike are responsible for their performances and
it is in their interest as well as. in 'the interests of their pupils that they be held
accountable)

That of course was a pre-Watergate Richard M. Nixon speaking. But the
tarnished reputation of the ex- President does not, absolve us from examining
the worth of a concept he helped set once more in orbit.

The concept of accountability is really an old one. In some formulations, its
defining characteristics are identical despite a lag of many centuries. In
Aristotle's day

Appointments to office by riicaus of the lot .. [were] safe-guarded at Athens in
--three ways first by a formal test of fitness before entry on office . . . secondly,

by a vote in the assembly on the conduct of any officer during his tenure ...
thirdly, by a scrutiny it the end of the tenure of office which included not only a
financial audit, but also examination befoi'e a board of scrutiny.2

Accountability is a regular public repIt by independent reviewers of deco-
. onstrated student accomplishment promised for the expenditure of resources.3

Thus, the three elements basic to accountability refriain -- an accomplishment,
independent assessment of results, and publiC\reports.

Nor has the passage of time macl, any difference to the belief that
accountability through inspection and as essMent can influence improvements
in the teaching performance of a paid t acher. Plutarch's theme 'was indeed
results by inspection and assessment':

A current version states:

Some fathers who, after entrusting their
themselves take cognisance at all of their i

, their own ears. Herein they most fail in
every few days to test their children, and
of a hired person; for even those persons v
if they know they must from time to
connection there is point, as well as wit
nothing makes the horse so fat as the king's

A current version states:
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sons to attendants and masters( do' not
struciion by mearis of their own eyes or
their \duty; for they ought themselves
of rest\ their hopes upon the disposition
11 devote more attention to the children
time aMder an account. And in this
the remark of a groom who said that

.4

Each teacher and administrator needs to be continually reminded that, by virtue of
accepting employment, he has promised ach family sending a child to school,
each community paying his salary, and cad student receiving his service that, in so
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far as possible. every student will benefit from his services. Accountability refers
specifically to the product of that labours

Essentially, a performance contract is an agreement by a firm or individual to
produce specified results by a certain date, using acceptable methods, for a set fee.
The parties may agree in advance that, if the conditions are not met by that date,
the firm must continue its efforts, for no additional fee, until they are.met; and also
that if the requirements are exceeded, either by early completion or by a higher
level of achievement, the fee will be increased by specified amounts. Thus, in a
contract for additional services, the school has a guarantee that; for the budgeted
expenditure, students will acquire certain skills, as measured by an independent
auditor: and the supplier of the services has a strong incentive not only to meet but
to exceed the contractual requirements!'

A funny thing happens to the teacher on the way to accournability; he finds
that it sometimes means payment by results. The 'new'orthodexy is labelled
'accountability', 'stewardship'. and sfa-on.

The tenor of the response to demands of accountability depends largely on
the climate in which the demands are made. In a context where the loss of
public confidence in schools is acute, the demand for accountability carries
with it a palpable presumption...of guilt. Why else investigate the work of
professional teachers sense of calling them .to account, if there is not the

suspicion that there is something amiss with the people concerned or with their
work? But where persons or agencies work with..confidence, reque.sts- for--

educational or other forms of .accountability do not take the form of censure;
when work is evaluated, there is an instinctive awareness of the difference
between a reasonable conclusion and vindictive judgment.

Having noted that the current demand for accountability is the re-cycling of .

an old idea and that accountability is best achieved in a climate of co-
operation-. the rest of this article will concern itself, initially, with the
relationships 17etween the concepts of accountability. and education and with
the differin(.senses of accountability which can be distinguished; then, with

some questions that arise when the concept of accountability is examined,
particularly in reference to the Report of the Interim Committee of the__
Australian Schools Commission; and, finally, with a summary of the main
themes and arguments dealt with this article together with brief
recommendations to the Australian Schbols Commission.

ACCOUNTABILITY AND EDUCATION

The link between the concepts of education and accountability is more clearly
.seen with the aid -of some useful distinctions which can be drawn between
education, on the one hand, and training and instruction, on the other. With

peters we might say that education is an activity -that must meet the
following criteria: thecactivity must be valuable in itself; the activity must be,
associated with other activities to provide a wide cognitive perspective; -and
those who are engaged in the activity Must voluntarily come to believe it is
worth doing.' And that which a teacher does, which we refer to as teaching. is
described by Peters as
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a complex activity which unites together processes, such as instructing and
training, by the overall intention of getting pupils not only td acquire knowledge,
skills and modes of conduct, but to also acquire them in a manner which involves
an evaluation of the rationale underlying them.'

Thus, in this process, some outcomes the learner is expected to gain consist not
only of habits, skills and performariccis, but also the capacity to think critically,
to reflect constructively, to interpret and to appreciate.

In Contrast, training per se is closer to perforinances than to the acquisition of
knowledge and beliefs in the context of reflective :thinking- and critical
judgment, because it is concerned with., habits, skills and responses.
:Instruction, with th'e person learning by follos.ving what the ;instructor says,
can also take the. one of :I carefully reasoned argument; even so, it tends not
to stimulate students to think for themselves, though it does not necessarily
prevent independent thinking on the pan of the pupils. It implies telling on the
part of-the teacher'', without necessarily involving critical understanding on the
part of the learner. In both instruction_ and training, the value of what is
transmitted from the teacher to the learner is dependent upon the' authority of
the teacher and not on the knowledge appropriately-justified-by-theleiiiier to
-his- own -satisfactiiiiiihrough reasons, arguments and evidence. While the
distinction betw&ni educating and instructing-training is real, it would be
unfintunate to. present it in such a fashion as to allow the distinction to harden
into a dichotomy: so I hasten CO add and emphasize that certainly a good deal
of educating also includes performance-practice, which is derived froni the
notion of instructing-training.

The two senses
The notion. one has of educational accountability is partly derived from one's. j
understanding of what an educator does, namely whether he is educating or
only instructing-training his pupils. On the one hand, if what a teacher does is
thought of in. terms of out:understanding of the concept of education and in
terms of our more inclusive concept of teaching, ori4..s notion-of acc%mtability
would give priority to considerations of whether the .teacher;s activities were
well chosen'to involve his pupils in activities valuable in themselves; whether
they touched his pupils' imagination, knowledge, beliefs, will and emotions;
and whether they involved such educational outcomes as understanding,
critical reflection and judgment on the part of the learner. Working from this
notion of accountability, any 'accountant' will discover that some of the
activities of a good educator will lend themselves to operational description
and quantification, while others will defy.' operational specifications and
quantification by any known tests .of the activities either of the educator or of
his pupils. On the, Other, hand, if what' a teacher does .is confined only to
instruction or training, then one's corresponding notion of accountability need
only confine itself to those performances ,(knowledge, habits,.skills) whiCh can
be behaviourally identified and easily quantified.

. . The demand for accountability in educationalictivitie's that exclusively
comprisi: training and instruction is more easily saasfied because they involve
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more easily quantified phe:iomena; the demand for accountability 'of activities
that comprise education is harder to .satisfy because they are a more complex
and subtle phenomenon being concerned with bringing about in pupils
'certain states of mind and ways of behaving'9 that are held to be of 'value,
which in pra..tice, it least, are not entirely measurable as quantifiable
behaviour. Thus, part of the notion one has-bf educational accountability Is
derived from. one's,understanding of what an educator does, namely.; whether
he is educating or only instructing-training his pupils.

Accountability can and does influence, even determine, curriculum design.
For instance: Should tests determine only what can be quantified or should
tests reflect that which is important? In fact, what is measured becomes
important to students, parents and teachers. Thus, if in a school memory is
measured but reflective thinking and judgment are not, if rote ,learnin:.; is
measured but building a heallhy self- concept_ is not, then, by its very test:,
criteria, the school-is-indicating what it considers is impOrtant and what its
priorities are. And the school's _curriculum will he designed primarily to cater
for those criteria ancinot others or, at best, give the latter low,priority.

It is now clear that the term accountability may be used in two senses. If the
objective of the educator is to produce readily quantifiable ands. easily
specifiable, such as behavioural, objectives (e:g., certain examination scores,
certificates or achievement scores). then accountability is linked to a type of
achievement, which, by definition, can be empirically tested and publicly
assessed." On the otlir hand, if the objectives of the educator. art more
diverse,' with the intention also' to involve students in non-operationally
defined worthwhile activities, such as appreciating, reflective thinking and
judging,, and which are therefore more difficult to quantify, thembe is thought
of as being accoumable primarily in respect, of having placed students in
-situations by which those value criteria are met. We do, of course, speak -and
act in ways which assume that there' is achievement poSsible in non-
quantifiable areas of conduct (and education); and we would certainly look
askance at someone who claims. that he is creating a good learning 'situation
.with respect to certain non-quantifiable objectives; if there is no evidence of
any sort of student engagement in it or any discernible change resulting from
it: in a restricted sense:, the demand for accountability is intended to mein
proving in a publicly demonstrable fashion the achievement of quantifiable
results; in a more inclusive sense, accountability is associated with, additional
notions such as 'explaining', 'describing', 'making clear', 'justifying', one's
intended Value criteria and programs of action. The different senses of
accountability are logically, Jinked to the differing objectives of the educator,
or to the objectives which the person who seeks accountability wishes to
impose on, the educator. The two senses of accountability, therefore, are a
restricted sense which emphasizes the more readily quantifiable, easily
specifiable and clearly behavioural aspects of education; and a more inclusive
sense which-embraces both those elements of education which secure and those
which elude precise quantification and behavioural specification.
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KARMEL'S TWO NOTIONS OF ACCOUNTABILITY

It should be stated at the outset that not one, but two notions of accountability
t are to be found in the Report of the Interim Committee of the Australian

Schools Commission, although only one of the two notions is actually
acknowledged in the report." One notion is to be found in Chapter 13, the
section (13.15:43) -formally devoted to 'Administration Accountability' in
the, final part of the report; here the concept is made explicit and is the
dominant notion of accountability which the Committee projects. The'Other
notion is to be found in the first part of the report, especially in Chapter 2;
entitled 'Values and Perspectives'; here the concept is left implicit. I intend,'
firstly, to pinpoint the dominant notion as it is made explicit in the report, and
then to extract the second and 'implicit notion in the report. The extent to
which this latter notion approaches my, own understanding of the concept will
become obvious.

_The notion made explicit

In the second part of this article, I analysed accountability at the general
conceptual level; however, discussions on accountability give rise to a series of
questions, such as: Why be accountable? Who is accountable? Accountable to
whom? Accountable for what? When is one accountable? When specific answers
have been given to these questions, the detailed notion'of accountability will
have been provided. In this'section of the article, then, I shall consider how the
report deals with these' questions and, in passing, consider whether the
Committee's notion of accountability is an adequate one.

Why be accountable? In Chapter 13, the Committee argues that the sole reason
accountability is nececcary is a moral one money granted for a single Purpose .
must be spent on that purpose alone and on no other. Thus public money must
be `applied properly' (13.15), 'properly spent' (13.19);

For example. grants which have been recommended to raise the level of services
must be shown,. to have been devoted to improving standards and not say, to
providing places for more pupils ( 13. 15).

Does.the Committee believe there could be educational or wider social reasons
to warrant accountability? There is a vague reference to 'the performance of
schools and school systems' (0.16); and there is also the recommendation
(13.23 and developed in 13.21-22) that at some stage grants will be available
only to schools approved by the Commission = approved, that is to say, as
capable of providing a satisfactory level alzd .type of education' (my italics).
But, as we shall see later, these ideas are not sufficiently developed or clear;
nor does Cha'pter 13 go beyond-the briefest statement on the necessity for
educational accountability, failing to provide any undo' lying rationale.

Who is accountable? The report refers to 'school authorities' (13.16), 'the
recipients of grants', who must.be accountable for 'financial accounting of all
moneys received ... and statistical returns on the use of human and material
resources (13.17). The group singled out for accountability is school
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.
administrators. With. this`prominence given to them and with the enormous
amount of time, energy and hualan resources expended in accounting, it
would nor be surprising if the chief executives of schools e,;.-:ritually found
themselves increasingly more isolated from the educational, aspGcts or the
schools. It follows too that the Committee.sees schooling, not.education, as the
focal content of accountability. Arc there not others in education, or even'in-
schools, who should also be held accountable?

Accountable to whotn? The Committee's answer is that school administrators
arc accountable to the 'public' through the government-instituted Australian
Schools Commission (13..16). But who or what constitutes the public?
Obviously, the Committee means the taxpaying and voting public. (Even the
Australian and State Governments are seen as intermediaries between the
school administrtors and the taxpayers.) Are there not other publics to whom
the schools are accountable?

Accountable for what? According to the Committee, the Schools Commission
is there not only to ensure public accountability but also to monitor the

-,performance of schools and school systems' (13.16). Public accountability is
intended to ensure that public money is not misappropriated, but properly
spent on certain.`aspects -of pupils, staffing, buildings and equipment' (13.16),
i.e., on those things that money can buy. The connection between educational
resources and education itself is not inevitable; and administrators anckteachers
are likely to spend too Much time evaluating these material aspects'and not the
more importaneand subtle aspects of education.

Next, what precisely is meant by 'performance of schools and school
systems'? The relevant section in which 'performance' is invoked gives no
criteria by which it is to be evaluated. Does 'performance' refer to'some, as yet
undisclosed, move by the Commission to set up national, state and regional
standards of achioiements by which schools and school -systems are to be
evaluated? If so, where does that place concern for individual differences of
pupil and of schools and of school systems? Are not naticmaNtandards of
achievements likely to demand forms of accountability which are of necessity
readily quantifiable and ignore those aspects oleducation that defy operational
definition?

Further, with the Government's potentially strong presence on Boards of
Trustees of the 'systemic: schools (13.19), and with power to withhold money
grants to schools' are not 'capable of providing a satisfactory level and
type of education' (13.21, my italics), the stage is set for a Commission (acting

on the Government's behalf), if it chooses' to adopt a tough stance by
demanding a restrictive form of accountability, to begin to influence or even
determine what that type of education is to be. As we have already seen, forms
of accountability can determine the nature of education, provided and the type
and aspects of subjects which will be given emphasis in schools.. When a
certain form of accountability is linked with the power to grant or withhold
funding, schools and school systems could be facing a potentially threatening
situation.
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When is one accountable? The Committee argues that school authorities are
accountable to the public when they receive public funds through the
government (13.15-13.17). Does this imply that if school authorities in a
country were to conduct schoOls with no financial help from the public they
would be immune from any sort of accountability to the people of that
country? For instance, would it be permissible for a school or school system,
which claims no share of the nation's tax receipts, to function with the primary
aim of training people in the use of violence of any sort as the sole means of

> resolving disputes?o

At this point, two possible objections may be-anticipated. It might be said
that I have been a bit hard in my treatment of Chapter 13 of the report
because that chapter was intended apparently to deal with political rather than
educational accountability. and,. therefore, is understandably and. acceptably
restricted in scope; and that, moreover, even in Chapter 13 (21-22), there is
hint of a broader concept of accountability' in the implication that sooner or
later the Commission will be making judgments on other than statistical
criteria. My own reactions to these posiible objections would be, firstly that it
is not` understandable or acceptable for the report to project magisterially the
one form of accountability (however necessary that political form may be) as
if it were the Only one or "the ino.st important one in the wide context ,of
education, because it is neither; secondly, that the warning (however
welcome, 'in principle) that some form of educational accountability will be
demanded sooner or later is not an _actual requirement here and.now but a
statement ofintention; and thirdly, that the repOrt only indicates categories of
'specified standards' (e.g., 'the nature of the curriculum' p3.21]) to be met by
schools before approval is granted, but gives no detailed indication,of what is
meant .by or subsumed under 'standards' and 'nature'.-My general comment
here would be,that the Schools CoMmission is not committed in the report to
adopt only the restricted notion of accountability, but will come to be
identified with it unless the Commission soon provides an unequivocal and
clearly articulated richer notion of educational accountability.

Behaviourism

Embedded in the Committee'S dominant 'and explicitly formulated view of
accountability are two concerns that' need some examination the pursuit of
the concrete, the exact, and the certain; and the pursuit of what is quantifiably
measurab:e. When applied to education, these pursuits appear:in various
guises, especially in some form of 'scientific' systems approach. My concern is
that these pursuits, which can be quite legitimate and desirable, should not be
seen as the only,' or necessarily the most important, features of edU tional
evaluation and accountability.

It is important to note some of the implications of behaviourism
educatibn. Behaviourists define learning as behaviour that is changed in
conformity with predicted, measurable outcomes and with little or no
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measurable 'waste'. The idea seems to be tharonly that which is measurable as
behaviour by large-scale empirical tests can really form the basis for the
assessment of learning. How long before it becomes the new doctrine that only
that which is behaviourally measurable by the current-battery of empirical
tests should be taught? And where would such a prescription leave much of
what goes on in such subject areas as art, music:literature, social studies,:
religious education? Behavioural objectives foster methods in instruction
which are standardized, einpirically tested; and aim at measurable results.
Learning which is self - centred, uninstructed and unpredictable tends to be.
eliminated by the behaviourist. Problems arise: what the teacher wants to
encourage in students is not always measurable when they are still students and
is not always measurable as,behaviout.,Teachers are also limited by the fact
that students are out of their hands in the long run so that they cavOt be
obserated; occasions when the students' behaviour may show that they
understand, know or appreciate what teachers wanted of them may be rather
limited. Further, while behavioural objectives may sharpen the objectives a
instruction, they may also focus on easily defined behaviours which lack scope
and significance, thus stressing the inconsequential, the trivial in education.
Finally, behaviourism lends itself to modes of teaching which ate instruction
and training and which fall short of our holistic notion of education.

There is alsO the danger that insistence on 'perforniance of schools and
schools systems', which might take the direction of measuring students, against

. achievement standards in each subject set for the region, State or nation, may
pressure teachers to act in ways unsuited to good educational practices..

,Students may be manipulated to meet externally imposed standards without
regard for their needs and abilities, making a mockery of individual
differences. National or state objectives and assessment procedures may
influence teachers in their selection of both content and method. Material not
relevant to the objectives may be dropped, and methodologies promoting the .

kind of skills needed in the assessment exercises may be introduced. If tests are
to be used nation-wide or State-wide, they are going to be objectively-
measurable, which means that preparation of students fOr these tests will more
likely take the form of instruction and training rather than education. If the
results of national assessment are treated as national norms, some unfair
comparisons 'between groups, States and regions may be made, and some
school systems may be presented in a distorted way without due consideration
of the complelities in different learning situations.

The notion left implicit

What we have seen so far has been one view of accountability, .located in the
final part of the report, which makes explicit, the formal conditions that should
govern the system of accounting by school authorities. I believe that a close
scrutiny of statements in the early part of the report (especially Chapter 2) ,-

would,provide us with a base from which another more satisfactory notion of
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accountability may be constructed. As the report does not crystallize,
completely/this alternative notion, a degree of, extrapolation is- needed. We
return to those questions posed earlier.

Why be accountable? In Chapter 2, the report suggests that the reasons
school authorities must be accountable are both educational and social. The
report says that there is an 'obligation on teachers to .explain to parents.
procedures [for' example, educational programs] developed through expert
knowledge'; this explanation is 'a mean's', ths objectives being 'of extending
[the school's] educational influence and of reinforcing pupil motivation'
(2.19). The need to be accountable is also placed within a wider social
context. The report states that 'it would make good sense to have the school as
a nucleus of a Community centre''(2.20), urging that it is desirable for there to
be Joint planning, and even conduct, of schools by educational, health,
welfare, cultural and sporting agencies', resulting in 'a link between
school, family, peer group, and the society at large' P.M. An implication of
joint decision-making. must surely be joint accountability. Thus, and rightly,
the report is saying that rights and duties arc correlative, that many groups of
people must be held accountable to one another for decisions they have made.

Who is accountable? In the first notion of accountability, the report had made.
school authorities solely responsible for educational programs. If, now, as the
report suggests, joint planning sand joint conduct of school activities are
desirable, then responsibility for those activities must be jointly assumed.
Thereforef, multiple and joint accountability must be shared by all agents
involved iii the education of the pUpil the students thernseWs, teachers,
school administrators, parents, 'state and federal authorities, churches, etc.
There is now a basis to call many to account. For instance, are parents of a
child not accountable to teachers and school administrators and to parents of
other children if, on being admitted, to school, their child suffers from acute
anxieties, excessive timidity, shyness, temper tantrums or belligerence? any
or all of which may cause learning difficulties. The report accepts the principle
that the state is responsible to teachers and parents for adequate material
conditions in school;why else would it recommend (2.5) additional funding?
While the child is a pupil at school, he or she is also a client of other
institutions in society: how then do we mark off the respective positive or
deleterious influences each may have on the child? If it cannot be done with.
any precision, why do we insist on only one of the many institutions (the
school) being accountable? It is a fallacy to assume that one can assess, with
any kind of precision, where. proximate, intermediate, and final responsibility
is lodged whenever a child 'fails to learn the knowledge,' skills, valUes and
behaviours which he or she has been promised: Teachers can rightly be held
accountable for what they teach or do not teach; it is unfair to hold them alone
accountable for what the student does or does riot learn. Others' may be
responsible for the,,latter: many out-of-school variables arc known to affect
learning directly family stability; economic, educational and nutritional
level of the child; and stimulation through his general environment.
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Accountable to whom? Again, in Chapter 2, the report's answer is more,than
merely to refer to a taxpaying public; it includes parents (2.19), students and
community (2:21). In brief, the report rightly accepts the principle that, in a
'caring community' (2.22), there are many publics to be accountable to. It is a
mistake to assume that the public,is a unitary entity, sharing a set- of identical
values and expectations. But there are ploblems to be- resolved. In a pluralist,
society, with interest groups of'varying andopposing expectations, strident
calls for accountability have the tendency to politicize the v-ducational.,process.
Which interest-grouPs ought the teacher ;t6 serve? The values he imparts,
either of a procedural-3r substantive nature, may be approved by some and
disapproved by others. Should teachers be responsive only to dominant groups
in society? Or is every interest-group in the community entitled to feel that it
has the right to control the schools for its own ends? Does accountability
imply that everybody, regardless of their qualifications and responsibility for
the outcomes in'education, is allowed to pass judgment ou the teacher's
competence? Further, is it reasonable to ask teachers to be accountable to their
clients when teachers have been for so long rendered impotent by politicians,
school councils, administrators, and other external sources? The point needs to
be stressed that teachers and school administrators also are a public to whom
oche s (state, parents, pupils, churches, etc.) must be accountable.

A countable for what? In Chapter 2, the Committee spells out the distinctive
fun ions of schools 'for, which no-other institution is specifically respon-
sibl (2.21) which are the acquisition of knowledge and skills, initiation
int the cultural heritage, the valuing of rationality, and the broadening of
oportunities to respond to and participate in artistic endeavours (2.21). These
'tr ditional', 'special functions' should 'extend ... to acknowledge the
in portance of confident self-initiated learning and creative response' (2.21).
T ese functions, by and large, satisfy the criteria of education. No-tve would
b , rash enough to suggest that all these activities could be quantified or

easured behaviourally. Nor can all these activities be carried out in school
urely by instruction or training. Nor again is there insistence in Chapter 2
at teachers alone be made accountable, for what. the student learns; what

eems tobe asked for is that' programs be initiated to provide for activities
esigned to achieve the special functions of the school. I wish to develop this.
Oint a little further. .

As we have seen, it would be unfair to hold teachers entirely responsible for

a student's learning, because the reasons 'that could inhibit learning may stem
from a source outside, the school. What a teacher can and should primarily be
held responsible for is the provision of educational programs deemed to be
worthwhile. He should be made notably responsible for what he does, not
fixedly for. what .the student learns. When a teacher's accountability is seen in
this. light, much of the frenzy goes out of the process of evaluating the teacher's
contribution: worthwhile educational activities and outcomes- beconie the
important thing, not exclusively examination re'sults, systems approaches,
achievement tests, behavioural objectives. However, it would be unwise, if
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not destructive of the whole, -plsk of education, to treat behavioural and
rion,,behavioural approaches as opposite poles on a continuum, for they
complement one another. The tools. we use to evaluate must be appropriate to
the tasks that confront us. As Carmel Leavey insists, 'the whole evaluation
procedure needs to match the richness and complexity of the whole
educational situation'."

if we accept the arguinent that the major focus should be away from
activities designed to bring about. specific behavioural, changei (while
r/cognizing. at the same time that all teachers generally need to do some
tkaching for objectives), then on (vha(basis can activities be justified-for
inclusion in the curriculum? The folloVring value criteria extracted from. James
Raths' work", thotigh not exhaustive, might suggest appropriate forms of
aCtivitra teachty mightundertake:

All other things being .equal, one activity is more worthwhile than another
I if it permits children to mare informed choices in carrying out the antivityv

and to reflect on the comequences of their choices; ..
2 if it assigns to students active roles in the learning, situation rather than

passive ones;
3 if it asks students to engage in inquiry into ideas, applications of intellectual

processes. or current problems, either personal or social; ...
4 'I II }t involves children with tealitv;
5 if comptiltion oldie activity, maybe acciimplished successfully by children at

several different levels of ability;
I/ if it asks students to ex'ainitie . in a new Netting an .idea, an pplication

Of an intellectiial process. or a current problem which has been previously
studied:..

7 if it requires students to examine topics or issues that citizens in our society
do not normally examine and that are typically ignored by the major
communications media:

.43 if it invorves students and faculty members in risk-taking' 'a risk of
success or failure;

9 if it requires students to re-write, rehearse, and polish their initial efforts; ...
10 if it involves students in the application and mastery of meaningful rules, ZII1

standards, or disciplines:.
1'1' if it gives students a chalice to share the planning, the carrying out of a plan,

or the. *sults of an activity with others; and t..
I. 12 if it is relevant-to the expressed ptirpose's of the students.

As Raths explained elsewhere, teachers, parents and students should be asked
to ;are in the levelopment:Of alternative .sets- of criteria of

v

worthwhile.
.crther than the ones he pre.sents." ,might be aide that o(ten

parent,. arc bamboozled by' specialist chatter over the technical- aspects of
education, whereas, perhaps with some coaxing, they can be quite clear and
articulate about what they value in education. '1 suspect that, to -Some extent,
what is described4as. 'parental,apathy' in,thc educational context is% form.of
paternal bewilderment, frustration and: withdrawal from technicaf'discussians
in which they are riot trained to participate.

In the inclusive sense of accountaNity, teachers must find ways 'to
(2.19) or to desciibe, expound, make clear, in eerms .meaningful .7,o non-
teachers, their relevant' value. criteria of the edUcational situation and the
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appropriate teaching programs. Parents and other non-teachers in education
are likely to play a more meaningful and effective role in first helping to
formulate the value criteria of education and then in generally commenting on
and evaluating the appropriateness of the programs designed by teachers to
promote those values, than in the more-detailed and specialist assessment of the
programs.If the movement towards.'more open patterns of control' (5.6)-is to
succeed, then school doors must.be unlocked, in more ways than one, to many
legitimately interested publics.

.

In summary, ,:vhile'the more restricted sense of,accountability first seeks to
determine the operational objectives and then to design tests which can
measure those objectives, the more inclusive sense first seeks to determine the
value criteria of worthwhile activities and then to decide appropriate
procedures by which measurable and non-measurable components may be
accounted.

When is-one accountable? The report's comment, implicit in Chapter 2, iL that
people are accountable for activities when they are in a position to determine
what those are to be:. the Committee believes that

responsibility will be most effectively discharged where the People entrusted with
making decisions are 'also the people responsible for carrying them out with an
obligation to justify them ... (2.4).

This is quite different from the sort of demanded of
school administrators in the r'eport'sexplidt statements in Chapter 13. Quite
simply, if we only carry out what someone in higher authority has. decided,
we would not be accountable for that decision. And if for some reason we are
forced to carry. out that externally imposed decision in certain ways specified
to Us. then the one in authority who madd the decision is accountable for it,
while we arc answerable to him for carrying it out in the prescribed manner.
When the teacher' freely enters the teacher-pupil -relationship, he becomes
accountable for the aims, content and methods of his programs and shares some
responsibility for the outcomes. If parents, pupils (2.4), and 'other socializing
Agencies' (2.17) are to be jointly involved ,,),,ith teachers in some forms of.
educational decision-making, then they must also be held accountable and be
jointly held responsible for the outcomes.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS .

The themes dealt with..in this article were, firstly, that the notion one has of
educational accountability is derived partly from one's understanding of what
education means; and, secondly, that, two senses of acco.;:ntability may be
distinguished a restricted senw which emphasizes the more .rea
quantifiable, easily specifiable and clearly behavioural aspects of educa on;
and a more inclusive and richer sense which embraces both those elements of
education which secure and those which elude the quantifiable.

The, central arguments in this article ,Are, firstly, that the notion of
accountability in terms of bureaucratic answerability. of.educators, which is
explicitly projected by the report in Chapter 13, is too narrow to serve a
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Concept of education that is complex and subtle; and secondly, that more, not
less, accountability of an enriched kind, expressed-in implicit and muted tones
in Chapter 2 of the report, is required in education. This enriched notion of
accountability is one that demands of all the agents of education (e.g.; teachers,
pupils, parents, the state, churches, etc.) that they provide for optimum
conditions for worthwhile learning to occur and that they be accountable to
one another for the provision of those conditions.

My recommendations then are, firstly, that the thrust of future concern over
accountability should shift from being only a bureaucratic check that fiscal
misappropriation has not occurredin educational spending, to include as well
a concern for research evaluation that seeks to gauge the effectiveness of the
professional educators' aims. and programs to provide optimums conditions for
worthwhile learning to occur; secondly, that attempts be Made to provide
some . appropriate institutional framework within which all the agents of
education are encouraged to accept their responsibilities for the formulation of
the value criteria of educational goals; and, thirdly, that attempts be made to
develop structures through which all the agents of education accept and/fulfil
their 'respective accountabilities to one another, with respect to the provision
of optimum conditions for worthwhile learning to occur.

I cannot see such a shift of thinking about accountability occurring until the
many publics -with an interest and a desire to participate in educational
decision-making first come together in serious dialogue; it cannot be achieved
by fiat.
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9. The Macro-economics of Educational Renewal

C. Selby Smith

INTRODUCTION.

Since the Report of the Interini Committee of the Australian Schools
Commission, referred to subsequently as the Karmsel report after its chairman,
Emeritus.Professor P. H. Kannel. is available to the public, no7attempt is made
here to set out in any detail the various grants recommended) The discussion
in this chapter concentrates rather. M the brief space available, on some of the
report's major implications from a macro - economic perspective.' Suffice it to
say, however, that the phrase 'educational renewal' may well both raise and
reflect unrealistic expectations about what the Karmel programs can be
expected to achieve. Despite the shift they represent towards greater federal
involvement in primary and secondary education, and the increased emphasis
they lay on a 'needs' criterion when allocating funds between schools or
school systems, the Karmel recommendations are essentially 'more of the same'
for Australian education rather than a radically new depariure. .

The tests applied here to the Karmel programs are essentially the traditional
trinityof the economist's pantheon.;, efficiency, equity and stabilization policy
effects. The efficiency test is concerned with achieving maximum output from

-given-inputs7(or-converselyi-with-aehieving-a-given-output-using-a minimum:
of inputs). The equity criterion is concerned with whether those in similar
circumstances are similarly treated, and whether those in dissimilar

circumstances are treated dissimilarly and appropriately, which in the case
of the Karmel prograins clearly incorporates. a movement towards more
substantial assistance for those with greater 'needs'. The difficulties of
rendering this latter part of the criterion sufficiently precise for operational use
are not to be underrated, neither are the difficulties of reconciling it
satisfactorily with the other criteria'. Although these problems are not pursued
further here, they need to be borne in mind throughout this chapter." The
third test is the-contribution of the Karmel programs to stabilization policy,
which' in the circumstances of 1974 (the only year in which the programs -.

have so far operated) means essentially their relationship to inflation..1.1t is
frequently possible when discussing a particular progiar- whether in the
public or the private sector, tacitly to ignore its (relatively minor) effects on
overall stabilization policy. It is not a satisfactory approach when discussing
the Karmel programs, partly because of their magnitude, partly because they
directly contrThuted to exacerbating wage increases and the particularly ,
serious pressure on resources in the building industry, partly becaUse of the
seriousness of the current inflationary. pressures and their links with these
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educational initiativeys -(among others) and partly because the Federal
Government in its B'udget of September 1974 argued that, rather than take
the unpopular measures which were urgently required to slow the rate of
growth of prices, it preferred to press on with its program of social reforms of
which the Karinel programs were a major compOnent. This is not, of course,
to argue that inflation was caused by the Karinel programs = that would be
nonsense but merely that since they had some effect in exacerbating
inflation, any macro-economic assessment of their impactwhich did not take it
into accouiif would be incomplete;

The chapter is divided into seven parts of which'this introduction is the first.
The second section discusses some aspects of the real cost of implementing the
Karmel recommendatiOns, the' third section the relationship between Inflation
and the extra grants for education, the fourth section some effects on federal-
state relations in Australia, the fifth section some aspects of the Karmel
programs in relation to the tax' system and the sixth section some effects on the
use of labour; especially _highy skilled labour, in the AuStralian economy. hi
the final section of the chapter, the Karmel programs are discussed more
generally in relation- to the threefold criteria of efficiency, equity and
contribution to stabilization policy.

Two other preliminary points should be made. Firstly, on many matters
relevant to the topics discussed here, the full story was not knOwn.when the
chapter was being prepared.5 Although based on the best information
available then, either in published documents or from private. discussion, the
conclusions reached here should be regarded as tentative pending a longer
period of, operation for the Karmel programs and fuller inforniation about

.their implementation and effects. SecOndly, the chapter largely concentrates
on difficulties and problems associated with the Karmel recommendations.
This is a conscious decision, reflecting the conviction that it is in these areas
that discussion can be most fruitful. However, it might lead the unwary reader
to believe that the author was, on balance, substantially critical of the overall
program. This is not so; the vision and energy of Professor Karmel and his
Committee have laid the basis for substantial improvements in Australian
schools. What is crucial now is that clie best use be made of this great
opportunity.

\'
THE REAL COST OF THE KARMEL COMMITTEE'S
RECOMMENDATIONS r .

The Interim Committee recommended grants of some 5660 million for the
two calendar years beginning in January 1974. However, only some seven-
tenths of this represented additional assistance, because a variety of previously
existing schemes of commonwealth aid to education were incorporated in the
total program. Some $461 million recommended for goverrunent schools,
sonie S179 million for. non-government schools and sonic. S20 million for
programs which were not specifically allocated between the sectors.6 Most of
the funds were provided for general assistance with recurrent or capital
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expenses ($309 million and S196 million respectively), although the very
substantial sum of S155 million was allocated to a variety of particular
programs.' In August 1974, supplementary funds were requested by the
Schools Commission for both capital and recurrent expenditures!' The money
cost of. the'program being administered by the Schools Commission is thus
very substantial. On the other hand, the programs might have important
resource-creating effects, while the increased expenditure will be partially
offset by large rises in receipts (for example, through taxation on the
additional income and expenditure).

Furthermore, the political constraints are such that the money must be spent,
at least by the end of 1975, but preferably at approximately the rate at which
the Federal Government makes it available to State Governments, Catholic
education authorities',anel individual schools. The State Governments, for. .

example, have frequently argued during the postwar period that the funds
they receive from the Commonwealth together with the revenues 'they can
raise theinselv'es arc inadequate to properly'fund the important responsibilities
with which they are vested under the Constitution, and among which
education is particularly important, bOth politically and economically.. The
difficulties of spending the additional funds efficiently are exacerbatecny the
specific purposes for which much of the money Must be spent, the shortage of
competent and experienced administrators, by the very rapid rate of groWth of
expenditure and the compleiiti'es of integrated planning in large educational
systems especially if the use of-outside consultants, architects, builders, etc
is in practice discouraged. A more fundamental obstacle .to optimal resource
allocation in education is inadequate knowledge of the relationships between
inputs and outputs. Furthermore, education is a means whereby, more'
fundamental social goals are pursued rather than an end in itself, yet the
CommOnWealth Government has little constitutional power over education in
the. States, and its financial influence only provides an uncertain means of
achieving its educational purposes (and hence its more basic social goals). In
the,circumstances, considerable waste is almost inevitable.

The real cost of a particular economic activity is the ,other opportunities
which are foregone in order to undertake it, whether other programs
elsewhere in e'clUcation, elsewhere in the public sector or in the priVate sector.
The massive funds being made available for education are involving sacrifices
elseWhere, yet many of those in Australian education do not perceive the need
to justify their use of additional public money or to demonstrate how it is
enabling them to pursue social goals-more adequately. There is a real danger
that the multiplying examples of conspicuous waste and the absence of many
instances of obviously improved results could damage the public commitment
to more .generous- funding for education (as has already happened in some
overseas countries). Obtaining value for money would be much more likely if
the growth rate of .expenditure was lowered. This would require the rate of
increase to he maintained over a longer period if given real targets are to be
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achieved, _but if could as the next section emphasizes render the
achievement of those real targets more likely.

THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN INFLATION AND THE
ADDITIONAL GRANTS FOR EDUCATION

The Federal Govt:rnment is responsible foimacrocconomic management, and
the implementation of the karmel programs from early 1974 coincided with
the . worst bout of sustained inflation that Australia has suffered, in over
years.9 The fundamental causes of inflation are a matter of contention among
economists and this is-not the' placg to explore this fascinating question in
detail. Suffice it to say that major social changes involving rapid growth in
govcrninent expenditure over a short period are almost certain to contribute
to inflationary pressures in a fully employed economy given 'the circumstances
of the early 1970s, that the *additional taxation required to finance such
progranis tends to'exacerbate pressures in-factor and -product markets which_
contribute to inflation (as well as giving the Itovernment a vested interest in
the revenue consequences of continuing inflation), that these additions to
inflationary pressure are likely to be significantly more serious if the
Government is committed at the same time to 'other major initiatives in the
public' sector (whether in health services, social welfare or urban
improvement), but that it is a wild overstatement to claim that, of themselves,
the additional. grants for education arc more than a contributing factor to
inflation in Australia.

The rapid growth of costs and prices is rcducing substantially the expansion
in real educational services which can be achieved from the financial outlays
allocated by Parliament. Inflation renders more serious any .tendency for
spending from the additional grants to be delayed, but very rapid 'growth of
expenditure on education raises its own problems (as the previous section of
this chapter emphasized). It should also be borne in mind that, large though
the funds appropriated as a result of the Karmel recommendations are, they.
still represent only a minority of the expenditure on Australian schools
even for those schools which are organized and financed by governments:Yet
inflation tends to reduce the real value of all the resources represented by
particular money oudaysirliether they are expenditures by State Education
Departments, Catholic education authorities, or individual schools and
parents, not just the additional funds provided by the Australian Government.

Educators may feel there is an obvious solution to these problems,'i.e., that
as the Schools Commission recommended to the Australian Government in
August 1974, the _Government should agree to 'accept the principle of
supplementary Schools Commission programs to maintain the purchasing
power. of grants legislated by the Parliament from time to time'." As
mentioned in the previous paragraph, this is only "a partial answer, since
Schools Commission grants only r resent a minority of the funds available to
Australian schools. Supplementation of only this assistance to . State
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Governments is quite inadequate to'enable them to maintain the real value of,
the resources they provide for primary and secondary education if inflation
continues at the rate now anticipated. Indeed, the effects of inflation tend to be
particularly serious for labour intensive industries since the rate,of growth of
wages and salaries is even faster titan the present rate of growth of prices in
Australia and education is a laboutsintensive industry par excellence. Yet there

= is 'a still more ftilidamZ!ntal problem from the viewpoint of macro-economic
management. While t e supplementation of grants to maintain their real value
is obviously desirable fro pt5fryof view of those in each program seeking
supplementation? sup-plementation of all such programs will merely intensify
the inflationary situation. In theory, this could be largely avoided by
supplementing only the education grants, but in practice it seems hard to argue
a strong case why supplementation should occur for education, but not for
other activities such as law and order, roads, health services or social welfare.
There is also a problem of incentives, since the knowledge that any increases in.,
cost can be. virtually automatically recouped through grant supplementation is;
likely to accelerate cost increases.

Salaries and associated expenses (especially teachers' salaries) and building
works account for the bulk of recurrent and capital expenditure respectiN;ely
in both primary and secondary education. In both these areas, the
implementation of the Karmel programs has tended to strengthen inflationary
pressures. The negotiations over salaries and conditions for teachers in,
government schools' (the largest group of teachers), which have substantial
flow-on implications for teachers employed in non-government schools, are
generally conducted at state level and the Schools Commission is not a party to
the negotiations.' I Yet the additional federal funds for education are providing
educational authorities with greater room for financial concessions. Although .
complete data on movements in the salaries of teachers and other Comparable
categories of highly skilled' labour are not yet available, it 'seems probable that
one result of the Karmd funds has been to accelerate the rate of growth of
teacher's' salaries." Not only is this an important contributory factor to__
inflation in itself, but it is likely to have flow-on iniplications elsewhere given...
the traditional methods of wage and salary deteirnination used in Australia, the
size of the teaching workforce and its particular importance for relativities in
state public services (and perhaps for women, too).. In its editorial on the
Federal Budget. the Melbourne Age said that most Victorians 'would welcome
More positive indications that the enormous outlay ifsenhancing the quality of
education and not mainly the prosperity of the teaching profession .'s These
were strong words, especially coming from a newspaper which has in general
bee% wellLinformed on educational affairs and a strong supporter of the

.Federal Government's educational initiatives.
So far as the capital program is concerned, it has added to the strains on the

construction industry, which in early 1974 was already overextended. The
result was to strengthen demand relative tosupply, to raise the rate of growth
of prices and to lower both the quality of educational building and the terms
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on which it Could be carried out. However., with the sharply reduced, rate of
growth in the money supply, the tightening of credit, the fall in business
expectations and the rise in interest rates, the. pressure on the building industry
has been easing Markedly during 1974. The full decline in activity has
probably not yet.emerged, but scope is beginning to appear for substantial
shifts of resources from.the private to the public sector. This could be to the
advantage of educational capital programs, which are a major component of
the Kannel recommendations.

Difficulties; however, are still likely to occur in using State Departments of
Public Works for a rapid expansion of educational construction, or in
obtaining non-government builders experienced in educational construction in
adequate numbers, while

with
Federal Government still 'seems liable to

overestimate the speed with which resources can be shifted between different
uses. Better value for money would almost certainly be obtained if the shift of
financial resources into educational construction occurred more slowly
and, in order to achieve similar real targets, it would then need to continue for
a longer period. These changes would have the further advantage of
contributing to less fluctuating demands on the building industry and hence of
easing the task of macro-economic management for a significant part of the
economy.

,
FEDERAL-STATE RELATIONS AND THE KARMEL
PROGRAMS

The present structure of the AUstralian Federation causes major problems for
the satisfactoryiniplementation of programs such as those recommended in the
Kannel report. There is a serious imbalance between the revenue sources and
the expenditure functions of the different levels of gdvernment. Education is
the largest single expenditure responsibility of the State Governments, and
consequently any major shifts in federal-state relationships in education have
substantial impliCatians for the structure of the Australian Commonwealth. It
is the opinion of the writer that some functions such as overall funding,
strategiC planning, and redress of regional inequalities are those with which
the Schools Commission should be primarily concerned, while the details of
eduEational administration require less centralized control. The Schools
Commission should not become too heavily involved in the admin-
istrative regulation of educational details.

. During 1974, the Schools Commission has displayed an ambivalent attitude
to those with whom it will have to co-operate if the possibilities for
educational renewal arc to be realized in Australia. An obvious example
concerns: its relationships with non-government schools;. since there is

considerable fear that the Commission could become another Department of
Education for non-government schools, there is a"widespread realizatiOn that
at least some of its members are opposed in principle to the existence of private
schools, and a member of the Cominission. Mrs Joan Kirncr, is one of the
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platiffs in a court case designed to test whether the Australian Government.
has constitutional cower to provide funds for non-government (especially
religious) schools. .

Another basic question revolves around the respect to be paid to the
sovereignty of the components of a federal state. Of the Australian States, all
but two have non-Labor governments who tend to view any Federal Labor
Government with suspicion and whose suspicions arc currently further fuelled
by the realization that at least some members of the Federal Cabinet and
Caucus are opposed, in principle, to the continued existence of State
Governments holding their present powers. Yet if the best ong-term results
are to be achieved in the sohools, genuine co-operation between State
Governments and the Schools Commission is essential. A pre-condition of this
from the viewpoint of the States, it should hardly be necessary to emphasize, is
that their constitutional rights and their ability to determine their own

s.

priorities are clearly acknowledged., Financial assistance and other' co-
)perative ventures are 'different in spirit (and are likely to be different in
ri, nit)- from attempts to take over state functions or to dictate lines. of policy
aga st local preferences when constitutional power lies locally.

Th determination of priorities raises major difficulties, in most States,
especia for those expenditure areas where responsibility and initiative are
not who confined to one level of government. The Karmel recommen-
dations res ictecl state priorities, in the sense that the resources were to be
additional to hose already provided and were to be specifically fOr education,
but the bulk f the funds were for gal recurrent or general capital
purposes, free o detailed restrictions. They 'combined this with a number of
less substantial bu more specific programs in areas where they perceived ,a
special priority and \ particular national concern. However, the question of

,tnaintenance of effort by States (and other schools and school systems) is far
from clarified; indeed, there is a danger that precipitate action by atiy of the
parties could fundamentally endanger that fragile co-operation which is ;.;)
essential for the success of dir :.,whole endeavour. There are also major incon-
sistencies in underlying assumptions and serious practical problems inherent in
the prevailing" arrangements whereby a general agency with interest in
regional equalization (the Grantscommission) matches overall needs.; efforts

4and resources between claimant and standard States but explicitly 'leaves each
State free to determine its own expenditure (and revenue) priorities, while at
the same time another commonwealth agency concerned 'with a 'specific
though important area of state responsibility is attempting to equalize resource

,.\
use in its own area of special interest. The 'two approaches arc not compatible
and they arc leading to contradictory flov\ of resources. For example, the
Grants- Cominission has been providing additional (untiea) grants to the
claimant States relative to the standard Stat\ ofNew South' Wales and
Victoria, while at the same time the Schools Commission, another aim of .the
Conimonwealth Government, is bewailing the condition of inner city schools
in Sydney and Melbourne and recommending (tied) grants cc :help remedy... k

.
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what they see as a deplorable state of affairs. Even within the commonwealth
bureaucracy itself, .machinery for determining educational priorities is

inadequate, requiring development of a stronger co-ordinating role for the
Department or a consolidation of the Commissions. The .complex results of
these unsatisfactory arrangements for the national determination of priorities
in public expenditUre in general,.and education in particular, are compounded
by differing priorities between States and the varying relationships between
State and Commonwealth. The result is that neither efficiency nor equity is
necessarily pursued'either rationally or consistently.

THE KARMEL PROGRAMS AND THE TAXATION SYSTEM
. A

In general, the Karmel report made little.attempt to integrate more closely the
system of educational finance with the general taxation structure, although it
might be argued that its substantial expenditure recommendations imply a
higher tax burden than would Otherwise have existed, or. the sacrifice of some
other public goods or services, or some combination of the two. The
implications of the higher tax burden are difficult enough to estimate, but the
real costs (and benefits) of foregoing alternative public goods or services are
even harder to evaluate. In principle, however, it seems likely that substantial
improvements could be made to equity in education by a closer meshing of the
taxation system with the methods of providing and financing education.

The Karincl Committee examined'the provision of education through the
funding of schools and school systems. Yet the needs of children should be the
touchstone of educational policy rather than the needs of educational
institutions o-rSysterns. IndiViduali differ widely within school systems and
even within individual schools. To speak of rich schools rather than schools
attended by childrea whoSe parents arc wealthy is a fundamental error with
far-reaching implications. In fact, government schools, Catholic schools and
other'independent schools do not generally cater exclusively for the rich or the,
poor, but for pupils whose parents vary widely in income, wealth and taste for

education. 0.

There ale dangers in using a needs criterion to differentiate institutions
rather than individual pupils or theii- parents and some of 'the unfortunate
effects could be exacerbated by inflation: For example, the great majority of
Australian school children attend governMent schools, but in general -(despite
some exceptions such as the disadvantaged-schurilrprogram) the additional
funds will not necessarily bias provision more heavily in accordance with a
needs criterion. It is far from clear that for the majority of schools or school
Children inequalities . arc being reduced: they could even be increasing.
Similar conclusions apply to the non-government schools. The lower grants
per pupil to schools which the Interim Committee classified more highly in '
terms of resource use do not differentiate, between pupils who are from poor
or wealthy homes. The long-run result will be to make such schools more
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exclusive in social and economic terms, which was surely not the intention o
the Interim Committee or the Labor Government. Furthermore, the adoptio
of resource use as the criterion for graduated government assistance, thou ti

understandable, is likely to have an unfortunate long-term effect on incentiv
rewarding those, who provided least themselves and penalizing those
provided more. The recommendations of the Interim Committee ate Iso

leading to dissimilar treatment of .individuals whose parents are in an
equivalent socio-economic situation but who favour a different type o( ;'
education, say Catholic rather than secular. The actual policy also' appears tcit
be inc6nsistent with the Interim ,Committee's stated preference for greater.
diversity in Australian education.

' In short, the failure to integrate the taxation system more effectively/ with
the provision and finance of educatiOn, coupled with the decision to damirie
the needs of schools and school systems rather than of individual" pupils and
parents is leading to inequities within' the government sector, inequities. within
the non-government sector and inequities between them. Individuals in similarfcircumstances arc not being create similarly, individuals in'/ dissimilar; 1

circumstances arc being treated similarly and both of these situations arc
inequitable.

.,

Four other points are made briefly. Firstly, although education can provide
a means for individuil advancement, the redress of educational equalities in
itself is unlikely to result in any radical restructuring of the pattern of income,
wealth, prestige and power in Australia. To the extent that the ,Federal
Government sees the Karmel program as a1potent means to transform society,
it will almost certainly be disappointed. Edu&ation is too weak a tool to
accomplish this task alone. SeCondly, to the extent that the! additional'
educational benefits are disproportionately concentrated on the disadvantaged
members of society, they may tend to reducp slightly the dispersion in earned
incomes (by relatively raising the lower end of the distribution) and this could
have implications for the incidence of the tax structure. Thirdly, to the extent
that the actual incidence of the Australian tax system is largely proportional to
income, as some submissions to the AspreyCommittee suggest, and if the
benefits from the educational services provided through the additional funds
arc distributed among pupils approximately in proportion to their previous

° 'distribution, then the overall distribution of costs relative to benefits will not
be substantially affected by 'the implementation of the Karmel
recommendations. The available information is inadequate to support definite
conclusions, but if this approximation is close to the truth, the 'needs' criterion
may be more rhetoric than substance. Finally, the Budget decision ib cut the
deduction for education expenses allowable for income tax purposes from
S400 to S150 will improve\ equity among some taxpayers (since the
deduction Was more valuable tOthose with a higher taxable income), but

N.
may reduce it when comparing other groups (for example, those with children
in government rather than in non-government schools).

0
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. EFFECTS ON MANPOWER SUPPLY AND DEMAND.

Primary and Secondary education in Australia is a labour-intensive industry.
The additional financial resources for schooling arc tending to be lar0y used
for. payments to labour, albeit to highly, skilled labour.,The Karmel programs
are having,. or ale likely.to have, some important influyices' on the !Amur
market, on the relative demands for and supplies of particular categorie of
highly:educated labour. In this section, five aspects are emphasized."

Firstly, there was the impetus given to labour market certification through
educ'ation. The expansion of the number of teachers implies expansion in as

area of the labour market where competence in achieving particular goals is
difficult to demonstrate and certification throu'gh formal educational
achievements. (or experience) has become the recognized route to more senior
and more highly paid positions. Coupled with this is the relatively rigid
hierachical *ern of organization which appears to be built into the structure
of ost Education Departments in Australia. Not only may, the expansion of

area where these attitudes are so strong be held to be undesirable in itself,
;." but it could be argued to be inappropriate for the world of tomorrow hi

which co-operation, flexibility and openness arc likely to become more highly
valued traits and doubly-inappropriate for educational activities which are
essentially concerned with the- preparation for tomorrow of the children Of
today.

Secondly, the implementation of the Karmel programs is likely to produce
'Changes in the labour market because of then-influence on relatie salaries and
conditions:, One example which has already been emphasized concerns the
increased Willingness to allow a more raid improvement in teachers' salaries
and condifions than would otherwise have- occurred. It is also not impossible
that the Karmel funds might enable changes to be-made in the career structure
of-teachers' earnings.15 This coukd have significant effects: for example; in
reducing wastage from the teaching profession, in expanding the intake of-

; mature entrants to teachihg, or in rendering educational administration less.of
I a closed shop.

I Thirdly, the Karmel programs could result in a shift in the relative labour
market positions of Men and women. Teaching has become increasingly
dominated by women in the postwar period, although less so at secondary
than at priMary level and much less so for more senior administrative positions

! than in the classroom. Thus; improving the financial position for school staff
I will tend to benefit Women disproportionately although thy: exact results

depend substantially on a variety of other decisions largely Tade by men in
key administrative positions. Furthermore, if many of these teachers would
have had little choice than to work in primary or secondary education (and
were happy to do so rather than not to work) then the increase in their salaries
and conditions is substantially analogous-to monopoly rent grid inefficient in

--;-- the sense that a similar bundle Of goods and services could have been achieved
at lower cost.' 6
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' \ Fourthly, there is likely to be.an increase in the national influence on wage
fiseation. The major negotiations on teachers' salaries and conditions now
occur for State-employed teachers at state level. However, the increasing
federal interest in the outcomes of schooling, the importance of teachers in the
edUcation process and their dominating influence on recurrent costs arc likely
to l:ad to growing Australian Government concern with the escalating cost of
'teachers. The inter-State leap-frogging of wage claims and the effect of
in6-eass ed federal grants on the bargaining backbone of State Governments
sqm likely to cause the Schools Commission to become more intimately
involved in the process of wage determination for staff in schools. One
possibility would be the calculation of national tracher salary scales to which
recoinmended grants could be related, any excess to be borne by the particular
school or school system involved. The pressures to move in this direction
would tend to be intensified if the Commission decided, in the light of
inflation and other factors, to relate future financial assistance for non-
government schools to the costs of education in government schools.

Finally. the implementation of the Karmel programs has coincided with the
Federal Government's assumption of the full financial, responsibility for
tertiary-education throughout Australia. This has resulted in a major shift in
the relative interests of State and Commonwealth, of which the situation with
respect to teachers' colleges is of particular. interest here. Prior to July 1973,
the single-purpose- government teachers' colleges were.almost wholly financed
by State Governments, for the last. six months of 1973 they were jointly
funded by the Federal and State Governments according to the formulae then
ruling for CAEs and universities, while from January 1974, they have been
wholly financed by the Commonwealth.

The previous interest of the Siam was to secure an adequate balance
between the provision of teachers (the bulk of additional staff Came straight
from .tertiary institutions) and the demand for them in the schools. In 1974,
however, their interest in the cost of supplying teachers is sharply reduced:
their predoMinant concern now is with the total supply of teachers and in
obtaining 'a fair share' for their own State. The result of these changing
pressures in higher education in general, and in 'the preparation of teachers in
particular, is not yet' clear. What is obvious is, the changed situation, the ,s

greater role for. the commonwealth authorities, the enhanced need for co-
operation (whether within \the federal bureaucrat:), or between the

Commonwealth and the States), and the effects which could-occur in the
relative supplies and demands of\different categories of highly skilled labour.
Although very little discussed, the Karmel programs could have significant
implications for the Australian labOur market.

CONCLUSIONS

There arc four main conclusions. Firstly, 'the apparent cost may be an over-
statement; since' the program could have resource creating effects. For
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example, if education results in higher output or if the reduction of
educational inequalities causes significant additional productive capacities to
be liberated, the net cost may be significantly lower than it appears initially.
Looking at the programs from another perspective, it is clear that inflation is
reducing. the intended increase in real resources fpr education, while much of
the additional 'outlay on education is returned to the. exchequer (e.g., higher

\ salaries for teachers resulting in significantly higher'tax revenues, and similarly
for the Budget's reduction in the allowable deduction for ed4ation

\ expenses). Nevertheless; on plausible assumptions it appears that the Karmel,
programs involve very substantial additional federal expenditure on schooling
and a significant (though smaller) increase in the rearresources devoted to
education.

,

Secondly, in terms of efficiency, the implementation of the'Karmel
recommendations leaves much to be desired. There is a lack of clear goals and
a frequent lack of common purpose or co-operation M pursuingthem.
Furthermore, there is a basic lack of knowledge about the reliationships
between-inputs and outputs in education: In practical terms, the' ratelof growth
in expenditure is proving too rapid for the established systems/ to handle
effectively. There is a particular shortage of experienced administrators with
co7operativeattitudes. There is a real danger that the multiplying examples of , .

educational waste will endanger that public support on which additional ..

finance for education musilic-baserl-in the long term.
Thirdly, in terms of stabilization policy, the Karmel program's have tended

to exacerbate inflationary pressures while inflation has, in turn, undermined
the possibility of achieving the intended obj'ectives. In particular, the Karmel
programs have tended to raise the rate of growth of teachers'. salaries and to
increase the pressure on resources in the building industry. Nevertheless, these
educational initiatives have been no more than a factor contributing to
inflation in Australia: they are very far from being its major let alone its
sole 1 iccause. The excessive rate ofIgrowth of expenditure has complicated.
stabili \zal tion'policy, just as it has contributed to inefficiency. Note that theAlual

,

objectives 'of maintaining the real value of education grants and reducing
inflation may not-be wholly consistent.

Four hly, the strongest justification of the Karni programs probably lies in
their e uity aspects. Equity can be viewed from man/ perspectives. The
allocatiOns between schools and school, systems largely reflect broad social
value judgments'. The Karmel programs attempt to raise resource use injudgments.

closer to that, in the more fottunate non-government
schools. iThey also attempt to apply d needs criterion in the non-government
sector, biit much less so for government-schools wher clspite some attempts
to reduci: inequalities (for example, thrOugh the i advantaged schools
program) \the bulk of the funds are for general recurr n and geiieral capital
grants." The Interim Committee chose to base its f ding pr cedures on.

schools andschool systems, rather than on individual pup s or pa ents, and this
has caused \substantial inequities between individuals a d inadequate links,

\,
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between the tax. structure and the additional. grants for education. The
allocation of grants between States was only approximate, was based on
attempts to equalize 'between Stags and is inconsistent with Grants
Commission procedures both in theory/1rd in practice. If the benefits from the
additional resources arc roughly propi,rtional to the previous distribution's
and if the costs of providing these resources arc approximately proportional to
income (as evidence to the Asprey Committee suggests) then = in aggregate
terms the programs arc probably causing little reduction in educational
inequalities. Equity can also be considered from the viewpoint of educational
producers and consumers respectively. So far, at least, the main benefits from
the implementation of the Karmel recommendations appear to have accrued to
politicians, teachers and educational administrators rather than to the children
in schools whom the system is presumably primarily intended to serve.

Overall, the programs appear to have slightly compounded the difficulties
of economic management, to be open to more serious objections on efficiency
grounds and to have both advantages and disadvantages in terms of equity.
Even if there are net equity advantages, it is far from obvious that they are
sufficient to justify expenditure of S350S400 million per annum in terms of
the alternatives foregone.

Notes
I See Australia. (1973). Schools in Australia. Report of the Interim Committee fiv the Australian

Schools Commission, (Chairman. P. Kannel), Canberra: ALPS.
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9 The only period in which prices rose at a similar rate since 194.5 was during the Korean War
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intractable than now.
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unions.
13 The .-1i;e. 26 September 1974. Editorial. p. 9.
14. Three more general points should be borne in mind: that, when the Labor:Government took

office inbecember 1972. there was a small though declining volume of unused resources in
the Australian economy. but when the Kannel programs began, to be'implemented in early
1974 the macro-econotnic problemsss,ere of restraining inflation rather than of stimulating
demand: that the Labor Government was committed to major Propanis in other areas-as well

.
as in education. for example in health. soc61 welfare and urban affairs. and that, in practice, it
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\ shortage of sufficiently competent experienced administrators to managc the substantial
changes envisaged for education without inefficiency on inequity.

15 For a discussion of the structure of earnings in teaching see C. Selby Smith. (1973). 'An\ Economic Approach to Teacher Loss and Retention', Australian Journal of Education, 17 (2):
142-152.

'16 Or a larger bundle could have been purchased at the same cost.
17 Note that some funds (e.g. for special projects) are likely to increase inequalities rather than

rcducc them.
18 As may well be the case in government schools (especially if the relatively minor

disadvantaged schools program is neglected). Unfortunately the use made of general Karmel
grants is not clear for all States.
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10. Finance for Independent Schooling

K. G. Mortensen*

Background

In the 1950s and early 1960s, revenue-sources in a non-government school

included fetes, raffles, beer-bottle and paper drives, finance from fees and from
State Junior Government scholarships, won after fierce preparation. There was

no other government`unding. Then came December .1 1963, a gala day.
Capital grants for science building and facilities were introduced, making final

parity with high quality secondary schbols, at least in science laboratories, at
last possible. Again, in 1967, the Victorian Government made per pupil

grants; the Federal Government followed in 1969. These grants increased
over the years, enabling non-government schools to hold fees reasonably
steady and, even, to improve working conditions.

On 12 December 1972, the Australian Labor Government, to secure
`equality of opportunity' in education for. all children, set up an Interim
Committee of a proposed Australian Schook:Commission. This committee,
meeting under Professor P. Karmel as chairman, was to identify need and
reCommend allocation of federal money in certain defined categories 'of
assistance.

The Report of this Committee was greeted with enthusiasm by. thy.),
Universities, state school organizations (teachers and parents), and the media.

The non-Catholic independent school community and many Catholic
elements viewed the findings with a cRmbination of praise, distrust and protest

praise for measures that cared GI- the disadvantaged and handicapped,

protest and distrust that the Committee had rejected the principle of bask per
pupil grants and that 'it had adopted a basis for assessing needs which did not
consider 'the plight of parents'.' The criteria for available recurrent resources
also happened to divide Victorian secondary schools in such a way that
practically all in Categories A to D were non-Catholic; all in Categories F to

H were Catholic.
The reaction of the Catholic community was confused. The response of the

hierarchy was concerned, but restrained. The Catholic Education Offices

considered that equitable funding was being approached. The executives of
religious congregations took the grants without comment or with expressions
of gratitude, but some teaching religious disapproved of variouSassu4tions
determining the Karmel recommendations. Religious whO were members of
the Headmasters Conference or the National Council of 1ndpendent Schools-

'The author is grateful to Mrs Margaret G. Gartland for her generous assistance; also, to his

colleague Mr K.W. Gould for helpful discussion.
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stood firm with these organizations. Their non-Catholic colleagues showed,
patience, tact and discretion in dealing with domestic'Catholic issues' which.
were, however, related to the good of the whole non-government school
community.

It has been claimed that one great effect of the Karniel report was 'to destroy
the unity of organizations involving Catholic parents, e.g., the Australian
Parents Council and affiliated Federations of Parents and Friends. There was
division in Sydney, but of more import was concern at the possible effects of
parent dissent from the assessment of clerics and from ecclesiastical response.
Forthright comment could have been interpreted as division within the
Catholic community and as a usurpation of the.role of the offiCiat leadership.

The -net effect Of current policies has been that the continuing.efforts of
schools which have resources equal to or better than that of state schools have
led to reduction, even threat of forfeiture, of aid: It now 'appears that the
continuing efforts of schools operating on low fees will never attain the

. 'required' standards without substantial government support and 'threat to
their independence.2

Parameters of this article

It is not the purpose of this article to discuss 'absolute' equity or to answer the
popular question of the 1974 Monash lecture series: What is the price of
choice ?"

The discussion is limited to the problem of 'relative' equity using ratios and
indices which show relative benefits accruing to the government and non-.,

government sectors and Which serve as a guide to change. Thus Section 1

considers the ratio of the total expenditure through state budgets and federal
grants on the non-government sector to that on the government sector;
specific ratios are provided for the primary and secondary sectors and for the
different 'categories' of school in each sector. Section 2 examines the extent of
a Total Resources Gap (in. money and in proportional terms) in government

afunding of government and independent schools. The proportional index
relates the money gap to average weekly earnings per male unit .(aft4 tax). In
Section 3, ratios and gap indices are developed to compare be'nefits in
recurrent grants flowing to independent schools under the States Grants
(Schools) Acts 1972, 1973 and 1974. The secondary and primary sectors are
dealt with separately; in the latter instance, the analysis concentrates on
Catholic systemic schools. The distribution of grants for building, including
science laboratories and libraries, is considered in Section 4. GFants foi
disadvantaged schools, which in Victoria are being applied to renovations, are
included.' Section 5 comments on. the distribution of grants to such schools.
Section 6 considers the -joint impact of recurrent grant funding and recent
changes in allowable taxation deduction's for educational expenses. The article
concludes with a general commentary.

The conclusions have political implications. If there is a significiiit_increase
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in relative benefits (recurrent and building) to the non-government school,
and also a diminishing gap between government expenditure on government

and independent schools (in money and proportional terms),.this would show

that the non-government sector was receiving more favourable treatment

under Labor than under Liberal- Country arty government.

On the other hand, if there were no aPprecia le increase but, rather, perhaps

a decrease in relatiVe benefits, an increasing resources gap, other policies such

as taxation changes directed generally against parents in the non-government
school sector, this would suggest that the public had been misled by those who

refer to 'massive aid' for Catholic schools.
The Karmel report -was first introduced to Catholics in such a way that

many thought they 'had never had it so good'. They now have to examine
their psition critically and in depth.

TOTAL GOVERNMENT FUNDING

There are two indicators relevant to determining whether assistance to
independent schools is equitable relative to the funding of government schools,

viz., assets and money flow to enable Continued operation. This article uses, in

subsequent sections, a Building Ratio and Index to assess new accumulated assets

and a Recurrent Ratio and Index of expenditure to assess flows in support of
current operation. While no attempt is made to assess existing possessions'', a
Ceneral Ratio (including all sources of expenditure) is used in the present

section asia guide to changes in relative equity.
The General Ratio is the ratio of total government expenditure on primary

and secondary education (Federal and State Budgets) .per pupil in an
independent school to the corresponding expenditure per pupil in a

government school. This ratio can be calculated in two ways by using
published aggregate data for government expenditure divided by the
respective school populations; or by considering components of per pupil
expenditure in the primary and secondary sectors and in the different cate-
gories ofschools.

If we except Category A schools, the data in Tables I and 2 show rises of
the same order in primary and secondary sectors since 1972-73. A rise

suggests an improvement in 'relative' equity, but must be interpreted Pin
conjunction with indices of 'continuing effort': (See Table 7.) Study of Tables

1-4 enables the following further conclusions to be drawn:

1 The Kannel Supplement ($467 million as at May 1973) represents only

12 per cent of the total estimated government expenditure (S3919
million) on primary and secondary schools of all types during calendar

years 1974 and 1975.
2 Total federal grants for 1974 and 1975 together were expected to fall

just short of S700 million aecording, to the 1973-74 budget reckoning.
This figure, which includes 'existing grants' under legislation passed by

the former Liberal-Country Party coalition, is 18 per cent 'Of the total.
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TABLE. 1 Government Expenditure on Primary and Secondary
Education - Victoria

1971.72 1972.73 1973.74 1974-75 1974.75
Budget Est koalas of

: ostInsatas actual
payments

Govt. Inc lap. Govt. lode". Govt. locket,. Govt. Inds?. Govt. loclop.

1. Expenditure from
- State sources

only, $m 302 10 358 12 420 16 501 20 543 20
% age of total 96.8 3.2 96.8 3.2 96.3 3.7 96.2 3.8 96.5 3.5

2. Federal Grants, $m 6 12 8 15 23 23 76 39 76 39
% age of total 33.3 66.6 34.8 65.2 50.0 50.0 66.1 33.9 66.1 33.9

3. Total from State
and 'Federal
sources, $m .308 22 366 27. 443 39 577 59 619 59
% age of total 93.3 6.7 93.1 6.9 91.9 8.1 90.7 9.3 91.3 8.7

4. General Ratio
(calculated from
"3" and school
populations) 0.22 0.23 0.28 0.32 0.30

1. Data are derived from "Schools in Australia", the Hon, L. Bowen
(C.P.D.," November 15, 1973, pp. 3401-2), the Federal- Budget of
1974-75 and Victorian State budgets, statements of Education
Department. Expenditure, and annual reports of the Minister.

2. Allowances from State sources for teachers in training for govern-
ment schools are included. However, axpenditure on teachers'
colleges (including those approved in the non-government sector)
is now funded by the Federal Government and has been omitted.
This provides a better base for comparing expenditure on school-

-ing over the years. Transportation costs, payroll tax and expen-
diture on "special groups" (aboriginal, migrant, isolated and sol-
diers' children) are also excluded in all analyses of Victorian
figures.

3. The actual Victorian recurrent expenditure has been greater than
the estimate by 13 per cent (1972-73) and 5 per cent (1973-74).
The October,1974 rise in, teachers' salaries suggests an increase
(1974-75) of 13 per cent In budget estimates of. recurrent expen-

Alture. A further salaries Iricrease before June 30, 1975 Is prob-
- able but, as It will ,come late in the financial year and may be

counterbalanced by spending below estimates on 'building, no
further adjustment Is made to total expenditure. (See Table 1).
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4. The cistImate for the increase in total expenditure In Victoria
(1973-74 to 1974-75), not allowing for post-budget Increases In
teachers salaries is 31' per cent. (See Table 1). This is consis-
tent with trends revealed In The Schools COmmIssion Report to
the Minister (August 1974) where the 1975 recurrent allocations
were Increased by 21 per cent to maintain the originally planned
programme momentum'. This statement should be read In con-
junction with the Hon. L. Bowen's assumption (Ibid., p. 3405) of
a rise In operating costs of 10 per cent per year; also the Hon.
K. Beazley's statement (C.P.D., November 19, 1974, p. 3665) that
Karmel had allowed 'a compounding Inflation factor of 6 per cent'.

The 1974-75 budget adjustment for inflation increased the figure to 20
per cent.

3 The States Grants (Schools) Act 1974 provided some additional $78.9
million for-the_period to 31 December 1975, as 'supplementary grants to
allow for cost increases'. If these are regarded as increases to the Karmel
Supplement (rather than to programs in existence prior to 1 January
1974), the amended specific ` Karmel' contribution represents about 14
per cent of the total expenditure.

4 In 1972-73, the non-government sector in Australia received 7.9 per
cent of the total federal-state expenditure on primary and secondary
education. This figure has over two years (1973-74 and 1974-75)
increased to about nine per cent for Australia (and Victoria).

5 The Report of the Interim Committee. recommended 1 I per cent of the
$4167 million money cake of May 1973 for pupils in non-government
schools. In 1972, 21.5 -per cent of Australian pupils (primary and
secondary) were in non-govEnnient schools.

6 The Committee therefore aimecfo redress.the balance in distribution of
direct federal aid under the Liberal-Country Party coalition of 1972. As
shown in Table 5, it did this by a larger proportionate increase in the
government than the non-government sector. This met the...needs' of
government schools and the demands of the state school Lobb.r.,:.

However, thci Corru_nittee still retained a balance in total federal
government expenditure in favour of the non-government sector. Break-up of
the States Grants (Schools) Act 1974 indicates that the final figure may now
be 31 (non-government) to 69 (government). Hence, the non-government
sector's proportionate share of federS1 direct allocations is greater than its share
of the school population.

The implication is ostensibly that this is a More than equitable treatment
meeting the 'needs' of Catholic schools particularly and satisfying the demands
of the. Catholic school lobby, However, when the Australian Labor
Government of today refers to expenditure for primary and secondary
education, it persistently emphasizes federal program grants. It considers that it
should not be held responsible for the financial allocatiOns of State
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TABLE 2 Government Expenditure on Education per pupil Government and Independent Schools Victoria

1. Primary Education

1971-72 1972 -73 1973-74 1974-75 (Est.)

Category
A E H

Category
Syst. A E H Syst.

(a) Independent Schools, $ per year 83 102 126 136 144 170 152 189 223 277
(b) Government Schools, $ per year 401 469 548 548 548 548 699 699 699 699
(c) Ratio (a) to (b) 0.2:t 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.30 0.22 0.27 0.32 0.40

2. Secondary Education
(a) Independent Schools, $ per year 144 186 228 265. 287 262 362 437
(b) Government Schools, $ per year 698 829 1022 1022 1022 1346 1346 1346
(c) Ratio (a) to (b). 0.21 - 0.23 0.22 0.26 0.28 0.19 0.27 0.32

1. The ratio's for 1974-75 should be reduced by at least 7 per cent to allow fbr rises in teachers'. :salaries granted
in October, 1974.

2. Government, funding of education for a child in an indeppndent school has two components: recurrent and
capital for building. The first component is unaty;biguous;the methodology of approach to estimation of aver-
age building grants, $ per pupil, in each sector and category is discussed in the section on building.
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TABLE 3 Government Expenditure on Primary and Secondary Education Go)erntnent and Independent Schools

Australian States

1971-72 . 1972-73 1973-74
1975

1974 -75 \ (Last half only)
(Est.) (Est. Total)

1. All State Government Govt. Govt. Indep. Govt.. Indep. Govt. Indep. \ Govt. indep.

Expenditure, $m 920 32 1058 45 1270 53 1524 65 914 38

% age of total 96.6 3.4 c96.2 3.8 96 4 96 4 \\ 96 4

2. Federal Grants, $m 21 36 26 48 90 - 70 258 121 1 187 70

% age of total 36.8 63.2 -35.1 64.9 .56.3 43.7 68.1 31.9 .72.8 27.2

11. All Government
Expenditure, $m 941 68 1084 93 1360 123 1782 186 1101 \ 108
% age of total 93.3 6.7 .1 92.1 7.9 91.7 8.3 90.5 9.5 91.1 8.9

3919
\

< -------).\
(the estimated sum for total expert=
diture In calendar years 1974 and\

- 1975).

Calculations of State ,budgets for 1974-75 are based on the increase
per cent. The figures are copservative, for they do not allow for rises
year.

In the Victorian budget estimate, I.e. 20
In teachers' salaries during the financial

>
z

0
-71

rn

z
rn
z

0
0
z.



TABLE / Recommendations of Karmel Committee and States Grants (Schools) Acts 1973 and 1974 for
Australian States

Total Govt.
,

\ Estimated Expenditure from State and Federal
,% age of total
Summary of grants in-Interim Committee's recommendation

(Table\ '(Table 14.3)
% age of total
SUmmary of net costs of Committee's recommendations

`('fable 14.1)
% age of total
Thus, "Existitig_Programmes", according to Karmel,
% age of total
Final estimates after Federal Budget of 1974-75;
°A age of total

Govts., 1974 and 1975 combined, $m

for the Stated, $m

I

("Karmel Supplement"), $m

I

$m
I

$m
I

3919

660

467

193

774

3563
90.9

460
72.0

396.5
88.8

6

33.2
511

69.1

Indep.

356
9.1

179
28.0

50.2
11.2
129

66.8
229
30.9

O

trs
Z

1. 'Existing Grants' in Table 4 does not Include $32.5 m covered by other legislation cited in Schools In Australia,
Par. 14. 14 (pp. 144-5); also, see Tables 14.1 (p. 141) and 14.3 (p. 142).

2. Regarding Special Programmes for teacher development and Innovationi, the Interim Committee designated
these as 'Joint Programmes'. It did not allocte the funds between government and non-government schools.
Hence, total expenditure of Karmel recommendations does not equal the sum of allocations. (Also note 1974-
75 Budget Paper. No. 7, Table 19, p. 55)., I ;



FINANCE FOR INDEPENDENT SCHOOLING

TABLE 5 Federal Grants for. Primary and Secondary Education, $m
All Australian States

1973 -74 1974-75
Non-government sector

Grants due from continuing, unvarled
policies of GovernMent of the Right Hon..
W. McMahon, 1972 70

Grants under the policies of Government
of the Right Hon. E. G. Whitiam, 1972-75 70 121

Government sector
Grants due from McMahon policies 45 44
Grants under Whitiam Government 89 257

Governments. If allocations for education .in the budget of the Liberal
Government for Victoria are a guide, the, non-government sector will still get
less than four per cent of the state }...1)dget funds, ,By determining grants and

loans to the States, the Federal Government-tertainly largely determines the
latter's capacity to fund. Whatever the cause, theiSsue is or should be, the total
moneys flowing to primary and secondary schools froth all sources.

THECTOTAL-RESOURCES GAP AND CONTINUING EFFORT

t-has been fashionable to indulge in attacks on so called 'wealthy' secondary
schools, with nominal maximum fees over $1000 per an' num.. The cost
(financial yeas 1973/74) of educating a pupil in a Victorian government
secondary school was $1022 per annum (excluding teacher training,
transportation and payroll tax). This was made up of $807. recurreni cost,
$ 163 capital cost and $52 for allowances to student teachers in training.5

Space dries not permit some relevant analysis, for example; a correlation of

Karmel Index and fees, but one thing is certain the margin between
expenditure per pupil on a child in a' government school and maximum
parent's expenditure on a child in an independent non-Catholic school is
closing. \

A Resources 'Gap' can be calculated from the difference between total
expenditure of public moneys on a child government and .non---
government, school. This quantity tan be expressed in dollars, $, or as. an
index, taking -1971-72 as a base year, 100.

To use this index as a requiiement for 'continuing effor' assumes that costs

per pupil are to, be set at the same figure for students in both government and
non-government schools. This ignores various economies and diseconornies
associated with recurrent operations in each sector; also, differing rates of
expansion and, capital costs. Where the work load and salaries of teachers in
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,

' The 1973-74 and 1974-75 Gap Figures are for a Category E school..
,

TABLE 6----TeaLer Costs per pupil, $, In a Victorian Government
School

1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 '1974-75 (Budget
Estimate)

Primary t
$ 250 290 345 421

Teacher Costs Index 100 116 138 168
Total Resources Gap,

Inde5, (Money Terms) 100 115 131 158

Secondary
$

1 410 485 605 '722
Teacher Costs index, 100 118 147 176
Total Resources Gap,

Index 100 116 137 168

.

non-government schools have not kept pace with conditions and 'going rates'
respectively, the index should be related to the amount both parents and
teachers have to provide.

A significant item in the rise of the requirement for 'continuing effortsis the
increase in teachers' salaries and the decrease in the pupil to teacher ratio in
state schools. The Index for teachers' services appears as a major factor in the
first term of the Gap. As expected, it moves with this Gap; which is not closed
effecfively by the increases in grants. (ee Table 6.) :

If the requirement for continuing effort in money terms grows at the same
rate as the average weekly earningS (after tax), then the proportional effort
required of parents with children in non-government. schools remains the
same, i.e. they would need to expend the same proportion 9f their disposable
income as before to bring expenditure per pupil to the same figure for
independent and government schools._These statements, assume, firstly, that-the
incomes, of parents are similar to the overall pattern of similar families in the
population and -secondly; that the gap in menev terms is met entirelyi by

, parents.
7 The requk-ement for continuing effort (in terms)' is obtained by
dividing the Index in money terms by, the Index of average Weekly earnings
t:',er'male unit (after tax). The indices are shown in Table Y. It is evident that, if
improvement of standards correlates with money expenditure, the Cat,-lic
parent with i child at a systemic primary school would have,had to fi
additional S55 between 1972-73 and 1974-75 to close the gap; for a child in
a non - systemic Category H primary school, receiving proportionately less of
building gra* and no possibility of entitlement to a disadvantage allotment,
the figure is $109: The sum for any secondary school pupil is not less than
$250:- In addition, the Index (in proportional terins). indicates an increased
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TABLE 7 Requirement for Continuing Efforts in the Independent Schools `of Victoria

1971-72 1972-73

A

1973-74
Category

E H Syst. A

1974-75 (Est.)
Category

E H Syst.

Primary

1. Total Resources Gap, $ ! 318 367 422 412 404 378 547 510 476 4.(:',2 .

Index in money terms 1 100 115 133 130 127 119 172 160 150 '3.;

Index in proportional terms 100 104 107 105 102 96 114 106 100 8a

Secondary
,

2. Total Resources Gap, $ 554 . 643 . 794. '757 735. 1084 984, `I 9b9

index In;money terms . 100 116 . 143 137 133 196 178 164

Index In proportional terms,
1

100 105 115 ,110 107
\127

130 118 109

3. Index of Average Weekly Earnings 100 109 157 (Est.)

Index of Average Weekly Earnings \
after tax 100 111 124 0 151 (Est)

2"
0
rn
^a
rn
Z
17
rn

.

1. Categorisation did not apply before January 1, 1974.
o

Z
.--1

2. In 'estimating tax, the family unit is assumed as wife and three children, one at non-government secondary, one at primary, one pre-school; ,,

other concessional deductions are set at 4200. Fluctuations in the relative movements of Average Weekly Earnings before and after tax are C)

associated with variation in deductions for dependents and in tax scales.
=

3. The estimate of Average Weekly Earnings (1974.75) is based on preliminary figures of the Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research, 0

Australian Economic Review 3.1974.
0r\

....1

\
1

.
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k

requirement for all 'Categories of schools in the Seco dary sector. The Prime
Minister's terms of reference to the Interim Committee requested that there /
should be no 'sub'stitution for continuing efforts'; he did not ask for 'increasing /
effort'.

While an iricrease in the Index (in proportional trims) suggests a need for
expenditure of a greater proportion of income at equal standards, the Index
does not specify that such an effort is being made. fissessment of the actual
effort to close the Resources Gap requires infor anon, on the changing
proportions of contributions by parents (through fees and voluntary activiticc)
and teachers (through lower rates of pay and heavier working loads). Me
latter factor is also related to tl:c quality of service provided.

RECURRENT EXPENDITURE AND GRANTS

This section separates the component of recurrent
expenditure and considers 'relative' equity in term

. moneys in grants per non-government school pupil
diture.per government school pupil. The secondary
considered separately.

Secondary sector

The recurrent expenditure per pupil in the average,

expenditure fitori
of the ratio in puU/.:.

to the recurrent expo'',
and primary sectors

/'
Australian govemment-

school has been assessed by the Australian Government at $640 for the
financial year 1973-74, 23 per cent greater than 1972 -73. Under the States
Grants (Schools) Act 1972, each child in a non7goveinment secondary school
would have received 20 pet cent of this figure, i.e., $128 in 1974, Under the
current dispensation, after the 1974 Federal Budget, the sum of $120 was
received by a pupil in a Category E school (Karmel Index 90-102 per cent of
the resources in an average Australian government school).

Following indicators cited under 'Total Funding', :in increase of 31 per cent
can be expected in recurrent expenditure in the average Australian secondary
school from 1973-74 to 1974-75. Under the States Grants (Schools) Act
1972, all secondary school pupils would have received $168, one-fifth of
$837. In fact, Category E schools are to receive$169 1975.

The 'needs' assessment of schools, even with the ArL.P.C.P. compromise
of December 1973, happened to save the Federal Government $3.4 million in

: 1974 in recurrent grants to secondary schools. The budget adjustment
(1974-75) increased the 1974 recurrent grant to nonigovernment schools by
$3.0 million. so that the whole exercise still saved the Australian Government

. $0.35 million over what wpuld have resulted from application of the 1972
Act. Benefits to schools in Categories F to H over and \above. the $128 due in
1974 uncle, this Act were about $2.9 million, which the Catholic sector
gained at the expense of t e non-Catholic sector. Schools in Categories A to E,
lost $3.2 million.

The percentage of fede al .moneys flowing directly i i 1975 for recurrent

168
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expenditure in non-systemic secondary schools with an index above 102 is 0.6
per cent of the total expenditure (federal/state) on primary/secondary
education. Federal recurrent grains per pupil to 50 schools in Category A,
educating three per cent of AuStralian secondary pupils, constitute 0.15 per
cent of the total expenditure. An estimate for a continuing 1972 Act is 0.28
per cent. Whichever figure is taken, it is ridiculous to blame the deficiencies in
secondary education on movement of fecleval financial resources to Category
A schools.

By departing from the principle of a basic percentage recurrent grant'', the
Interim Committ,:e and the Labor Government have encouraged the States to
introduce legislation that offers no security or stability to non-goverrinient
schools.'

The Hon. L. H. S. Thompson, Minister for Education, VictOria, stated that,
in 1974, '.equal amounts will be paid by both the State and Commonwealth
Governments'." In the ACT, the Commonwealth met its obligations' bji..
paying per pupil grants of S76 (primary) and 5128 (secondary)-based on 20
per cent of the average Australian recurrent expenditure for 1973-74.
Victoria provided-grants of 362 (primary) and 5104 (secondary) based on the
national average for 1972 -73. The state grants of S80 (primary) and S135
(secondary) for 1975 are set according to 'a specifically Victorian standard'. to
quote the 1974-75 budget speech of the Hon. R. J. Hamer, Premier of
Victoria. The per pupil grants in 1974 (16 per cent) and 1975 (estimated as
16 percent) are less than that due under the McMahon formula.

A Ratio for Recurrent Grants can be derived as a guide to equity. The term
may be defined as the ratio of total grants per pupil from Federal and State
Governments to the recurrent expense of educating a child in au average
Australian government school of the same type.

The current figures for Victoria are shown in Table 8. All categories of
school show an increasing Recurrent Resources Gap in money terms:
Movements (1973-75) in the Ratio and Index (in proportional terms) for
Category H schools show an improvement. Movements in the Index for
Category E schOols acIrl. above suggest an increased demand for 'continuing
-effort'. The Ratib for a Category E school has improved slightly, but, because
of failure of the State-to-fund 'according to the McMahon formula, such
schools did not obtain a total 40 per cent of the average government school
recurrent cost in 1974: nor will they s!cure this proportion in 1975.

Primary sector

In the primary sector, most of the children are in Catholic parish schools and
these arc now organized on a systemic basis. The statement of the Hon. L.
Bowen suggests that Catholic systemic schools were block-funded at .the per
pupil level of a non-systemic, Category H primary schoO1.9 The actual figure
seems to allow for a proportion being taken up in the administration of
Catholic Education Offices.
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TABLE 8 Recurrent Expenditure and Grants per Secondary Pupil Victoria

)' Grants to Independent schools, $ per year
Federal \
State
Total

(b) Government schools, $ per year
Total

(c) Ratio of (a) to b)
TotalS

(d) RecUrrent P,escrur;::es
GaP, $ rEll y(;.-

Gap Index (It) rilt;':.14 terms)
Index (AVI,W)
Index .(AtiVO. tax).
Gap Index (In proportional terms)

1973

A

1974
Category

E H A

1975
Category

E H

104 92 119.5 152 94 169 260

72 104 104 104 135 135 135
176 196 223.5 256 229. 304 395

519 640 640 640 837 837 837
(Est.) (Est.) (Est.)

0.34 0.31 0.35 0.40 , 0.27 0.36 0.47

343 444 416.5 384 608 533 442
100 129 121 , 112 177 155 129
100 119. (Est.) 146 (Est.)
100 114 (Est.) 138 (Est.)
100 113. 106 98 129 113 94

1. Estimates for average weekly earnings (1974 end 1975) are from the Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research, Melbourne University.
2. It should also be noted that the ratios are inflated and the Indices distorted by two factors which, act unfavourably against the non-govern-

\ ment sector, viz. .

(a) it is considered that the calculation of recurrent expenditure per government school child is reduced by failure to include head office
administration, debt charges, depreciation or components of teacher training.

(b) the grants apply to a calendar year, e.g. 1775, whereas the recurrent expenditure is calculated for a financial year set back six months, e.g.
1974.75.

(c) the figure for recurrent expenditure Is cairrolir.--",! st.,Irding to provi.ions in the regulations associated with the States Grants (Schools)
Act. Its value is decided ate meeting 0+ Ltar, Mira:tars of ,:ducatior. There is an agreement among the States that only the Australian
average figures are made available...rw axonditore in a large state such as Victoria is higher than the average, e.g. $696 for 1973-74 (The .
Her,.L. i-t. S. Thompson, Questions on Notice, October 30, 1974, p. 1793). When based on this figure, the Ratio for a Category H school is
0.37, not 0.40.
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TABLE 9 Ca imitation of Recurrent Ratio and indices for Systemic .
Primary Schools -- Victoria
(Excluding grants for Disadvantaged Schools)

(a) Average per pupil
grants, $ per year

1973 1974 1975

Federal 62 102 163 (Est.)
State 51 62 80
Total

(b) Average recurrent expenditure
per Australian government
primary pupil,
$. per year.

(c) Ratio of (a)
to (b) totals

113

309

0.37

164

379

.0.43

243

498 (Est.)

0.49

Recurrent Resources
Gap, $ per year 196 215 255
Gap Index (In money terms) 100 110 130

index (AWE) 100 119 (Est.) 146 (Est.)
Index (AWE after tax) 100 114 (Est.) 138 (Est.).
Gap Index (In proportional terms) 100 96 94

In granting $62 (1974) under Act No. 8495 (1973), the Hon. R. J.
Hamer's Victorian Liberal Government supplied $14 less than that due
under this Government's previous Act No, 8378 (1972). The wording
of the latter Act would have led to a grant of about $100 per pupil
In 1975.

Table 9 givs.-, per pt.:pi/ recurrent grant data on Catholic systemic schools.
In assessing ch.: grants to systemic primary schools in Nii..toria, one may note

the following:
1

All.moneys flowing under the 1972 Act were distributed to schools on a
per pupil basis.

2 lithe Victorian figures ale typical -Mother about 93 per cent of the
S8.91 million under the 1973 Act flowed directly' to the systemic
primary schools. In 1974, 90 669 pupils in these schools received 58.26
million and it is estimated that the average distributed after the budget
supplement will he 5102 per pupil.

3 Approximately 2462 pupils were in Victorian parish systemic secondary
schools receiving S265.835. .

t Of the 343 parish primary schools in Victoria, before budget adjustment,
60 received less than that due under the. States Grants (Schools) Act
1972, 58 received.an equivalent amount; 225 schools received more.

During this year, a non:-systemic school in Category H received less than

many systemic schools. If such a school was sponsored by a different religious
faith, this anomaly could well be raised as a matter offeivling against Section
116 of the Constitution. On the other hand, many Catholic schools which

would have been assessed as Category H in the non - systemic classification
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received less than the 597.5 per pupil due to such a school in 1974; the same
situation persists in 1975.

In the first year of application of the Karmel report, Victorian Catholic
systemic primary schools did not obtain massive recurrent aid. In faCt, they
received only...an-average of $26 per pupil more than they could have secured
under the States Grants (Schools) Act 1972 of the McMahon Government.
Estimating total Victorian expenditure on primary and secondary education in
calendar years 1974 and 1975 as $1260 million, the recurrent grants for
disadvantaged Catholic schools were about 0.1 per cent of this total. On an
average, $9 will flow per pupil in a Catholic systemic school or $50 to each
child declared disadvantaged.

In conclusion, one may note an improvement in the Average Recurrent
Ratio and the Resources Gap Index (in proportional terms) for systemic
schools during 1974 and 1975. The movement is similar to that apparent in
Category H secondary schools. However, in both years, there is an increase in
the gap in money terms.

BUILDING GRANTS

Federal aid, for building (excluding science laboratories and libraries) in
schools in 1974 and 1975 combined was planned to be: government S 164
million, non-goVernment $34.5 million.'° The latter's share (17.3 per cent)
approaches an equitable distribution. In addition, Mr. Bowen stated that 'up to
50 per cent of the total ... may be applied to new pupil'places'."

The total Victorian state budget estimate (1974-75) for school buildings
and sites is not less than $107 million. State sources are to supply S65 million
of this sum. The only state allocation' for the non-government sector is $0.5
million subsidy on interest for building secondary schools.

Table 10 presents figures fdr building. During 1973-74, as a result of
initiatives of the McMahon Government through the 1972 Act and the
Kartnel allocations, moneys for primary school building became available for

: the first time. There was a consequent reduction in the Building Resources
Gap (primary). Despite this relative improvement, there were delays in
consideration of building grants during financial year 1973-74 and, at the
time when approvals came through, there were upwards movements in the
Victorian Building Cost Index." For example, the Index rose by 9.26 per cent
in April 1974, a further 2.78 per cent in May and 8.63 per cent in June. In
attempting to help as many applicants as possible, the Schools Commission
made inadequate grants and schools had difficulty in obtaining building
finance at reasonable rates of interest.

Indicators suggest that heavy federal funding and large, unmatched
allocations from state sources towards building government school:: will widen
the secondary 'gap' considerably in 1974-75.

The current situation in Victoria is that the State Department of Education
failed to spend more than S9 million of moneys available in estimates for
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TABLE 10 Ratios of Equity and the extent of Continuing Effort (Building) in the non-government sector
(Victoria) State and Federal Capital Fundihg, $ per pupil (Av.)

1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75

Primary
Ratio

$ non-govt. school children 0
0.00

0
=== 0.00

16

45- = 0.36
45 -16 =--- 29

72
58

38 = 0.43
$ govt. school children 40
Building Resources Gap, $ 40-0 40
Index (in money terms) . 100

a Index (in proportional terms) 100

48
48 - 0 = 48

120
108

88
88-38 == 50

125
83

Secondary
30

Ratio 0.26 - 30 = 0.23
130

130 - 30 == 100
-.116

105
109

111

42, = 0.26
163

163- 42 = 121
141

114
127

124

62 = 0.21292-
292-62 = 230

267
177
157 (Est.)

151 (Est.)

116
Building Resources Gap, $ 116-30 = 86
Index (In money terms) 100
Index (In proportional terms) 100
Index of Average Weekly Earnings 100
sindt.x of Average Weekly
Earnings after tax 100



Notes to Table 10

1. The analysis is based on government budgets and statements of expenditure; 'Schools Commission Programs 1974' (September, 1974) giving
-`a progress report on expenditure; 'Schools 1973' (Australian Bureau of Statistics, ref, 13.5) and releases from the Catholic Education Commis-

sion of Victoria.

2. During the three financial years prior to 1974.75, the per pupil expenditure on government building has varied from 27 to 22 per cent
primary, 73 to 78 per cent siscondary. There is no official statement as to allocation for 1974-75; my calculations assume a per pupil distri-
bution of 23 to 77.

3. Totals include capital grants for genera: building and libraries; for secondary science laboratories; also, disadvantaged schools (Federal,
systemic schools only).

The subsidy for payment of Interest (State, secondary only) on capital loans is a recurrent cost and is omitted. It amounts to an average
of $4 per pupil and has been included in calculation of the Total Resources 'Gap (Tables 2 and 7).

4. In. Victoria, funding for 'general buildings' in the nongovernment sector was distributed equally between primary and secondary schools,
Where funding is not specific to a sector, this principle has been adopted. There are more primary (109,537 in 1973) than secondary pupils
(83,900), so the allocation per pupil is less in the primary sector.

5. In considering grants for 'general building' within the primary sector during the first nine months of 1974, the-average per. pupil allo-
cation was in the ratio 22 (rion.systemic) to 78 (Catholic systemic).

The average per pupil allocation for secondary children in categories was in the ratio 14 (A, B and C) to Ai (D, E and F) and 46 (G and
H). These figures have been applied to Categories A, E and H respectively,

The above data have been used In Tables 2 and 7 In assessing distribution of budget estimates Into types and categories of school.

6. Grants for disadvantaged schools in the first nine months of 1974 (therefore, overlapping over two financial years) amounted to $758,920.
This is about $9 per systemic Primary child or approximately $115 per pupil for the 6500 children in the 21 schools receiving building benefits
as "disadvantaged". Calculations in'Tables 2 and 7 allowed $0.8 per systemic child in 1973-74 and $7.9 in 1974-75, from a budgeted total of
81346;000.
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1973-74. While the Building Index rose at an average monthly rate of two
per cent in the three months ending October 1974i. funds are not available for
the non-government sector to meet basic. extension needs (classrooms and
toilets) in the majority of schools with legitimate claims. At the_present level
of grants and with the high building standards demanded by the Schools
Commission, a generation of children could pass through some schools

- without the benefit of a modern library. In contrast with the 1960s and early
1970s, there are no or,. few major projects underway, and there is an
insufficiency of work for builders normally active in the Catholic school
sector.
DISADVANTAGED SCHOOLS

The Karmel Committee allocated $50 million (11 per cent of its total
'supplement' of $467.million) to disadvantaged schools. This sum is about 1.3
per cent of the total moneys spent on Australian primary and secondary";
education during calendar years 19 74 and 1975 combined.

The distribution of moneys for both building and recurrent expenditure
discussed in the text) is 88 per cent to government schools and 12 per cent to
Catholic systemic schools. Schools in Australia states that 'it can be Seen that the
Catholic systemic schools were operating in 197 2 at an average standaid of .

some four-fifths of that of government primary schools.'" This fact does not
appear to be recognized in the distribution ratio of 88 12.

Secondly, one 'might also wonder at the complete absence of non-
government secondary schools' seeing that,. to quote Karmel, 'the typical
Catholic secondary school t.m.,,s:s about 70 oer cent of the resources used per
pupil in an average state school.'" If a low letter. :it) the Category. system is to
replace a . right (recognized by, the Australian Government) based on
'disadvantage', this might have been spelt out more clearly.

TAXATION DEDUCTIONS FOR EDUCATION EXPENSES

71w Herald, 16 October 1974; states: 'Mr Whitlam told caucus that the
decision on school deductions was the unanimous decision of Cabinet arrived
at after-studying-a report by Dr.Coombs!.

If this statement refers to 'Review of the Continuing Expenditure Policies of
the Previous Government'. June 1973. pp. 258-259, it is a-poor justification
for action..

T6 Coombs case rests on certain correct principles and evidence, viz.; that
the tax deductions are a type of 'disguised expenditure in the form of a
subSidy. operating in a manner that gives more saving in money terms to those
on higher il:.comes.

Therl: nothing novel about this interpretation; In the absence of an
equitable ieturti Of taxation to parents paying independent school fees
therefore not subsidized by governments through funding in the measure.
offered to parents with children at state schools the Income Tax Assessment
Act (Section 82J) formerly. offered indirect assistance through an allowance of
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expenditures up to $400 per student. Only part of this sum, say $250, offered
a relative concession to a parent with a child at an independent school. A
patent with a child at a government secondary schoo! could claim $150
without question for uniforms, incidental fees, fares, books, music and
sport, excursions organized by the school etc.

The $400 deductio'n allowed parents some reduction in taxable income in
respect to part or whole of the fees paid. Although individuals on higher
income, at higher rates Of taxation, benefited most, the bulk of the support
went -to those of moderate or modest income." The estimated savings
(1974-75) of $30m will not flow from parents of children in state schools; it
will flow from all parents in non-government school-, i:4:r!P.aps primarily
Catholic parents for the simple reason that their cl.P;,,,!?:c are in non-
'government schools in great numbers.

The former Treasurer, the Hon. F. Crean, has stated: This Government has
gone further than any other government in the abolition of fees generally . .

There are less fees payable now in the system than were ever payable before'.16
This statement was made after clear evidence that fees in Catholic parish
schools are rising steeply. This affects the parents of children (17.55 per cent
of those in Australian primary schools in 1973) who attend Catholic priniary
schools; only 2.26 per cent of children attend non-Catholic non-government
primary schools.''

Fees are rising in independent secondary schools where the main impact will
come on the parents of Catholic (16.62 per cent) and non-Catholic (7.67 per
cent) children.

In failing to recognize such facts, the Review's treatment of education
expenses is quite inadequate. Dr Coombs recognized that the deduction
'would ideally be better replaced by a sY".4'tn.14-.)f rebates on taxation'. He then
goes on to regret that 'this is a matter going beyond the compass' of his Task
Force. while Mr Crean recognizes that 'an ossified pattern cannot suddenly
be changed in a very short space of time", he did not employ this principle.
Dr Coombs' argument that the taxpayers most affected would for the most
part be those in the higher income brackets' was re-echoed by Mr Crean. It is
unsound. In fact, the lower income earlier with children at a non-government
school will be penalized more as a percentage of his income than 2. higher
income earner who can better bear the loss from an annual income of
$20 000. If a family contains a number of children attending non-government
schools, the chance of movement into a new taxable income level is increased.

The underlying philosophy is made clear in Treasury Taxation Paper No. 7
(November, 1974) which states (p. 18):

From an equity viewpoint it would be difficult to argue that education expenses
reduce the capacity of an individual'to pay tax in a country where, education is
provided free of charge by a system of State Schools; heavy expenses are an option,
not a necessity. [My italics.]

It is evident that the Treasury does not consider that the prior right of parents
to choose whether their children are educated at a government school. or 1t a

1.76
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TABLE 11 Money Flows per pupil to School/Parent Partnership
Alternative Government Policies

`Category H Secondary School/Parent on Average Weekly Wage

Continued and Unvarying Current
Policies Pre December 1972 Policies.

1974 1975 (1st half) 1974- 1975 (1st half)
$ $ 1$ $

Federal Govt.
State Govt. 4-
Estimated Savings
from maximum
taxation
deduction

1. For The Victorian Government, see State HanOard, The Hon. 1.- H.
S. Thompson, November 16, 1972, p. 2113; November 13, 1973,
p. 1946; The Hon: R. J. Hamer, October...24, 1973, p. 1450 and
the 1973-74 Budget Speech.

.

2. Junior Government .Scholarships amounted to an average of $15
per child in the period 1 Jan., 1974-30 June, 1975. The sum Is
common to both tables -and Is omitted.

128
128

128

84
84

64

(Est.)
(Est.)

152
1104

\
88

130
87

24-
384 232 344

-
221

non - government school' (Schools Commission Act, 1973, p. 7), has economic
implications!

hi the debate of 16 October 1974, the Hon. A. H. Lamb stated: 'We cannot
isolate this debate n the right to a $30 million taxation deduction for
education expenses from the full thrust of the Australian Schools
Cominif:sion'.19 I agree. Table 11 gives a listing, for a Category H school-,.
parent. partnership, of benefits due under continuing federal and Victorian
Acts (1972) and unamended taxation deductions compared with ,benefits"
under the 1973 Act as amended by the 1974-75 budget and by -Cabinet
decision on the figure of 8150 for deduction of educational expenses.. The_
figures apply to a man earning the average. wage, S125.90, in Victoria in the

.June quarter of 1974.
During the period, 1 January 1974 to 30 June 1975, the school-parent

Country Party policies of 1972 and the commitments then made (later
modified) by the State Liberal Government of the Hon. R.J. Hamer.

The data may also be .considered,in the tight of Table 8. Table 11 shows
that, for the instance cited, the payment in tax was decreased by S40 for the
education of each child at an independent secondary school for the first half,
but not the last half of 1974. If this sum is regarded as a debit against the
recurrent per pupil grants of 8256 (1974) for a Category H school, the real
'Ratio is 0.34, to be compared with 0.40 (apparent). If current Taxation
policies continue until 31 December 1975', the 1975 'Ratio' will drop from
0.47 to no more than that sought by the McMahon formula.

I' - 1 17 t'.7
Li
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.ENERAL COMMENTARY

' Any appraisal o -; the work of the Interim Committee in. ust consider its tcrinsof
reference-whichAmade explicit mention of the.'financial needs of schools'."
The Committee nterpreted its role narrowly-as-concern 'with the resources
used in the schools and not with the financial situation ofthe parents of pupils'.

Justice to the taxp yer with children at non-government schools was not the

issue. He had made his contribution to funding of education but, according to
the terms of refire ce, there was to be no substitution for his 'continuing .

effort'.2' - .

Lit follows that Scl.00ls-in-AustratisKiuld be regarded as an emtirgency
document dealing wit disadvantage, not a primer of principles on justice to
parents or pupils. W en the Committee phased out grants for schools in--
Category A and CabinFt decided to terminate threse grants from 1 January
19'74, their action con d be justified as within the terms of,- reference: If
assessment of 'needs' by Carmel had been coupled with Cabinet decision to...._
give a base recurrent rant according to the McMahon forniulft, the

Government would have resented a coherent plan." ' '.

The Interim Committe sought, by 1979; to secure schools. of' high
, standard', offering 'equalit) of opportunity' to all.students. Fort 1.974 and

1975, the Committee Tecom ended 'funds aimed to go to about one -sixth the
way. in each year towards r achingthe 1979 targets'." At the okiing of
'1975, all schools in the nonrgovernment sector are involved in a lidding
operation, with threat of parent withdrawal because of the reduction in

\taxation deductionstfor.educati mal expenses:

It is submitted that .the economic Contribution of the Karmel report to
solving. the probleMs of education in the non-government sector has been

exaggerated.' .. .. .

1 In allocating recurrent granks for 1974, the report has
1

brought increases
J to only some ion-governmerlt schools and at the expense of other schools,

with erosion of efir, i,...,., H.; .7. f pares is' rights in educating their children.
The ,Litter schools !:, :. .,..'..i;,.,,:...ottirelv non-Catholic and any Worsening of
their position ic.ius,.:,,,,:,,w.,;;, '.- d social class from. which their pupils come.
Such policies cannot prirrict!: the 'equality' that the. Government seeks.

2 When judged by the Total Resources Gap in money tcrms,.S per pupil,

government support for Independent secondary schools is declining; this
applies to Categoiy H schools ;also. The Index of required-tontinuing
effort,. in proportional (elms, has also increased for all carq;nriei of
secondary schOol. (Sec Table 7.) I .

3 When judged by they Recurrent Expenditure Ratio, a Category .-1-1

secondary school derisied no overall benefit from the combination of .

Karmel and state (Victoria) policies in 1974; the posi:ion improves in
1975. However, in both .1974 and 1975 a Category E school with
icsources below that of an average Australian government school, is worse
off than under continuing (and unvaried) Liberal- Country- Party federal
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practices and the 1972 commitments of 1VIr`l-larrer'i State C <vernment
(See Table 8.)

4 The recommendations of the Interim Committee, accepted by the Labor
Government, have created new avenues of belief'. for. Catholic primary
schools. Many running at a deficit, but certainly not all, have obtained /
significant help. (See discussion on Table 9.) iFloweVer, if 'needs'sjudged'
by Karmel formula evaluating school resources is to be the criterion, the
Catholic parish schools have not obtained 'massive' aid, even after
favourable distribution of general building grants to ordinary systemic
schools and by supplementary allocations to disadvarktaged schools.2

5 The school-parent partnership in even Category H secondary schools
(1974) with a Karmel Index of less than 67 and a parent on the average
wage is worse off during (1974) and the first half of 1975 than under th4:-,.
recurrent funding of Federal (and State) Acts. 1972, and an unamended
taxation deduction. (See Table 11.)25

6 The Karmel report failed to recognize the support required if state sources
were to fund the non-government sector equitably, particularly in respect
to building costs for both secondary and primary schools. (See Table 10.)

In the final analysis, adherence to sound principles protecting -the
independence of schools in the non-government sector will be just as
important as equitable financial support from governments. Until both are
achieved, it will be necessary for parents, and the schools 'founded to serve
their children, to accept financial disability, give mutual support and maintain
morale.

Notes
I Australia. (1973). Schools in Australia. Reperr of the Interim Comnither of the Australian Schools

Commission. (Chairman. P. Karmel). Canberra: AGPS, para. 6.33 (p. 67). See Aso, 1.4 (p. 4)
and 5.14 (p..50).

2 Sec McKinnon, K. R. (Chairman of the Schools Commission). Some Problems of Finance in
Education'. Meeting of Australian Parents Council, 24 August 1974: and address to
ANZNAS Congress (The Canberra Times, 2'3 January 1975). Also Ross Warneke (The Age,
12 December 1974) citing R. Costello, member of the Schools Commission.

3 Public lectures Program (March-May 1974). 'Labor. Karmel and the Schools'. 'Absolute'
equity may be defined as that eqUff-rWhich is full justice after considering all the factors
involved. This has never been anah'sed adequately. Hence. I sins only to consider 'relative'
equity which can be inferred from movements in economic indicators.

4 This paper does not discuss 'Special Education provision for the handicapped. The Interim,
Committee '(Section 10.27. pp. 115-116). by not providing for direct funding of special
w.hools in the non-government sector, envisaged some absorption of 'voluntary schools by
the government administration. While the Australian Government has provided.a grant
towards recurrent costs of non-government schools in 1974' and 1975. .the Karmel
recommendations have inhibited the development of those special schools which have de. 1cd
to remain independent.

5 The figure for recurrent cost (1973-4) is based on the Report of the Minister of Education fo
that year. The Minister's figure is.S864.69. but when calculated according to the principles
observed in this paper (sec Table 1. note 2), the figure is 3807. This sum includes debt
charges and an estimate for head office administration. Another estimate. $696, cited by The
Hon. L. H. S. Thompson (Questions on Notice, 30 October. 1974. p. 1793). is according to
an accounting practice also followed by the Australian Government. The Federal Ministiir for
Education 'has not yet released estimates for 1974-75 and this paper uses estimates (primary
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and secondary) based On a 31 per cent increase from 1973-74. (cf. fositnote 4 to Table 1.) A
critique of this jsidgnient, involving comparison with official figurks, would only be possible

, if the States publish all data used in 2...lent:dim, including a full statement of actual
expenditures in the previous financial yeas or . footnote 2 to Table 8.)

6. The Rt. Hon. W. McMahon. Cemmuniveakt% "...1,eatary Debater, House of Representatives,
11 May 1972; The figure according to stAcMahon formula was 0.40, The Federal
Government pledged to contribute at the level of '0.20 and appealed to the States to
match this. .

7 I suggest comparison of Victoria: Education Grants No. 83 78 (19 December 197.2) and its
. inbuilt fordsula with No. 8495 (4 December 1973), where this is eliminated.

8 Victorian Hansard, 16 November 1972, p. 2113.
9 The Hon. L. Bowen. CP.D., op. cit., 15 November 1973, p. 3405.

10 The 1974-75 federal budget increases grants towards all building in government and non-
government sectors combined by $10.5m for the period 1 January 1974 to 30 June 1975,
The distribution of total moneys for science laboratories and libraries (some 'S70m) is
essentially in accordance with the school populations.
The Hon. L. Bowen, ibid., p. 3402.

12 The Building Cost Index is used for purpose of cost adjustment on contract sums in
accordance with the Cost Adjustment Agreement. September 1970. A labour-materials ratio
of 45:55 applies. See; The Australian Builder, November 1974. p. 456.

13. Australia. (1973). op.cit.: 67.
14 ibid.: 70-71.
15 For example. during 1969-70, in --the school of my domicile, a Lorenz analysis of the

economic status of parents (averaging about four children) showed a close similarity with the
Australian spectrum of families of the sante structure. For data on the relation. of income to
deduCtions claimed for educational expenses, see Mortenn:11, K. G., The Age. 25 September
1974, and Gould. K. W.; The Age, 10 December 1974.

16 The Hon. F. Crean, C.P. D., op. ait., 1 6 October 1974. pp. 2403, 2405. .

17 Australia.' (1973). loc. cit. .

I8 The Hon. F. Crean. ibid.: 2404.
19 The Hon. A. H. Lamb, ibid.: 2407. .
20 Australia. (1973). op. cit.: para 1.4,(p. 4).
21 ibid.; 3.
22 This was apparently the general intention.of the Minister for Education, the lion. K. E.

Bewley; 'My view was that every school in the country. including the Geelong Grammar
School. should receive a basic grant from the Commonwealth and that the Comnionwealth
should. have an identity with the education of every, child.' (C.P,D.., 30 May 1973, pp.
2844-2845).

23 Australia. (1973). op. cit., Para, 6. 12. (p. 62).
24 Cf. McKinnon. K. R.. 'The financial situation of Catholic. schoolt was,' think, appreciated

but not sufficiently highlighted by the Karmel Committee. Catholic authorities, even with
this massive additional federal government support, hive now been forced to review fee

"structures', Monash Public Lectures Program. ('The Next Steps from Karmel) op. cit.; also
address to ANZAAS, op. cii., where he stated: 'Although the funds provided.to non-
government schools for 19 74 and 1.975 were thought to be generoui, the submissions of
interested -parties for the needs of the next three yea's seek a vastly greater proportion of
equivalent government-school costs'

25 Another benefit which has been withdrawn is the 'opportunity to compete for
Commonwealth Sccbndary Scholarships. The Liberal/Country Party coalition doubled the
number of scholarships for 1973 and boys in Form4 of my school won 70 awards, 42 per .

cent of the utal enrolment of these classes.
The LaboikGovernment has abolished the scholarship system. It introduced a Secondary

Allowances Scheme in early 1974. Families with an adjusted income .(gross for family, minor
deductions) of more than $5675 (as at October 1974) are not eligible for any aid and this
will cut out parents of moderate means who previously benefited 'from the hard work of
children of average ability who, with the school's assistance.wvere.able to win scholarships. It
may also be noted that the new 'allowances' scheMe 'involves disbursement of less than S3
million where S 1 1 million was distributed in scholarships.
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11. Renewal in Australian Education
a Changing Prospect

J.K. Matthews and J.P. Keeves

THE KARMEL INITIATIVES

The Interim Committee for the Australian Schools Commission, under the
chairmanship of Professor P.H. Karmel, was appointed 11 days after the
election, in December 1972, of the first Australian Labor Party. Government
for 23 years. It produced its report, Schools in Australia, in the very short. period
of five months) The Committee's terms of reference reflected to some extent
the ideology of the Labor Party, in particular its commitment to the
promotion of equality of opportunity.

These terms of reference required an examination of the needs of schools,
priorities within them, and the recommendation of appropriate measures to
meet these needs. The Committee was required to work towards establishing
acceptable standards for all schools, taking into account the particular needs of
disadvantaged groups. This gave Committee .members broad scope for
developing their own framework of values and establishing their own goals
for education in Australia. In doing so, they have largely influenced the
context of debate on Australian schools for the eseeable future.

The terms of reference also reflected,"intheir stress on the needs of schools
and o' pri,ifities within these needs, the compromise reached within the Labor
Party on the question of state aid to non-goyernrnent schools. .By accepting
'needs' as the basis for the allocation of funds the Party could quite
comfortably accommodate both government :,.nd non-government schools
within the framewo:4 !?I its egalitarian ideology. However, the terms of
reference were remarkably free from ideological dogma or prescription. The
Committee of experts was left to decide what needs and priorities should be
considered important and what measures would best meet them.

As can be seen above. the Committee was required to think in terms of the
needs of schools, and not of social issues such as equality and diversity. Its
programs reflected its stated goal of bringing all schools up to an equal and
much higher level of physical provision and operation by the target date of
1979. However, they also reflected the values the: Committee considered to be
important in the development and advancement of Australian education.
Chief among these values were equality, diversity, and devolution of
1..:Tonsibility to those most closely concerned with theprocess of schooling.

Equality was interpreted as providing opportunities for all individuals,
irrespective of socio-economic orphysical handicaps; to acquire the basic level
of skill considered necessary for living and participating fully in, the commimal



life of a complex society. Beyond that, it was seen as providing a wide
diversity of equally valued paths to personal satisfaction and fulfilment.

This interpretation of equality required that more resources should be
devoted to those who were less likely to rea '-h an acceptable level of skill. It
also led to the 'needs' approach in the allocation of general recurrent grants.
The allocation of more funds to those States whose schools lagged behind the
national average and those categories of non-gOvernment schools which were
below target levels was, in parr, an attempt to equalize. the conditions of
learning, so that children previously suffering from adverse school
environments might be enabled . to learn in the more advantageous
surroundings enjoyed by everyone else. No crude correspondence was
assumed between school conditions and educational outcomes. However, it
was considered that all children should enjoy a.high level of provision, both to
maximize the possible effects of resources on learning and to demonstrate that
all children should be equally valued, no matter where or how they lived.

Mote directly related to the Committee's interpretation of equality were the
Special Education and Disadvantaged Schools Programs. In the former,
children with obvious physical and mental handicaps were to be provided
with extra resources in an attempt to raise their level of cognitive and social
c.,mpetence towards the level .considered desirable. In the latter, schools
serving areas in which there was a predominance of people with social
disadvantages (for example, low-status occupational groups, migrants,
Aborigines and single parents) were to be eligible for extra funds to mount
programs -aimed at increasing the levels-of competence, and widening the
horizons, of their pupils.

Diversi.; of provision and approaches was a logical corollary- of
the interpretation of equality tlat placed equal value on a vailety of lifestyles
and interests. This pluralist view of society was reflected in the acceptance and
support of various: kinds of non-government schools It was perhaps more
evident in the Special Projects (Innovations) Program, in which the
development of new and different curricula, teaching methods and systems of
organization were to be encouraged by grants to individuals and groups for
experimentation in these areas.

Devolution of responsibility to those most closely involved in the day-to-
day running of schorls and school systems was encouraged by the requirement
that school personnel themselves should put up programs to be approved and
funded, for example in thr Disadvantaged Schools and Special Projects
Programs. It was also reflected in the fact. that general capital and recurrent
grants were :nade to state and systemic educational authorities without firm
prescription., to be allocated as they saw tit.

Thus, although the primary'," aim was to meet the assessed material needs of
schools and raise their levels of operation, the Committee, in the programs it
recommended to ac,..eve this goal, sought to influence the direction of
Australian education in the light of the three major value orientations of
equality, diversity, and devolution of responsibility.
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The programs

The programs :commended by the Karmel Committee and continued by the
Schools Commission reflected a fine balancing of the values and priorities

,expressed in the Karmel report. In particular, they were intended to reconcile
the somewhat conflicting aims that those closest to the schools should decide
priorities, and that the areas considered by the Committee to be of high
priory should not be neglected. The general purpose capital and recurrent
grants were expected to achieve the first aim, while it was hoped that the
special purpose grants would achieve the second.

It was not only the specific programs of the Schools Commission that were
put into op,ration ,:ver the next few years. The more general recom-
mendations advanced in Schools in Australia for improving the quality of
the educational enterprise also influenced developments. One of these was that
the Commonwealth Government should expand its support for educational
research activities.= This was one of the factors influencing the strengthenirig
and reorganizing of the Australian Advisory Committee on Research and
Development in Education, now called the Education Research and
Development Committee. This body was given greatly increased resources
and a permanent chairman.

The establishment of a national-Curriculum Development Centre, suggested
at an earlier date by the Australian Education Council, was influenced by the
Karmel report's support for curriculum development on a national scale to
supplement and aid state, local and reacher initiatives and provide
alternatives.' The Centre was e.tablished in 1974 and became a statutory
authority in July 1975.

Another result of the Interim Committct report and programs, was the
restructuring of the loosely connected Catholic schools into a stronger and
more co- ordinated system. The Karmel report recommended that State-wide
bodies be formed to ;!'i,burse and account for funds granted to Catholic
systemic schools. -The Catholic authorities themselves realized that
strengthened co-ordinating machinery was a necessary response in order to
obtain financial assistance from the State and Commonwealth Governments.
Consequently, State Catholic Education Commissions have been established as
educational policy-making and administrative bodies, serviced by State
Catholic Education Offices. A National Catholic Education Commission met
for the first time in 1974. This rationalization and refracturing of Catholic
educational administration has greatly increased the effectiveness cu the
Catholic school sector in political terms, and in 1976 it became one of the
strongest advocates for the retention of the Schools Commission at a time
when the existence of that body appeared threatened,

tbi.:-..7-is encountered

By 1975, all the original funds recommended by the Interim Comr. "'tee
had committed and more than 65 per cent had been 'expended. L. :ts
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Report for the Triennium 1976-1978, the Schools Commission examined the
implementation of the policies and programs proposed by the Interim
Committee.' It has become evident that several major problems were
encountered_ in carrying out these recommendations. Some' ()Eche problems
would be inherent in any program of planned educational change. As Porter
has pointed -out, policy-makers must give attention to the reality that both
personal needs and organizational requirements equally affect the process of
change.' This means that political and structural protection of innovation must
be built into any program attempting change in education. This was not done
as effectively as it could have been in some of the Schools Commission's
programs. Good relations between government and non-government
education authorities and personnel in the States, and the agents of the Schools
Commission were not necessarily ensured by the procedures developed, and
the fact that Australian education operated in an ongoing political system
meant that some difficulties were bound to arise. Some of the more specific
problems are discussed below.
Rises in teachers' salaries. The Salary levels of teachers increased by 82 per cent in
the period 1971-74 at a rate roughly equivalent to that of average ma. wage
increases.6 There were major salary awards at approximately 18-month
intervals in all States during this period, Since salary costs constituted 80 per
cent of recurrent expenditure in education', this restricted the number of
options for which recurrent resources could be used. The number of possible
extra staff was itself restricted by the increased salary costs and by the fact that
teachers with high professional qualification.; and longer experience
constituted an increasing proportion of the total teaching force.

Since 1974, teachers' salaries have stabilizes', with no major awards or
variations other than those associated with national wage indexation.
However, !alai-) costs continue to account for the major proportion of
recurrent resources used in all programs, even with cost supplementation, as
the growth rate in the total funds available has been restricted.
Inflated building costs. Most capital expenditure on schools in the decade to
1973-74 went to accommodate an expanding anr? ^bile population. A huge
backlog of needs fin the improvement aur of facilities, that could
not be met in a triennium, had been ovel earlier years. Emergency
increases in funds voted for 197 not enough to offset the growing
proportion of state funds needed :Lt new places rather than improvement, and
less than an estimated one4hird o all funds available in 1974-75 were
devoted to upgrading.

In the five years 1969-70 to 1974-75, building costs had escalated in all
Sates. By 1975, for each S 1.06 spent on educational buildings it 1969,
51.75 was required to purchase rite same facilities.8 Although a supple-
mentation provision was attached to capital g5ants from the Federal
Governinent, in so far as the state government an&Catholic Systems were not
able to contribute their full share of the rising Costs, facilities completed
,necessarily diminished proportionately. Because of tb;;, the hoped for
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improvement in the physical conditions of learning for Australian children has
not been as marked as it might have been if full supplementation could have

been found.
Inflation, in general, has inhibited progress towards achieving the original

aims. The primary reason has, been, of course, that it has eaten into the real
value of additional funds, thereby reducing the effort that could be put into
the improvement of facilities. Consequently, the expected level of
improvement in sub-standard school buildings could not possibly eventuate in
anything like the planned time. A second and less tangible effect of inflation
has been that it has distracted attention away from the needs of education as a
political issue and concentrated it on more readily recognized economic
issues.9

These two facets of the effects of inflation have contributed to 7 backlash
against high level fmiding. The qualitative goals and outcomes
of the Schools Commission programs are not easily measured,and as inflation
has inhibited improvement in levels of physical provision which car. be
measured, some sections of the,community have expressed disquiet at the lack
.f tangible kesults for the money expended, and have favoured concentration

T.;./.7 Government' on the eradication of inflation rather than on programs
from which they can see little measurable benefit. Concern with the problems
of inflation re,ulted in the postponement of triennial funding in the 1975-76
budget, and has subsequently put beyond possibility the achievement of the
initial capital expei,diture programs of the Schools Commission by the target
date. The potential for educational development during the next half decade
has obviously been seriously diminished.
Federal-state relations. In recent years there has been a major shift in control over'
education, with administrative responsibility remaining with the Stares but
financial responsibility being increasingly assumed by the Commonwealth
through increased grants to the States, both under the general purpose vote
and under Section 96 of the Constitution. This tendency was accelerated by
the programs of the Whitlam Government in the years 1972-1975, which in
effect amounted to the eleveloPment of a nation-widPeducational
Through the establishment of specific purpose programs of financial assistance,
the Federal Government has become .a primary decision -maker in the field of
education. However, while the Karmel programs may have resulted in the
States losing some independence in the making of broad policy for their
respective systems. they have also expanded the resources, opportunities and
possible effectiveness of some state activities in a relatively non - prescriptive
manner.

The major problem which arises from a situation where policy-making and
administrative responsibilities are dispersed between federal, state and non -
government authorities and institutions is that the complexity of the
provisioning arrangements may lead to a distortion between educational aims
and their realization. The Schools CoMmission programs have had two major
aims, first, to augment funds available to the States for schooling in order to
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raise the level of resources availabk, and support specific
developments considaed nationally importar..: i':',1..,-,14tver, the ialueor,.. tyi"
these progiamn on segools has been limited by u.i :ee

1 Federal funds amount to approXimately one-fifth expi,..-liwre on
schools by governments, the balance being provided i-roe;7 vneral
revenue of the States.

2 The Co, -rission has no executive mandate outside the of financial
accounting for expenditure, and has to rely on other educational
authorities to implement programs.

3 Because the Commission is a statutory authority establishei to advise the
Federal Minister, the implementation of its programs muse divend on
political decisions at the federal, as well as state, level of gOvernmnt.")

It was evident that the States did not need necessarily to expend SchOols
Commission funds in the spirit of the Commission's recommendations. For
example, in some States, there has been some qtiestioning as to whether
General Buildings and Recurrent Grants were spent where the needs were
greatest. In .specific purpose programs which have required co-operation
between state and federal authorities, the amour.; of red tape to be dealt with
has been a source of complaint, for example, during the early stages of thz
Teacher Development Program. This has also been the ca.. the
implementation of the General Buildings Program, where. SM. '1Dartments
have strongly established lines of authority and responsibility and have not
welcomed any notion of the isoatioo of federal funds or the suggestion that
they should be used according to criteria other than those already determined.
State GoVernments politically opposed to the Federal Government have been
tempted to monify problems, ar, :, resources differently from the, ways
intended. Accounting procedures, in general, have been rather poor, and it has
been difficult to telt how the States are using the allocated resources. This has
been especially true of the General Recurrent Program.

Of, course, the. original objectives of a program were not :'only: of
being...distoired at the state and system levels, they also liati:to-pass intact
through the Federal. Government's decision-making proceSseS. An early
example of how aims were changed at this level was the decision forced on the

\ Labor Government by a hostile Senate in 1973 to maintain a certain level of
\per capita recurrent support for Category 1 aril 2 independent schools, in spite
of the Government's intention to stop such aid to these school, f-:mmediately
and the Karmel report's recommendation to phase it out gradually.

In ge7ral, the division of responsibility between Commonwealth and State
Governments became no longer clear. Nevertheless, with the establishment of
the Commission there has been a shift ofpolitical accountability for education
r,) the Federal \Govt.., nment while the States have remained responsible for
most of the day-to76:.y operation of their school systems and-for the allocation
of most of the federa1 money they received.
The change oj governMent in /975. The previously mentioned problems in
translating the K.armel ideals into educational practice were minor in
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comparison with the clu,nges which resulted from a change of government in
late 1975. The Schools Commission created out of the original Interim
Cm-unlace had prodl.k:ed its Report for the Triennium 1976-1978 in June
1975. Because of the adverse economic conditions of the time, the then Labor
Government decided to treat 1976 as a year outside the normal triennial
progression, which 'vas to be resumed at a later stage. The new Coalition
Government decided to stop triennial funding altogether, replacing it by a
system of 'rolling' triennia. This meant that, as each year of a triennium was
completed, plans for the following t,vo years were to be reviewed and revised
and initial proposals made for the next triennium. The Qommission, in its
Report: Rolling TriermiUm 1977-79 suggested that this might lead'to unsettling
short-term arrangements." Unless minimum levels of growth were
guaranteed over tlit whole of the period this policy would be patently
detrimental to long-term planning andcwould negate the gains in stability
which the introduction of triennial funding arrangements had brought to the
schools area.

The new coalition Government was committed to decreasing the use of
specific purpose grants and increasing the general revenue to the States. This
'new federalism' meant that the Commonwealth Government sought to
withdraw as much as posSible from financial responsibility for schooling,
which was to be seen more as a responsibility of the States. It did not imply,
however, that the Government wished to withdraw from the financing of
non-government schools, to which the Liberal Party had a traditional
commitment. The platform on which it was elected foreshadowed the
provision of per capita grants for recurrent purposes to all independent schools
as a proportion of the cost of, education at a government school. *The
redemptive egalitarianism of the previous few years was not part of the Liberal
philosophy. The first Etep towards this goal has been taken by the instruction,
in the mast recent set of guidelines to the Commission, to incrvase per capita
grants to the top two categories of independent schools as a first step towards
:raising these grants to 20 per ,:sent of the running cost of educating a child in a
state cchool." Additional capital funds of S3 million were also to be granted
for building non-government schools in growth ar.sas.

These instructions would seem to have two consequences. One is the
apparent erosion of the 'needs' principle established by the Karmel Committee
and continued by the Schools Commission. The-other is that in a situation csf
no real growth. it foreshadows a reallocation of funds from state to
independent schools. This would appear to be zi. keeping with thy gmer.ti
intentions of the present Government mentioned ab,,ve. However, is .vc:!ld
not be in keeping with the Schools Commission aims of 'topping kip' funds

available to both state and independent schools on the basis of need in order
that overall a much higher level of provision might be attained.

Under a direct application of the. 'needs' approach some reallocation of
funds from government to non-government schools would be necessary in any
case. This has arisen because, on the one hand, the States, rather than merely
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maintaining their existing expenditures on education, have increased them,
thus bringing state schools closer to target levels. On the other hand, Catholic
parochial schools have fallen further behind; partly because ofa fall in private
inputs, and partly because of the employment of an increased proportion of
non-religious stall. In a no-growth situation, this makes some transfer of funds
necessary and reopens the question of the basis of aid to non-government
schools in general. However, the decision of the Federal Government to raise
theilevel of per capita grants to the top two categories of independent schools.
already well above target levels of provision, would seem unrelated to the
principle of needs. and made no contributic,n to easing the position of the
Catholic parochial schools.

In the guidelines for the .1977-79 rolling triennium, the Government
ordered thatexpcuditure should be restricted to two growth for each
year of the triennium." In the most recent grit .:.1,plying to the
remaining two years. it has prescribed a situation of -1.1,!: at all." Apart
from the uncertainty generated by such changes the Commission
has become restricted to determining. a reasonable of a limited
amount of funds for one or two years in advance. In iv ;--79 report, the
Commission expressed a concern that maintaining existing standards while
also introducing -other initiatives was too ambitious within the funds
allocated)5

The major effect on the operation of the Commission and the
implementation of its ideals stems from the introduction of the system of
guidelines itself. By presenting guidelines to the Commission before it makes
its evaluations and deliberations and -presents its reports, the Government
influences and restricts what the Commission can do. The opportunities for
open planning and for consideration of wide-ranging submissions'are severely
limited. Rather than operating as an independent assessor of needs and
recommending to the Government what ought to be don; to meet those
needs. the Commission must of necessity merely act as a distributor. of
prescribed funds in a semi-prescribed manner within limits outside its.control.'
This restricts its competence and severely comprises its independence PoliCy
recommendations are not advanced by the Commissidn but decisions are made
by the Government before the Commission has been able to assess any
evidence on which they could be based. An example has been the decision by
the 'overnment to limit funds available to the Development and Special
Projects Programs.'6 This decision was handed down to the Commission in a
set of guidelines without explanation rather than being a considered decision
taken by the Commission itself 'within the framework of its consistent set of__
values and its priorities forachieving its goals.

By providing the Commission with guidelines in this manner the
Government avoids the political odium of publicly rejecting the recom-
m:..alations of an independent, expert body. Instead, it tells the body what
it can recommend and receives the sort of report it wants. As the policies
of the Government do not necessarily concur with the priorities of the
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Commission based on perceived needs, this is the most insurmountable
obstacle yet encountered in the implementation of the Karmel ideals. The most
recent report of the Commission, outlining its proposals for the triennium
1979-81, plans for a five per cent growth in expenditure in seal terms in
1979 compared to 1978, a fUrther four per cent growth in 1980' and 33 pfr
cent growth in 1981. These. recommendations have been made in advance of
the issuing of firm guidelines for 1979, and it will conseqUently be of interest
to observe governmental reactions.

Evaluation

One of the:Schools Commission's objectives has been to provide for the
evaluation of the effects of its programs in order to obtain evidence of 1:ow
best proceed towards its defined goals." Formal evaluations by independent
researchers are =being carried out for the specific purpose programs, in
particular, the Disadvantaged Schools, Libraries, Services and Development,
and.Special Projects Programs. While none of these evaluation studies have
been published there is enough evaluative material.availizble to give a sound
impression of how the programs have been operating. It would also be useful
to evaluate the effects of some of the Schools Commission programs in terms
of such things as amounts of money and class sizes.

However, a possibly more valuable= approach to evaluating the effects of the
Schools Commission programs vvot./ -T'i)t: to address oneself to the values and
conditions of schooling the original Karmel report sought to promote and too
ask oneself to what extent the programs had contributed towards these aims.
As we have seen, the Karmel Committee's pfogranis acre formulated within a
framework of values, chief amongst which were equality, diversity and
devolution of responsibility. The Committee also expressed adherence to the
principles of private and public schooling, communiiy involvement, the
special purposes of schOols and recurrent education.

EQUALITY

In its attempts to promote equality,:the Commission's programs aimed at
improvement and equalization of the quality and general standards of all
schools. It is now doubtful whether these aims can be achieved in full. While
improvements have been made in the standards of:buildings and-facilities and
the recurrent resotnt.e IcYels of schools, inflation and other problems have:
made progress towards acceptable levels for schools extremel slow. Alsc;
disparities in educational provision Lan still 'be observed between and within
States and systems. For example, it was estimated that, in apite of Schools
Commission funds and the previous Science Facilities Program, appr..4,..i-
mately 15 per cerft of government schools were still without adequate science
laboratories in late 1975, when programs In this area were terminated.

Capital funds associated with the Disadvantaged Schools Program have
been less effective than hoped. largely- because of difficulties its integrating

IQ
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these funds with other resources., including the General Building Grants, and
with the programs adopted by the school under the Recurrent Grants section
of the program.

While it has beCome apparent that runds from the Schools Comrhission have
not been able/ft) eliminate inequalities in physical conditions and staffing, it
could also ge asked whether the programs have contributed towards a
seduction in differences in educational outcomes between schools of different
types and between different social, economic, geographical and ethnic groups.

It would not perhaps be surprising that the Schools Commission's progkims
could not be seen to have greatly altered levels of achievement or differences
in achievement between social groups. The Intetim Committee and the
Commission were asked to make recommendations based oh the needs 'of
schools and of disadvantaged groups and it formulated its programs
accordingly. For example, thr. Disadvantaged Schools Program was aimed at
improving the ...standards of prov- ision and resource use in schools in
disadvantaged areas. Levels of disadvantage were initially assessed using socio-
economic characteristics of the school's catchment area rath'er than levels of
achievement of pupils within the school itself. Thus the thrust of the, program
was'not to raise achievement levels in low-achieving schools, but to provi&
compematory resources to schools whose pupils.came from backgrounds not
conducive to academic achievement in order to equalize the . physicA
conditions that might lead to success. In general,' the recommender:
improvements in facilities and resource use ofithe . Schools
programs could be said-'to aim at a ncce'ssary; though not by any
sufficient. condition for improva;ment in thepality and equaht.
educational outcomes.

DIVRSITY

stated value of diversity would. be less dependent for its realiza6,n on
amounts of money and more on changes in attitudes than. are ti,ose of

rInality and equality of provision, and the Schools Commission's programs
h...! seen to have c-raributed to some extent to the promotion of changing

The Specia' PFojects (Innovations), Di-.advantaged Schools, and
3.'t-ograrns, in particular, have lecho an awareness and

d.w t..;..;.+4;.-T,.; and administtators of different approaches and 4,eir
effectiv...-,..t.. While rue Special Projects Program has accounted for only a
relatively small amount of money and could only affect a limited number of
teachers and students in a relatively few schoolk, in many situations, for the
first time, it becalm: possible for-people with new ideas to try these out. The
chief effect of this has beeh the ctption of a climate iii which change and
experimentation were seen to Ix-. desirable- and possible;- and this effect has
spread to schr,-,I; rl sissems not themselves affected by particular progiarns
funded by the ::.otrunission..

Response to thr Special Projects (Innovations) Program has been
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enthusiastic. By mid -F 3oproximately 200.0 projects had been funZled
since the inception of the inog.tam and it had only been possible,tb fund less
than a third of all applicatims received. As this program has been controlled
by the Schools Commission itself with less requirement for co-operation from
authorities in the States, 'there has been less possibility of conflict and distortion
of aims than there has been in many other programs. However, his autonomy
has possibly been irritating to state authorities, as it has sometimes fostered
developments which have run counter to established prr-,_-_tfre and, more
importantly, because it has potentially shifted some of the influence over
future trends in educational practice outside the scope of the state authorities'
policy-making machinery." The extent to which this has occurred has not yet
been documented.

DEVOLUTION OF RESPONSIBILITY

'Devolution of responsibility to regional and school .1.!%-1,- could only be
encouraged and iMpleinented effectively at the state : t iew
years, all States have been actively administra-
tion. Schools Commission's programs: the .!a.L..:.cr Development
Program which has a regional basis, La ,rted and contributed to this
trend. Decision-making at the y.hool level has also been encouraged by the
Disadvantaged Schools and the Special Pr6jects Programs in which proposals
.mast be put up from the school community itself.

-Perhaps the most important program fOr the encouragement of devolution
of responsibility To the school level has been the Disadvantaged Schools
Program,:which in'some States has affected school's catering for up to a quarter
of the school population. It is clear that the opportunities provided by this
program hive greatly affected the ideas and practices of the teachers involved
and that this .effect has spread withthe transfel'of teachers to other schools not
affected by the program. Like the-Special ProjeCts and Teacher Development
Programs, the ,Disadvantaged Schools Program\ would appear to have
'encouraged a re-evaluation of approaches and goals among teachers and has
improved inoraip;considerably. It has also encouraged a willingness to make
decisions and take responsibility at a loCal level. The degree to which these
school-bawd initiatives have been encouraged has varied between States and
once again the degree of autonomy actually granted to schoo' ls has varied
according to the policies and preferencei of the State Education Departments
and Catholic_ education authorities. -1

With the change of governmentin 1975 and tit: revived stress on state
initiatives, State EAticationDepartments have been given astrengthened role
in the administration of all programs. TI-4 State Minister for Education, has, in
one_Stato at least, assumed' more direct Control over the criteria for declaring
schools disadvantaged and over which schools ary actually listed, as well, as
over the- specific projects fundCd. This has led to quite marked changes of
directiOn.The Schools 'Corn recOmmendation Oat a ;mall percebtatte



of ger,e;:al reourrrnt funds be allocated directly to all schcols for deployment as
the schools str.. fit ,..!s :lot appear to have been put into practice in most States.
Thut,' while it would seem that a more favourable climate for devolution of
respoMibilit.v to individual schools has been created by the Schools -.

. Commission programs, progress towards it, because of state and federal
political factors, has been somewhat retarded. ..

The first and host obvious effect of the Karmel recommendations was to
depOliticize the educational debate, shifting its focus from th-elaig-standing
controversy over state aid to the More basic questions- of equality and need. As
his been suggested elsewhere, the Schools Commission has started to become
the major embodiment of a new consensus." It has managed to work towards

./an equitable scheme of provision for all schools according to need rather than
/ deteriorating into a battleground for various sectional interests. It create:\ 2
/ framework within which differ'ent groups could discuss the progress .,.'1-'

Aditcation rather than merely resorting to raising conflicting opinions. It has
now been generally accepted that need was a sound basis for funding. that is

was possible to assess need, and that theifrjudgments of a group of experts open
to Public. scrutiny provided an eiffeOve way to undertake educational

.! )planning.
The second great achievement of'th4 Karmel programs has been that they

energized and improved the quality;4. thc debate on education in Australia.
The. Commission has increased the cztailability of information concerning
educational matters, thereby furthering well-informed discussion on
educational issues. Evidence relevant-to decision making has been.made more
readily available and more people have been offered the possibility of
becoming involved in the decision-making .process through participation in
particular projerts and by the devOlution of responsibility.

Related to this-have been the increased osibilities for professional activity
that the -Karinel programs have offered teachers and others involved in the

- -schooling piocess. As well, parents have been gi-ven enhanced opporttinities
for increased knowledge and in some cases involveminit' in activities. These
developm,,its have added to the confidence and enthusiasm of teachers, with
consequent effects on morale, particularly in schools where moraleWas
previously low. This rejuvenating effect on the teaching profession should
have faf-reaching ramifications that could only work to the benefit of pupils in
all schools. .

.

A third major effect has been in contributing toi-change in the Australian
view of the social function of t-das.:ation. Until recent years a narrowly
academic, mei itocratic model ,,, 'llooling was widely held td be the norm:
The chief aim of the school system was seen as providing opportunities for

---those-who__would become leaders in society and -in--vAous- walks of life to
dcvelop their talents ter full capacity. According to the basic assumptions
underlying this view, inequalities in provision, treatment or outcomes did not
matter as long as those who had the talent were not prevented from achieving
what they were capable .91-by extrinsic factdrs

-..
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The revised and more egalitarian view of the social function of education
gave everybody an equal claim on resources, treatment and possibilities for
various kiiids of success. Education was seen as involving the development of
every individual, not just those marked out for social or occupational
leadership. Those with intrinsic or extrinsic barriers to the development of
competence, in this view, deserved more rather than less of the community's
help and support. This changed perception of the educational endeavour both
influenced the Karmel report's recommendations and was influenCed by the
Karmel report. The, report became the embodiment and the definitive
statement of this new view of the social function of education, and in fact was

the first national statement of what schooling should be that had been
produced in this country. Educators were provided with a philosophical and
theoretical framework within which to discuss the aims and outcomes of
schooling in Australia, and this provided them with a sense of purpose
previously lacking in this field.

SOME PERCEIVED SHORTCOMINGS

The Schools Commission in its first major report emphasized the importance.
olensuring that all children should achieve a basic plateau of competence to
enable them to exercise the options open to a citizen in society.2" While
disparities between different social groups in educational achievement were
acknowledged, there was scant recognition that problems of some
consequence would be found to exist in Australian schools. At the same time as
the Commission was preparing its first report, the House of Representatives:
Select Committee on Specific Learning DifficultieS was conducting an inquiry
into important aspects of the work of the schools. This Coniniittee, sensing
that a problem existed, commissioned the ACER to undertake an investigation
into student performance in the areas of literacy and numeracy.. Using the
findings of this research study21, and from the evidence submitted to it, the
Select Committee prepared a significant report Learning Difficulties in

Children and Adults,"

The. evidence from the study of literacy and numeracy has indicated that,
while in general the work of the schools should not be disp:i-aged, a significant
proportion of Australian students were not achieving an acceptable level of
basic competence in the skills of reading, writing and. number work before
they reached the minimum school-leaving age. The report of the Select
Committee drew attention to deficiencies in educational practice and in the
preparation of teachers which meant that children with learning handicaps did
not receive the help that they needed.

A further inquiry into education conducted by the Poverty Commission and
the research studies sponsored by this inquiry have drawn attention to
difficulties faced by many young people during their later years of schooling

__.and.on_their emergence_into the workforce.21hisinquir.)_.al.so demonstrated
that school retention rates were lower for Aboriginal students, for Southern
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European migrants. for the children of lower socio-economic ,r,.! for
childr:en in rural areas than for other Australians. The ACER stud; it .,.cerac,
and numeracy found that similar differences applied in the achievement of
basic skills.

The reports of the Schools Commission have recognized these g, ours
disadvantaged in our society but they would not appear to, h;..v(

acknowledged the nature and extent of the problems encountered by Mc,.
groups. Moreover. relatively little of the funds and the effort of be
Commission has been directed towards. the improvement of the quality of
teaching and the increasing of the effectiveness of student learning of these am'
other disadvantaged and handicapped groups in the area of the basic skills.

In this context, the questions to be asked arc not whether these above-
mentioned group., have been able to achieve educational outcomes
commensurate-with those of othr social groups, but 'Whether they have been
enabled to reach the level of competence necessary to operate -effectively in
society and whether their educational progress beyond that level has been in
accordance with their needs and preferred role in society. Further questions to
be asked concern whether the memberS of disadvantaged groupsare able to
find employment and achieve economic independence or whether they are
destined to years of aimlessness and life without a recognized role in society.

The evidence from these inquiries raises further questions-about educational
provision extending beyond.the years of schooling into the area of post-school
and recurrent eduulion. While the principle of recurrent education was
endorsed by the Inrcrim Committee as being one of the values that influenced
its decisions, none of the Schools Conunission's recommendations have dealt
with this area or with the problems of school-leavers. Indeed it may be asked
whether" they recognized the existence of such problems of critical importance
to Australian society. It would appear evident that if one bodyor Commission
were permitted to establish priorities and rationalize educational developments
across the whole of Australia. then the dangers of critical problems being
ignored would he too great. A diversity of approaches would seem essential
for the welfare of the nation.

THE FUTURE

In spite of these shortcomings. the Karmel and Schools Commission reports
and programs have had a 6r greater and more valuable effect on schooling in
Australia than any analysis of physical provision and particular programs
would indicate. The general rejuvenation and improvement in quality of the
educational debate; the vastly improved morale, enthusiasm and involvement
Of those, concerned in the schooling process; the increased willingncs to
grapple with basic philosophical questions about the functions of schooling:.
and the more positive climate for educational activity must all be attributed to
some extent to the effects of these reports.

-Nevertheless;- as-has been seen, the functioning of the Schools Commission
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as an independent assessor of needs and adviser to the Commonwealth=
Government has been severely curtailed and is likely to be more so in the
future. This is largely because of the imposition of guidelines which limit the
competence of the Commission to fulfil either of these functions. Instead, it
must carry out the instructions of the Government within a predetermined
framework, In this role it cannot hope to h.ave the impact on educational
thought and practice it originally had, and must diminish in importance in the
Australian educational context.

The introduction of the 'rolling triennium' may exacerbate this trend as it
virtually limits the Commission to making decisions and calculations for one
year ahead. This is. a time-consuming process and may prevent the

Commission from studying and reporting on long -term trends and educational

issues. It cannot fulfil an important role in the generation of educational

thought if it has to leave important questions unanswered.
There are also likely to be further changes in the composition of the

CommisSion to include direct representation of various educational interest
groups. This could have the effect of diminishing its status as an independent,
expert body and reduce it to a bargaining ground for competing groups in the

allocation of scarce resources.
A closer examination of some of the recent guidelines of the

Commonwealth Government reveals further patterns for the future, The
foreshadowed concentration on funding non-government-schoolsand erosion
of the needs principl.: by linking per capita grants to costs in government
schools has already men mentioned. The guidelines also indicate a stronger
role for state government authorities. The Commission is required to consult
with them in developing its own recommendations and state authorities are to
have strengthened responsibility for the administration of all programs.
Growth in federal funding is to be non-existent in 1978 and the indicative
planning guidelines will restrict it to one,per cent for the folloWing two
years." It is suggested that savings of about S4 million be made on the
programs for Services and Development and Special Projects, thus restricting

these programs significantly."
These guidelines indicate directions for the future which run counter co the

goals of the Schools Commission so far. They foreshadow a gradual
diminution of the still limited federal financial involvement in state schools.
They indicate the presence of a conservative backlash against spending on the
promotion of change and diversity in education. While the Special Projects
and Teacher Development Programs only involve a tiny proportion of total
funds they have been of some importance in broadening horizons and

indicating possibilities for future action to cope with changing social
perceptiOns concerning education. Togeth7 with erosion of the needs
principle, the destruction of a favourable climate for diversity and

experimentation may herald a return to traditional views of what schooling is
for.

In general, the major effect of the guidelines imposed on the Schools'
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Commission has'heen to destroy thC6refully built-up consensus on education
and make educational debate once more a political game; Because allocation
of funds and continuarion of programs is once again based on the policy
decisions of political parties rather than the deliberations of independent
commissioners. debate is beginning once again to split along party and interest
group lines and the main issue is once again division of the cake rather than
more basic questions of need and equity. Consequently the State-a: .1 and State-
rights issues may once again dominate the centre stage in .educational
discussion in Australia.
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12. The McKinnon Prescription*

A Critique of the Schools Commission's
Future Society and School CurricUlum

Mery Turner

Within weeks of its electoral victory late in 1972, the Whitlam Labor
Government set up the Interim Committee for the Schools Commission. The
ComMission proper was established as a statutory authority in December
1973. Three major general reports have been published 'to date. The Karmel
report, Schools in Australia'., was issued in May 1973, and had been prepared as
a matter of urgehry in order to set the policyguidelines for a massive increase
in federal financial support of education in Australia at primary and secondary
school level. The recommendations, supported almost 'entirely by the
Government, became the (basis for funding in the 1974 and 1975 calendfr years.

The first triennial report of the Commission (for the triennium 1976-78)
was tabled in June 1975.2. It was immediately caught up in the aggravated
economic problems of the Whitlam GovernmCnt. The report was 'received
but not accepted'. Proposed expenditure for 1976 was reduced to a level
sufficient tol,sustain prior levels of recurrent expenditure but which would
limit newpitiatives and capital expenditure. The Government Called for
revised recommendations by March 1976, for a 1977-78 triennium whiCh
would be within financial guidelines to be framed by the Government.

The political defeat of Labor led to a delay in the framine of the financial!
guidelines and these were eventually handed to the Comm;. ,a by the Fraser
Government in May 1976. These guidelines set a two per cent limit so the
annual growth of expenditure (in real terms, calculated on a 1976 base), with
a commitment to 19.77 but with only a forward planning concession for 1978
and 1979; that is. a 'rolling' triennium was instituted_ The report for the
rolling triennium 1977-79 was issued in July 1976.3

Until 1975, the Schools.Commission's programs needed no defence and
drew very few critics. The popular acclaim accorded the Karmel report
reflected the significance of education as a (the ?) major electoral issue which
brought the Labor Government to power in 1972 and to the period of 'heady'
days following the election, when expenditures created the impression that the
problems (real or imagined) under which education had laboured for so long

'This title was used previously for an article published in Arena, 40:101-111. That article
forms the basis of this chapter, which also takes into account h later report--of the Schools
Commission. 'McKinnon' refers to Kenneth McKinnon, first chairman of the Commission.
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were to be wiped away. Of course, this popular acclaim has to be properly
interpreted. Despite the electoral significance of education in 1972, the
subsequent acclaim was limited largely to the 'professionals' the
administrators, educational academics, teachers, and leaders of certain groups
of ancillary parents who appeared united principally by a common faith in
the power of money but who were divided in their focus.on what constituted
Australia's educational ills. To a significant degree, dogmatic and sycophantic
expertism prevailed and the educational bureaucracies: and privatized
intermediaries flourished.

However., some doubts both financial and educational must have
penetrated the Commission prior to its first 'triennial report since, although it
reconunended the expenditure of au unprecedented 52000 million, this
represented a contraction on the growth rates projected by the Karmel report,
and since h also clearly acknowledged,even if it failed to resolve, some of the
more serious criticisms that had been raised by the few against the Karmel
report.

By the time of the Fraser Government guidelines, the public .acclaim was
muted and defence of the Commission had shrunk to more limited!
proportions. Defenders included some Directors-General of Education, the
leadership of some parental and teacher organizations, and the Commission
itself through its Chairman, Kenneth McKinnon. By the time of the federal
elections of December 1977, the Commission was 'invisible' and education
was no longer an electoral issue. To be realistic, it was not because the critics
had been influential bui rather because.the economic depression had converted
education from a rt&essary to a desirable commodity. 'Do you think Labor
might give some more to education?' became. the occasional an half-hearted
pre-electoral question along the scholarly corridors.

It might be thought that this episode was but a spasm and that education has
now returned to its prior style and trends. The Commission, however,
continues to spend very large sums of money (in excess of 5500 million in
1977) even if subject to constraint. Perhaps more importantly than this, but
partly because of it, the Commission remains an organization of considerable
influence in encapsulating and promoting a still professionally popular view of
the desirable directions of educational change. For this reason alone, its

pronouncenients, programs, and policies deserve continuing critical attention.

REACTIONS TO THE KARMEL REPORT

Musgrave', Crittenden5, and White6 provided significant criticisms of the
Karmel report. These critiques are all included in this volume.

Musgrave characterized the report as being 'marked by an uncertain divine
intention and somewhat weak in theology' a reference to its 'there-is-
something-in-it-for-everyone' financial largesse and its apparent lack of any
clearly formulated process to make a real difference in education. Crittenden
pointed out the piecemeal character of its educational theory', the factc,that it'
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tried 'to find a place for most of the conflicting interpretations of the role of
the school at the present time', and argued that it was uncritical, misleading,
confused or supportive of contradictory positions.

Both Musgrave and Crittenden, however, appeared to be co-operative.
Musgrave made a number of suggestions from his sociological perspective
calculated to make 'those concerned ... more willing and able to proceed
further along the Fabian path of educational change'. Crittenden, from his
philosophical perspective, urged that appropriate analysis cr. 'important aspects
of its. statements of theory (which is) vague or ambiguous or inconsistent'
could lead to 'a more satisfactory synthesis', but he acknowledged that it
would he impossible to unite the conflicting claims .. . in a perfectly
harmonious system'. They both forgot that a major implicit, and increasingly
explicit, intellectual project in the socio-cultural domain is in fact to attempt to
unite conflicting claims in a perfectly harmonious system.'

Musgrave and Crittenden, constructed their criticisms within a sectoral
evolutionary model of social change. Musgrave spends some little space
establishing a particular- part of the history of the extension of intellectual
participation and control in government and administration. He recognizes the
Schools Commission as a very advanced modern type 'expert bodies with
considerable independence who themselves undertake all three processes
(-investigate, legislate, administer") of the Benthamite prescription for
sectoral social. change:. The three functions have tended to conic together
only in the period since the 1950s in response to 'the urgencies of the
pathologies of capitalist society'.

"Their critiques are essentially those (the one sociological, the other
philosophical) of the internal consistency of the Karmel report. Neither critic
provides an account, or even a hint, as to why the 'social pathologies of
capitalist society' have come into existence or become more visible, nor why
they' are regarded as urgent, nor who regards them as urgent and for what
reasons, nor why a Schools Commission was.seen as providing the possibility
of a means of amelioration.

White's critique had a different basis. He did not take for granted much that
remained unexamined by Musgrave and Crittenden. Thus, for example, he
provided an account of the Karmel report in the context of the expression in it
of historical developments linking society, culture and education within
capitalist development in general, and in Australia in particular.

THE SCHOOLS COMMISSION REPORTS: THE FUTURE
SOCIETY

The first triennial report of the Schools Commission is important to those who
are concerned to extend their criticism of the Karmel report for several
reasons. For example. the first triennial report did acknowledge criticism and
attempoto reconcile it to the themes of the Karmel report. A typical instance is
provided by the concept of community. Both White and Crittenden pointed
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out that the Karmel report had assumed the nature and existence of .

communities that do not, in fact, exist in reality. The first triennial report
apparently responds to this by acknowledging that 'no ready made. close
community of any size or variety exists in industrial societies'.8 Yet in many
later parts of the report the word continues to be used as.if such communities
do exist (as well as being used in other ways).' .

The first triennial report is more important, however, for its attempt to
develop a more cohenint picture of two things -7- the future society and the,
future school curriculum than did the Karmel report. It is also apparent that
the curriculum is not only ameliorative of present problems but is also at least a
partial means towards the end of the fururesociety,

By paraphrasing (and often almost directly quoting) parts of the report, one
can characterize the future society as follows: .

The future society will be a sophisticated industrial society in which acce..SS---
to the ideas and forms of higher and further study will remain closely allied
with power, income, and status. The job or occupation will become more
viral to every individual and more dependent on education sinceamong other
things. unskilled occupations will continue to decline, along with an increase
in the number of jobs requiring higher degrees of literacy and mathematical
skill. Paid work will play a more important part in the life-experience of
women and, in complementary fashion, men will increasingly share domestic
and childrearing responsibilities.

This increasing sophistication will produce tendencies to further
fragmentation of society and 'increased frequency of occurrence of social
problems. However, these will be overcome since education will also produce
a respect for persons, an obligation to take the wishes and interests of others
into account, and a more widely dispersed capacity to reason one's way
through personal and social issues, which, together with participation with
othe-rs in the give and take of collective decision-making, will enable ordinary
citizens to consider alternatives and evidence and to accept the provisional
rather' than the absolute nature of social arrangements and solutions.

Important among these provisional matters or contingencies facing people in
industrial societies will be the nature of the job. There will be increased
provision.. of vocational training throughout working life aimed either at
upgrading skills of the workers in a particul?r industry as part of a scheme to
modernee that industry, or to increase inter-industry mobility.

In ail of this, the society 'will be art equal society silice students at senior
secondary levels and beyond would be representative of girls and boys, of city
and country, of various ethnic backgrounds, religious'affiliations and the like
in the identical proportions to those represented in the population at large.
Thus there will be no Categorical attribute of a .person that will be
differentially .associated with the denial of access to power, income, and status.

This equal representation in its institutions will arise because societj, will
value all its children, and institutions, most importantly the schools, will
positively raise the aspirations of children from any of those categories now
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gmerallyless -powerful, or with lower incomes, or with reduced status within
the existing social structure, and by encouragement sustain and recognize the
authenticity of the cultures of these social grou, s.

Such sustained cultures, -however, will not he necessarily part of the
mainstream culture, It will, be the total society which will arrange th
redemption of those whose own culture puts them on the margins of t
mainstream culture. at the same time recognizing and sustaining that
disadvantaging but authentic culture. ,

Similarly,' society's institutions must be viewed in analogous ways to its
individual members. They must not become museums (cultural or social non-
functional or dys-fUnctional artefacts of earlier times), but must be given that
Constant re-appraisal and refu:bishment that will make them highly adaptive
to changing circumstances.

More could be added. But enough!
It is clear that this future society is our present society projected into the

future and made more internally secure. Schools arc used for the direct social
end of providing that security, through training a voluntary but uncritical
malleability in all its members at the same time as extending the graded and
constantly re-processedwork skills required for the expansion of production.

Amplification of some aspects of the model will make this abundantly clear.
Consider, for example, equality as it enters the model. Participation in
schooling at all levels must be completely representative of all possible sub-
groups of the population. Achievement of this, it is asserted, is equivalent to
saying all social sub-groups will have equal access to power, incomes, and
status. Thus the Commission is on the side of the elimination of inequality. But
the Commission says nothing about how power, incomes, and status would be
more equally distributedswithin as well as between social sub-groups. Or,
what would be better, of how power, incomes, or status might be eliminated
as expressions of significant but fetishized forms of social relationships between
people. 7

Thus the version of equality espoused by the Commission is but a thinly
disguised version of meritocracy hopefully to be freed from accusations of
racism or male chativinism or the like,by the techniques of compensatory
education. Women Aboriginal Prime Ministers, managing directors, and
professors are obviously desirable products of the program.

"Consider the Obligatory respect f5r persons, their wishes and ifiterests, the
give and take of collective decision-making and their alliance with the
provisi(gual rather than more absolute nature of social arrangements and
solutions. This is clearly a consensual model of acquiescence in social change
made palatable by release of restraint on personality. Apparently there will be
no persons deserving our disrespect in the future society. All wishes and
.interests. will be good (but, presum'agly, some will be `gooder' than others).
The separation of respect, wishes, and interests from any concrete situation is
at best naive, and at worst suggests deliberate manipulation of people to
eliminate any critical response they may otherwbe lolve to other people's
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wishes or interests and which could represent a reality of exploitation or
domination.

Consider the cultural aspect. There will be a mainstream culture the
culture of the total society in which all-will share. In addition, all, or at
least many, Meinbers of society will share in one ofa number of other cultures.
The Commission appears to have confused national or ethnic styld as

exeMplified, say, in food prefernces or dress with cultural difference.
Almost all Western societies now have significant national/ethnic minorities
(significantly a consequence of the labour mobility which the Commission
accepts as an essential feature of the future society). 'But, with some limited
exceptions, cultural differences expressed between the mainstream and the
minorities are minor and residual.

These,grounds of culture are everywhere increasingly the same namely
those of Western materialist-4deological culture. Whatever distinguishing
significance the artefacts, symbolic, forms, and other cultural elements may
have had they tend to be either destroyed or to enter the realm of the
mainstream market as a new commodity, a new leisure form of pure novelty
and momentary significance, and the like. The view that there is but a single
culture in Western. societies (and probably in all industrial societies) and
which is everywhere the same is increasingly more valid than the view that
such societies are mainly and increasingly multi-cultural. The multi-cultural
view, if maintained, seems only to promise a fesishized existence of personal
transience amidst immense Variety.

Mainstream culture bas an enormous capacity to destroy the grounds and
fetishize the forms of other genuine cultures (within a history of the. territorial
extension and internal develOpment of the mainstream). The continuity of
another Culture thus depends upon the denial of the mainstream. But other
genuine cultures arc dependent for their continuity on the mainstream because
of its destructive capacities. This is a profound contradiction and accounts for
the inability of the Commission to handle the problem of Aboriginale447
education and also explains why, in its own terms, handling the migrant
national/ethnic groups is noa problem.

Consider those Aboriginals still in possession of significant elements of a
culture different from mainstream culture. The Aboriginal Consultative
Group of the Schools Commission was also Conscious of the tensions if not the ,
contradiction when it wrote to the CommissiOn:

We see education as the most important strategy for achieving realistic self-
determination for the Aboriginal people of Australia. We do not see education as a
method ot producing an anglicized Aborigine but rather as an instrument for
creating informed human beings with intellectual and technological skills, in
harmony with our own cultural values and identity. We wish'to be the Aborigihal
citizens in a changing Australia.

It., would be a tragedy to destroy one of the last remaining ,people who do not
worship material values. Our vision of education is not compatible with
overemphasis placed on manpower oriented goals that most Australian Oople

(>

know.
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We see the need for a change in education for both the aborigine and r.on-
aborigint:,' their teachers, and their childien; to create an Australia where the
values and cultures of both people thrive.

The process of achieving this will require inany major. changes in direction for-
yom education. it is als6 ours, hot it does not serve us as V: ell as it clues you; nor do
we completely understand it but at least we are aware of where it most finis us.'"

ff the Commission's pointing "to a pluralist multi-cultural vision extends to
Aborigines,. the prospects for a genuine Aboriginal cultural recreation are
hkak. Rather. there would be'a continuing erosion of the Aboriginal cultural
remnants until at most some cultural vestigial artefacts would survive.: and the
Aboriginal people would have joined us iii being dominated. by mainstream
culture. Perhaps corrOborees Accompanied- by didgeridoos will have 7their
modish popularity like highland dancing to bagpipes, square-dancing to a'
fiddle, or Zorba-dancing to an acodian: and, of course, we call all take part
if that is our desire. ,

The pluralist multi-cultural vision mystifies the contradiction. It appear to
be authenticating other cultures when in fact it is destroying them.

THE-CHOOLS COMMISSION REPORTS: THE Fl.} URE
' CURRICULUM

Further ash ^cis 6f the Commission's- view of the future soot -ty could be
developed, but consideration now turns to the future school currictilum as seen
by the SchOols Commission in its 'first triennial -report. Views, on the
.curriculum are much pore explicit than in the }Carmel report although they
stand in a direct line of descent front it.

Demands of job skills and the increasing difficulties of survival in a more
sophisticated "society, according to the Commission, oblige the schools to up-

c..gtade literacy and mathematical skills significantly in all children .(save for
those with 'wide physical or mental.disabilities). The first triennial report, in
its only .dir:ct reference to a piece of edUcational research, quotes with
approval the.Ainerican Survival Literacy Study for its conclusion that

a icadinrIge of thiricen years was required to.permit reasonable comprehension
of the simplest newspaper artiele.,and other studies indicate that the simplest form
in which complex material (for exaMple hire-purchase agreements and medical
claim for, ms) can be presented requires a reading age of about fifteen years.' '

Education must ensure learning outcomes sufficient for independent. (?)
functioning and occupational choice among all children. Literacy is. however,
alternatively described as effective English. usage in standard language form?'
.Thus literacy is the acquisition 'of pure skill 'devciid .of context or cultural
reference.

Logic. matitematies, 'science. art or any of the other ways through which the .

human race has t,'Ilected upon .or sought to order understanding ... may be
6:arned and applied in any value framework and should be so learned.' 2

Pre.iinnably these too have entered the. realm of disembodied or dccultured
1- technique.

The old-fashioned meaning of curriculum -.'as a prescriptive selection of
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knowledge of some substantial' and even enduring significance had apparently
disappeared into prehistory. The skills of effective English usage and of value
free lOgico-rational technique are supreme and universal. Cultural knowledge

for example, of those necessitous aspects of human existence and continuity
which any culture must handle = is debased to a matter of taste and the word
'taste' is used in a denigrative sense bykthe Commission. However,

it is more than a matter of taste whether they become literate or acquire in other
fields competencies in life and in the exercise of options in a sophisticated society."

The Commission may be right in matching areas of competence as value-free
technical skills with sophistication as the art of quibbling. Unfortunately, the
Commission takes'sophistication for granted. Those who know Bloom's
taxOnotrij!. of abstract ,universalized 'ognitive skills might regard the Schools
CominisSion promotion of 'skill' as its zenith' of significance in Australia."

Further, teachers are \ invited to turn 'cultural (and other) differences to
educational 'advantage' in this /promotion' of skill, thus killing two birds with
one.;tone:by avoiding cOnflfct with home culture. What is intended her'eSis
that where skills dominate and where knowledge, as their vehicle, is only. a.
matter of taste, the teacher may as well use that 'cultural' knowledge with
which the school child is familiar. Thus skill outcomes would be aSsuredand ate

the same time a feeling olconfidence would be engendered that the child's
disadvantaging 'culture' is valued.

Beyond this the_curricUluin must be supported by appropriate compensatory
acttons to the 'degree that all children should at least reach a, defined 'basic
plateni Of Competence' around 15 or 16 years of age. Gtl

There are two other important elements. for the curriculum. The first is a
component geared explicitly to job choice. The Cominission evidently
subssribe& to the established sciological concept Orcooling out' apparently
too many schOols have persuaded too many children-in aiming too high (that

. is. seeking access to higher power, incomes, or status)..There is a touching
faith in work experienCe programs, exchanges between city and countr.--
schools and the like in effecting -this.- 'coolirigOU-CindWhich is equated,

-----eupbeinistiary, with more realistic job choice:. The converse-result is much
more likely. ,

The ,ccond additional clement concerns those learnings' that arise from
more immediate social networks: The nuclear family is not good enough since .

it consists in this day and age of.too few adult and Sibling models. Schools may
be The only place. the Commission asserts, where many students can gain this
association with a wick range -of adu0 lt models (beyond those provided by

.

tccachers):, Hence rhe.schoolmusi'deliberately plan for such association. That is.
planned association with quits would be part of the curriculum. Nbt.-
surprisingly, although theCorbmiision refer to a wide range of such adults, its
principal' practical suggestions involve .the representatives of %velfare. medical,'
and dental services. The Commission's examples are limited to .models of
Irofessibnal, intellectual skills. -

Hence, the Commission provides a. picture of the curriculum that looks like:
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1 language instruction for effective standard English usage,
2 logic, mathematics, science for rational value-free problem-solving skills,
3 additional locally. based 'cultural' studies,

(and wherein the above three areas since substantial content is only a
matter of taste, if the content is drawn from the child's immediate
experience it will serv. the additional purpose of validating the child's

'culture'),
4 vocational orientation and experience of a realistic 'cooling out' kind,

all finally larderily,
5 contact with other adults,

(but not or discordant kinds they shouldbe models of the pinnacles of
the skills represented in the first three areas or, possibly, of the child's
'culture').

What can be added to or subtracted front this account by reference to the

1976 (rolling) triennial report?
Much of this second report, as befits the economies of the time of its

preparation and submission, is an exercise in bureaucratic/financial
management, but there is an entire chapter on perspectives

which_recapitulates_the-basic-positions:discussed-in-previous-reports-and expands

this presentation while re-affirming the Commission's commitment to the
directions of change identified as important (and) these changes arc grouped
around two general themes, equality of opportunity and openness and .

participation.'5
Those concerned with critiques of internal consistency will find no overall

improvement in this chapter. As but one example, consider the following

three extracts:
. .

Schodls'do not have-the power to make society more equal, guarantee everyone
jobs, or make all jobs equally pleasant and self-directed. If these ends are desired

they must be pursued through direct social action.16

All young people should leave school with the confidence that they are able to

make sense of the world as they experience to act upon it, and participate in
directing it. The generalized intellectual competencies which give power to that

confidence are the special business of schools."

Options in life are wider than they were. There is no single model of right living.
This requires that 'schools assist young people to acquire a capacity for making
choices through an understanding of society, through _exercising choice in
learning, through access to information relevant to life choices confronting them
and through relationships which make it more likely that they will take the

interests of others into account in the choices they make)

Ignoring the naivity of the implied social objectives such as making all jobs

equally pleasant and self-directed, And ignoring. for example, whether
generalized intellectual skills, if they exist, do give power to the confidence to

act, the statements are confused and contradictory.
On the one hand, the schools have no power to make society more equal

and yet, on the other hand, schools should prepare young people to act on the

world and change it (arid clearly the Commission would not wish them to act

to make it more unequal). But, in any event, why do we need to worry about
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this at all if the world is moving towards such complete relativization as is
implied in the third statement.

CONCLUSION

Despite internal inconsistency such as indicated above, the Commission does
reaffirm a continuing commitment to directions of change identified as
important and sustained over the three reports. And beyond the debate about
the consistencies, strategies, and tactics, the reports do have a cohesion and this
cohesion is centred on a pattern of social relationships.

Consider the repeated, central, and sustained use of word-themes such as
equality (of access, of opportunity, and the like), ofopenness, of participation,
of community, of criticality as expressed in a vahie-free technical-rational
form, of enlarged tolerance for others' wishes, and more.

Taken together, these social relational elements paint a portrairof the sei of
social relational elements of a form of intellectual culture which emerged more
clearly about the turn of the century and which has since extended to become,
the pervasively dominant form. The most significant single generalization that
ean-bc-made -of-the-views-of the-Schooli-Cnii-no lain, as represented in its
three major reports, is that it wishes to project on to schools, and directly or
indirectly on to the whole society, this intellectual cultural form as the
generalized social relational. form. Crudely, the Commissioners' are saying that
if everybody lived within the relationships they experience, or that they
imagine or wish they could experience, the world would be a better place.

The elements of this social relational form taken at face-value do have an
appeal. But it is important to realize that the developing trend in this.century
is for them to be distorted or inverted or turned into personal attributes of
people rather than be expressive of a genuine relationship between them. Put
simply, the social relational elements do not now represent that more
fundamental basis (or at'least part of it)-, or a means to a better understanding
of the world and hence of the possibility of reconstructing it. Rather, they
represent the end -point of another process. An equal, open, participatory,

'community-oriented, rational-critical, infinitely tolerant person becomes a

kind okreal type. As an ideal type, these elements, as attributes of the person,
take on an absolute quality and are clearly conflictual. No wonder then that in
this century personality has moved towards a momentary 9r transient
tliaracter as observed and even celebrated, for example, in much modern
literature. The operational corollary of the momentary personality is 'doing
your own thing' within the extending variety of a commodity form. ,

Those that take on explicitly the production of that ideal type are taking on
the management of culture. The curriculum of the, Schools Commission could
hardly be better framed in its intent for that purpose. Hence, the Schools.
Commissioners and all those others who subscribe generally to those directions
that they have repeatedly affirmed have assumed the role of cultural managers.

For this reason they should be opposed.
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Resistance will only become a real choice if the implications of the
meritocratic system are examined and exposed and if the meaning and

conseqUences of 'doing your own thing' in an instrumental and commodity-
fetishist mainstream culture arc comprehended. There could hardly bra better
place to begin this effort than with the reports of the Schools Commission.
The social and cultural assumptions of the Schools Commission, and the
existing' and emergent realities to which they are linked, will have to be
transcended cultural. management is to be defeated. Questions of cultural
alternatives assume validity to the extent that the culture so central to our self-

formation is subjected to critical reflection.
Such an effort already goes a long way to suggest a curricultim different to

that of the Schools Commission. This task and the teaching which would go
with it would have to be undertaken without the support of the Schools

Commission.
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/ 13. Innovation Programs
/ G.W. Bassett

A critique of innovation schemes in education such as those proposed in the
reports of the Karmel Committee and the Schools Commission,, can be
profitably approached within the broad context of school-society rela-
tionships, since in its most significant connotation, innovation in education is a
planned attempt to alter these relationships.

Th,:. direction of the proposed change may: be from the outside in .(by trying
to bring the schools more closely into line with social needs or pressures),,or
from the inside out (by trying to change social practice through school
programs). The first could be called a social-needs model of educational
innovation,t1te-lattera-social=reforn-model AsiiInp eexample of the first is a
change. in school curriculum to meet the social need of metrication: ExaMples
of the latter do not spring so readily to,Mincl, as it is difficult to conceive of an
educational innovation designed to bring about social, change which is itself
quite independent of social objectives. One can, however, conceive of an
innovation of an essentially eduCational kind which seeks to produce social
change by strengthening some existing social attitude or practice, or by
making it more widely prevalent. A significant traditional example of this is..
the schools' attempt io cultivate the values;:anci skills of inquiry:These values
and skills are by no means universally accepted, understood, or, practised in the
community at large and, in pursuing them with students, schbols could be
.considered to be attempting an innovative socifil change. This diStinction in
the way the school-society relationship is interpreted, and the emphasis placed ,

on one interpretation- or the Other, makes' a significant difference to any
innovations program attempted, and also to its implementatiOn.

The most common innovation pattern in education fits the social-needs
modelbest. Most Australians take, for granted that the school exists for socially
useful purposes, and that its ainis should be authorized by social needs and
values. Social needs are commonly. expressed in vocational terms (particularly
at present when there is substantial unemployment), and sometimes in terms of
civic responsibility, leisure, and'the like. When school-and society get out of
.step, the dysfunction is interpreted a's a failure on the part of the school to meet
its obligations because of inadequate resources, poor leadership, unsuitable ,

teaching methods, or other disabling factors. The innovations needed to
improve the effectiveness of the schools from this point of v.iew are primarily .

methodological, not philosophical, since the objectives are determined
externally. Many critics of the present system believe that the most desirable
innovations needed to bring the schools intoline with social needs ,Noulcl he a
return to didactic teaching, drill in the basic scholastic skills, and firm
discipline.
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The social - reform model of innovation is more concerned with improving
the quality ofsocial life than with merely meeting its,material needs. It aligns
itseill_vith social causes such as equality and freedom, and seeks to strengthen
them hY4iew.approachesin the schOols. Thus, while it too is concerned with
methodology (adMiniStration, teaching methods, curricula, resources etc.), it is
alsO oriented towards new objectives.' It is this model that best seems to fit the
innovation schemes of the Karmel report and the Schools Commission.

The c'entral theme of the Kannel report he role of the school in
strengthening the social goal of equality of opportunity....kwas to make this
goal more of a reality in Australian society that the Committee-proposed to
inipnive the quality. of education by such measures as financial assistance to
schools according to their.need, special assistance to disadvantaged schools. and
handicapped children, improving the quality of the teaching force, and
fostering an innovative climate in schools.

It is in connection_with_thisia.st-objectiv-e that-the-innovation-ptogram-i.
proposed. For this program a S6 million fund was recommended to encourage
innovations at the national, system, and school level. Only examples of
innovations are suggested in the report,-the emphasis being on the stimulating
effect of the: additional resources in raising the quality of schooling. School
level projects were aimed mainly at individual teachers. In this report the
scheme is linked with teacher development, with the substantive- value of the
irinOvati.oti being played down. The experience of innovation was regarded. as
a form of professional therapy, leading to an improved quality of education in
the schools. and through this to the gr6ter equality. There is no doubt That a
scheine of direct assistance to teachers is likely to have a stimulating effect.

Typically, individual teachers have had little sense of inde:penence and
influence. This scheme gives them both. ..

The Schools Commission Report Jo r the Triennium 197b-78 endorsed the
main features of the innovations program ontlined, above, but went beyond it
in two significant ways.' Firstly, it placed greater stress on the evaluation of
prOjects, thus shifting the emphasis fibm the value of the innovation to the
teacher as a personal experience .to .the_value of- theinnoVation. as a product.
This change of einphaSis obviously poses increased 'difficulties for those
charged 'with the task of judging. the proposal. Secondly, it gUided (if not
directed) the innovator's choice of project. thereby concentrating. innovative
effort in specific areas. Thus, whereas the features of the social-reform model
were evident in the Karmel report in the major programs (assistance to schools
according to need, disadvantaged schools, etc.) and less so in the Innovations
Prograni, they emerge quite dearly in the Commission's thinking in the
Innovations Program alio. Would-be innovators arc encouraged to.undertake
projects dealing with such matters as community participation in education,
the education of girls. and Women, rural 'students, migrants, handicapped'
students, and culturally depris;ed students. The positive nature of the reformist
character is evident from the wording of the topic regarding the education of
girls and women: to 'reduce the educational disadvantages of girls and
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women'2. rather than the more open form: 'exploring problems in connection
with the education of girls and women'. It is clear that the Commission had
already made its mind up about the trends in social changes affecting women

'The Commission ... accepts the neecl for schools to reflect more directly
in their curricula and organisational arrangements the changing role of women
in Society'' and wished to bring the schools in as an ally. In fact, the role of
women in Australian society, and related questions concerning the home and
work force, are quite controversial, and scarcely offer the schools clear
guidance for changes in their program.

The spelling out of 13 priority areas for innovative projects raises quite a
fundamental question regarding the innovations program. Why these 13? In
the section of the report dealing with the role of the Commission, there is a
bland statement that could be indirectly regarded as the Commission's answer.
'Ernst:ging trends in Australian education_at_the-present-time-largely-c-oincidc
with those the Commission also sees as desirable'.4 This is disarming, but it still
leaves one in dOubt about the basis for a policy for innovation. Actually the 13
themes listed offer a wide range of options for aspiring innovators,,and there is
the further option of making proposals outside these guidelines, but the
problem of justifying the direction which that innovation should take remains.

The evalUation of educational policy is a complex process involving both
public and professional opinion, but its articulation ultimately is a matter for

--- -governments, particularly if public funds are involved. It pust be one of the
rnOit-Aramaticl ironies of educational administration in Australia that
educational pOlicyis vested in the State Governments, yet the most promineni
scheme for- changing is administered by the Federal Governmerit. It
is realized of course that state authoridys are also concerned with innovation
through various in- service programs;,ttut the innovations scheme ,aPrthe
Schools Commission has attracted dl-most attention in-the profession; probably
because of its policy of direct funding. Comment on thisCirrious_anomaly is
not meant as a criticism of the Schools Commission, but rather of the tortuous---7.L.Z
pattein of educational administration that has emerged in our federal system..

INDUCEMENT FUNDING OF INNOVATION
I 'have argued elsewhere that the use of inducement funding could be self-
defeating by encouraging the error that innovation can occur only when
financial assistance is given.' A realistic consequence of this is that innovation
will falter or stop when the money run's down, as it may well do. In this
respect the PACE program of the United States in the 1960s, which probably
was the model for the scheme in the Karmel report, should have provided a
warning.

In fact. quite,significant changes could be effected within all the CommiS-
sion's priGzity areas without the use of any additional funds, and particularly in
the following: ,

' (a) improve the learning of basic skills, and in Particular,deal with the problem of
illiteracy.
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(c) explore ways of pinning up or modifying the traditional structures and
patterns of activity within the school,

(a) find ways in which students can participate in making decisions about their
own education and the conduct of their schools, and encourage participation
in the development of projects.

(g) give, reality to the value of cultural pluralism in schools, and affirm the
cultural identity of students from other cultures and their value as members of .

an integrated society.
(j) relate the school to the Community it serves, and increase parent and

community participation m the school and in the process of innovation.
(I) reduce the educational disadvantages of girls and women.
(m) provide special educational opportunities to students who havx demonstrated

their ability_ or interest in a particular field" of study, inclulling. scientific,
literary, artistic or musical studies.6

Innovation in these matters (and others not included.in the list) requires more
-,than-an-ything-else rdedicarionTimagination,tard work, and a striving towards

self-improvement. Undoubtedly, many new ventures require'
. resources, and it would be foolish to adopt the spar= attitude that
improvisation is always possible. Funds- should be available when they are
needed, but as an integral part of maintaining a progressive education program
rather than as a prize to be won in a kind of educational competition.

THE INNOVATIONS PROGRAM IN ACTION

No comprehensive evaluation of-the scheme has yet been made. It probably
never can be Made because of the difficulty of isolating influences in a complex
situation, and in finding measurements for some ofthe more subtle:Outcomes.
We can look around us, and talk to teachers enjoying the unusual experience
of having money to spend. In my experience this has been very satisfying,
mainly because of the professional gleam in the teachers' eyes as they explain
what they are doing. We can look around us, and talk to teachers whose
proposals have not been accepted. Dr McKinnon,the Chairman of the Schools
Commission, .has hinted that there is evidence that disappointed teachers have
proceeded.with their project as proposed, or in limited way.7 I hope this is
correct.' We can' also consult the Commission'4nIalication, National Directory
of Innovations Projects Funded by.the Schools:Commission (Revised Edition, Aped
1977).

This publication covers thiN.ears 1974 -75 in detail, and 1976 in less detail::
The 1974--75 projects arc clissitied by level (national, system and school).
The school level, which accounts for the greatest number. of projects, is
classified into the following: audio-visUal, teaching methods and class
Organization, curriculum, remediation, disadvantaged groups,' teacher support,
extra school activities, community involvement, learning networks. Most of

Nkse areas arc subdivided, thus presenting a usefully detailed Category foreach
project. Each entry gives the name and address of the person to Whom the
grant.Nwas,made, the amount granted, and a brief description of the project.

/ There are also two alphabetical indexes, one for the person's receiving the
grants.(grantee'ugh!), and a brierdescription of the project. The document is
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thus a very useful one, both as a record, and a means of stimulating the spread
of ideas. I assume that it is readily available to teachers.

By far the most popular category is CurriculUin, reflecting what might be
considered the teachers' most vital professional interests. The scheme obviously
was manna from heaven for those who wanted to get a. kiln and potters'
wheel, to secure equipment to introduce letterpress printing into the Art
curriculum, to start organic gardening, to set up an office complex for
commercial teaching, to develop a theatre building, to erect a log cabin on an

. environmental studies area, to set up a nursery of native flora, to prepare a
basic kit for Economics, to acquire the facilities to teach -Japanese in the
primary school, to set up_ a Mathematics work-shop for individualizing
teaching, to develop computer studies, to enlarge the. school orchestra for
students in Grade 8, to establish an animal house, to introduce the course 'Man

A Course of Study' for two Grade 7 clasSes, to develop individualized .

materials in- the humanities, to introduce foundry as an industrial arts. subject,
etc.

The categories.:Teaching Methods and Class Organisation, Extra Curricular
Activities, and Audio- Visual also account for a substantial number of projeCts,
whereas there are relatively feW projects in Remediation, Special Classes and
Schools, and Disadvantaged Groups, -although:With respect to the latter, it is
realized that there:is a separate disadvantaged schools program., . .

One gets the general imprCssion from a perusal of these lists that teachers
want to experiment in the familiar professional areas of Curriculum;: method
and organization more than in the more socially: oriented areas of .
disadvantaged schools and students, and community relationships. The projects
supported in 1974 and 1975 reflect the Karmel Committee's emphasis on the
value of the process olinnovation to the teacher, rather than the value of the
innovation itself. It would be an interesting exercise to reclassify these projects
into the 13 areas nominated by the Schools Commission. Without actually
doing this exercise I suspect that they do not fit well into the new pattern. The
same point could be explored by comparing the projects approved for 'I 976-'
with those for 19.74-75. As has been pointed out, these are not classified
except by level (national, system and school), and by Stafe... The special.
projects approved for schools, systems and organization; (and the occasional
individuals) appear to follow the guidelines closely, with grea . nphasis being
given to girls' education, aboriginal education, educationWdisadvantage,.

. country education, and community education. From an inspection of the,
School level projects, there appears to be a shift in the range of projects.
towatds the 13 specified areas, but it is not clear cut. Left to themselves, that is,
by pursuing a policy of change for the-sake of change (and interpreting this as
change for the sake of the teachers' professional development), it seems likely
that teachers will .engage in new versions of existing peclagOgical ideas .

(especially those made possible through securing equipment), rather than sec
their role as spearheading social reform.

Flow innovative are the projects? The Karmel report defined innovation as
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the creation of change by the introduction of Something new. Based on this
criterion the task., of administering an innovations program must be very
diffult, since clearly at the time judgment has to be passed on the proposal,
the latter could not possibly have brought about change (unless perhaps it
were based on some pilot experiment). The phrase 'something new' also
presents difficulty. New to whom? New in what way, as means or end?
Surveying the list of approved projects it seems clear that novelty has been
interpreted-r4atively, and that the opportunity for a person to do something
that he has read:about, or seen elsewhere, has been judged to be innovative for
that person. If this is the Commission's interprepation of innovation and it
certainly is a defensible one it could be said that the scheme is really
achieving the dissemination of new ideas by a strategy of financial
encouragement, as well as no doubt helping some genuinely new ideas to be
born. Pusey (a member of the Schools Council Innovation Committee, but
writing independently) claims for the individual project schemp a diversity at
the 'grass-roots' level of education that 'appears to be the best solvent of
structures which impose restricting uniformities on the educational process'." If
the hidden' process in the innovations program is dissemination, its curious
long-term result may be convergence in greater uniformity, as new ideas
becomee'.thnew-orthodexy.*The stereotyping of practices at present occurring
in.open-plan schools is an example. Whether this uniformity, if it is achieved,
is on the basis of the Commission's priorities, or on other criteria, remains to
be seen.

STRATEGIES OF INNOVATION

The CommissiOn's strategy is to'work through organizations, systems, federal
bodies and individual teachers, but the main thrust of the scheme is through
individual teachers. Seventy-one per cent of available funds committed by

-early 1975 was to school level projects. The point is made in the
report that attempts to change teachers and schools by a powestrategy, when
the initiative for change, liei outside the school, have been remarkably
unsuccessful. There can be no quarrel with this. The Commission program is
based on the assumption

that worthwhile change is most likely to occur when a`stioii is based on the active
participation of those involVed, especially teachers, and therefore on their
perception of the school situation.

It claims that problems shO'uld be defined and-cotitions cleveloped;-by-those--,---7
who will have to convert-ideas into effective actRin'.9 One-.neednot quarrel
with this either; but it cart be interpreted' in different ways. One way is to
stress the role of the individual teacher in defining problems and developing
solutions; another is Co stress his membership of a school staff, and to take all
the collateral institutional relationships fully into account in planning the
innovation. ['would wish to stress the second interpretation. The CommissiOn
appears to stress the first, in spite of the 'reassurance about creating a
supportive environment for the projects'.'° Pusey describes the scheme as a.
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'grass-roots' program in which teachers, students, and people from local school

communities themSelves define the problem,. and propose their own solutions.

l-k claims that
it rests on one basic principle: individual, and not governments or government
agencies, should define an innovation according to their needs and aspirations. It is

a self-help program, returning initiative to teachers, parents and the community.

Again one is left with the uneasy feeling that teachers are being emourageclto
act individually, and on projects that are separate from the mainstream of their

school's program, adding embellishments, rather than contributing to the main

task facing the school of making its:whole operation more effective.

A school is a complex institution in which individual effort and initiative,
interdependence, formal and informal structure, facilities and community
relationships are all involved. To be effective it needs to be planned as a

---,Whole, with each function compatible with others. Whit one teacher does
affects others, what the principal does affects everybody, and the kind of
organizational setting and community relationships' that are established

facilitate or constrain what each member can achieve.
If the quality of education is to be improved, it will be done most effectively'

through the improvement of the school as an organization, including such

unspectacular-matters as these:

.1 clarifying the school's goals;
2 careful and frank appraisal of the degree to which the curriculum,

organiiation, evaluation; discipline, and relationships with the
Community arc compatible with the goals;

3 experimenting with individual methods of teaching that cater for the
distinctive characteristics of the students;
using time and space in the school more flexibly;

5 experimenting with procedures for decision-making'and communication
to raise the morale of teachers and students;

6 making the .best use of the particular quality and qualifications of staff.

To state this is not xo undervalue individual initiative, but rather to attempt
to make best use of it in a particular setting. Much of what teachers are taught,

both in training and its in-service courses, remains,inert or frustrated in the
.

particular schools in which they work.
If the whole school were to become more the focus of innovative effort the

present emphasis in in-service and innovations programs. on attempts to
influence indiVidtial teachers should shift to organizational development..

This is, in part, a power strategy, in that it involves the use of individuals or

teams from outside the school, and thus would most likely be included among
the strategics that the Commission regards as unsuccessful. But it is in no sense

a coercive strategy, since it comes into play' only at the schools' request, and

operates on a co-operative basis between the school and the development
team. It is a blend of school initiative and outside help, and as such seems
likely, given the Australian tradition of centralized control, to have more
chance of success in the long run than one which relies wholly on individual
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teacher initiative. A scheme to help individual teachers, no doubt, is likely to
have quick results as, a stimulant, or in complementing what might be done
with whole school programs, but by its very nature it cannot deal with
situations involving the functioning of institutions,

Organizational development is by no means .a simple scription for
reform. There are overseas models from business and education, b 'idiomatic
versions of it have to be worked out for Australian conditions 1-.:y ex riment
and research. Some obvious elements of this task are these:

1 To design. projects that can run for two or three years so that there is
sufficient time for diagnosis and remedy to work, given the complex
problems involved inthein.

2 To experiment with different kinds of school small, large, city,
country, primary, secondary, disadvantaged, affluent, etc.

3 To' experiment. with different types of development teams, working from
outside the school. A possible new role for inspectors of schools in such a

strategy would be an important .consideration, perhaps crucial to this
position in the future. The role of advisory teachers, acadeinics, and other
consultants would need clarification,

4 To experiment with different modes of intervention.
'5 To clarify the kind of:infra-structure needed in schools for them to cie

operate effectively with external members of a development team, and to
carry on independently afterwards.

.

6 To experiment, with different arrangements whereby staffs could be
enabled to give sustained attention to the schools' problems, deliberating
on such matters as.Objectives, problems, disciplines, resources, assistance. ,
from consultants, etc. Steps such as freeing a whole staff for a week for
planning, which has already been done in some schools, are suggestive,'

7 .to develop materials to assist sChools with self-analyis and assessment;
covering such features as school climate, decisidn-making, commune
cation, staff and student morale, community relationships,' curriculum
objectives, evaluation methOds, etc,

If the Commission is not disposed to encourage such projects, they should be
Taken up by state education authorities as an important part of their in:service
programs. Commission projects, or at least some of them, might then be
related-to the overall deVelopment plans in which schools are engaged:

CONCLUDING COMMENT

tmthovative fervour seems to come and go with an erratic rhythin.In the USA,
the ferment began in the late 1950s, sparked off by a wave of national..
insecurity in the cold war. It first manifested itself in the fields of science and
technology, but soon became linked with the new thrust of the ,Kennedy
regime towards social reform. It reached its zenith in 'the mid-1960s, but by
about 1970 a conservative reaction had set in, 'accountability' replacing
'innovation' as the fashionable word.
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in Bri ain, the educational, revival came later, uhtioubtedly being influenced

by. Anerica, partitularly in the new curriculum deueropment movement.
Notable "events .were tVipublication of the PloWden Report (1967),
documenting and encouraging the newprimary school movement, the various

Nuffield curriculum projects, and the creation of the Schools Council (1964).

charg6d with refOrm in curricula and examinations. The force of that
movement has slackene'd, if not pent itself, following the customary backlash.
Austerity and accountability have effectively contained it politically, and there

has been public disquiet about the effectiveness of the new methods.

In Australia 'the move came even later. partly in response to influences from

both America and England, and partly from the social reform policies of the
Whitlain Fdderal Government. The landmarks in tdiis peribd, aN it affected tho...

...choolS, Were the Karinel,report12 and the creation of theSchools Commission

in' 1.973, But we are already' in. the reactionary phase, before many promising
movenients have had time to succeed. Political conservatism, inflatio and

unemployment have created an unfavourable social and political clim e' for

innovation, and there is strong public criticism of the school.system for leged.

low scholastic standards and poor discipline. For us the period of eupho ria has

been pitifully 'short. -

. : r,
It 'appears. that this cyclic (or spiralling) configuration of educational reform

is inherent, beginning with complacency. and passing."thiough an;,ifirlovative .

phase, then reaction, and finally to complacency again.

Perhaps, if edOcationists can keep their nerve .-in the face
I of present

widespread criticism, it might be possible to sustain 'a quieter kind of
innovative movement, without any of the pretentioUs labelling of what we
do, inici free of any bandwsagon effects, by trying to turn out schools into
educational communities, and making a reality ,of old ideas like catering, for

individual differences, making school work relevant and enjoyable for
students, encouraging independence. ..,elf-discipline, and a pride in'achieve-

inent. For this schools necd.to have a large measure of autonomy, but they also
need resources and help. How this help can be best given is no doubt con-
troversial. PrObably a variety of strategies is needed to best' meet the different
needs that there are. The one advocated in this commentary, providing
professional support, as distinct from nfaterial support, and aimed at raising the

level of effectivenesS'of the school's regular program, is at least one. What is

innovative about this is that it subjects to critical examination.routine tasks.and

procedures that are taken for granted, with the likelihood of significant change

to fbllow.
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14. Equality and Education*

Brian Crittenden

EDUCATION AND THE PRINCIPLE OF EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY
The nineteenth century's optimism about the power of formal education to'
effect social reform has been dampened but by.no means extinguished during
the course of the present century. The optimism has probably been most
persistent in relation to the role of the school in promoting equality. This point
of view is very clearly illustrated in the first two reports of the Australian
Schobls _ Commission (1975, 1976) and in the.. forerunner, Schools in
Australia, prepared by an Interim Committee and published in 1973.' In each
of these documents, the advancement of equality in schooling and, through
schooling, in the general life of the society, is the findamental concern.
Despite the economic difficulties and a change in government, they have
significantly influenced the shape of public policy in education. It is useful,
therefore,.to examine at least some of the issues that arise from the way they.
interpret equality as an ided and relate it to the practice of education.

It should be noted in passing that the first report of the Schools Commission
sets out its theory on equality in less than four pages' (paragraphs 2.2- to 2.10).
The second report is somewhat less cryptic: it devotes about eight pages
(paragraphs 2.2 to 2.19) to a more selective and detailed discussion of.the
position taken in the fist report: But even if we presuppose the nine or so
pages on equality in Schools in Australia, it still amounts to a rather comprese el
treatment of so complex a, question especially as the reports of the Schools"
Commission touch on a number of other important topics in the course of
dealing with equality. The running together of rather different notions of
equality in all three documents may be due, in part, to brevity, but I think it
may also reflect some theoretical confusion. There have been some important
modifications and. changes of emphasis on the question of equality and
education in .each succeeding statement (particularly the most recent).
However, I shall assume that the doctrine set out in Schools in Australia has not
been changed substantially. Certainly, it is clear from the two reports of the
Schools Commission that this is its own view.

In applying equality as a human -value to education and to social life more
generally, it is crucial to keep in mind some important differences between
advocating on the one hand, the principle of equal opportunity, and on the
other, an ideal of ari. egalitarian society. The Schools Commission, following

An abbreviated version of this chapter appeared -in the Australian Journal of Education, 21 (2):
113-126.
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the position taken in Schools in Australia, has treated these two ways of
interpreting equality.as though they were facets of the same thing, or at least
entirely compatible. This assumption is far from correct.

It is true that even in a thoroughly egalitarian society (e.g. one in which the
total of significant human goods enjoyed by each member is the same), there is
a _place for at least some version of the principle of equal opportunity. The
principle comes into p6y whenever commonly, desired goods are in short
supply, or are of the kind that presuppose for their possession the attainment of
certain qualifications. The principle does not simply reiterate rules of fairness
(for example, that the conditions to be satisfied are indeed relevant or that
those who acquire the desired goods do in fact satisfy such conditions); it also
requires that when the reasonable grounds that apply here and now for
discriminating among individuals have their origins in arbitrary social
arrangements, these arrangements should, as far as possible, be eliminated or
offset by the members of the society as a whole. .

But what must be noticed is that, even when the principle of equal
opportunity is interpreted at its full strength, it is thoroughly at home in a
social order in which there are vast differences in the goods that members
enjoy (particularly in income and property, social status, and political power)...
In fact, it is in the so-called free enterprise economic system, informed by
liberal, individualistic social theory, that the principle has the fullest scope for
application.; In the psychology of liberal capitalism, primacy is given to
individual competition and to profit as the incentive for encouraging the skills
and effort on which the system is thought to depend. GrantO, then, that there
is.a broad scale of financial rewards and that each level is to be occupied by the
most deserving individuals judged on the basis of ability and effort in free and
open competition, it is obvious that there should be a pervasive concern with
equality of opportunity. For the principle prescribes that, insofar as it is

Physically possible and morally permissible, the conditions under which
individuals compete for the rewards of the system shall be equal, and thus the
rewards shall beslistributed in proportion to personal merit.

The actual extent,of social manipulation that the principle enjoins depends,
of course, on what is thought to be physically possible and morally
permissible. In liberal-capitalist societies, the scope Was greatly enlarged, as the
nineteenth century assumption that the laws of supply and demand had the
character of natural laws came to be abandoned. The degree of enthusiasm for
the principle of equal opportunity has also tended to wax or wane depending
on the state of the perennial debate over the relative importance of genetic and
environmental factors. (Although the environmentalists were triumphant
during the 1960s, the pendulum seems to have swung somewhat. against them
in recent years.)

The main point to be stressed in the present discussion is that when the
principle of equal opportunity is being applied to its fullest extent in the
context of a liberal-capitalist society, it does nothing in itself to promote a
more egalitarian social order. The disparities of wealth, power and prestige
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remain exactly as they were. The outcome that the principle dOes promote,
when rigorously applied, is a society stratified according to merit rather than

on the ba'sis of patronage or hereditary privilege.
Froth their beginning, one of the main purposes of the public systems of

education has been the development of a .work-force that would meet the

needs of an industrial economy. Even when the range of schooling undertaken
by most people came to include several years at the secondary level, the
occupational purpose tended to overshadow the objective's of a liberal .

education (that is, of a broad and integrated intellectual, moral and aesthetic
development). The instrumental way of thinking about education was so
entrenched that even purely liberal studies had to be given a market value. We
reached the point where, regardless of any real connection between formal

reducation and a particular job, the level of scholastic attainment, or at least the

number of years spent, at school, generally determined the level of
occupational income and 'prestige to which one -would have access. Whether
our extended system of formal schooling has much bearing on job efficiency

or not, it has certainly conN\ to play a crucial role in selecting where people are
to be placed in the economic hierarchy.

Given this selective role, it is obvious why advocates of equal opportunity
within the liberal-capitalist .system would concentrate their attention on the

school. If, through various forms of social engineering and pedagogic
intervention, differen es in Aolastic outcome can be made to depend mainly

on individual ability and effOrt, then'to use such differences.for occupational

selection ensures that economic and other advantages are apportioned

according to merit. \
In its discussion of equality, the first report of the Schools Commission

asserts: 'Schooling is not a race; its major objective is not to identify winners

and losers But this is more the expression of an ideal than an accurate
description of the role that schOoling has played in our social and economic

system. It is precisely because th\ enrace for the_ positions-of-advantig-e- in t>Fe

system begins with -fornial-SCImoling that the advoCates of equal opportunity
have concentrated so much en rgy\ on pre - school, remedial programs.

to its most generous inter') etation, the principle ,of equal' opportunity as
applied within the liberal-ca italist system extends to what the PloWden

PReport called 'positive discri In this view, the principle Is not
satisfied even by providing co tiparable conditions of education for everyone

(itself an extremely formidable task); also requires that those Who experience

serious learning difficulties s \receive relatively more financial and
pedagogical assistance than oth -rs. There are obvious problems, in reconciling

this interpretation with the central theories of liberal capitalism. Certainly, it

cannot be taken as advocating kind of handicapping system so that, through
adroitly applied differential tr atment, all students, regardless of ability and

interest, would be educated t the same extent. What is being assumed,
apparently, is that not everyon needs the same pedagogic and other help to
realize his potential for eduCa ion. Thee point and justification of spdsitive
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discrimination is not, therefore, to promote an equal educational outcome by
the end of formal schooling; but to provide the maximum help that is needed,
and can be given, to enable each indi,iidual by that time to reach the highest
level of educational attainment of which he is capable.

It is beyond my purpose to engage in a detailed critical assessment of the
principle of equal opportunity as it is applied to education in our kind of social
order.' However, at least a few summary comments should be made. In favour
of the principle, it can be said that it has provoked action that has led to a
significant reduction of the gross differences in the conditions under which
people were educated., Moreover, in a society characterized by a substantial
range of incomes, it seems preferable that entry to' the more lucrative and
.interesting jobs should depend on personal scholastic merit than on some form
of privilege-irivolving such factors as family, sex, class, ethnic group, religion.
This is not to imply, of course, that there are no better alternatives.

On the negative side, it should first be noted that the rhetoric of equal
educational opportunity (or equal economic opportunity through education)
is somewhat misleading. Even if the external conditions affecting education
were the same for everyone, as long as the educational outcome depends on
abilities that vary greatly among the participants, it cannot be literally claimed
that everyone has an equal chance of reaching,through education, the highest
levels in the social and economic order. To suggest otherwise is like saying
that a person in poor health ha's an equal chance of winning a race against a
champion athlete, just because they both compete under exactly the
conditions.

In the second place, even when the principle of equal opportunity is applied..-
in a thoroughly efficient way, it does nothin of if aracter
of societ ita e ifferences of income or a stratum of
poverty at the bottom of the social pyramid, these remain untouched. What
the operation of the principle is designedto affect are the occupants .of the
various levels of income and pOwer. While particular ethnic groups may 'no
longer be disproportionately represented among the poor, still poverty

,remains. Those who attempt to achieve: social justice through equal
educational opportunity 'not only overestimate the role of the schoOl as an
.agent of social reform, but tend to divert attention from the need for a direct,
and more effective, attack on poverty and related problems.

Finally, the principle as applied to education accepts and reinforces the
questionable role that schooling plays in determining one's place in the social
and economic hierarchy. More generally, the principle emphasizes almost
exclusively the instrumental value of education, its pay-off in socio-economic
advantage. In this atmosphere, it is easy to forget thauhe process of education
should-be a-worthwhile experience in itself and should play a fundamental part
in shaping the overall7quality of human life. It is not surprising, then, that
when the school in difficult economic circumstances fails to be an effective
means of job opportunity, there should be widespread scepticism about the -
value of education.
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e.

EGALITARIAN MODIFICATIONS OF THE EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY PRINCIPLE

Until fairly recently, even egalitarian-minded reformers were inclined to
support equality of educational opportimity as an effectiveand desirable means
for advancing.their ideal *of social equality. During the past decade or so, many
egalitarians have witnessed the limited practical success of efforts at achieving
equality of educational opportunity, and have beconi'e convinced of the
powerlessness of the principle to change the liberal-capitilit system radically.
In fact, some have mistakenly assumed that the principle belongs exclusively
and essentially to this system, and as such they reject' it entirely. Short of an
outright rejection of the principle, various reinterpretations have been
proposed that are intended to. make the principle better serve the ideals of
social_ equality. Two of these reinterpretations in particular deserve some
comment. There is an attempt to accommodate at least some aspects.of both of
them in the reports of the Schools Commission (and in Schools in Australia).

The first revision claims that the ideal of equal educational opportunity is
achieved only when the outcome for each individual is as nearly as possible the
same or equivalent. Equality in the initial conditions of schooling and during
the process will not do, because it results in an,,uneqUal educational outcome
and thus inequality. of social and economic oppOrtunity. Instead of arguing for
the equal right of all to the good we call education, this view supports a
radically different claim, namely, the right of all to the same (Or equivalent)
educationalattainment. Failure to give due weight to, this difference is one of
the main weaknesses in the treatment of equality in the documents to which I
have been referring.

Whether the objective of equal educational outcome is defensible or not, it
should be emphasized that, like the traditional principle of equal educational

opportunity, it assumes the connection between schooling and socio-economic
opportunity. Its strategy is to neutralize this influence by ensuring that

everyone, is equally schooled. The practical effect of such a strategy, however,

can only be to exacerbate the situation in which an increasing, number of
people engage in more and more years of formal educatiOn while at the same
time the scholastic qualifications required for entry to an ever-widening range 7,
of jobs are continually rising.

A more fundamental point, however, is that the attempt- to implement the
policy of equal educational outcome (asstuningit is taken seriously) encounters
severe moral and practical difficulties. The massive social engineering that the
application of the policy entails could not avoid violating the ideals of freedom
and justice to an extent that would be out of all proportion to the good that
may be achieved. And it is at least arguable that to educate everyone to the
same level, no more nor less, is not for the good of a society. Of course, as .

tong as the genetically determined differences of ability that are relevant to,
educational outcome cannot be controlled, the policy itself cannot in the strict
sense be implemented.,' Even in regard to interest and motivation, which may
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depend largely on environmental conditions, it is practically impossible to
control effectively their influence on educational outcomes.

Proponents of the objective of equal educational outcome have not been
blind to the practical obstacles. A .not uncommon way of attempting to avoid
these obstacles is through the use of verbal magic. All activities undertaken in
thename of education and at whatever level of achievement are declared to be
of equal value. The move is sometimes supported by the claim that each
individual determines for himself what is to count as knowledge, so that
attempts to assess learning against objective standards of achievement are not
only morally objectionable but epistemologically, mistaken. Even if this
pretence successfully ensured that, in relation to schooling, everyone competed
equally for jobs, it is patently a betrayal of educational values. No one would
try to justify such a subterfuge if it were a question of making equal provision
for health care or for adequate food and shelter.

The second-main reinterpretation of the principle of equal opportunity calls
for a social order in which the various sub-groups of the society are

-proportionately represented at whatever levels the goods of the society
(including education) are distribUted. One of the main reasons for the_recent
stress on equal treatment for groups rather than individuals has been the
recognition' of the political effectiveness of such an emphasis. It. also has a
strong appeal because it provides individuals who fail with an escape from
personal responsibility; they can always blame their failure on prejudice
against their group.

In discussing this view, as it relates specifically to education, the report of
the Interim Schools Committee quotes from A.H. Haistiy:

... the goal should not be the liberal one of equality of access but equality of
outcorne.for the median member of each identifiable. non-educationally defined
group, i.e., the average 'woman or negro or proletarian or rural dweller should
have the same level of educational attainment as the average male, white, white-
collar suburbanite.'

The attitude of the report to the objective- of equal. average educational
attainment is not entirely clear. It toys with the idea-, bui is also somewhat
critical. The main tendency of the report is, I believe, finally opposed to
anything like a strict doctrine of equal educational outcome, whether the units
being considered are individuals or groups. In its first report, the Schools
Commission seems to differ from its predecessor in this matter. It introduces
the first of its basic themes in this way: . .

The first is equality an emphasis on more equal outcomes from schooling,
laying particular stress on social group disparities and attempts to mitigate them,
and on social changes and their effects on desired outcomes.'

0

It should be noticed in passing that this -group approach to equal outcomes
from schooling is not quite consistently or clearly elaborated in the report's
subsequent discussion of equality. On some aspects of the matter, the
Comtnission's second report is less ambiguous. In general; it focuses attention
on improving the educational achievement of individuals rather than of
groups. In fact, it speaks of the `demonstrated incapacity (of education)
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substantially to alter the relative position of social groups'.' Despite this, the
report is still concerned about the education of social groups as such. Thus, it
calls for a greater effort td give 'under-achieving social groups' a better chance
of success at school.' While the second report explicitly repudiates the
objective of equal individual outcomes in education?, it makes no comment on
the question as it affects groups.

A number of weaknesses in the attempt to achieve equal average outcome
among social groups have been pointed out in a recent article by A.R.
Jensen.'.° The attempt is, asJensen puts it,

unfortunate for education, not only because the individual is the essential unit of
all the factors involved in educability, but because none of the ethnic or social
groups in question is sufficiently homogeneous in the characteristics involved in
.educability to warrant its being treated as the unit for any educational
prescription."

Jensen also stresses how mistaken it is to assume that differences in educational
outcome can be resolved by concentrating on social and economic factors, for
there are roughly the same individual differences of scholastic performance
and income among siblings as among different social classes and races.

In relation to the practict.d."feverse discrimination' in which social group
quotas govern the process of sele'Ction,Jensen raises several criticisms:

There is the problem of deciding what groups are to be included, and
where to place the quota.

2 For applicants who are near the selection cut -off point, the use of group
quotas frequently leads' to the rejection of better qualified individUals

from one group in favour of less qualified individuals from another.
3 The very highly qualified members of groups protected by a quota tend

to be seen as beneficiaries ofthe quota system rather than in termsof their
personal merit."

SUMMARY: ASSESSING THE PLACE OF EQUALITY IN
EDUCATION

In the present century, schooling has been valued mainly as an instrument in
the service of political, economic and social ends; These ends have been
significantly shaped by a widespread commitment to equality as a social ideal

interpreted by some as actual equality in the.7tqfal goods of life and by
others as equality of opportunity. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that
schooling should have been so influenced by the social ideal of equality. From
what has already been said, it will be clear that I believe the concern for issues
of social equality in and through schooling has played an altogether
disproportionate part in educational- theory and practice. It has reinforced the

purely instrumental approach to education and the often artificial connection
between schooling and economic status, and has distracted attention from
questions about the specifically educational, quality of what schools achieve as

distinct from their usefulness as social levellers or escalators (depending on
how one interprets equality).
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Historically, the ideal of equality has been applied to education mainly in
it:lation to the principle of etfual opportunity. There is, I believe, a dear, if
modest; place for this principle in the conduct of education. It can justifiably
be argtied that, where two people are equal in characteristics that are relevant
to the 'attainment of what is judged to be a generally desirable level of
education, they should have equivalent opportunities for achieving such an
educatibn. Whether the effort to offset various kinds of obstacles to education
can, or,should, be justified in terms of equal opportunity is, I think, more
doubtful. I shall return to this point later.

On the question of equality of treatment as a general policy in the practice.
of education, there is no serious argument at the preient time. Everyone:
acknowledges that, in relation to learning, human beings are in fact unequal in
their capacities, interests and motivation. To treat everyone in the same way
would only exacerbate the differences. Proponents of equal educational
outcome have for a long time been strong supporters of unequal treatment in
the-Process.

But the case against equality of outcome whether it refers to individuals
or average group performance seems to me almost as obvious. If the
program were to be taken seriously, it would first be necessary for every child
to be made a ward of the state at birth and to be raised under virtually
identical conditions." But even when all the controllable environmental
factors have been accounted for, human beings remain unequal in their
capacities for educational attainment. As I have already noted, an equal
outcome could not be achieved without seriously compromising principles of
justice and freedom. In any scheme of this kind, there are also the evident
questions about who the social engineers are to be, how they gain access to
tWeir position, what controls they are subject to. Apart from the totalitarian
character of the political system, there would be a serious loss to the culture as
awhole. If the objective were effectively achieved, the standard of intellectual,
aesthetic and moral excellence would at best be what a majority of people in
the society could, in fact, through various kinds of educational effort, be
brought to achieve.

The inappiopriateness of aiming at equality of outcome is particularly clear
when one reflects on the nature, of education as a human good. In contrast to
food and clothing, property, Wages,' annual leave and even aspects of health
care, education is not like a simple product that can be neatly packaged and
distributed. As an achievement, it is a highly complex and intangible set of

-=goods beliefs, attitudes, ways of thinking, acting, feeling, imagining. It is
never possessed once and for all, and it admits of an enormous range of
possible levels of attainment with virtually no upper limit.- In particular, it is
not the kind of good ,that one person can bestow on another, treated as a
passive recipient. However helpful pedagogic intervention may be, education
depends directly and finally on each individual's efforts at understanding and
on the extent to which these are successful. It is a moral ideal of teaching to use
whatever knowledge and skills one has in order'to enable each individual
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learner to achieve the fullest understanding of which he or she is capable at the
time.

In summary, then, whatever interpretation is placed on equality as a social
ideal, it seems to haVe only marginal bearing on the practice and objectives of
education.

ASPECTS OF EQUALITY IN THE HUMAN RIGHT TO
EDUCATION .

There is a rather different question about equality and education from the kind
we have been considering one which is often obscured, or at least confused,
by a preoccupation with the school as an instrument of social equality. It is the
question of whether there should be a common curriculum; that is, whether
everyone should have access to a liberal or general education that is the same in
its objectives and the main features of its content. This question leads into a
large and complex topic that I shall not attempt to take up in any detail in the
present context. However, I must comment on it to the extent iliac it is related
to another way in .which the moral ideal of equality has a bearing on
'education.

An argument for a common curriculum

If we assume that everyone has a human right to education, we are granting
that everyone has, in some sense, an equal claim to acquire the good we call
education." We are alsO asserting in effect that what we call education is
necessary for the welfare of each human being as such. Thus, more specifically,
the right is a moral claim on the group of human beings that make up a society
(and perhaps ultimately on the whole human community) to do what it can to
ensure that each of its members becomes educated. GiVen the characteristics of
education that were noted above, this moral claim is still a very obscure one.
Apart from the babel of conflicting opinions on precisely what the gOod called
`education' consists in, there is the obvious. problem of different natural
capacities for learning. Do we mean that each person makes a moral claim to
obtain the fullest education of which he is capable? Or, if we focus literally on
equality, are we to say that the moral claim extends only to the level of
education that the least capable members of society can attain? I believe a
middle ground between these extremes can be justified. It is here that the
question of a common curriculum enters the picture. I shall nowzempt to fill
out the details of the argument, but shall merely sketch its main (5t7fines:

1 In the transmission of the whole culture of a society from one generation
to another, education (in the sense associated with schooling) has a
relatively specific role to play. Its proper function is li iced not simply to
those aspects of the whole-culture that are .wortlypreser "ng, but among
them, to those whdie acquisition depends on, or at least is a ilitated by, a
deliberate and sustained program of teaching and learning. There are
many worthwhile aspects of a culture that can be acquiredjust a well, or
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better, through direct experience in various social practices e.g. as the
member of a family or other close-knit group, at work, at play, through
religious and other celebrations.

2 The content that satisfies the, foregoing conditions has often been called
the 'high' culture. leis that part of the total way of life of a people that is
systematically and self-consciously developed in the light of rigorous'
standards of excellence. At its core are those activities that attempt to
embody and express the highest intellectual, moral and aesthetic ideals.
This form of culture is (to use Raymond Williams:. phrase) documented in
a body of intellectual and imaginative work) It is the central business of
education as schooling to introduce each generation to this body of work
as a living tradition.

Not all societies have realized a high culture in the sense in which I am
using the term. Among those that have done so, the ideals and_
achievements have varied in quality both between and within cultural
traditions. But broadly.speaking, the tendency in high culture is towards
universality, towards the standards of truth, rationality, objectivity, moral
and aesthetic excellence and so on that apply to all human beings. In
Arnold's well known phrase, the concern is with 'the best that has been
thought and said in the world'.

. .

3 The high culture is to be distinguished from , other manifestations of
culture that may form part of the. whole way of life of a society. In
particular, it is unlike 'mass' culture, in which the emphasis. is on
entertainment, escape, the thoroughly predictable response that has been
drained of any serious mental effort. But't is also unlike 'folk' culture
which is largely unselfconscious and integrated into the entire fabric of
the life of those who participate. Obviously, the high culture affects, and
is affected by, such other forms.

The high 'culture must also be distinguished from the characterizing
values of the so-called social classes assuming that such groups can be
distinguished independently on criteria'of birth or income. lt,is true that
the high culture has often been the preservie-of a privileged class, has often
been valued more by one class than another, and has often borne the
unmistakable influence of this or that particular class. But of itself the'
high culture is the inheritance of all the members,of a society because it is
concerned with the standards of general human excellence in the,
intellectual, moral, and aesthetic domains.it is precisely in this sense that
it is a common cultute and provides the substance of a common
curriculum. The sense of 'common' is qualitative not quantitative, that is;
not what the culture of, the majority actually is or what remainder of
beliefs and values the members of a society happen to share when all their
differences have been subtracted.

4 To become acquainted with the .content of the high culture as I am
interpreting it is .evidently worthwhile. But whether it .should :be the
object of a human right is perhaps less clear. Can it be said that each
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individual's welfare as a human being depends on it An argument for an
affirmative answer can be set out in general terms as follows. The
development of a distinctly human character depends on learning the
main symbolic systems ola culture. These systems provide different ways
of describing, explaining, interpreting and appreciating the human and
physical world. To the extent that an individual is ignorant of any of
these systems, he is thus limited as a human being. Hence all members -of a
society need to be-adequately initiated into each of the main symbolic
systems. This condition cannot be satisfied unless it includes at least a
general introduction to the content of the high culture, for the latter is the
conscious development of these' main symbolic systems according to the
most 'adequate available standards of truth, objectivity, moral and
aesthetic, excellence.

Whatever else it might include, the human right to education. may,
therefore, be interpreted as a moral claim that all individuals make on
their society to be provided with the opportunity for gaining an adequate
general introduction_ to the content of the higlture, the common
curriculum in the sense already indicated. What constitute;'an 'adequate
general introduction' would of course need to be determined in detail. It
would set out the level of general or liberal education that it is fitting for
any person to achieve. Such a program would certainly go beyond die
basic skills of literacy. and numeracy and an elementary knowledge of the
social order to which one belongs. However, the engagernient in
mathematics, science, literature and the other elements of the high culture
would just as clearly not be undertaken as a basis for scholarly work but
in order to develop a broad framework for understanding, interpreting
and appreciating human life.

The providing of opportunity would have to take account of the
diversity of abilities and interests affected by environment and heredity.
Ideally, each individual should be enabled to go as far towards achieving
the desirable level of liberal education as his or her personal abilities and
efforts will allow. In practice, of course, the assistance that can be given
will depend on the full range of claims, based on human rights and other
moral grounds, that arc being made on the resources of a particular
society. 4

The Schools Commissibn on a common curriculum

Although the reports of the Interim. Committee and of the SchOols
Cominission .are not concerned in detail with the question of education as a
human right, they do take up two crucial elements of the foregoing argument:
the questions of a common culture and curriculum and of a desirable standard
of educational achievement.
, The former is touched on in the Commission's first report.16 What we find
is hardly a systematic discussion. Still, there are at least some hinti- of an
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argument hidden among the thickets of several dense and diffuse paragraphs.
The main features May be set out in the following points:

1 There are certain broad intellectual skills that everyone should acquire;
However, the development of sch 'skills does not depend on being
initiated into 'traditional subject fields, or high culture' (2,7). The skills
are content-free. _

-2 At the same time, although such niddes of understanding as logic,
mathematics, science and art have been historically associated with the
middle class, they in fact possess general human value and should be made
available to all. They are value-free in the sense that they may be learned
and applied in any value framework' (2.10). o 1 1.

3 At present, the cultural values typically reflected in Australian schooR
belong to only certain of its social groups. This is an undesirable situation.
The full spectrtim of social and cultural diversity in Australia should be
reflected and encouraged by the schools. Indeed, every child should find
the values of his family (his 'reality') reflected in the school (2.8).

4 But the school should also provide everyone with adequate okiportunity
to enter what the report calls 'the mainstream culture:.

In. su mary, the report seems to faVour an extensive form of educational.
pluralis for the purpose of reflecting and encouraging every variation of
values.' the society, yet it also wants t e schools to provide a kind of common
curricu m. There is no clear indica on of how these objectives are to be
achicv simultaneously. But a clue i. given in two assumptions made by the
report: that the range of desirable ,intellectual skills can be acquired A

(,.indepe dently of any particular body of knowledge and belief; and that even
when ogic, mathematics, science, art and so on are the objects of ,schooling,
their . udy is compatible with any framework of values.

On can hardly engage in a systeMatic critique of the report's positio. n when
there are so many aspects of it that call out for clarifkation. Pr example, what .1.
arc t e cultural values that the schools generally reflect? Are they some sort of
deli' ng values of the so-called middle class or, perhaps, values of the high
cults re that the- middle class has in faCt supported? What is the claimed
hist ical link between the middle class and such systematic modes of thought
as lo icl mathematics and science? What is the 'mainstream culture'; How is it
rela ed to what schools generally profess, to the,aluesof the middle class, to
hig culture, and to what the report refers to as popular and commercial
cul re'? For any rigorous discussion, the notions of class and culture would
ha c to be used with more precisio'n than is evident in the report of
Schools Commission.

Granted the obscurities and terseness of the report, I think there are
nevertheless at least three points relating to the question of a common
curriculum on which the report should be criticized.

1 The acquisition of important intellectual skills cannot be divorced from
. bodies of knowledge and belief oi, more generally, the traditions of

systematic inquiry in a culture. How we perceive a situation, the
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questions we ask, the hypotheses we form are shaped by the concepts,
beliefs and theories we possess. Problem-solving or any other intellectual
activity is not simply a matter of employing certain technical skills of
inquiry that exist independently of any particular cultural context and can
be learned as such. It is significant that the report seems to treat literacy as
simply a 'word game', having ,ho integral connection with social_ and.
cultural practices. Apparently, it wishes to treat all intellectual skills in an
analogous fashion.

2 Although the report claims that the range of intellectual skills that the
School is designed to foster can be acquired by other means than through
'the traditional subject fields, or high culture', it,argues for the general
human value of 'logic, mathematics, science, art or any of the other Ways
through which the human race has reflected upon or sought to order .

understanding' (2.10). The saving qualification is that these modes of
understanding 'may be learned and applied in any value framework'. But
here the report introduces its second dubious dichotomy: between the
public forms of knowledge., or understanding and value frameworks.
While the practices of logic, mathematics, science, art and so on may be

. engaged in by. people who -hold conflicting value perspectives on the
nature of man and society, these perspectives will at least affect what is
done in the name of the various forms of understanding; when' such
perspectives enter into the substance of a form of understanding (as, for
example, in hisfory, social science and literary criticism) they may make a
radical difference.

There is also a limit to the tolerance which logic, mathematics, science,
etc. can have towards diverse value frameworks. The intellectual and
moral values involved in the serious practice of the public modes of
thought are simply not compatible with every value framewot. To.take
one -conspicuous example: the tradition of critical rationality which has
informed the public modes of thought in the recent histOry of,,Western

-culture may be valuable for human beings generally, but it is certainly nOt
valued highly in every culture, 'Or even by every group within Western
culture. In regard to the report's policy of educational pluralism,
whatever the schools may be able to do to accommodate the diversity of
values in the Australian society at large, they cannot consistently reflect or.,
respect the fairly prevalent range of values that are fundamentally anti-'
educational.

For at least some children the 'reality' (to use the report's word) of their
family background is shaped by such factors as racial or religious
prejudice, -superstition, crude materialism, dissension bet-Ween parents,
cruelty and violence. It is naive, therefore, to suggest that there should
always be harmony between the values, of the school and those of each
child's family. Schools, inevitably encourage some values rather than
others from among all the values that are in fact held in a society at any-
time and indeed they ought io be carefully selective. 'But even when
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the values supported by the school's are chosen according to the most
justifiable criteria of educational value, it is almost certain to be the case
that some children will, in the words of the report, 'feel more confident
and supported in the school than do others'. The reason is simply that
some families, will be committed. to encouraging what meets the criteria
of educational value, while others will be indifferent or hostile. Whether
such families form identifiable social groups in the society is'a contingent
matter.

3 Where the report favours a common curriculum, it seems to rely mainly
on a utilitirian argument. That, is, the empha'sis is not placed on the
intrinsic value of the activities that Constitute the common curriculum or

_chi: contribution they make to the living of a worthwhile and satisfying
human life, but on the pay-off they have in our society in terms of
political and social power, and economic advantage. Thus the report
wants everyone to become /iterate in standard English, not because it will
enable them to gain access to the great artistic achievements of English.
literature'or,even to read serious contemporary journalism, but because it

..is the language in which-the business of everyday life in our society is
conducted. According to the report, forms of non-standard English arc
just as valid as means of social exchange, but their scope is limited.to sub-.
groups within the society. (Oddly enough, the report also notes that
standard English is more sophisticatdand generalizable, but the point is
not developed.)

The report may seem to modify its utilitarian position when it argues
that a grasp of standard English is necessary for gaining entry to the
'forms of higher and further study'. As we ,saw earlier, the report speaks
of the forms of knowledge as having general human value, as being the.

. ways through which the .human race has reflected upon or sought to
order understanding'. One might expect that here the report-would- have
stressed the place that such understanding has in the quality of any human
life, and that therefore it'Should be accessible to everyone. But the report
is still preoccupied with the cash nexus. In itssvieW, a crucial limitation of ..
non-standard forms of English is that they do not 'give access to the ideas
or forms. of higher and further study with which power, incomes and
status ire closely allied in industrial societies' (2.10).

Desirable level of educational attainment

In regard to the question of a desirable'standard of education that everyone
shOuld have the opportunity to achieve, I believe the position of:the Schools
Commission is more satisfactory. In each of the three documents to which I
have referred, the priorities for government action in education are directly.
related to the task of ensuring that all members of the society reach a certain
level of achievement over a range of common educational objectives. This
general apprOach is clearly consistent with'the -interpretation of'education as .a
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human right suggested above. There are, however, two main qualifying
comments I would make on the Commission's argument.

Firstly, the stress seems to be placed on a minimally adequate educational
attainment. (The first report of the Commission speaks, for example, of
'threshold levels' and a 'basic plateau of competence'.) If the level of
expectation has been placed too low it is, perhaps, because of the undue-
weight given to instrumental criteria (such as occupational needs and social
efficiency). Admittedly, the two reports of the Commission seem to go further .,
than the report of the Interim Committee. However, they are ambiguous on
whether the kind and level of education they believe everyone should attain
require an initiation into the high culture. One basic difficulty in assessing the
adequacy of what is envisaged is that none of the documents provides even a
general description. of the program not even of the kind that Raymond
Williams, in The Long Revolution, proposes for a common curriculum:"

Secondly, contrary to the Commission's belief, the policy of using public
resources selectively in an effort to ensue that everyOne will-at-least reach a
certain Standard of education does not depend on or necessarily 'promote
principles of equality. If the policy succeeded, the quality of formal education
for a large'proportion of the society would be raised to a satisfactory level. It is
possible that for a majority of people in the society the gap between their level
of education and that of the best educated would be narrowed. But unless very
able and interested students were in some way prevented from exceeding the
proposed desirable standard, there would still be very significant differences in
educational a .6,ement. It is conceivable that in a situation where everyone

6
had the oppot try to attain at least a good standard of education, the upper
limits of achievement might be advanced. ' ,

`s.
it is misleading, therefore, to speak as Schools in Australia does, about

promoting 'a more equal basic achievement between children', or to claim, as
the Commission's first report does, that the development of independent
learning abilities id`iiiveryone will advance greater. equality of educational
outcome."

The policy may be linked more closely with equality of opportunity than
with the ideal of an egalitarian society This is the connection, that is .

highlighted in the Commission's second report. But it seems to me thai the
policy can be better defended on the grounds that were proposed abdve in
examining education as a human right. This approach avoids the difficulties
raised in the first section of this article apinst using the school as aninstru-
ment of equal economic opportunity. But it is also more consistent with the
Policy that the Co '1 really advocating. The objective is not to
provide everyone with an equal opportunity to reach the desirable level of
education, but to give each individual the assistance he Or she needs in order to
reach that level. The objectiye might more accurltely" be described as the
promotion of appropriate or sufficient opportunity.
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CONCLUSION

To return finally to the general question of equality in-the human right to
education, it seems that equality is ,involved in two respects. Firstly, stress is
placed on a curriculum of general education that is,the same for everyone in its
objectives and the main features of its content, and secondly, every individual
is held to be equally entitled to the fullest possible assistance he or she needs in
order to attain the desirable educational level. Be y40 these features, however,
education as a human right is by no means doiriiivted by the notion of
equality. In the process of education, the right requireittantially unequal
treatment of individuals according to their. particular abilities,- interests, and
social circumstances. It does not imply that everyone will, in fact, reach the
quality of liberal education considered appropriate for any human being. Nor
does it prescribe that no-one should go beyond this level of educational
attainment. "What it does require is that everyone should certainly have, a
sufficient opportunity of at least gaining an adequate introduction to liberal
education. Education viewed as a human right has nothing to do with equality
of outcome; the whole emphasis is on the responsibility of a society to ensure,
that, as far as possible, no-one fails to gain the rnge,ind quality of education

'that befits the dignity of a human being.
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15. Transition from School to Work
An Emerging Problem
J. P. Keeves and J, K. Matthews

'hile the Interim Committee for the Australian Schools Commisson and the
Schools Commission itself, when established, were grappling with the many
problems confronting Australian ed. ttion, particularly those advanced in the
1970 statement of educational nee' there were new issues emerging which
they do not seem to have recognized. Nevertheless, among the. Western
industrialized nations there was a growing awareness, in response to

accumulating evidence, that the comprehensive,secondary schools, particularly
at the upper levels, were failing to meet important objectives. As a
consequence there was increasing debate both in the United States' and in
Europe' on the future of institutionalized schooling for youth.

Within Australia, tht education section of the Poverty Inquiry, with Dr R.
T. Fitzgerald as ConiMissioner, turned its attention to certain aspects of the
problem and commissioned research studies to obtain the .necessary evidence:4
The Report of the Poverty Inquiry has, in part, been instrumental in focusing
attention on this emerging problem in Australian education.5 However, it has-
been a review by the OECD panel of examiners that has highlighted critical
issues which have been exacerbated by growing unemployment among.youth
in Australia. Their report6, together with the background document Transition
front School to Work or Further Study in Australia', which was 'prepared by the
staff of the Commonwealth Department of Education, would appear to have

been the stimulus for the establishment of the Committee of Inquiry into
Education and Training under the chairmanship of Professor Williams!' The
report of this Committee, due to be completed by mid-1978, is awaited with
considerable. interest.

It is already apparent from the debate currently taking place that new
educational policies will be- required during the coming decade to meet
emerging conditions that have, arisen from the impact of societal changes
within this country on the educational programs of the schools and tertiart.e.
institutions. Moreover, it is increasingly apparent that future finantial support
for education will be limited by economic 'circumstances and that' new .
programs will only be implemented at the expense of existing ones. These arc
questions that the Schools Commission. will, in the future, have to examine. As
a consequence, the Commission will need to reassess its priorities andredirect
its allocation of resources.

. In this article some of the issues associated with the education of youth and
their transition from school to work are examined. In addition, suggestions arc
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made for solutions to these problems and the consequences of these solutions
for education in the,schools are discussed.

FROM CHILDHOOD TO ADULT LIFE

Every society faces the problem of providing for the 'development Of its
children through adolescence to adult life, There are three main areas in which
growth takes place. Firstly, there is the development of the cognitive and
intellectual capacities of the individual. Whereas the years of early
childhood this aspect .of growth is largely fostered by the home, the
individual moves through childhdod and adolescence, provision for growth in
this area is increasingly undertaken by educational institution's. Associated
with the development of the intellectual skills of the. individual is the.
transmission of knowledge from one generation to the next, so that such
knoWledge isconserved, and future development of knowledge is made
possible. This has in the past been, seen as the prime role of educational
institutions.

The second area in which growth occurs is the preparation for and selection
of, an occupation or career through which the individual may achieve
economic independence. Musgrave has recently drawn 'attention to the
possibility of following an `un-career' in which an individual can work if he
wants, in the way that he wants and for as long as.he wants.' Furthermore,
Musgrave argues that such an approach, which is being selected by many, is
socially defensible under present economic conditions when suitable
employment is limited. The further alternative of a 'non-career' in 'Which
work is seen as meaningless and perhaps irrelevant, may also be. gaining
greater acceptance in our society. However, the' consequences of following
such a course for an individual who becomes unable to achieve economic
independence would seem to be tragic. The preparation for and selection of an
occupation has in the past been shared between the educational and employing
institutions, but is currently being relegated to educational institutions because
of the costs incurred by the employers. The consequences of what is argued to
be greater efficiency have been the building up of more extensive senior
secondary, tertiary. and sub-tertiaiy educational institutions ili which yputh is
segregated from 'the adult world.

In the third area we would place those aspects of _development that arc
assocrated.with creative living and are outside the fields of learning and work.
Included within this area are the achieving of mature relations with persons of
all ages and of both sexes, the acquisition of a set of values together with an
ethical system that serves to guide behaviour, and the preparation for marriage
and family life."' A further frequently over-looked but important component .

of this area is the preparation for.and selection of creative leisure-time pursuits.
Such activities cannot be divorced from interpersonal relationships or from the
acquisition of a system of values. Nevertheless, With greater provision for
more flexible working hours, longer vacation periods, and extended long-
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service leave at regular intervals, the development of creative ways to use
leisure time becomes ,of increasing importance. Unless each individual in his
transformation from childhood to adult maturity acquires the capabilities for
self-tulfilinent in all three areas, we would argue that he is being denied to a
greater or lesser extent development as an individual, and constructive
participation in society. While provision for individual growth is a far greater
task than can be left to educational institutions, our chools are increasingly
being required to supply the necessary opportunities for personal development
in all three areas. '

THE CHANGING PURPOSES OF SCHOOLING

Over the past decade there has been considerable debate about the quality and
needs of schooling in Australia and these issues have been examined in the
reports prepared by the Schools Commission.'' This questioning has been
brought about by several factors, including the increased pressure for
provision of educational facilities occasioned by migration and the post-war
rise in' the birth-rate, and by changed perceor'qns of what education is for.

Notions of equality and comptehensiven -s in education have replaced
meritocratic goals of selection of talent and, as a consequence, attempts have
been made to foster the intellectual development of an entire age group rather
than selecting and fostering the few chOsen on intellectual criteria."

In addition,. a greater awareness of, and faith in, the personal and social

benefits of education had led to a marked increase in participation in education
among youth over the last 15 years. In 1964, 38 per cent of the 16-year-old
age group and .17 per cent of the 17-year-old age group were enrolled full-
time in school. By 1972, the corresponding figures were 55 per cent and 30
per cent." The rate of growth in upper secondary enrolments slowed down
after the early 1970s, but there arc signs that it is again increasing." At,the
present time, it is estimated that some 35 per cent of secondary school students
continue to Year 12, the terminal year of schooling. Approximately 22 per
cent proceed to universities or ,colleges of advanced education, and an
estimated further 30 per cent enter technical and further educational
institutions.".The expectations of young people have been for more and more
schooling, as has been the experience in other industrialized nations, notably
the United States, Japan, and Sweden.

Until recently the benefits of extended periods of education have been
unquestioned and it has been assumed that lengthy education was intrinsically
good for the individual. Moreover, given the increasing complexity of
technological development in the workplace, it has also been considered
beneficial for productivity and the economy in general. The different
educational institutions provide the young with three main types of skills or
qualikcations." Firstly, they develop such basic skills as liteiacy and
numeracy; secondly, they produce specific skills to meet the particular
requirements of the labour market, ranging from the learned professions to the
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manual tradei., and thirdly, formal educational qualifications, such as the
Higher School Certificate and tertiary degrees and diplomas, are used by
employers in the recruitment of staff. It has become evident, however, that the
educational qualification demanded for a particular job is often'unrelated to
the skills needed to carry out the tasks required by the job. The qualification
relates more to the level of the increasingly highly credentialled pool of labour
from which selection has to be made and acts therefore as a selection threshold
rather than as an indicator of actual skill. In..addition, studies such as the ACER
Survey of Literacy and Numeracy have shown that the acquisition of basic
41(clls'is by no means as universal by the minimum school-leaving age as had
been previously assumed." HoWever, training in specific marketable skills has
frequently been seen by schools and other educational institutions as not being
part of their function.

The value of extended periods of formal education for the persOnal
development andsocialization of young people into adult social roles has also
come into question." For increasing periods after physical maturity, youth arc
cut off from adult society and from responsibility and arc set within an age-
segregated subculture where objectives and activities are contrived and bear
little relation to either the developmental needs of youth or the wider goals of
society. The decreasing size and greater homogeneity with respect ,to age of
families exacerbates this tendency towards age segregation. As a consequence,
young people arc presented with few adult models or activities for interacting
with adults.

It is clear that formal education can to longer be viewed as intrinsically
beneficial under all circumstances. Institutionalized schooling must be seen
within the framework of the wider society and the place of individuals within
that society. As a consequence it is necessary to re-examine the nature and
extent of education that will allow individuals to find a satisfying and
productive role within this context.

UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG YOUTH

A problem apparently associated with a latk of congruence between school
and society, or education and work has been exposed by the current economic
recession. The evidence from the labour force survey for August 1977
revealed that there.were 118 200 persons'aged 15 to 19 years unemployed,
and the unemployment rate for this group was 16.3 per cent, being slightly
less for males (14.6), and slightly greater for females (18.3 per cent). By way
of comparison, the same survey. revealed that there'were 204 300iJersons aged
20 years and over who were'unemployed, with an unemployment rate of 3.7
per cent. With the rate of youth unemployment at this level, with an estimated
140 000 to 150 000 teenagers unemployed and with an estimated unem-
ployment rate of 20 per cent and above by August 1978, there is clear
evidence of a serious social problem." However, this problem is not unique to
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Australia. It should be noted that an International Conference at the Aspen
Institute in Berlin in 1976 stated that

'Youth unemployment was identified as the most acute problem facing school and
society, not only because of its magnitude in some countries, but also because there
does not appear to be a short-term solution to the problem."

While the problem of youth unemployment is readily exposed it is much
more difficult to understand. Sheehan has 'recently clarified several issues in the
debate on the origins and nature of the problem.21

1 The share of youth aged 15 to 19 in total unemployment and the ratio of
unemployment rates for youth to rates for adults has remained relatively
constant over the past decade. However, there has been some upward
drift in this ratio for females during the decade, indicating that recent
structural changes in employment patterns may contribute to : an
explanation.

2 In addition to the difficulty faced by the recent school- leaver in seeking a
job", there was some evidence of four factors that would explain, v$hy
difficulties were encountered in finding employment. These factors were
(a) the existence of severe skill imbalances in the junior labour force, (b)
the existence of geographical' imbalance between rural and metropolitan,.
areas, in the supply and demand for labour, (c) the inability of the
economy for several years past to absorb the early school-leaver, and (d)
the,difficulty experienced by some ethnic groups in finding employment.

3 There was also evidence that increases in the relative wage rates for youth
and the displacement of youth by married women entering the workforce
'contributed to youth unemployment in a minor way. It was also possible
that the large increases in unemployment benefits for youth which have
been granted in recent years would affect their work-seeking behaviour,
but this could not be seen:as a cause of the current high levels of
unemployment among youth.

Other factors which have been advanced as causes of the difficulties
.

encountered by youth in gaining employment arc as follows:
.1 There is a tendency for employers to prefer experienced workers whose

productivity is considerably higher.
2 Youth are believed to have undesirable attitudes to mirk, with greater

turnover and increased selectivity in jobs. However, apart from a
relatively high turnover rate there is little evidence for such assertions.

3 There is an increase in the use by employers of educational credentials as
selection instruments which concentrates unemployment among youth
who lack both qualifications and experience.

The evidence presented by Sheehan would seem to imply that the primary
cause of the present youth unemployment problem is the impact of the
economic recession on the labour market, which is traditionally adverse to
youth and which has traditionally shown much higher rates of unemployment
among youth than among adults." It is, however, easy to assume that with an
upturn in the: economy rne problems of youth unemployment will recede.
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Nevertheless, there is increasing evidence to indicate that the'roblems
associated with the unemployment of the unskilled in Australian society are
not cyclic in nature but are related to long-term structural changes in the
workforce. As a consequence we may anticipate that it will become necessary,
although perhaps undesirable, for successively greater proportions of youth to
be withdrawn from the labour market. Experience in other advanced
technological societies, such as the United States, Japan and Sweden support
this view. Consequently we may expect continued increases in school
retention rates in Australia which are caused by young people who would
have left to take jobs if they had keen available, but who_persist at school and
at tertiary institutions in the absence of any other option. Many of these
students will gain few additional and marketable skills from the prolongation
of their education. They will merely add to the trend in credentialism which
further disadvantages the youth leaving at lower levels.

. While there is an economic, recession, the .prospects are not promising for
those with higher credentials, but they are even worse for early school-leavers
without any qualifications ht all. In general, those with post-school
qualifications find some form of employment, even if it does not come up.to
their expectations or skill levels. However, for many without qualifications, a
state of affairs accentuated by the demise of Ipoth the Interinediate and Leaving
Certificate Awards, or their equivalents, the alternatives are a period of several
years with little Or no employment, or several.years of additional education of
dubious worth.

LACK OF FIT BETWEEN SCHOOL AND WORK .

It is clear that many young people leaving school in Australia. today have .

reducCd access to employment and thus to full participation in she life of our..
society. The transition between the world of school and the world of work is
neither smooth not automatic, and the damage to the self-concept and morale
of young people may well be considerable. The institutions of economic
activity and of education in our society no longer appear to.compldrnent each
other, and thus both merit searching examination. Any investigation of the
problem of lack of fit between the world of work and the world of education
must address itself to the following three questions:

1 To what extent do schools equip students with the attitudes and
competence necessary to gain and maintain employment and useful social
functioning in society as it is now constituted and is likely to be in the
near future?

2 To what extent do the labour market and particular occupations provide
opportunities and experiences commensurate with the talents,
qualifications and experience of the young people entering the workforce
and to what extent .do employers foster the continued growth and
development of their young employees?
What are the most appropriate means for inducting-youth into the adult
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society and to what extent .should the socialization process be the
responsibility of institutions such as the school?

In any discussion, the focus must be primarily upon those who leave school

at or before the end of secondary schooling rather than those who continue to
study at the post-secondary level. This is for four main reasons. Firstly, they
constitute a majority of entrants' to the workforce from educational
institutions. About two-thirds of the age group leave school at Year 11 or
lower, and about half of school-leavers do noi proceed with any form of post-
secondary eddcation. Secondly, it is this group whose needs and experiences
have been largely ignored in the past. The attention of educational planners
has been focused on expanding opportunities for further tertiary study,
irrespective of the social and personal costs of such a course of action, while
ignoring the needs of a majority of Australian youth for whom it is neither
ppropriate nor desirable. The emergence of the problem of unemployed

y uth would ,seem to indicate that it is time the balance swung in the other
dir ction. Thirdly, it is this group on which the burden of the lack of
corre- ondence between the education and the labour systems falls glost
heavil These are the young people most prone to unemployment,
underem loYment and dissatisfaction. To such youths, whose adult life begins
in this fa s on, permanent harm could well be done. This could provide a
focus and br eding ground for wider dissatisfaction and could generate long-
term problem for Australian society. Finally, this group contains the younger
generation of oups already most disaglintaged in our society, such as
Aboriginals, non- nglish speaking migrants and those growing up irt poverty.
It is thus ,a logical p int for attempting 'to break into the cycle of disidvantage
and for improving they quality of life of groups for which it has previously
been low.

Bearing in mind 'this rimary focus on%those who enter the workforce
without post-school qualifications, we will address ourselves to each of the

three questions stated above.

AREAS OF BASIC COMPETE:,;CE

Firstly, in the basic skills area, as we\ have already indicated, approximately 25
per cent of school-leavers, especially \t}iose leaving at or around the minimum
legal age, do not have the literacy or numeracy skills necessary for
employment in many occupations." ThYouth Needs and Public Policies report
showed that there was considerable agreement among early school-leavers
about the need for basic skills and prepa\ration for work and a career.24
However, these young people tended to \see educational institutions as

unresponsive to their needs and generally\ they had negative school
experiences. They left at the end of the period of compulsory schooling, which
was the most crowded and impersonal stage\ Pressures for academic
achievement, the apparent irrelevance of much of the curriculum, and the
aggravation of petty rules and restrictions led them to\ reject school and made
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them less likely to return to formal education in the future. The early-)eavers
listed dissatisfaction with school as the major reason 'for leaving, rather thari
such factorsas financial difficulties. As well, these students were often in lower
academic streams or terminal courses. In effect, a 'push-out' by the school.
occurred. Seventy per cent of the young people in the 'Youth Needs' sample
who left school at Year 10 or below had no idea of what they wanted to do
when they left school, thus demonstrating a marked inadequacy of vocational
guidance at this, level.

..
.

'The student leaving school without a terminal secondary certificate would
also be greatly disadvantaged in not having the formal qualification which has
become the basic minimum requirement for entry to many jobs, particularly in
the white collar-clerical area, and to almost any form of post-school training.
Twenty years ago; the possession of a Junior or Intermediate certificate gained
by success in an external examination at Year 10 of secondary schooling was a
guarantee of consideration for a wide range of jobs. Today, certification at this
level has been either abandoned or has declined in importance. with the
growth of credentialism and the terminal secondary certificate has taken its
place. This stress on higher credentials has reduced the options of school-
leavers at levels below the final secondary year irrespective of their skills and
competence. Improving their cognitive performance and range of skills would
be of no benefit in g Ming employment unless it could be recognized in some
walf.ta t . point of hiring labour in the.market place. More flexible selection
criteria ,entry to both jobs and post-school study, based on the actual skills
and qualities required, would appear to be needed if young people are nocto
be 'forced into persistence at school against their inclination or to be severely
disadvantaged for failing to continue at. school.

.

The production of specific- skills to meet the requirements of the m_ arket
place would not 4pear, at the present time, to be seen as the. function of the
school at -any level. However, Victorian. technical schools and most
comprehensive schools in other States do provide some training in practical
skills which would be of use in later apprenticeship programs or practically-
oriented. occupations. Many schools also offer optional courses in typing and
commercial subjects as well as other specific skilli' which should be of use in
gaining employment. These courses should be valuable, particularly for
potential early-leavers and could well be extended. How-ever, if schools
provided training at a basic level-whichwas too narrowly restricted to the
skills required for particular occupations they could close off their students'
options rather than opening them. Schooling at the lower secondary level
would probably be of most use to these students if it, concentrated on the
inculcation of basic skills, not only of literacy and numeracy, but also the
social and personal skills and the knowledge necessary to function effectively
in society. It should also provide basic training in ,practical and technical skills
which could be of use in future employment and perhaps some practical work
experience in putting these skills into effect.

21./2
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The OECD Panel of Examiners were impressed with a widespread desire
throughbut Australia

to enlarge, improve and enrich the infOrma-tion, guidance and placement services
for young people' who must make important educational and occupational
decisions at the end of their compulsory education and in the years that follow."

Moreover, while they noted the wide variety of procedures being tried in ,
different parts of Australia, they argued that there was a major problem of
increasing the total amount of services provided and of developing a coherent
program of effective services to meet the, needs of particular groups of young
people.26 It is, however, for the early school-leavers that programs of career
education, guidance and placement services are urgently required, since such
early-leavers arc likely to be most vulnerable to the vicissitudes of the labour
market.

THE EMPLOYMENT SYSTEM

The second question relevant to the school-work interface `focuses on the
employment system and the extent to which it matches the needs and talents of
entrants to the workforce and indeed workers in general. Industrialization in
the western world has been accompanied by segmentation of work into small
and repetitive tasks. This is not only true in manufacturing but also occurs in
many clerical and service oczupations. This process is now being questioned as
it creates boring and alienating work experiences for employees'and doesnot
necessarily promote higher productivity. For the early school-leaver trapped
in a series of phystn,ily ;unpleasant and exhausting repetitive tasks in a factory,
it thwarts opportunities to learn and develop on or off the job and provides no
obvious avenues for advancement. For the better credentialled entrant to the
workforce the situation is almost as bad. After persisting with education in
order to gain a' qualification, the school or tertiary graduate finds that he has
only gained a position that involves working on minor and repetitive clerical
taskl, which do not satisfy the increased expectations that further education has
given him. Neither situation is healthy and it is of value to consider whether,
the educational system should adjust to meet the needs of the labour market.

Manpower needs can be viewed from the stance of the availability of
different types of labour as well as from that of the technical requirements for
particular jobs. It may be more appropriate to re-fashion the job and
concomitant, training programs provided by industry, and commerce to the
kinds of workers available, rather than demand that the education system
fashion the potential workers to the kinds of jobs which have been created.
This would require a basic reassessment of the purposes and operation of most
Public and private enterprises,,and a partial shift in their benefits from
shareholder and manager to chase engaged in production. Elements of an
occupation cdnducive to job satisfaction have been variously. described as
independence, control and initiative, good relationships with fellow workers,
appreciation of work done, variety, and 'opportunities for learning and
personal growth. The redesign of jobs ineorporating some or all of these
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features could include horizontal and vertical job enlarg ment and whole
.

process team-work. These are being tried out on a small scale in some
industries and government depertmenrs with apparent success4lowever, there
is no indication at this stage of any large-scale adoption of sdch practices in

\Australia. r
It has been consistently noted over the last few years that, of the 15 -22 age-

group, the best satisfied, both educationally and occupationally, are
apprentices and others in fields such as nursing, which combine \A\.,ork with
further education. The 'Youth Needs' study found that apprentes had
identified vocational goals and followed clearly defined steps towards
attaining them. They felt they were achieving" something and could se., results
for their, efforts. In contrast to young people in dead -end jobs in

m
those

retraining at school, apprentices felt that they were learning a great de 1 and
could see the practical application of their study." ft would seem th t an
extension of the apprenticeship model or the development of variatidns On it
would be most conducive to job satisfaction among the young. This type\ of
combination of work and education might well be the most satisfactory way
of meeting'the needs and expectations of many teenagers leaving school and
inducting them into the world of work and adult society.

The OECD Panel of Examiners has pointed, out, however, that in Australia .,
small and medium firms are having increasing difficulty in providing. ,,
satisfactory practical training for apprentices and absorbing increasing costs, in,
spite of government subsidies." There arc growing demands for technical \\

cblleges to provide a greater proportion of the practical training associated
with apprenticeships. The system has also been criticized on the grOunds that it
is too costly, that the indenture relationship is outmoded, the training is too

' \long, and that industries no longer need all-round craftsmen. None of these
problems is insurmountable and it would seem deskable that the
apprenticeship' system should not be discarded, but should be' restructured, "
better organized and more closely related to training needs and to ',,....:,
complementiary programs provided by educational and training
establishments. It would seem essential that the features which have made
apprenticeships an attractive option for school-leavers should be developed in
any ektension of the system. ..

1

]

SOCIALIZING YOUTH INTO ADULT SOCIETY
4 //

The third qUestion to be examined concerns the,Inost appropriate means for
socializi, g.the young in our society. It is this question received most
attention ..q. overseas-studies of the problem, not/ably the United States and the
other OECD countries. One major report which is relevant to the Australian
situation is that of the Panel on -Youth of the President's Science Advisory
Committee in the, United States.29 This report, named after its Chairman J. S.
Coleman, points out that segregation from others of different ages -has
increasingly come to characterize the social and economic position of youth in
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American society. This segregation is accompanied by a youth culture which
has become a surrogate for maturity. There has been a shift in the options
available to young people. Opportunities have increased in areas of
consumption, leisure and formal education, but have declined, in other areas.
Opportunities to carry out responsible work and to engage in efforts
important to the welfare of others have been deferred until the end of an
increasingly long period of schooling. The proportion of young people at
work has declined sharply and changes in occupational .requirements have

, excluded youth from sonic of the most challenging jobs. Deferment of
economic rewards has as a corollary a decline in options concerning the path
to adult working life. Social and sometimes legal pressures make it difficult to
resume education after several years out in the job market. The world of
education is clearly and markedly divOrced from that of work.

Some of the reasons for this segregation of youth have been that families no
longer sanction the early commitment of the young to productive activity;
trade unions and professional organizations fear large-scale incursions by
youth into their labour markets; humanitarian sentiment opposes the
exploitation of youth; and professionalization and bureaucratization have
narrowed the range of youth's contact with adults. Ideas and institutions
which once served genuine and explicit needs have been uncritically extended
to the point where they deprive youth of experience important to their
growth and development.

This analysis has been corroborated by Australian findings. The poverty and
. `Youth Needs' studies demonstrated that the young see schooling as separate
from the real world and unresponsive to their needs. Fitzgerald reported that
the expressed concerns of adolescent students were to achieve a' sense of
purpose, a feeling of competence and to find a career." Extended periods of
schooling did not necessarily help many young people to achieve these goals.
Wright and Headlam found youth wanted more emphasis in their lives on
personal and social development and more responsible involvement in the real
life of the community." Extended periods of schooling led to a concentration
on the intellectual aspect and to a neglect of other facets of developing

, maturity:,
The recommendations of the Coleman report to remedy this situation arc of

considerable interest. They concentrate, however, .on designing environments
appropriate for the all-round development of youth and largely ignore the
wider, social and economic structures of the society within which youth must
live and grow. Briefly, the recommendations are that the school should cut
down its on functions to the urely academic and act as an agent for
facilitating other experiences for youth; that alternation between school and
work should be encouraged; that work organizations should undertake

, educational functions; that youth communities and adult-sponsored youth
organizations should be encouraged and taken more seriously; that legal gnd
administrativ_'e constaints on the work activities of youth should.be reviewed;:

Tihat education vouchers should be issued at the end of compulsory schooling to
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be used at the discretion of the individual at any period in his life; and that
-opportunities for public and community service should be expanded.

These e Commendations make great sense in relation to the developmental
needs of adolescents and the human needs of all age groups. However, they
operate in a societal and economic vacuum. They do not attack the basic

problems of why the economy no longer needs youth labour and what can be
done to change the nature of all jobs and economic relationships, including
those of the young, so that a fuller and more equitable part may be played by
all, with everybody's talents being used and developed .to the full. The
Coleman report assumes an economic and societal status quo and seeks to make
it more palatable and in keeping with the developmental /needs of youth.
However, we wouldargue that for the solution of the problems that have
recently,_ emerged in Australia, certain societal changs must precede
educational change and not proceed from it.

Within an Australian context, the problems of the transition of young
people from education to work must be examined with regard to the economy
and the institutions of society as a whole. Moreover, the interests of all other
age groups and members of the workforce must be taken into account if the
measures are to be successful in a lasting sense.

SOME PROPOSED SOLUTIONS /

Youth Unemployment
, .

Up to the time of writing most of-the newly initiated policies in Australia
have tackled the problems of youth unemployment. While the programs
being undertaken serve an immediate need, they are, at best, short-term
solutions." One important step has been to establish a Special Youth
Employment Task Force in each Sfate with representatives from the

\ Commonwealth Department of Empl yment and Industrial , Relations, State
\ ; Governments, employers ancYtrade uni ns. In addition, a Youth Employment
I' . Bureau has been created within the Department of Employmenrand Industrial

Relations with offices in each State. The Task Force will undertake a major
campaign to encourage employers to en age additional young People, and the
Bureau will provide backup to the campaign.' I

g

:.,

\ \In
addition, a 'diverse and 'comprehensive range of programs has been

developed for unemployed youth. The prOgram's include the provisions of ( I)
subsidies to employers to take on young unemployed and to assist them to
establish themselves in the workforce, ( community groups, to` support
young unemployed people by helping them o improve their job-seeking skills

\ and to maintain their readiness for work, (3) oui rses in literacy and numeracy,
'personal development, communication skill. , and job /skills to assist- young
unemployed people with low educational qt alifications, and (4) rebates for
employers releasing apprentices to attend technical colVges for training."
\ Those programs that involve training seek tOlraise t le basic competence and
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skills of youth, making employable some who are_at present unemployable.
However, such short-term training programs do not create additional jobs and
at best are only temporary solutions to the} problems that exist. Action to solve
the youth unemployment problem can only be effectively taken within the
context of the economy as a whole. Without substantial changes, there is
bound to be fairly serious youth unemployment whenever a high level of
economic activity is not maintained.

Staying Longer at School
Action to meet the educational, developmental and employment needs of
young people can be taken from a number of directions. One is the school. As
has already been suggested, action concentrated on the school alone cannot be
expected to achieve much for the majority of adolescents. Attempts to keep
them longer, in school will only exacerbate the unfortunate trends already in
existence' Also any attempt to further enlarge the fUnctions of the school are of
doubtful value. Already, whenever there is perception of a social ill, the school
is expected to take some part in solving it thus we have drug education,
driver education, sex education, and a,whole host of other particular programs
aimed at lessening perceived problems of socialization into adult life. The
effectiveness of these attempts in altering attitudes and actions has not been
conclusively demonstrated by the evaluative studies that have been made. As
well, the school has been called to take on a host of social therapeutic
functions. It is expected to cure social inequality, juvenile delinquency and a
range of other social and emotional ills. The problem with further enlarging
the functions of the school is that its aims become diffuse and it ends up
achieving none of its function's well. It is also true that adolescents see the
activities of the school as being contrived and divorced from the real world.
Programs to develop work experience, maturity, and social responsibility,
which are based in the school, therefore run the 'risk of not achieving their
aims;,, simply because they arc connected with the School and are therefore
perceived as being removed from reality.

Youth Employment Programs

A further proposed course of action is the creation of special kinds of jobs for
young \people, particularly in relation to community service. However
measures \such as this have disadvantages from the point of view of the young
people for whom they are designed: they are temporary time-fillers. which .

merely po\tpone the problem of finding more permanent employment in an
ongoing situation. They could also safer from a problem of unreality, similar
to that endemic in programs attached to schools: If such work programs
contain only young people, are for a limited period, and provide work which
does not appear to be integrated with the normal economic life of the
community, thdy solve neither the long-term employment problems of youth
nor the socialization prbblems of isolation from adults and adult
responsibilities. \
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Such special work programs for young people could also create problems in
the general workforce in these areas. Presumably there are agencies and
government departments already operating in the fields of community service
which these programs would encompass. What would be their reactions to
this intrusion into their fields? What would the unions think of an influx of
temporary labour at possibly quite different rates of pay outside union control?
Would the clients ofsuch services feel they were being downgraded or used to
solve other people's problems?

Perhaps a better solution than creating special short-term job programs
would be to expand government assistance to agencies working in these fields
enabling :hem to employ more staff and extend their functions. This would
require an understanding that the majority of new employees would be young
entrants to the workforce and that a training component would be built into
their work.

Other measures could include subsidizing the employment of certain
categories of young people, as is already being done with apprentices, and
revising terms and conditions of employment to make young people more
competitive in the job market.

New Educational Programs

Refreshment, updating and retraining is usually provided by post-school
institutions as well as by in-service courses in such institutions. This sort of
continuing education should be encouraged and expanded, but' more
importantly, much training of this kind might take placeLat the workface. This
would, however, probably involve subsidizing such programs from
government funds.

A. substantial number of industrial and commercial organizations currently
conduct training programs for their staff. Relatively little is known about such
programs, their' purposes and scope, their effectiveness and alue, and the
extent to which they interest and attract workers at different 'levels in an
organization. We believe that a marked expansion of such programs could
well take place, and cite as evidence the range of such programs in operation
in Sweden and in Scotland, countries with similar problems to those Currently
existing in Australia. Courses conducted close to the workface have, we
believe, a greater chance-of-serving the needs of individuals as well as the
Organization and thus will be seen to be more relevant both by thoe taking
the courses as well as by those conducting them.

The growth of programs being conducted by the trade unions in the
training of their members would also seem to be an important developnienf
that should not be starved of funds .and could well be expanded and
diversified. Moreover, it is possible that much desirable flexibility would be
lost if such,programs were incorporated into the TAFE sector. We suggest that
an important development to which the unions should give every
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consideration is the further .education of their members to advance their
perional development in every possible way.

It is clear that if the educational needs and employment prospects of the
majority of young Atiralians are to be met and enhanced, the existing
educatiOnal institutions on which to focus are not the schools, the universities
or the colleges of advanced education, but the TAFE institutions and
community colleges. TAFE enrolments, of which a majority are part-time, are
more than double those in other post-secondary institutions and 63 per cent of
total TAFE enrolments in 1974 were in vocationally-oriented courses. In-all
TAFE streams, 44 per cent of enrolments were of students under. 21 years of
age." This indicates the importance of TAFE as a study option for school-
leavers, both for vocational training and for basic education. This is a trend
which should be encouraged, especially for students who leave school at the
end of the compulsory period. Study in a TAFE inStitutionc'especially parr-
time and combined with work, does not have the disadvantages of isolation,
unreality, perceived irrelevance and petty restrictions which are inherent in
the school situation for these students. They can, concentrate on acquiring the
skills and competence which they see as relevant in their jobs and their
personal lives and which form a basis for employment and further training.

A large number of part-time enrolments of people under. 19 in the trades
stream of TAFE institutions are apprentices, who would appear to be among
the most well satisfied' of all adolescents. The current problems in the
apprentk4eship system and its possible expansion should be thoroughly
investigated, particularly with a view to maintaining the enormous advantages
of apprentices' being based and gaining their practical experience in the
workplace..

There is, however, a tendency for of:her occiipationsouch as nursing, which
have traditionally combined training with work, to base their training almost
completely in educational institutions and to demand educational pre - requisites'
such as the HSC for entry to training cou?ses. This is unfortunate and closes off
options for many young people. If it does occur, and we suggest it should be
strongly resisted, it is essential that bridging courses should be provided for
nursing aides to equip them to undertake nursing training, and it could even .
be of value to provide courses to equip nurses for entry to training courses for
medicine of social work or related fields. The rise of arbitrary educational
credentials for entry to various levels of occupational activity has closed off
options for people to work their way up in a field and has produced what
almost amounts to a caste system of occupational choice. Whereas once it was
possibk to work one's way up from messenger boy to nianaging director, it is
now highly likely that the managing director will be recruited from entrants
to the firm at a high level determined by the possession of particular
credentials. Meanwhile the messenger boy can progress only to a defined
ceiling beyond which he cannot go without acquiring these credentials. A
system of on-the-job training or closely integrated part-tinie study in TAFE
institutions would be preferable to the imposition of credential-based ceilings
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and would enable every worker to develop his talef to the full and progress
as far as he was able. Movements in this direction might help-to -overcome
some of the educational and work problems of young people. -

Recurrent edudation and opportunities for upgrading skills should be
available to all age groups, not just the young. If those engaged in educational
activity were more evenly spread throughout all age groups, it would ease the
transition from education to work because this education would not be so
heavily concentrated on the young. With more older workers temporarily out
Of the workforce for educational purposes it would be necessary to spread
existing work between more people on a more equitable basis, and more
young workers would need to be brought in.

PREPARATION FOR CREATIVE LIVING

In the preceding sections, consideration has been given to proposals for the
solution to the current problems of youth that involve further education and
employment. In both areas, the dangers of segregating youth from people of
other ages have been discussed. As both Smith and Otlosky" and the Panel on
Youth of the President's Science Advisory Committee in the United States
have pointed out, the benefits of integrating youtli,i;vith adults would seem to
greatly outweigh the benefits of segregation by age in the socialization of
youth. However, neither formal education nor employment and the gaining
of economic independence cover fully all aspects of personal development in
the transition from childhood to. adult life. There is an area of preparation for.
creative living concerned with the development of interpersonal relationships
with people of all ages, with the acquisition, of a system of values and with the
selection of creative leisure-time pursuits that is being largely ignored in the
present -day provision for the socialization of youth. While this at ea is not
divorced from those of 'learning or work it is not adequately,covered by the
proposals we have made. We argue that programs that will provide for
individual development, in the area that we have elected to call 'creative
living' are required. Nevertheless, it is important that such programs should
not divorce the youth who participate in them from the rest of society but
should lead them into closer involvement with other people across the whole
of the age range.

In Australia, we have had little experience with Youth Service
Organizations such as the Peace Corps of the United States or Volunteer
Service Overseas in Britain.and we have little direct knowledge to draw upon
inethis area. However, we note that these schemes have provided opportunities
for few young people to employ their energies in making a contribution to
society. Furthermore, we question the value of the emphasis on service
overseas when there are equally valuable but different contributions to be
made nearer to home. Nevertheless, we argue that these service organizations
could provide a model if correctly directed for promoting the development of
youth in this third area of preparation for-creatiye
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In Australia, there are many institutions that have programs of service that
atrophy for lack-of-energy and manpower to sustain them. We have in mind

institutions that serve an expressive and integrative role which include such
organizations as churches, museums, galleries, theatres; institutions that
provide services to individuals, which include care of the aged, the very
young, the infirm and the handicapped; institutions that arc concerned with
community services, such as those responsible for parks and gardens and the
conservation of the environment, or with the provision of .recreational
facilities; and finally institutions that foster general welfare, such as the defence
services, and emergency services. It is advocated that extensive service
programs should be promoted that will provide opportunities for youth to
undertake work with such institutions.

We would not envisage that a complex administrative organization should
be established that would carry out work in these areas, but rather that
programs should be developed by existing service organizations -that will
receive financial support provided young people aged 15 to 24 years arc
engaged in such work. It would seem important that participation in such
programs should not be seen as a temporary expedient filling the free time of
youth while unemployed, but rather as planned service of six to 12 months
duration or longer, alternating with a period of study and training or with a
period in the regular workforce.

CONCLUSION

If the assumption is correct that the current high level of unemploymentris not
just the 'consequence of a short-term cycle of events but the outcome of
structural changes in the labour force, then the problems of unemployed youth
will remain for an indefinite period. Some of the envisaged .100 000 to
200 000 youth who cannot find employment will return for further schooling
or for training programs in TAFE.institutions,-soine will find gainful work as
employers are encouraged to engage:a higher proportion of youth.. Ne'verthe-
less, there will remain a very substantial number for whom alternative
programs that foster personal growth and development will. have to be
established.

There are already in existence organizations that arc directed towards the
service of youth such' as the Outward Bound Movement, the Scout and Guide
Mo;,rements, the YMCA and WWCA, and Rural Youth. These organizations
grew and flourished under different circumstances. If new programs are to be
Set up to cater for the changing needs of youth, then these organizations should
also be encouraged to redevelop their programs away from those of leisure
time pursuits towards sustained programs of service, adventure and prep-
aration for creative living. However, the problem is too great for such organ-
izations to handle. .

A possible solution would appear to be a Youth Service Movement sup-
ported from public moneys; through which youth undertake sustained service
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activity for_periods_of_six ro 12-months-or-more. Such activity-should be
alternated with education and/or work, and should not involve the
segregation of youth from other age groups, but should serve to bring youth
into closer contact with people of all ages.

However, we recognize that other possible approacles to solving this major
problem could well be evolved, and some potentially valuable programs could
have a greater educational component. Nevertheless, we believe that it is
necessary to warn against the ever-present danger of viewing such programs in
terms of courses conducted by institutions established by the educational
bureaucracy for a specific purpose. Such institutions are over-concerned with
their staff establishments and their building programs so that they have
insufficient flexibility to meet changing needs and changing circumstances.
Too 'little is known about the wide range of educational programs run by
industry and commerce for the training of staff on the job. We would argue
that these also proyide a hopeful area for future development.

It is of some concern to us that the magnitude of the problems that appear to
be forming in Australia and have already emerged overseas, are not being
appreciated in this country. Educators, employers and politicians have not as

. yet accepted that the problem is one of considerable proportions and
significance for the future of this country. Yet it has become increasingly
obvious to us that no long-term solutions to the problems of youth education
and employnient or to the hroader questions of general unemployment and
worker dissatisfaction can be found in Australia without the active co-
operation of both employers and trade unions. Trade unions in Australia, in
particular, are in a position to influence the working conditions and terms of
employment for the majority of Australians as well as to promote or hinder
the development of young people and their smooth absorption into the
workforce. Any government wishing to address itself seriously to these
problems must seek the opinions and the help of the trade union movement
and attempt to ensure that all measures taken will be supported by the unions.
Otherwise there is a strong risk that the best of policies will not meet with:
success, and the .present and future generations of youth will fail to make a
satisfactory transition from the -restricted world of schooling to the wider
world of gainful employment and creative participation in adult life.
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of Australian

By the end of 1978 the renewal program for Australian schools, as defined by
the Karmel report, will be five years old and indeed may be regarded as
having come to an end in many of its aspects. This volume constitutes an
attempt to analyse and assess the various features andiphases of this renewal
program: There can be little doubt that, in spite of the humanity and freshness
of the Karmel report's discussion, in spite also of the dedication of the Schools
Commission and of the vast sums of money i sided hy the Commonwealth
Government, the prevailing tone of this assessment is a critical ,one. The
renewal program is perceived, both by the authors rekesented in this volume
and by the community at large, as having been less piloductive of educational
improvements than migh' have been reasonably expectCd. Although problems
always rema,..n, a number of unresolved matters seem to us to have particular
urgency after the educational and other developments !of the past five years..
This concludini article surveys three of the issues 1which we .regard as
especially important for future educational debate in Australia:

1 The question of resources and th-e..improvemmit in the quality of
Australian education, particularly as concerns educational goals and
curriculum developinent.

2 The .question of the means, of funding non-government schools in
Australia and of the principles by which access to resources by. all groups
within Australian education should be secured.

3 The nest of the question.s surrounding the relationship between work and
education and the implications for educational theory and practice of a
rapidly deteriorating labour market.

Aspects of these issues, as well as the important matter of the future role of the
# Australian Schools Commission, are also taken up in our introduction to this

volume.

RESOURCES AND QUALITY-IN EDUCATION

Resource targets and renewal goals

Reflecting the state of public debate at that time, the terms'-of referenceziven
to the Interim Committee for the Australian Schools Commission were
couched almost entirely in terms of resource inputs, their major task being 'to
make recommendations ... as to the immediate financial needs of schools,
priorities within these needs and appropriate measures to assist in meeting these
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needs') The School7 Commission Acc has a very similar orientation, but a
clause is included which allows the commission to inquire into any other
matter relating to primary or secondary education in Australia ... which the
Commission considers to be a matter that should be inquired into by the
Commission'? With the exception of some matters recently emerging, the
Commission has made little use of this very wide clause and its major thrust
has been the attempt to achieve the resource targets laid down by the Karmel
report.

The Karmel report was commendably explicit about the targets whfth lay
behind its recommendations for recurrent grants. Leaving aside special
assistance for the disadvantaged and the handicapped, the Committee's
recommendations were based, on an attempt- to increase the volume of
recurrent resources per pupil employed in government primary schools by 40
per cent, and in government secondary schOOls by 35 per cent, by 1979. For
Catholic systemk schools, the target appears to have been to bring recurrent
resource use up from some 80 percent of the current levels in government
primary schools (in 1973) to the gbvernment target figure by 1979 (an
increase of some 75 per cent in six years), while the Karmel programs are also
aimed at bringing those 'non-systemic non-government school( currently
below the 1979 target up to that target resource use by 1979.

The April 1978 Report of the Schools Commission declared in. relation. to
governnainit systems that

only New. South Wales and Western Australia at the primary level and
Queensland at the secondary level are likely to be short of the targets by the end, of
1978

\ and that the original targets may be reached by almost all government systems
\ by the originally scheduled year-of 1979'.3 Table 1 shows the composition of

the increase in-recurrent resource use.in government schools systems between
1972 and 1976-and indicates that even by 1976 the targets of 40 per cent and
35, per cent increases for. primary and secondaiy systems respectively were
almost achieved for government systems in aggregate. .Even so, the
composition of the increase' in recurrent resources per pupil may give rise to
some questions, for in both types of school npre.than half of the improvement
in recurrent resources4raccounted for by categories other than teachers.
In keeping with its emphasis on broad resource aggregates, the Commission
has not provided any analysis of the efficiery of the pattern of increased
resource use which has taken place, but at first'glance it is. disturbing that
nearly half (primary) and over half (secondary) of the increase in resource use
has been accounted for by increases in general ancillary staff. (janitor or
caretaker), superannuation and pensions, and goods and services. ,

The Commis\sion' is much less sanguine about resource trends in the non-
government schOol sector in recent years. Full figures aft available only for
19,76, but between 19'72 and 1976 per pupil resource use increased by 27 per
cent _in non-gove4nent primary schools and by 26 per cent in secondary
schools in this sector In spite of an annual rate of growth of real resource use
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Table 1. Components of Total Recurrent Resources Per Pupil, Govern-
ment Systeme, 1972 and 1916.
(Base of total Index, 1972 = 100 for both primary and
secondary)

Printery Secondary
1972 1978 1172 . 1978

Teachers 81 98 78 87Professional staff 1 4 2 4Ancillary staff 7.
.

Instructional 4 4'Clerical 4 2 7 3General 8 10Superannuation.&
pensions 3 5 3 5Goods & services 11 16 10 16.

100 137 100 129

Source: Schools Commission. (1978). Report for 1979-81 Triennium,
Table 3.1, p.26.

per pupil of over six per cent during these four years, non-government schools
fell further behind government schools resources per pupil in non-
goVernment primary schools were 77 per cent of those for government
primary schools in 1972 and 72 per cent in 1976, while for secondary schools
the corresponding figures were 81 per cent and, 85 per cent.4 This lover
resource use in non-government schools is mainly due to the Catholic system

in all Catholic systemic schools in 1976, 67 per cent' of students were
enrolled in schools which had only 70 per cent or less of the average recurrent
resource use of government sehoolsqn 1975-76.5 a

Thus it-seems that by 1979 the garrnel report resource targets will have
been achieved in government schools systems, although one may query,.some
aspects of the composition Of that increase, and per pupil resource use in non,
government -schdols will have increased. very rapidly but not to an extent to
make any progrelss towards the Karmel report goal f closing th I

e, gat) between
resources used in government' and non-gcivernment. schools. Nthful to the
spirit of the resources-based' renewal program, the Commission in its April
1978 Report sees the main need for the immediate future as the provision of
additional resources to nonioveinment schools, from both government and
private sources, so that the resource use gap with government srl:tools can
begin to be closed. ,This diagnosis, together with the fact that the resource
'targets are being attained for the government systems, in our view raises again
thefundamentalssues about the renewal program: Is the main educational need
of Australian schools increased resource use in the non-government school
sector? Indeed, is there evidence that the achievement of the resource targets in
government It hoots has been associated with a corresponding increase In the
quality of education in these schools? Are there not serious educational
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deficiencies requiring attention in many government schools, particularly
among those in poorer socio - economic areas? In general, does it make sense to
approach an educational renewal program primarily through financial and
resource targets?

These fundamental questions raise philosophical and value as well as
empirical issues and simple answers could not be given even if much more
empirical evidence was available, but we will cite three considerations which
seem to us to be relevant. Firstly, our 'subjective judgment would be that, in
spite of the achievement, by, the. government school systems of the Karmel
report resource targets, 'community concern about the adequacy of the
education provided in these schools has increased rather than declined over the
past five years. Of course, there could be many explanations of this fact, if it is
such: rising Community expectations. about schools, the focusing of com-`,,
munity concern about economic or other developments on the schoolsland so

on. But it is at least consistent with the view that the basic problemsi

\

in the
schools lie elsewhere than in the amount of resources available.

Secondly, on the basis of the existing empirical information, which
inevitably makes use of truncated measures of educational quality, it would
appear that Catholic schools are achieving high& levels of educational
outcomes than governmen't schools in spite of lower resource inputs. Several
relevant pieces of evidence "concerning this question can be gleaned from the
results of the LEA study of an Australia-wide sample of schools, reported by
Keeves in this volume.6 Students in Catholic schools are shown by the IEA
data to be performing appreciably better on word knowledge and science tests
at the 14 -year -old level than students in government schools, in spite of the

fact that the resources employed in government schools per pupil are
considerably greater. Keeves also studied the distribution by state and school
system of the low-performing schools in the lEA sample; the striking thing
from the current point of view is that; in spite of the very low resource use
levels in many Catholic schools, no Catholic school was included' in the 29
lowest schools on the word knowledge test, and only 2 Catholic schools were
in the 28 lowest-performing schools on the science test. It is also worth noting,
in view of the correlation between socio-economic disadvantage and low
educational perfoimance, that, as the. Karmel report puts it, 'generally, the
patterns .of disadvantage (of school neighbourhoods) described for the

government schools are replicated in the Catholic systems'.? Similar results
were reported in the Education Research and Development Committee .4

repot, Australian Studies in School Performance. Table 2 reports the survey
results of that study, in terms of the percentage of the sample from each type of
school who achieved mastery ofisimple reading and numeration tests. For all
four cases the performance of students from Catholic schools was superior in
1976 to that' of students from government schools in spite of the fact that in
that yeat the average resource use in Catholic primary schools, for example,
was only 70 per cent of that idgover.,,nent primary schools.

Thirdly, analysis of the lEA samples by Rosier8 (see Keeves9) presents
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Table 2: Literacy arid Numeracy by Scioo Type,1976.
(Percentage of sample achieving mastery; %)

School type Government Catholic Independent

Reading
10-yr.-olds
14-yr.-olds

Numeration
10-yr.-olds
14-yr.-olds

51
69

74
72

,58
80

80
79

62
89

77
90

Source: Bourke, S.F. and J.P. Keeves (Eds) (1977). Australian Studies in
School Performance, Volume ill. Canberra: AMPS. Tables 6.4
and 6.5, pp.92-95.

somewhat more direct evidence. Studying variations between' schools in the
level of achievement in science. Rosier 'ound that, of the many variabl
concerned with the resources available to schools, the only one which h
significanCe in explaining variations betWhen schools in student achiev'em Int
in science was the availability of laborator assistants and other ancillary stuff.
Although there are many qualifications to e made to any such analysis, 1171sier
found that the important variables were 01 es concerned with the dedicati n of
teachers, the form of organization of the se ool and the intellectual orient non
of the courses. Such AUstralian studies are n line with the majority of ov Tseas
studies in finding little or no correlation between the obvious measu es of
resource availability and student achievement. For example, after re-an ysitig
the data from three of the largest and most comprehensive survey ever
undertaken; viz. the Equality of Educational Opportunity and Project alent
suveys in the USA and the Plowden survey in the UK, Jencks conclu es that
'no measurable school resource Of policy shows a consistent relation hip to
schools' effectiveness in boosting ,tuden achievement' and when n any
particular survey a given resource is signifihant 'the gains associated are lalmost
always small'.1°

1

These pieces, of evidence inevitably employ only partial measures of q ality
in education, but they do to our mind cast very serious doubt on the wt dom
of placing the central focus in educational renewal on increased proVisit n of
resources. In particular, there is no reason for thinking that in educational t rms
(as opposed. perhaps, to terms of equity or justice) the major national need\for ,

1979 is to increase the resources available to Catholic schools. More general y,
die evidence surely suggests that the primary deficiency lies in the quality f
the educational activities which are carried on within the schools. (and withi
'homes) rather than in the amount of resources available to facilitate these
activities. Issue. of quality arc of course mil.' e difficult to pin down than the
hard facts of fi ante and resource use, but they are not forlthat reason anxlesS
real. In the rem inder of this section we mak(1 some comments on two matters
which we rega id as central to a quality-orinted renewal program, namely

I

.
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clarity about aims and goals of education and schools and the development of
new approaches to curriculum.

Education in schools: aims and priorities

As. Professor Crittenden points out, the authors of the Karmel report try to
find a place within the ample folds of their document for most of the
conflicting interpretations of the role of the school in circulation at the present
time." The school is to be an instrument of socialization"; it 'provides a
practical point for the attack on poverty' and is to be an agent for promoting
social and economic equality's; schools, by building within themselves a
caring community in which both people and education are valued, can be a
regenerating force in society";- schools, however, have certain special
functions, such as the acquisition of skills and knowledge and initiation into
the cultural heritage"; at the same time, they should respond both to the needs
of the individual and to the demands of both the local communities and wider
.groups, Such an alil-embracing approach is (I; curbing, not because schools may
not perhaps be validly called upon to fulfil ech of these functions riOr because
d-.: interim Committee overlooked vital distinctions, but simply because the
Committee's approach to educational renewal did not seem to be founded on a
firm conceptual base setting order and priorities among these disparate goals.
The Schools Commission has done little to attempt to' itrapose priorities on
these goals and seems to have operated with a similarly wide range of
conceptions.

For our part, we would seek to insist on two fundamental distinctions, The
first is the distinction between education and schooling. While there may be
many disputes about what education is, to educate a person is clearly
conceptually distinct from putting him through school. In other times and
places and perhaps even in our own, men have been educated without, or .

perhaps even in spite of, attending school, and clearly a school can offer other
things (such as socialization, religious ,irgtruction or physical development)
than education. The Interim Committee rightly stressed the importance of
education as a life -time process, not to be terminated. at the date of leaving
school'', and hence acknowledged the distinction being pointed to here. ThiS .
simple and obvious distinction raises two matters on which any school renewal
program must declare itself what it conceives the nature of education to be
and what priority it givCs to education among the many goals which a school
may seek.

These are clearly matters on which the community must reach a decision.
The decision can be reached as a result of a conscious process of deliberation,
in which case what We value has some chance of determining what we do in
education, or else simply emerge as the de facto result of a multitude of
educational policies and decisions. Our own approach would be to regard
education as a process which attempts to initiate a person, by a range of
morally acceptable methods, into the patterns of-thought, feeling and action
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characteristic of the culture in which he i4eing educated. This involves, inter
alia, bringing him to some familiarity, with and competence within various
areas of human knowledge and understanding, to some commitment to the
values implicit in those areas of knowlelge and .in that culture, and to the
ability to distance himself from that culture and re-assess any given aspect of it.
This approach would stress-the central place of knoWledge and understanding
in the life of any person, be it the understanding of those areas in which his
income is earned, the understanding of other people necessary to live in human
society, or the understanding of artistic and cultural matters necessary for
fulfilling recreation. We would argue that in the current organization of
society, 'it is essential that the schools be thought of above all as agenciv& Eck.
providing education in this sense and that this primary function o
should be jealously guarded against the many forces which work to diltTe it.

The second fundamental distinction is between outcomes which .,% :f. ht
of as being achieved by educating a person and those other outcomes.whie.1 a
school may ek to attain, but by other means than by.providing an education.
For example, most migrants coming into. Australia share a common European
culture with the local community, even though they differ in the nianifesta-
dons and artefacts of culture. A school may seek to integrate these migrants
into the community either by providing them with the best possible education
it can (and thus, for example, teaching where necessary in migrant languages
and making use of migrant cultural influences as well as local material to
initiate them into the common culture) or by a variety of non-educative
assimilation programs. While the point cannot be adequately developed here,
we would believe that many of the apparently non-educative goals which
schools are asked to achieve can be reached only by providing adequate
education and that schools should only undertake non-educative programs
after serious consideration.

Because of its primary concentration on resource targets, the Schools
Commission seems to have given little serious attention to specification of the
educational goals towards which its programs are directed. This has in turn
resulted in a tendency for funds being used to support a wide range of
activities, many of which, while undoubtedly worthwhile, have little or no
direct relevance to improving education in the sense outlined above. (One
example is the massive increase in janitor/caretaker staff in schools referred to
above, which accounted for almost one-third of the increased resource use in
government schools between 1972 and 1976.) We would argue strongly that
an essential feature of any educational renewal program is an attempt to seek
some community consensus about aims and goals of education and of
schools; our own view would be: 1..'lat renewal should centre on an attempt to
improve the ability of the schools to educate in the sense we have given and
that other factors should be given a secondary role. Only in the context of
some explicitly formulated aims can activities be structured and attention.
centred on the central issues pertaining tt, 1;,glity, one of which is curriculum
development.
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It should be noted that the Schools Commission is strongly resistant to this
view. In the April 1978 Report, the Commission indicates that it

accepts the developmental model of school change which begins fronflooking at
what is being done, not from debate about aims. Such debates are inevitably
cimducted at such. .a high 1eYel of generality as to have little significance for
practice. What is being done, not the rhetoric, is what is significant.')

This is a remarkable statement, for,there is of course no significance.inherent
in facts or actions themselves, independently of human purposes, aims and
values. Only in-relation to a given aim or value will a particular development .

be significant' or irrelevant, and one can judge whether what is being done is
or is not significant only in relation to some specified aim or value.

Curriculuin and culture

As noted in the introduction to this volume, recent Schools Commission
reports have given some hints that the dominance of resource targets is being
broken and one of these hints is the indication that curriculum developtnent
will be increasingly important in the years to come:Although we would have
some doubts about the dirction in which the Commission appears to be
moving on curriculum, this is a welcome initiative, for curriculum issues
directly affect the qUality of educational activities in the classroom.

References to curriculum are scattered.throughout the Schools Commission ,
documents, fiom which the following points may be culled as expressing the
Commission's views. Firstly, there is a heavy stress on the autonomy 44 the
teachers, the schools and the school systems and on the right of all pupils to
equality of opportunity both in provision and outcomes, Secondly, there is the
shift of emphasis from the old divisions of tilt: talented and untalented site
notion of advantaged and disadvantaged. Thirdly, notions of autonomy
individuality are bedded in the context of agreement that all pupils will learn
habits of thought and of communication as well as nece,.iary functional skills.
Fourthly, there is a somewhat pious and undeveloped thought that schoOling
ought to be meaningful.

These positions occasionally leave the Schools Commission in contradictory
stances. Because the Schools Commission has not, as it could not have, ignored
a functioning society with well-established divisions of labour and of
Opportunity, the stress on autonomy does not easily produce any practical
Outcomes. There are, however, more serious probleins. For example, there is
the problem of arriving at forms of eduCation and of meaningfulness in which
autonomy and individuality are a basis for structures and actices, while at
the same time those structures provide a workable context for education
without..necessarily limiting autonomy and individuality. If the idea of
autonomy were pushed to its logical extreme, it would be a recipe for
anarchy. If the' Schools Commission's thinking on the cuitriculum. with its
stress on autonomy, is to be workable, and become practically applied in
schools, it needs a context with, constraints such as we now haw\ with divisions
of labour.
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For various and perhaps understand'able;reasons, the Schools Commission
has not yet been able to consciously and systematically develop. an adequate
basis for its thinking on curriculum. It has responded,'perhaps for political
reasons, to certain values which have become widespread in the community in
recent.years. The ideas of autonomy and of independence of thought, and of a
meaningfulness which attaches to personal activities and which renders the
individual person an active agent in amore general context; are old ideas in
education. What is new about these ide'as.,:.11S that they are now apparently
valued far beyond their old confines of special intellectual groups and leisured
classes. These are ideas which have been inherent in intellectual.culture and in
Christian traditions of universal brotherhood. In the past; these ideas were held
but they were not universal practices. Their practice was limited in various
ways. In the Catholic tradition, the universality of e-pality and. personal
responsibility were constrained by transcendental considerations. In the
PrOtestant tradition, although a more earthly one, equality and personal
responsibility were -part of a project which combined transcendentalism,.
scientific understanding and control of the world, which effectively led to
capitalism, class society and the theoretical domination. by scientific elites.
Such restrictions or constraints are, now increasingly rejected, and for our part
we do not wish to see the re-establishment of the type of elitism that (me:
prevailed. However, some restriction on personal .autonomy is necessary if
social meaningfulness and an actual existence is to continue. While there may
he little left in Matthew Arnold's particular ideas on the manner ire which
cultural processes would restrain the anarchy of individual enterprise, it is still
true that a culture must provide both the basis of, and the restrictions on, the
development of individuality.

In moving beyond the autonomy of schools and of school systems to the
content of curriculum and to the possibility of a common core curriculum,
two approaches have surfaced in recent discussion. One approach sees the.
common core of curriculum developMent as founded on the need to provide
students with .a basic grid of skills necessary for life in modern society, while
the other argues for a mapping of our culture and a synthesis of the results as
the foundations of the common core curriculum. Neither of these, approaches
seems to us entirely appropriate to the present situation.

Our objection to the skill specification of the content of curriculum islhatit .

seriously devalue:; the content of the culture to which education provides an
initiation. This content involves a whole pattern of knowledge, values,
attitudes, experience's and ways of acting, and while there are conflicts and
disagreements within society about many of these aspects.the attempt to reach
a common program through concentration on content - neutral skills empties
the curriculum of essential elements. Our concern about the program to
generate a common core curriculum by firstly producing a map of the features
of our culture and by secondly generating some synthesis and reconciliation of.
conflicting elements, turns on the criteria on which, and the process by which,
the synthesis or reconciliation is achieved. A map of Australian or Western'
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culture will be very extensive and will include many conflicting elements, so
that any core curriculum project will need to impose priorities and structures,
and what criteria are appropriate her be disputed within the society.
Further, if, as seems to be intended by the proponents of this view, the
mapping and the synthesis and reconciliation are to be carried out by a group
of academics or bureaucrats, it is very doubtful whether the results of this
intellectual exercise will generate a practical response from those involved in
the actual teaching situation.

The suggestion we would make is that the movement towards a common
curriculum should start with the promotion of a wide-ranging discussion
among teachers and within the community at large about what features of our
Fef,ent culture are necessary for life in Australian society at the present rime."
Such grass-roots discussion would reduce the chances that any results were
purely intellectual creations Which did not impinge on the classroom situation,
while the focus on necessities would both embody a view about the appropriate
criteria to employ and provide the basis on which different/groups might agree
on the types of content which were appropriate for a common curriculUm,
while taking different views about central issues within each area. This
approach would also provide the appropriate basis for discuss'ion of Values in
education, for any culture must poSsess an underlying value framework, and
coming to understand what values are necessary for life in one's society is a
crucial aspect of both learning and living.

FINANCING INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS

Recent developments

The Karmel report cannot be said to have a fully developed theoretical
position about the role of independent schools in the Australian education
system, but its remarks on this topic are at once puzzling and intriguing. The
authors of the report made various suggestive remarks about the long -term
situation, but envisaged a quite different position in the short term. The
Interim Committee placed strong emphasis on diversity in approaches to
schooling and, partly as a result, 'values the right of parents to educate their
children outside government schools' and asserted that when all schools are
raised to the present high standard of many private schools even such private
.schools 'would be equally eligible for public support along with all other
schools of comparable standard'.19 At one point, the Interim Committee
looked to 'the eventual development of a school system itself diverse, where all
schools supported by public money can.operate without charging fees'20 and
elsewhere it suggested that, in a context of a

price for choice... . parental contributions might be expected to cover a fair share
of the costs of running non-government schools and thus some matching of fees to
Commonwealth contributions could be required.2'

In the long run, then, the Interim Committee envisaged a diversity of types
of schools (government schools, ,existing religious and non-religious
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independent schools and new kinds of independent schools)", all eligible for
government.support, so that the level of resources in all schOols having- access
to public funds would be determined on essentially-common criteria'", .while
a-special contribution would be required from those sending their children to
non-government schools. In historical perspective, one of the major aspects of
the Karmel report may prove to be this commitment 'to a-unified approach to
all Australian schools.

This striking new perspective on the role of independent schools. could not
be implemented, however, because 'priorities must be established'." For the
immediate future, then, the Committee's position was that, because of gross
differences in standards between schools and because of limited availability of
funds, priority must be given to those schools with standards below desired
-levels, 'thereby deferring the eligibility for extensive support of schools
presently having very high standards until others have been raised nearer to
them'.". Thus, while there are many schools below target standards, the
Committee argued that parents are free to send their students to'schools with
resources above target levels but it `does not accept their right to public
Assistance to . facilitate this choice'.26 The result was the well - known
.classification of independent schools (apart from Catholic systemic primary
schools) by resources employed, aid. being scaled down as resource use
increases and being phased out entirely for those schools in the highest
category. Aid to systemic schools was to be" provided as a block grant
determined in terms of the average resource use level of the schools in the
system. Many other aspects of the Interim Committee's" funding methods are
illuminatingly discussed in the article by Mortensen in this volume."

This general approach has been adopted by the Schools Commission arid,
after same 'variations, has resulted in 1977 and 1978 in conimonwealth
recurrent grants per student to noti- government scliools equal to a given
percentage of the per student recurrent expenditure in 'government schools.
The percentage recommended by the Commission for 1978 varied according
to resource use in the schools, from 12 per cent for the highest level schools to
32 per cent for those at the lowest level. These percentages were struck after
having regard.to state contributions, with the intention that the total public
recurrent expenditure. contribution . to independent schools should range
between 30 per cent and 50 per cent of per student recurrent expenditure in
government schools. However, in the 1978 and 1979 guidelines to the.
Commission, the Federal Government indicated that it wished. to see the
federal per capita payment to all schools phased up to a minimum of 20 per
cent, so that the percentage of standard costs being provided to the top two
levels of schools is being phased up 'to this figure. For 1979, grants will range
between 16 per cent and 33 per cent of standard costs for primary' schools and
between .15 per cent and 31 per cent for secondary schools. Nevertheless. the
levels of resource use are so,defined that, for independent schools in 1976, 88
per cent of all primary enrolments and 59 per cent of all secondary enrolments
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(76 per cent overall) were in the lowest level and were in receipt of the
maximum subsidy figure.

Pioblems in current approaches

In spite of its 'adoption of this general approach deriving from the interim
Committee report, the Schools Commission continues to express doubts about
its adequacy and equity. One reflection of these doubts was the proposal in the
1976 -78 Triennium Report to establish a category of 'supported' independent
schools, which would be fully supported, by government funds on the
condition that enrolments are open to all students and that a minority of public
nominees are accepted on the governing board." While reduced in scale in
subsequent reports, this potentially revolutionary proposal has continued to be
supported by the Commission, which sees it as a way of.meeting the needs of
low fee; low standard schools which cannot be met within the existing subsidy
arrangements. In its 1977 79 Triennium Report the Commission also raises
but does not attempt to resolve the issue of 'whether the level of public
subsidies can continue to relate only to resource levels in schools without
regAA to parental effort and capacity'", but this becomes a dominant issue-in:
the 4979-81 .Triennium Report.

It does seem clear that the current theory and practice of funding
independent schools is unsatisfactory and in justification of this claim we will
offer three specific and two general points. The three specific points are:

1 As Professor Crittenden has pointed out", there are in Australia some
high standard governnient schools which are above the target standards.
Indeed, the Commission's own data indicate that in 1976 some
government systems in aggregate were above the target standards.1f what
disqualifies certain parents 'public assistance to facilitate their choice' is
that the school chosen is above target standards,-n-wOuld. seem to follow
that parents sending children to those government schools should be
deprived of assistance also. In general, it does seem highly anomalous that
there can be wealthy parents who happily send their children to a high
quality government school at public expense while parents on average
incomes who choose an independent school of comparable quality have in
principle no rights to public assistance.

2 Consider now two sets of parents on equal incomes, one of which sends
their children to a high quality independent school :while the other
chooses an independent school of low standards. The implication of the
Karmel :report's short-term principles is that only the parent who chooses
the lower standard institution is entitled to public assistant e and the
poorer the institution he chooses the more assistance he recerve;.s The only
difference posIted between the two sets of parents is that on chooses to
devote a higher proportion of their income to the education of their
children and this disqualifies them from public assistance. Such a situation
is manifestly inequitable and will also have the effect of reducing the
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incentive for parents to invest in education. This in tyfit relates to an issue
which is a major concern in the 1979-81 TrienniumReport, namely the
relation of government funding to personal effort.

3 One problem which both the Interim Committee and: the Schools
cominission recognize in the present pattern of funding is as follows.''
Consider a Category 2 school which currently has resources at about the
1979 target standards as a result of charging high fees and recoves only a
little federal assistance and consider a Category 6 school with low fees
(suppose 10 per cent of those for the previous school) and large federal
funding grants. The Karmel report assumes that fees etc. will rise in line
with average incomes so that fees in the Category 6 school will remain 10
per cent of those in the Category 2 school. If the Karmel grants had their
planned effect and raised the Category 6 school to the same resource use
standard as the Category 2 school by 1979, then in 1979 we would have
two independent schools operating at similar levels, one primarily as a
result of fees and the other primarily as the result of government grants.
This would be grossly inequitable between parents on similar incomes
sending their children to these schools. The Karmel report recognizes the .

problem of which the above is a dramatic example and says that it 'should'
be considered as a matter of urgency by the Commission'." One
possibility the Karmel report suggests, however, is that

parental contributions might be expected to cover a fair share of the Costs of
running non-government schools and thus some matching of fees to
CommonWealth contributions might be required.'"

The Interim Committee then acknowledged that a radically different
pattern of funding of independent schools to the one proposed would
soon be needed.___

The two general comments we would offer on the Karmel report's short-
term funding programs are these. Firstly, each of the three specific problems
discussed above arises because the Cominittee chooses to dc,:ide the level of
support by reference to the resources of schools rather than of parents. It is

children who get well or poorly educated and, in the independent school
sector, it is primarily parents who combine with governments to finance the
cost of educaticlal services provided for their children, and hence it is

primarily parents and their children who are the beneficiaries of government
assistance. This being so, :le only way we can seeof developing an equitable
system of funding independent schools is for the government to take account
of the circumstances of individual parents. Secondly, given the way social
programs develop a momentum and strength of their own, it does seem
unrealistic of the Committee to propound one view as a long-term goal and
yet implement programs for the short7terin based on quite different principles,
Unless changes arc made, the short-term policy will becorne so entrenched
that it will be impossible to implement quite different principles, and ibis is
certainly one interpretation of the generally hostile reaction given to the new
proposals made in the Cormnission's 1979-81 Triennium Report, If the
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Interim Committee really did desire implementatidno6ts long-term position,
it would have been necessary to establish prioriziei within a framework
consistent with that pcis'ition.

The Schools Commission's new proposals for financing non-
!

goilernment schools

Responding to these and other difficulties seen as iherent in the existing
financial arrangements, the Schools Commission proposed in its April 1978
Report a, quite new approach to financing non-government schools. The new
scheme envisages three levels of commonwealth:sup ort; corresponding to
three 16;els..Cif.resource use in schools and of commitni of private and state
resources:.Th1;.three levels arc as follows:

Gt ourr:Schools operating at or above target resource standards. Resources
contributed by various groups as a percentage of target resource
standards:
',:'School community 60 per cent (+)

,State Government 20 per cent
Federal Government .20 per cent

Group- Schools operating at 89-99 per cent of target resource standards:
School community 39-49 per cent
State Government- 20 peer cent .

Fedeial Government 30 per cent
Group 3, Schools operating at 85-88 per cent of target resource standards:

SchOol community 25-28 per cent
State Government 20 per cent
Federal Government 40 per cent

Schools whieh.are unwilling or unable to ;.: °vide from their own resources at
least 25 per cent of target 'resource levels will continue to -receive federal
subsidies based on existing percentages of target resource levels (3-3 per cent for
primary and 31 per cent for secondary schools), provided that they continue
private effort at present levels in real terms. If this proposal was acceptable.to,
the government,, the Commission planned to phase it in over the three 'years
1979-781, but the government did not accept it in the guidelines for 1979 and
both the Commission and the government are to publish discussion papers on
the issue towards the end of 1978.

Among the main features of this new scheme are the change to expressing
federal gOvernment contributions to non-government schools as a proportion
of target resource standards rather than of standard government school costs
and the partial freedom which it gives to schools or school systems to opt for a
given level of government support provided they Lean meet the requirements
about private effort.

One of the main reasons which led the Commission to propose this scheme
was its concern over trends in low resource non-government schools. 'As
indicated in the it section of this article, between 1972 and 1976 resource
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t\able 3. Income per Studs-7i ' ;.;..:.7;':* Sources Catholic Systemic
,-,:!'',.)0.4.

\ ...
(Lonstam` Dc--;:i5v.N.'; '.: . prices)

--7_7'.7-- .. . .

1976197.4. .

\ c-%rlmary Mixed Secondary . Primary Mixed Secondary -
schools schools schools' schools schools : schools

Fees 56 _ 63
Other ash

Ince e 51 27
Contributed .

."
,servIdes ___182----234'

Total 289 324,

132 , . 62 155 176
...\ ..

70 57 , 50 51

369 '134 157 :-167
571 253 362 394

Source: Fhoors Commission. (1978). Report for the Triennium 1979-81.
Table 6.4, p.70.'

._

use in thes schools fell further behind that in corresponding government
.

____.,schools, in suite of increasing quite strongly in actual terms. This. was partly

for Catholic scstemic khools in 1974 and 1976 is shown in Table.3..lt is

due to a &Chit. in the relative contribution of what the Commission.refers.to
as 'private eft irt' in these schools.. Some data on income from, private sources

evident that An- both primary and secondary schools, bur n6r for mixed ..
schools, in thest\ systemsthe ',:otal real value of income pet:student fell sharply ..'
between 1974 and 1976, the fall being 12.5 per cent in the case of primary
schools and 31 p r cent in the. case of.secondary schools. These falls.are.almostt:_ _
entirely due to a 111 in contributed services services provided at little or no
cost by religious Ind at less than full Commission salary rates by lay .staff:
Contributed services have declined id all types of CathOlic Systemic .schools
because of falls in 'the number of religiOus working in the schools and as a
result of the increase in the salaries of lay staff in .Catholic 'schools-towards i
those paid in goverMnent schools. Nevertheless other income.. (from fees and
other cash income) his increased in real terms in each type of school shown inincreased
Table 3. t

This decline in incine from private sources has intant th.fi ar
systemic schools havCI not met the requiremeiA that
maintained', which the\ Commission interprets as implying
private sources increase in line with average weekly earnings. the same
.time, Catholic systemic schools have continued_ to experience, low relative -

resourceresource use and high government. funding ratios for Catholic systemic
primary schools in-1977. sonme 67 per cent of enrolments were in schonls with
resource use less than 70 i)er cent of that in government primary sch6ols.and

.Which were over 70 per cent government funded. These bets all inipItL
dileinina for a Conmiission committed to using government funds to bringiall
schools up to the target level, and the new scheme involves an attempti to
induce all schools and schtiol systems. to 'Rove up to .85 per cent of target
resource 'use. For a primary.'school system operating at 7.0 per cent of target
resources in 1978. resulting say from. grants of 33 percent and 17 per cent of
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target resources from Federal and State Governments respectively and 20 per
cent from private sources, the scheme would involve a rnor-t: to at least 85 per
cent of resource targets, the federal and state contributions increasing to 40 per
cent and 20 per cent respectively and private contributions rising to at least 25
per cent of target resource use. The increase in the federal` contribution would,
of course. be contingent on the appropriate increase in private contributions.

In our view it is clear that this is not an adequate system for the financing of
non-government schools, in Australia and in support of.this view we will
outline four objections tattle scheme:

1 The new proposal still uses the characteristics of the school as the basis for
determining grants, and so does not avoid most of the problems outlined

. in the section 'Problems in current approaches'. For example, for two sets .

,of parentswith equal incomes, the federal government grant will amount
to 40 per cent of target resource use if they choose a Category 3 school
but to only 20 per cent if they choose to devote a higher proportion of
their income and send their children to a Category I school. It is true that
this effect has been muted a little in the current version, but only as a
result of what we regard as another. adversr development, namely a
reduction Odle progressivity of federal grants in favour of lower resource

. schools.
2 One major reason for the new scheme is said to be the need to induce

greater private contributions so that these, together with higher
government grants, will lead to higher resource use in these schools. But
there are many disincentives to higher private effort indeed incentives
are provided only for schools to move up to Category 3 (85-88 per cent
of target resource use) and above that the inducements are all in the
direction of disincentives. For schools near the top of Categories 2 or 3
there is a positive incentive not to move into a higher group, while for
schools near the bottom of Categories ) or 2 there is a strong incentive to
move down into a lower group. Table 4 gives an example' of a primary.
school currently on 88 per cent target resource use,. with 38 per cent of
the target provided from private sources. When the proposed scheme was
fully in operation, this school would be much better off provided it
remained on 88 per cent, requiring only 28 per cent of target resources to
be derived from private sources. But it would have a strong incentive not
to increase resource use, for if it moved to 90 per cent (and to Category
2) its federal grant would drop.to 30 per cent and it would have to raise
an additional 12 per cent of target resources but only obtain a two per
cent increase in school resources in return. This point also applies in the
reverse direction if a school moved from 90 per cent to 88 pc; cent
resource use if would save 12 per cent of target resources on private
contributions while giving up only two per cent on school resource
Usage,

. 3.We know that many schools and sonic school systems are oPerating
. below 70 per cent of target resource standards and an Unpbrtant aim of
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Table 4. Funding Proposals. et 88-90 per centglesource Use.'
(Percentage of target resource use; non-government primary
school)

Funding 'cures' Exloting / Proposed (Category 3) Proponed (Category 2)

State I 17 20 20
Federal 33 40
Private , 38 28 40

Total 88 88 90

the scheme is to induce these schools to move up to at least 85 per cent of
target resource use. The Commission calculates that, assuming a

continued (feel* in contributed services and that all additional real
priyate. income is derived by way of fees, average fees in Catholic

.systemic primary schools would need to increase in real terms by 66 per
cent between .1976 and 1981 while for secondary schools the increase
would.be 34 per cent. Obviously for some of the poor school systems the
increase wouldbe greater than this, and some schools and school systems
will not be able or willing to meet the requirement of 25-per cent of
target resources being provided from private sources. For these schools
and systems, presumably the poorest in Australia, federal grants will be
held at 33_ per cent of target resource's (primary) and will fall as a
proporticin of actual governmcnt.sehool costs if these .risefurther. Thus
the scheme implies chat for the poorest schools all levels.of government in,
Australia should provide 53 per cent-of target resources while for the
richest schools the provision would be 40 per cent and for schools.'reaching. Category 3 the provision would be '60 per cent. In terms of
increases in federal funds over du!. next few years, these would flow;
firstly, into the 'richest schools as their federal grant Moves up to 20 pei
cent and secondly, into those schools who are in or can opt for Category
3, as their/ federal grant moves up to 40 per cent of target resource use.
Thus the Karmel report principle of a speciil commitment to the poOrest
schools would now be completely abandoned.

4 But our most fundamental objection to this scheine Is that it seeks to
. impose the obsession with resource use levels which' has characterized the

renewal program so far on schools, and indeed to make acceptance of this
view a condition of obtaining the highest level of federal assistance. We
have presented evidence above that many low-resource Catholic schools
seem to be perforMing better in echicationalterrnsthan some oftheir high,
resource counterparts in the government sector, and one could also find
examples of such schoo6 outside the Catholic system. Given this we can
readily imagine a poor community or diocesewhiCh has schools of low
resource uselautfairly high quality taking the view that further additions
to school resources constituted alow priority in terms of the uses of funds
of the local community. They may believe that such additional funds

ti
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which could be obtained should be devoted to community develop! lent
or welfare projects (or that such funds should not be sought, give! the
typical low family income) and that improvements in educational quality
are most likely to be achieved through curriculum developments or idler
changes do not involve additional resources per pupil. We can see
no reason why such a community should receive a lower federal irrant
than a wealthier community which devotes more income to its schtioi or
than a community of similar financial standing which has a diffe;ent'szt of
priorities or different views about quality in education. In particular.
given that funds are limited and that there are different views about what
contributes to improved quality in education, it seems to us quite wrong
to penalize schools which either do not or cannot place the same
.overwhelming. priority on increased resource use as does the Schools
Commission.

An alternative approach.

In considering issues surrounding parents choice in education, three
conflicting matters need to be kept in mind, namely: -

I the goal of equality of opportunity in education;
2 the right of parents to choose the type of education they require for their

children; ai'\icl
3 the right Of parents to use their resources to improve their children's

education.

The .interiin Committee, and the present authors, accept these three
principles, but it is clear that they tend to work in opposing directions. The
principle, raison d'ore of the, tate school system has been the need to make

, reasonably high standard education equally available to. all sectors of the
population, but single-minded improvement of the government s'eetor, when
'combined with escalating educationak costs, -can emasculav parents' choice.
On the. other hand. zovernment support for independent schools, together
with use okinancial resourcesby parents, risks a continuing situation in which
such children of wealthy parents obtain a much better education than those of
poor parents. Spa.ce piecludes a thorough discussion of ways of reconciling
these goals in an Australian context and of taking account of the necessi;:y to

,direct resources w those greatest need. We wish to suggesi,liowever, that
`the following piatern of funding of independent schools appears to provide a
viable solution.

The Suggestion would be that the government make available to all parents
choosing non- government schools a basic recurrent grant equal to some
prqportion of the average recurrent costs of educating a child in a goliernment
ehool. This grant Would be taxable, would replace both present direct
payments to schools and taxation concessions and would be paid partly direct
to the school and partly by tax credit to the parent. By agreement between
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government and school authorities, the grants payable to parents would- be
divided between payment to the school and tax credit to parents. This division
might take place in line with a roughly estimated average amount of tax that
would be paid on the grant by ithe parents in a given school, subject to official
cOnstraints. if the grants weie'S1000 per pupil, a school with parents on 60

- i

per cent effective marginal tax rate would receive $400 and the parents a tax
credit of 5600, while.if for a schdol in a poor area the \marginal tax rate was
20 per cent, the school would receive S800 per pupil and the parents a tax
credit of S200. This would allow parents whose marginal tax rate was below
the school average to attain a net reduction in tax (oi.. net tax credit) and

parents above the school average would have a net addition to tax. Of course,
what proportions any school opted for would not affect the total flow of funds
from the government. The proportions chosen only influnce the distribution
of that flow between direct payments to the school and tax credits or
payments. /

This basic approach; of a grant to the school Wint:h is subject to tax for the
parents, could be varied in several . ways. Givoi the recent lowering of
marginal tax rate,jit would probably be desirable to make the scheme more
progressive (it, th).i. fiscal sense) than is implied by the use of normal marginal
tax rates, and a new set of tax rates tied to taxable income cduld be laid out for
this grant. ObviOUsly many variants are possible here; for example, it might be
ruled that no tax is paid if the income of the family head is S5000 per annum
but one per cent of the grant would be paid in tax for every additional S200
dollars taxable income, so that the grant was fully recalled in tax at an income
of S25 000 per annum. This would mean that for parents on $5000 per
annum the school-parent partnership woul.' receive the full 51000 grant,
while there would be no net benefit for Parent incgines ef S25 000 per annum
or over. An approach to funding independent scho:.:s of ;this type would have
nuinc-rnis advantages, including the following: I

! 1 By comparion with both the existing an.i pi °posed Schools Commission
schema, pa ems would not be penalized, relative to either parents on
similar or igher incomes, for seeking high standard education for their
children. '

2 While pare, nts would still have to pay a 'price for choice''this price would
be tied to parents' income and Would not need to be crippling for any
individual. ,

3 Bccarise of clustering of low standard schools in low iucomc areas, fcdc al
tif: would flow in greater degree to the school-parent partnership in
kw standard schools. At the same time, all schools would receive some
federal funds, the extent of these being determined by the division
Jecideci upon between payment to the schopl and tax credit to the parent,

4 The anomalies which tha Karaiel Committee expected woulclarise on its
Proposed fundin pattern would not be a problem in this scheme, for
schools' of similar standards would be is receipt of different gOvernment

. grants only to the extent to which the average incomes jot' parents
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attending the schools differed, and schools of different standards would
receive equal grants only if the difference in standards was due to
differences in parental efforts rather than parental incomes.

5 Above all, a scheme Such as this would be compatible with the
Committee's desire to aid first those most in need and yet also with the
long-term aim of a stable and equitable scheme in which many types of
independent schools are funded on a non-controversial basis. The scheme
could be introduced initially with a grant of say 50 per cent of average
government costs per pupi and a highly progressive tax take associated
with the grants (so that the 'clawback' of funds is high), but as initial
inequalities are overcome the size of the grant could be increased and
perhaps the progressivity of the clawback eased. The scheme need not be

- more costly than current schemes, and the parameters could be *set to
provide any given level of support to schools and to parents in the non-
government sector.

Some reactions to this suggestion

Since the initial publication of this proposal in the first edition of this book
there have been a number of discussions of the underlying issues. In paragraph
3.34 of its Report for the 1976-78 Triennium, the Schools Commission
ceinments on the question of whether funding should be focused on the school
or the individual. While indicating that the Commission's concern is with
students and their needs, it is argued that the school should be the focus of
funding, for two reasons. Firstly, unless the schools are the focus, the
Australian Government cannot be sure that its grants will be directly translated
into benefits to students. Secondly, as the Commission cannot assess the
individual parent;1 resources of children at any particular school, a practical
response is to assess the school's rt.:, ,irces in relation to student needs, and this
leaves it up to the, individual school to allocate resources and snake calls on
individuals. It is important to note that neither of these points touch the
propc:,:il made here. The first point is only an argument fot ensuring that funds
are paid to the school rather than to individuals, who might indeed spend
them on non-educational goods or services. The second point simply avoids all
the issues about equity between parents: the whole problem here is that the
situations of the parents of children attending a given school vary enormously.
As noted earlier, and in spire of 1,hr; iAsistence en the advantages of fund:lig on
a school basis, the Commission Is still deeply concerned in its 1977-79 .

Triennium Report about the relationship between public support of non-
government schools and effort and capacity. We would hold that this
problem can only be r :solved in terms of some scheme such as the above, in
which the level of government 'support varies with thr .3,zvel of parental
incon.T.

In their survey 'The Economics of Ed'scation in Australia', forthcoming in
the Academy of the Social Sciences serves, Blandy, Woodfield and Hayles
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discuss this proposal and argue that thescheme would not be feasible because it
required that schools must have access to, and process, information on parental
incomes." This is a misunderstanding of our general point, although one
facilitated by the original exposition of the proposal. All that is necessary is
teat the responsible school authorities fe.g. the school board) determine, in
conjunction with the parents. the proportion of the-per capita grant which is
to he payable to the school, within the limits laid down by the authorities. If
the school had an estimate of the relevant average marginal tax rate of the
parents whose children attend the school, it could determine the school grant
component in such a way that on average the parents would receive no change
in tax payable. But this would only hold.on average some parents would
pay more tax and others would pay less, depending on income and clearly
it would not matter if the proportion was struck in a way which did not
precisely reflect the average marginal tax rate. Thus it is not required that the
school have access to parental incomes.

SCM 's0L, WORK AND THE REASSESSMENT OF
AUSTRALIA.N LWATION

One of the beneficial effects of a crisis in a human society is the way in which
it can prompt a 1---iamental reassessment of the aims and values of particular
activities within t -.at society or of society itself. Recent developments and,
x-esearch result =.: Ciear indi,ated that Australian education is facing severe
problems relationship and it is to be hoped that
this crisis lean:: rf, a fLuitfui :aluation of the values and attitudes prevalent
in Australian education. Mn ai, of the issues here have peen illuminatingly
discussed by Keeves and Matthews in this volume, but they are of such
impolaance that further discussion is warranted. These problems have not been
caused by the high level of youth unemployment but the unemployment levels
have brought them to the surface and will intensify their effects. In 1977 and
in the first half of 1978, the rate of :inemployment among persons 15-19
years averaged about 16 per cent, and in June 1978 the average duration of
unemployment for persons 15-19 years was 22 weeks. During 1978-79 the
unemployment rate among these young people is likely to rise to over 20 per
cent, and during the foreseeable future labour market 'conditions will continue
to highlight inadequacies in the school/work relationship. It is useful to start
by considering the following facts which have been demonstrated or
confirmed ir. L ecent years:

1 Among persons aged 15-19 years unemployment rates are much higher
for persons who left school early (at 14 or 15 years) than those who left
later. As shown in V.ble 5, for perons who left school between 1971
and May 1976, 24 per cent of those who left school at 14 and entered the
labour force were unemp:yzd at May 1976 and 13.1 per cent of those
leaving at age 15 in that period were unemployed, while the
unemployment rate among persons leaving school at 1E-18 years in this
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Table 5. Unemployment Rates, M,::y 1976, by Age and Year of Leaving School
(Percentage of relevant labour force)

Year of leaving school Age of Waving school (years)

14 15 16 17 18+ Total
persons

15-19

Before 1967 2.6 2.3 2.0 2.1 1.7 2.4
1967-68 9.2" 6.5 4.1' . 3.0" 2.4 4.4
1969-70 11.1' 8.1 6.6 1.8" 2.5" 5.2
1971 to May 1976 24.0 3.1 9.1 6.2 10.1

Based on estimate of persons, and hence having a 111,..i.ih
standard error.

Sojrce: Australiah Bureau o; Statistics, Persons aged 15 to 64 years,
Employment Status and Period s,nce. leaving School, Play 1976,
Table 4.

period was 8.0 per cent. A similar pattern is evident Ern- persons leaving
school in the years 1967-1970, the May 1976 unemployment rates by
age of leaving school being 9.' per cent (14 years), 7.4 per cent (15

- years) and 3.A per cent (16-18 years).

It thus seems to be a basic, if not altogether unexpected, feature of the
Australian labour market that persons who leave school early are much
more likely to experience jneinployment than those who stay longer at
school. One person in four of those leaving at 14 years between 1971 and
May 1976 were unemployed at May 1976 and, in view of the
subsequent deterioration in the labOur market, r17isfigure is likely to have
worsened in the last rwo years.

2 In the important Survey or literacy and numeracy among Australian
school-childre:: referred w :zbLiva (see Table 2) the authors found that a
substantial proportion of 14-year-olds were lacking in these fundamental
skills. For example, they found that 25-30 per cent of the 14-year-olds in
their sample were unable to pass simple tests in exercises .involving
reading comprehension of contii.uous prose such as would be found in
normal school tey.ts aui reference books; only 50 per cent of the 14-year-
olds were able to s,Itisfactorily prepare .a letter of application of
employment; they estimited from their results that about 25 per cent of
the I4-year-olds did not possess mastery of the basic skills in numeration.
We have no way of knowing whether this constitutes an imprcvement or
a deterioration of the ,Irn ition prevailing in earlier years. But it does
seem clear that these szLid, k the bask skills necessary for further
karning at school, that 11,equ -iy they will tend *.o leave school it the
earliest possible time a7 h.:I- n-z likely to h sere difficulties in
developing a ineaningn. 1,, a worn, which plat. . so much stress on
literacy and numeracy skills,

3 At the other end of the educational spectrum it has beco,...e ;:hear recently
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that the expansion of tertiary education over the past decade is leading to
dramatic increases in the stock of tertiary graduates in the labour force. In
the 1970s, the total number of graduates in the labour force has been
increasing at a rate of 10-12 per cent per annum and this is likely to
continue over the next five years or so a.5 the recent increase in enrolments
at Colleges of Advanced Education is reflected in graduations. Although
precise estimates arc impossible because of data limitations it now seems
likely that the stock of university and CAE graduates either working or
seeking work will have approximately doubled between 1972.and 1978
while the total number of persons in civilian employment will have
increased by only about five per cent over this period. Over the next five
years at least this trend for the number of graduates seeking employment
to grow very' much faster than total employment will continue and. on
the current stance of educational policy, may well continue for the
remainder of this century. As it is not possible that the structure of labour
demand is changing so rapidly in favcur of graduates, it follows that to
the tH;tent that many graduates find work this will be as a result of their
accepting positions of income, status or responsibility than they
anticipated when they largan their studies. This will have two effects.
Firstly, for those who approached education primarily as a means towards
achieving higher level employment there is likely to be some adverse
reaction towards education generally, as it has not proved efficacious in
achieving this goal. Secondly, as graduates and others move down the
occupational ladder in search of work a more general re- adjustment will
ensue, with the consequence that those with fewest eduCational and skill
qualifications will be further displaced from the labour market. Increasing
'credentialism' will thus eventually most heavily affect those whose
credentials are fewest.

4 Th:re is considerable evidence that Australian schools, are not
adequately educating those with lower levels of acadeinic ability, and that
fru tratior: with and hostility towards schools are strong among this
group. Ar the same time the deteriorating labour market situation is
leading to increasing numbers of young people using schools as a ref7,ge
from unemployment, so that schools have to cater for large number:
pupils who are au.:,-;ding school only under sufferance or as a second
option.

hi their study for the POverty Inquiry. Wright, Headlam, Ozolins and
itzgerald examined in 1974 and 1975 the experience of school of a

representative cross-section of 150 eighteen-year-olds." In respect of the
failings of the schools, they found that a high proportion of students (59
per cent) felt that they were not treated as individuals up to Form IV and
that most students felt that perssinal attention from teachers was
forthcoming only when (or if) ibey reached the top two years of
secondary school; a high proportion of students, especially those weth less
academic ability, found the curriculum irrelevant to their interests and
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Table 6. School Participation Rates: Australia.
(Proportion of theyelevant population attending school; per cent)

Year

Age 1973 1974 1975. 1975 1977

15 years 82.3 81.6 85.7 84.5 86.6
16 years 54.4 53.8 56.1 57.5 59.2
17 years 30.0 29.7 30.5 31.1 32.4
18 years 7.7 6.7 6.8 6.8 6.9

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Schools 1977, Cat. No. 4202.
needs and regarded school as providing an inadequate preparation for life;
only 11 ver cent of the.students in the sample whO left after Form 'IV (or
earlier) ,und the career advice they received at school fairly or very
helpful, and the authors argue that in very many cases the streaniin:;
system was one of various factors contributing to a situation in which 'th-:
failures at school are left to make their way in the world' with little in the
way of a constructive legacy from their school years.

Table 6 provides some data on the proportion of the o,.)pulation ;,,,f four
single year age-groups who were attending schc.') the years
1973-1J 17. It is clear that there has been. a substantial jump .in school
participation rates as so defined, the upward movement b.eing from 1974
and coinciding with the increase in unemployment. For both 15- and 16-
year -olds about five per cent more of the relevant population were
attending school in 1977 than in 1974, while an additional 2.7 per cent
of 17-year-olds were in For these three age groups, total school
attendance in 1977 was about 35 000 persons higher than it would have
been if the 1974 participation rates had continued to obtain. Thus current
economic conditions are generating increased return to school in the
15-17 yeas age-groups and this means that on top of their current
inadequacies. in educating those of less .academic orientation schools are
having to cope with increased numbers of unwilling learners.

In our view, these facts point indubitably to a crisis of major proportions in
the Australian education system surrounding the inter-relationships between
schools; education and work.. Many of -hose with lesser academic ability are
not being adequately initiated cornmon culture, in that they are not
developing at school those basic skills and understandings necessary to take an
active and fulfilling place in the community and in that they are not being
prepai cd.to enter into one central aspect of the culture, work. At the other
extreme, many of those with higher academic ability are being led deeper into
the educational system in the expectation of levels of employment which will
not materialize for the majority of them.
/ This emerging crisis cannot be discussed in any detail here. We are sure,

/however, that it is most unsatisfactory to respond, as the Schools Commission
'has responded, by.saying that .What useful response the schools might Make to

4' his situation or indeed its relewmce.for education in general is by no means
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clear" 7 J leaving it at that.36.Nor is it appropriate to respond by focusing on
the symptoms of ',he &Indetlying ruaLise and producing stop-gap programs to
increase the sapply of the particular skills in demand its the labour market at
present. We cannot avoid a fundamental re-thinking of our basic purposes in
education and their relation to work and of the relative roles of the various-
institutions involved in preparing youth. for life in society. We conclude by
making two points which we regard as important within ,:s re-thinking.

In any local community the school is the obvious institution groups
young people together and through which they are accessible to training or
other schemes. This being so. when any new problem concerning youth arises
thar is a reinprati.41 to impose either the responsibility, or the mechanisms, for
solving it on tlIc school. so that over time the school becomes loaded with a
wide range of functions in addition to its primary educative one. In the issue
prese. ntly under discussion, for example. we would regard it as crucial that a
distinction be made between responses to the problem which imply better
education (e.g. better basic literacy and numeracy programs in schools,
teachinv, of basic material in ways which touch the world and the imagination
of less academically gifted students) and those which involve other programs,
such community service experience schemes or the development of specific.
skills relevant to the labour market at a particular time. We would argue that
initiatives of both types are probably necessary but that neither will be
satisfactorily achieved if both types are loaded onto the schools. Improving the
cducation available to the less academically gifted is a vital need in Australian
society at 'the present time:.this will require the schools to co-operate with
institutions carrying out programs more directly related to the labour market
and. to rising unemployment, but it will also require that the.schools:resist toe
broad a diversification oCthen role.

p6st-war Australia a vast expansion of education has been 'sold' to
individual parents and stu&nts aF. a means Of access to increased income and
status within society. Such an implicit promise -- that more education will
lead to .nore rewarding and better. paid employment with higher sociaj status

can only be delivered for a short time and only in.circumstances in which
rapid economic growth ..provides a continued up-grading of work
opportunities. Indeed it is evident from the foregoing that even in the post-
war decades in Australia this promise was not being met for those at the lower
end of the edUcational spectrum. either in terms of basic skills necessary for
in society or inn terms of position within the labour market. Economic and
deinogu,..1hi:.: developments over the past five years have brought to the

\ surface the coi, adiction between what the individual can achieve in terms of
improved job prospects through higher education and what is possible for the
community as a whole. It is perhaps too.r.!1.h to hope that clic. cturent crisis
might lead to a reassertion within society of the value of eJ,:.cation as an
initiation of all students to the various facets of our culture, as a process which
prepares them to lead.a richer and more meaningful life in society and thus is
(if value independently of any accidental spin-off in terms of increased access
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to income and status. But it is only through a re-assertion of this basic value
that we will find a lasting resolution of the issues aot out education, schools and
work.
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'Educational administrators . . . should keep it under their,
pillow. Politicians and students . . . will finditstimulating and

informatiVe. PrincipalS and teachers concerned about their own
professionalism . . . should take, seriously the strong hints given

. . that the renewal of education lies mainly in their hands
rather than in material improvements.'

,
Journal of Educational Administration, 1975, on first edition of

. The Renewal of Australian Schools.

'Some of the essays in Renewal are among the best which have
been written on the direction of Australian schooling . . . There

is every reason for awaiting the Schools Commission reports
with bated breaths.'

Barry Hill, The Aqe, 1975, on first edition ofRencival.\.

This second and enlarged edition of Renewal now inclUde's'ihe
first major indepenclent review and evaluation of the national .

-Schools CoMmission's ambitious program for the renewal of
. Australian schools.

Writers in this volume discuss the continuing short-comings of
Australian education in relation to jssues such as youth

unemployment, changing social attitudes and clashes between
progressive and traditionalist.models of curriculum and

'schooling. They also questiOn the'VerY nature of the renewal
program attempted by the Schools Commission.

Renewal contributes to a wider appraisal of goals for which
school renewal should strive and suggests approacheS which

might have the best chance ofsuccess. .

oustrdlidn council for educational
:resedrcli isbn 085563 185 6
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